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Abstract

This thesis draws on the author's experience of a community in a mountainous region of
Nepal; namely the Sikles sector of the Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP).
ACAP is an Integrated Conservation
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and Development Project that aims to promote

Participation
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the
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approach.

The research is divided into two phases. The first phase (1995-1998)provides a critique of
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In the second phase (1998-2004) the researcher facilitated the

introduction of REFLECT, a structured participatory learning process centred on people's
in
issues.
into
the
to
these
their
study
area
order
address
environment,
critical analysis of
The research is therefore grounded in the principles of Action-Oriented Research (AOR).

This thesis evaluates the success and challenges of REFLECT in the study area over a six
year period.

The author critically reflects on REFLECT as a participatory

approach to

for
Further
the thesis examines
makes
recommendations
other
practioners.
and
education
the dilernmas and challenges of doing AOR in a rural community in Nepal. It stresses the
importance of reflexivity in order to locate the researcher explicitly within

the research

Insight
into
is
the potential of action-oriented research as a means of
provided
process.
engaging in a dialogical inquiry.

Embedding local control in the research process is

highlighted.
is
for
training
the
and evaluation
need
ongoing
stressed and
thesis supports the calls for 'participatory

development' to be reconceptualised and

reclaimed as a locally embedded, transformatory
prevent any further co-option.

Further, this

and equitable process in order to

It suggests AOR has a positive role to play in this

reconceptualisation.
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1 CHAPTER ONE Introduction
1.1 Overview
This thesis represents a culmination

of over ten years engagement with a remote

mountainous community' in Nepal. The research questions have evolved from a process
of participatory inquiry into the successesand challenges of the Annapurna Conservation
Area Project (ACAP) in Nepal. In particular it represents a dialogical process of inquiry
into the effectiveness of the non-formal education programme within

the Annapurna

Conservation Area (ACA), with a particular focus on the Sikles sector of the ACAP.
Through feeding back my findings to the 'field'2 and by discussing the innovative
became
I
REFLECT3,
involved in a process of action-oriented
literacy
to
entitled
approach
facilitate
helped
I
the introduction of REFLECT into the Sikles
to
through
research
which
sector of the ACAP.

This thesis has two main aims. Firstly, it will critically examine the capacity of non-formal
education programmes to meet the demands of local people within the context of the
Sikles Sector of the ACA, Nepal.

In particular, it will explore the extent to which

REFLECT offers a more inclusive, appropriate and autonomous model of education in the
study area. Secondly, it will critically assessthe author's research in order to gain insight
into the potential of action-oriented research to promote research based on the principles
of autonomous development. It proposes that such research should endeavour to reduce
inequalities wherever possible and practicaP.

Conclusions and recommendations will be made at two levels: firstly, suggested policy
recommendations for Integrated Conservation and Development Projects (ICDPs) and
similar organisations engaged in the process of promoting participatory

development:

and secondly, a discussion of the complexities of action-oriented research in the context of
developing areas leading to the identification

of further guidelines for research of this

kind.

' Within this thesis it is acknowledgedthat 'communities' are rarely, if ever, distinct homogenousentities.
Within the 'participatory development' movement they are often 'celebrated' and complex power dynamics
and inequalities are often ignored (Burkey 1994, Cleaver 2001, Guijt & Shah 1998, Mohan 2001, Williams
2003).
2 The term 'field' is used within this thesis to refer to the area where primary researchwas undertakenby the
author in Nepal. In particular it refers to the Sikles sectorof the ACAP.
3 REFLECT (REgeneratedFreirean Literacy through Empowering Community Techniques)was launchedin
1998by ActionAid UK. Full details will be provided in Chapter3.
4 As suggestedby the Developing Areas ResearchGroup (DARG) Ethical Guidelines (2002) which can be
found online at hup: /.,ýpersonal.
html.
rliul. ac.uk,"unfa!001/darlzethics.
1

This PhD thesis draws on a wide body of literature and brings together the practical
experience of the ACAPs non-formal education programme and REFLECT with the
theory of 'participatory development. Specifically, an understanding of the relationship
between non-formal education and empowerment will

be developed, with local

knowledge and local experiences being placed at the heart of the analysis. The thesis
concurs with Edwards (1993:90) when he states that "the afin of intellectual enquiry ... is
to promote the development of people denied accessto knowledge, resourcesand power
for hundreds of years" and that the most effective way to do this is "to unite
understanding and action, that puts people at the very centre of both". Edwards stresses
the need for researchersinvolved in this process "to make our own values and objectives
be
'deconstructed"
(ibid.
).
Therefore, in order
they
that
criticised
also
and
can
explicit so
to make my values and objectives clear, it is important to reflect upon how I became
involved in a processof action-oriented research.

1.2 Why Nepal? Why me? A personal statement
This thesishas arisenout of a processof longitudinal researchin Nepal, in particular in
the village of Sikles,located in WesternNepal, from 1992to 2004. Sil-desis a Gurungs
village that falls within the boundaries of the Annapurna ConservationArea Project
(ACAP),an innovative ICDP establishedin Nepal in 1986by the King MahendraTrust for
Nature Conservation (KMTNC), one of the largest National Non Govenimental
Organisation (see Chapter 2 for details). Through comparing the experienceof the
Annapurna Conservation Area Project's Conservation Education and Extension
Programme(CEEP)with the REFLECTprogrammein the contextof Sikles,insight canbe
gained into wider dimensionsof development,participation and empowermentwithin
Nepal.
Crucial to any researcher engaging in action-oriented research is the need to be critically
reflexive (Dove 1999,England 1994,Maxey 1999,Rose 1997). This involves exploring the
motivation and context in which the research question has emerged, in order to evaluate
the extent to which the process has evolved from the local level and if it 'genuinely'
found
is
full
discussion
A
issues
these
a
represents process of collaborative research.
of
in the methodology chapter. The following account (Box 1.1) provides an important
insight into how I approached the research process and highlights the long term of
engagementthat has resulted in this thesis.
5 The Gurungs are one of the many ethnic groups in Nepal (see Section 1.4 below for detail).

2

Box 1.1 Why Nepal? Why me? Personal reflections
Mwn exactly the researchstarted is hard to identify. Ifirst visited Nepal and the Annapurna Area
in 1986after completing the International Baccalaureateat United World CollegeSouth East Asia
(UWCSEA) in Singapore. Along with fellow students and staff I completeda 21-day trek around
the Annapurna Circuit. This visit had a great impact upon me as I was overwhelmedby the
'romantic
diversity
In
I
the
the
notions
of
away
with
country.
many ways was swept
sceneryand
This
Shangri-La'
inequalities
the
that
were
present.
was
also
aware
of
yet
poverty
and
of
experienceservedto heighten my interest in thefield of 'development'that had beenstimulated in
my education at schoolandfamiliarity with South East Asia. During my undergraduatestudies
in Geographyat LeedsUniversity I pursued my interest in developmentthrough opting for all the
developmentmodules. On graduating, I was keen to gain somefurther insight into the nature of
developmentand also somepractical experienceof working overseasbeforeenrolling for a Masters
in Development Studies. To this end I first of all becamea researchassistant at the Centrefor
Urban Developmentand Environmental Management (CUDEM) at LeedsPolytechnic. A year
later I left this position to take a course in teaching English as a Foreign Languageafter which I
taught Englishfor a year in London. In 1992 1 readan article about 2 ex-studentsfrom UWCSEA
local
in
in
Sikles
English
in
Annapurna
had
the
teach
to
a
school
a
called
place
who
volunteered
initiative
Global
Concerns
UWCSEA
Nepal.
In
1990
through which
up
an
set
called
of
region
links had beendevelopedwith the Annapurna ConservationArea Project in Nepal. Through this
link I secureda voluntary post teachingEnglish in the local high schoolin Sikles.
On May 2nd 1992 1 arrived in Nepal to begin this post and found myself both working with local
teachersand staff of the Annapurna ConservationArea Project. I lived and worked in Siklesfor six
has
detailed
diary
that
kept
since proved an invaluable source of
notebook
and
a
months and
information on which to reflect and help makesenseof what becamea long and personaljourney. I
was inspired by the ACAP approach, the enthusiasm and commitment of the staff and by the
receptivenessat the local level in Sikles to the project that aimed to support peoplein a processof
self-development.However, whilst living in Nepal, I also becameconcernedabout inequality and
exclusion, as I could see less wealthy membersof the community being excludedfrom certain
activities and processes.The starkestexampleof this was the group of 'lower caste' women sitting
literacy
house
classwas taking place,peering through the window into the poorly
a
where
a
outside
lit room in an attempt to learn how to read. They were not allowed to enter into the householdsof
the Gurung families due to the social customs in place and this made me feel saddenedand
concernedbut also uncomfortable. This was in essencethe start of my researchinto the role of
being
faced
in
the
and
challenge
of
part of a
with
opportunity
education
rural communities
development
to
policy.
conservation
and
progressivealternative approach
By returning to the UK and undertaking an MSc in Developmentat Bath University I gained the
opportunity to explore in more detail the role of non-formal education in the promotion of
participatory development. Through my Masters' thesisI explored the potential role that Freirean
The
drew
literacy
thesis
in
to
communities.
upon casestudies
could play empowering
approaches
from India, Bangladeshand Sri Lanka yet was inspired in many ways by my experiencein Nepal
field
by
ACAP.
Unfortunately
importance
in
the
the
a
education
vested
participation
and
and
study was neither encouragednor supported as part of my studies, so when I was given the
opportunity to developmy researchpotential whilst employedas a Geographylecturer at Liverpool
John Moores University, the natural 'field of study' was to revisit the ACAP and Nepal to look at
the changesthat had takenplace since 1992. This enabledme to start to explore the extent to which
the ACAP was living up to its aims of promoting both conservationand developmentand to revisit
Sikles to talk to peopleabout their views on this. Since 1995 1 have beenback to Nepal nine times
Nepal
full
in
Nepal.
The
ftequency
in
'real
to
time'
along with
visits
year
spending nearly a
of my
led
become
through
from
living
has
involved
in
in
Nepal
to
process
me
a
complex
contacts
my
which I helped to facilitate the introduction of a new approach to education into the villages of
Sikles,Parcheand Yangjakotand it is a processin which I am still involved. 77zisthesisreflectson
that processand the outcomes.
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Being given the opportunity, by the School of Social Science at Liverpool John Moores
University, to develop my research potential played an important role in facilitating
'genuinely' collaborative research. It provided me with the funds and time to revisit
Nepal and to 'engage' in the field but, more importantly, it left the research focus totally
in my hands. This enabled my research to evolve from the local level, through an openended process of action-oriented research.

The research for this thesis feH into two

distinct phases. The preliminary

research was undertaken from 1992 - 1998 based on
principles of 'Participatory Rural Appraisal'6. The main research phase, from 1998 - 2004,
was grounded in the principles of action-oriented research.

Table 1.1 provides an

overview of the phases of the research process. Research conducted before 1998 forms the
background for the thesis and played an important 'role in the evolution of the research
questions and processes. Research from 1998 onwards was more focused on responding

to the findings of my initial researdi.
Table 1.1 Research phases
Research
Phase

U
00
P4 aN

rA

Issues / focus of research and where discussed
in this thesis.
Became immersed in Nepal and Sikles through
living and working in Sikes.
Revisited Nepal in 1995 and 1996 to explore
successesand constraints of ACAP.
Undertook research into role of education
Chapter 2
within the ACAP.
Gained experience in using participatory tools
for research to explore local issues and concerns
1996
in-depth
----------------Fed back-------------------------------------------------------------------field
1997
and made
research to the
recommendations regarding CEEP to the ACAP
both in person and in a report written for ACAP
Chapter 2
1998
& KMTNC (Parker & Sands 1997).
REFLECT introduced into Sikles sector of
1 8
ACAP.
Explored the experience of REFLECT in the
Sikles sector of the ACAP.
Engaged in a process of 'ethical' 'actionoriented researcY.
Examined issues being raised through the
Chapter 5
medium of evaluation workshops that were
integral to REFLECT programme.
Critically reflected on engaging in process of
action-oriented research
Wrote thesis to consolidate findings and draw
2005
conclusions.
Period of
research
1992

As outlined by authorssuch as Chambers1983seeChapter3.
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1.3 Structure of thesis
It is widely acknowledged that action researchis a messy processthat createschallenges
to those involved when writing about the experiencesand outcomes (Cook 1998,Mellor
2001, Robertson 2000, Wadsworth 1998). Here, a standard format for presenting the
theory followed by details of the methodology has generally beenfollowed with findings,
reflections and conclusionscoming towards the end. Chapter 2 discussesthe context of
the ACAP and highlights the centrality of participation and education within the ACAP
approach. It moves on to provide a critical analysis of the non-formal education
based
ACAP
the
on researchundertaken by the author between 1992and
component of
1998. Preliminary research suggested that there was a need for more non-formal
Further
it suggestedthat a more inclusive
the
study
area.
within
education programmes
and participatory approach was needed, such as that offered by REFLECT. Chapter 5
field
from
findings
the
to
the
the
of
stakeholders
within
a
variety
of the
explores
reaction
draws
It
1996.
Nepal
1995
in 1997and
in
to
upon
research
visits
and
researchundertaken
1998and interviews with both the staff of ACAP and local people living within the ACA.
This chapter discussesthe difference in response from different stakeholders to these
findings. It moves on to examine the consequencesof this responseand the subsequent
impact upon my research in Nepal. Further, it describeshow REFLECTcame to be
introduced into the Sikles sector of the ACAP. Critical reflections are made on this
process,drawing extensively on field notes taken during visits to Nepal in 1997and 1998.
These findings raise questions about the nature of 'participatory development' that are
then taken up in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 provides a critical analysis of the discoursesof participation. The spread and
led
has
development
to an emerging discoursethat
co-option of participatory
approaches
argues the term 'participatory development' is on the verge of becoming rhetorical
(Cleaver 1999,Cornwall & Jewkes1995,Rahnema1992,White 1996). This backlash has
led to the question: is participation the new tyranny? (Cooke & Kothari 2001). Engaging
in this critical analysis of participatory discoursesemphasisesthe need for participatory
development to maintain its radical conceptualisation if it is to avoid becoming
depoliticised and meaninglesswithin the communities in which it is promoted.
This Chapter provides further support for the view that participatory development needs
to be embedded in processesof reflection, inclusion and transformation (Carmen 1990,
Freire 1972,Korten 1990). Empowering non-formal education programmes are essentially
seen as having the potential to increase the capacity of communities and individuals to
5

The
defining
livelihood
in
and
strategies.
needs
participate more actively managing and
potential for non-formal education programmesto empower communities is explored and
in particular the work of Paulo Freire (1972)and Robert Chambers (1983)is discussed.
ActionAid (UK) has played a pivotal role in bringing together the work of Paulo Freire
and Robert Chambersby piloting an alternative non-formal education programme called
REFLECT.The REFLECTapproach is also outlined in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 details the researchmethodology and provides a justification for the approach I
have taken in field researchin the Sikles sectorof the ACAP. Ethical issuesare addressed
within this chapter and it is argued that action-oriented researchbased on the principles
has
development'
'participatory
a vital role to play in enabling researchersto engagein
of
researchthat aims to reduce inequalities wherever possible and practicable as suggested
by DARG (2002). This chapter stressesthe importance of reflexivity in order to locate the
The
the
process.
methodology chapter provides a
research
researcherexplicitly within
dear overview of what researchwas done, when, and who participated in the processand
from
being
by
the
the
shifted
one of participatory
methodology
explains
process which
researchto that of action research. The introduction of REFLECr into the researchareain
1998enabled the researchprocessto becomemuch more focused on the concernsof local
stakeholders.
Chapter 5 focusesexplicitly on the findings from the main researchphase (1998-2004)and
in particular the experienceof REFLECr in the Sild-essector. Insight is gained into the
outcomes and impact of REFLECT at the local level through examining a number of
factors, such as who has participated, what key issueshave been discussed,what issues
have emerged as being of local importance and what differences there are between the
REFLECr
In
it
the
the
to
approach is meeting
centres. particular examines
extent which
the needs expressed in the Sikles sector for more non-formal education programmes.
Issuesof inclusion and exclusion are also explored. Additionally, this chapter considers
the capacity at the local level to evaluate and sustain the programme when external
has
(CBO)
formation
local
based
is
The
support withdrawn.
community
of a
organisation
been central in enabling the programme to be run autonomously. Conclusionsare drawn
on the effects of the CBO on the impact and the sustainability of the REFLECTapproach
within the Sikles sector of the ACAP. Of equal importance, Chapter 5 also critically
reflects upon the process of action research and the successesand challenges of this
process. The extent to which the process fives up to the demanding expectations of
participatory development discourseis explored.
6

Chapter 6 draws together the findings presentedin Chapters 5 with the theoretical stance
outlined in Chapters 2 and 3 in order to determine whether REFLECTprovides a model
for non-formal education within the ACAP. The extent to which the experienceof Sikles
for
implications
REFLECT
is
the
the
potential
wider experienceof
assessedand
reflects
development
ICDP
the
to
are
conservation and
organisations pursuing
approach
drawn
for
REFLECT
to
Conclusions
to
the
contribute
are
regarding
potential
reviewed.
for
ACAP
Further,
the
approach.
recommendations are made
and complement
researchersengagingin action-oriented research.

1.4 Setting the scene: the Sikles sector of ACA
In 1996there were 55 Village DevelopmentCommittees(VDCs)in the ACAP with a
(IPRAD
1999ý.
Seven
VDCs;
120,000
these
of
comprisethe
approximately
of
population
Siklessectorof the ACAPwith a total populationin 1996of 24,227(EPRAD1999).As the
Sil-des
falls
ACAP
(Map
for
1.1)it is
the
the
thesis
this
within
sector
of
majority of research
The
Sikles
this
to
area.
sectorof the ACAP covers
of
pertinent provide an overview
land
37sqkm
forest
has213.5sqkm
458.6sqkm,
of
agricultural
within its remiL Due
and
of
to the importanceof agricultureto the local economy,with over 70%of the population
being dependentupon subsistenceagriculture, ACAP focusesits work here on its
IntegratedAgricultureand DevelopmentProgramme.It alsosupportsand promotesecotourismin this area(Gurung& DeCoursey1994).
This study focuseson three main villages, Sikles and Parche8(both within ParcheVDC)
divided
into
9
(rhars).
is
The
(Thumakodanda
Each
VDC
Yangjakot
VDC).
wards9
and
Parche
is comprised of one
5
Sikles
is
the
of
village
comprised of wards and
village of
found
(Map
Sil-des
Parche
1.3).
The
10
at an elevation of 2000mon
are
villages of
and
ward.
the southern slopesof the Annapurna Himalayas and an 8-hour walk from the main town
hour
1-2
by
(Map
Yangjakot
Pokhara
1.1).
is
only
a
walk from Pokharaand
of
comparison
therefore more accessible(Map 1.2). Only three of the wards in Yangjakot fall within the
&5
Danda
Gow
(ward
1,3
Chapatole
Pokhari,
study area namely
and
numbers
respectively).
7 Institute for Policy Researchand Development(IPRAD) undertook a baselinesurvey for ACAP 1996-1999.
8 Parche is both the name of a village in the study area and also the name of the VDC when the VDC is
being referred to it will always be suffixed with the term VDC to distinguish it from the village
9 Seddon (1993) notes that in Partyless PanchayatSystem unified concepts of village communities often
ignore economic, social and cultural divisions. However, within the context of the study they do provide
distinct units around which communities organise.
10The other three wards of the ParcheVDC are outsidethe study areafound in the village of Khilang-
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Mav 1.1 Location of ACAP and Sikles Sector within Nepal showing VDCs
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Map 1.3Wards of Sikles & Parcheshowing ward names and numbers
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Source: Sketchmapby SaraParker, digitised by P Cubbin 2004
Within the Sikles sector of the ACAP a variety of edmic groups can be identified. These
include in the more mountainous communities the ethnic Gurungs tend to dominate. The
Gurung" people, one of the many ethnic groups in Nepal, are of Tibeto-Burman origin
and are predominantly agriculturalists living in mountainous regions of Nepal (Gurung
1993,Gurung 2001,MacFarlane& Gurung 1992,Pettigrew 2002). Although traditionally
they had no caste system of their own, they have becomeinfluenced by the cultures of
Aryan India and are "slotted into the castesystemby the Brahn-dns[priests] and Chetris
[warriors], as a clean caste,yet inferior to the Brahmins. In turn the Gurung regard the
(MacFarlane
lower
&
Gurung
live
them
caste"
as effectively
with
service groups who
1992: 3). As Gurungs; have traditionally not worked with iron, leather or cloth each
These
known
from
'traditional
has
the
castes.
are
groups
occupational
village
members
in parts of Nepal as the 'Dahe community and in other areas as 'scheduled' or "lower
'traditional
location
is
'untouchableg'12.
The
the
term
case
study
within
caste'or
preferred
occupational caste' or by the full surname such as Bishwa Karma (Kan-d/Blacksmith),
Pariyar (Damai/tailor) and Nepah (Sarki/cobbler)13.

11Gurung is the Nepali name for the group. In the Gurung languagethey are known as Tamu-mae(Gurung
1993,Macfarlane& Gurung 1992,Pettigrew 2002 Pigndde 1966).
12SeeBishwakarma,(2003) for an overview of the castesystemin Nepal.
13Within the villages of Sikles and Parchethey are the only non-Gurungresidentsapart from those seconded
there suchas ACAP staff or school teachers.
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Issues of caste however are not as clear-cut as these categories may suggest. Some
authors have noted a caste division within the Gurung community (Pign6de 1966,
McFarlane 1993). However there is debate about the validity of the divisions that have
been suggested. It is argued that wiff-dn Gurung society there exist two tiers of 'clarewith
some being from the 'upper' 4 clan and others from the 'lower' 16 group. The W clan of
Gurungs originate from the more 'noble' classesof Kings, Priests and Administrators.
Members of the '16' clan originate from the labourers within Gurung society. ,My
experiencessupport the idea that there is indeed a division within someGurung societies
yet many people contest that it has any relevancein today's 'moderný society. In some
divisions
further
blurring
boundaries.
The
deny
these
that
the
exist,
places people
introduction of democracyin 1990and spread of wealth within the Gurung society seems
to be breaking thesedivisions down as economicwealth brings with it prestige within the
local community (MacFarlane& Gurung 1992,Gurung 2001).
The two VDCs differ in their ethnic composition (Table 1.2) with ThumAodanda having
over 40% of its' population in the high casteBrahmin group (40.92%)compared to 2.44%
Parche VDC is dominated by Gurungs (66.79%)and has a higher
percentage of people in the 'traditional occupational caste' group (27.4%compared to

in Parche VDC.

19.69%in Thumakodanda). Thumakodanda has a slightly lower level of dependency
upon agriculture as the main occupation (57.4%compared to 61.91%).
Table 1.2 Distribution of ethnic groups in Parcheand Thumakodanda VDC
VDC
Gurunq
Parche
IThurnakodanda

1

Distribution
Kami

of ethnic groups
Sark!
Damai

Brahmin

Other*

66.79

13.16

7.2

7.04

2.44

3.37

22.63

15.11

4.46

0.12

40.92

16.76

Key
Caste
Gurung
Bishwa Karma
Pariyar
Nepali
Brahn-dn
Other*

Also known as
Tamu
Kami
Damai
Sarki
Baun
Various

Associatedoccupation
Various
Blacksmith
Tailor
Cobbler
Priests

* Induding Chettri (warrior) and other eflu-dcgroups
Source: adapted from IPRAD (1999).
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Sikles is one of the largest Gurung villages in Nepal, with over 400 households, and has
rich social and cultural traditions (see Gurung 2001 for detaiIS14). A household survey
was also conducted by the Discussion GroupS15to supplement the data available from
ACAP via the IPRAD (1999) report. This survey showed that the main ethnic group in
Sikles and Parche is Gurung (78.27%), other groups include Bishwa Karma (11.21%),
Pariyar (5.06%) and Nepah (5.47%). Hence nearly 22% of the population in Sikles &
Parche are from the 'traditional occupational' castes. This compares to a national average
of a 'Daht' community of 15% (DFID 2003). Table 1.3 demonstrates that both areas have
out-migration

levels of over 14%.

Educational

indicators

serve to highlight

the

comparatively higher levels of illiteracy amongst females and low levels of population
Certificate
(SLC).
School
Leaving
However, as Map 1.4 demonstrates, the
the
attaining
caste composition within the different wards of Sikles is varied with some wards, such as
Parche, being less dominated by the Gurung population.

Map 1.4 Ethnic composition of wards of Sikles and Parche - by caste

B= Bishwa Karma P= Pariyar N= Nepali
Source: Sketch map by Sara Parker, digitised by P Cubbin 2004

14Available via my personal web site
at www. staff. 1iviin. ac
cspark
"
'u -k-/.-0- Parche
15A household survey was conducted in Sikles
by the REFLECT support workers Laxmi and
and
Kiran in 2000. The data collected covers caste, population and literacy information.
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Table 1.3 Socio-economicand education indicators of Parcheand Thumakodanda VDC
VDC
Parche

Population Household
#
#
3772
620

Thumakodanda

4870

854

Illiteracy rates
Female
Male

SLC
%

Migration
%

18.6

30.4

2.2

18.05

16.6

26.5

2.7

14.39

SLC - SchoolLeaving Certificate
Source: IPRAD (1999)

Further, the survey showed that approximately 30% of Gurungs in Sikles and Parche
being
(Table
illiterate
50%
in
to
themselves
compared
as
over
groups
classed
other ethnic
1.3).This is higher than the national averagefor rural areasof 22% (NRC-NFE2003). This
may reflect differencesin the perception and measurementof illiteracy. Those who have
household
in
'illiterate'
be
the
themselves
survey
may
actually
as
able to read
classified
hence
be
few
not
classified as illiterate by other social
and
and write a
simple words
different
levels
between
higl-dight
different
does
however
It
the
educational
surveys.
fact
less
by
there
is
that
the
are
proportionately
children from the
groups and supported
traditional occupational castein the schooling system,with many dropping out after the
third year. Whilst I was teaching in Sikles in 1994,there were only two membersfrom the
traditional occupational caste studying for their SLC, one boy in class 9 and one boy in
class10.

1.5 The research process and being close to the field - end note
This thesis is the result of a long processof engagementwith some of the people I met in
Sikles and with some who worked and still work for the ACAP. It draws on my
basis
from
Nepal
1992until the
Sil-des
the
a
regular
on
and
experienceof visiting
region
present day. My interactions in Sikles have been grounded in the spirit of cooperation
captured by Burkey (199316)
when he states"Go to the People,live with them love thent,
leam from them, work with them, start with what they have, build on what they know
and in the end when the work is done the People will rejoice: 'We have done it
ourselves!'"
The desire both to learn from, and with, local people and to act upon the information
shared,were central to my field research. The need to disseminateresearchfindings and
infomiation at both the local level, as well as to a wider audience underpins this thesis.
16Taken from the inside cover of the text.
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Hence a variety of appropriate media have beenused. Newslettersin English and Nepali,
academic papers, presentation slides and reports, along with a draft copy of my thesis,
have all been made available in Nepal in hard copy. In addition to this, in order to share
the stories from Sikles with a wider audience, a range of material has also been made
available on my home web page under my 'research' section available at
www. staff.hýdm.ac.uk/socsl2ark (Appendix 1.1). It is hoped that this web site will enable
be
between
dialogue
interested parties and myself. The ethical
to
established
a processof
and logistical issuessurrounding this processare consideredwithin Chapter 4.
Underlying my commitment to this researchhas been the provision of training for local
people in a new approach to non-formal education. REFLECr was chosenas a method
because it seemed to offer an appropriate model for me to respond to educational
demands expressed at the local level. This thesis has provided a space where I can
discuss and critically reflect upon my experience of engaging with action-oriented
research. Through reflecting on the successesand challengesof this process,lessonsare
drawn for others wishing to set out on sucha journey. This thesis now turns to explore
the experienceof non-formal education in the ACAP.
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CHAPTER TWO.

The Annapurna

Conservation

Area Project:

participation and education revisited
2.1 Introduction
The afin of this chapter is to review the role of non-formal education within the ACAP in
promoting conservation for development. It provides an overview of the aims and
objectivesof the Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP) within the socio-political
context of Nepal. It highlights the emphasis placed upon both participation and
education by ACAP in the pursuit of promoting conservation Jbr development. The
discussionthen moves on to explore the successesand constraints of the ACAP approach,
with particular reference being made to the non-formal education component of the
Conservation Education and Extension Programme (CEEP). Finally, the responseto the
issues raised, from both ACAP and local people, are discussed in detail and the
implications for this on my researchprocessoutlined.

Z1.1 Background context of Nepal
Nepal is a landlocked country with fluee clear geographicalregions: Himalayan
mountainsin the north, hills and mountainsin the middle and plain land in the south.
Administratively,it is divided into 5 regions,14 zonesand 75 districtswith 3913Village
DevelopmentCommitteesin the country (Mapa 2003). The populationis estimatedat
21.5 million and growing at around 2.5%per year (ADB 1999,2002,Pearson1999).
Imagesof Nepal are largely basedon the romantic notion of a Shangri-la'Heavenon
Earth' due to the vast socio-culturaland geographicaldiversity that is found within a
relatively small region. Yet the reality is that Nepal is an extremelypoor country that
despitefour decadesof developmentremainsoneof the poorestin SouthAsia with two
out of threeNepalesepeopleliving in poverty (DFID2003).Over half of the population
lives on lessthan US$1a day (Pearson1999). Per capitaincomeof only $220per head
leavesNepalrankedasthe 12thpoorest
in the world and the poorestcountrywithin South
Asia (World Bank2002). It is rankedat 140thonthe Human DevelopmentIndex (HDR
2004).
The majority of the population live in rural areas and depend upon subsistence
agriculture for a livelihood. Forestsmeet over 90% of Nepal's energy requirements and
the consequent environmental problems in Nepal are wen documented (Blaikie et al..
1980, Metz 1991, Seddon 1993). According to the World Development Report (2000),
14

foreign
leading
has
become
for
GDP.
Tourism
the
67%
country's
of
agriculture accounts
1962
in
6000
to
from
increasing
international
almost
arrivals
exchange earner, with
260,000by 1988 (Wells 1993). Tourism accountsfor 7.8% of GDP within Nepal creating
over 629,000jobs (WTTC 2003).
Despite GDP averagegrowth rates of 5% per year, inequalities appear to have increased
between
(DFID
2003).
There
is
decades
urban and rural
two
the
a
stark
contrast
over
past
Valley
Kathmandu
higher
in
in
the
times
than
ten
and
rural areas
areaswith poverty rates
Human Development Indicators (HDI) being as much as 30-40% lower in rural areas
(DFID 2003,HDR 2004). Women and children living in remote areasare consideredto be
by
fact
highlighted
Gender
inequalities
that
the
are
the most marginalised and excluded.
Nepal is one of the few countries where female life expectancyis lower than male (HDR
2004). The literacy rate is estimated at 41.7%with gender and regional disparities being
Despite
increase
in
2003).
the
Thapa
(DFID
2003,
an
enrolment rate of
evident
clearly
females within formal schooling the drop out rate is extremely high (USAID 1998).
Femaleliteracy rates are as low as 22% in rural areasof Nepal compared to a male rural
literacy rate of 51.9% (NRC-NFE 2003). Those without land in rural areas, such as the
'untouchables' in the Far West, are particularly vulnerable (Pearson1999). Although legal
discriminatory
been
have
based
many
abolished,
attitudes
on a castesystem
restrictions
detriment
Dalits,
indigenous
to
the
ethnic groups and women
of
persist
and practices
(Bishwarkarma 2003, DFID 2003). DalitS17is the collective term used within Nepal for the
'lower castes' that are estimated to comprise about 15% of the population (DFID 2003).
There are 59 indigenous ethnic groups, identified on the basis of linguistic and sociocultural distinctiveness from the dominant Hindu caste population, and these groups

(ADB
2002).
37%
the
population
about
of
comprise
The complex political situation in Nepal falls into three main eras:the pre Rana Regime,
the Panchayatera and the current democratic era. The pre-Ranaregime was characterised
by monarchical rule. Under this systemindividuals and communities managedresources
to
Land
land
the
granted
often
state.
was
was considered as property of
although all
By
1950
for
individuals
the
ahnost a
support
monarchy.
provided
vital
who
soldiers and
third of agricultural and forestlands were granted to private individuals (Upreti 2004).
According to Basnet (1992) during this period the relative isolation of Nepal and the
establishmentof Hunting Reservesplayed a role in the conservation of natural resources
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(Basnet 1992). However, with the end of the Rana Regime in 1951 the Government
nationalised all forests. Following the dismissal of the Government by King Mahendra in
1960,the PartylessPanchayatSystemwas established. The Government began to further
for
in
the country, raise
to
resource
natural
management
regulate
order generaterevenue
productivity and control resourceuse. A number of nationalisation actswere passedsuch
as the Forestry Nationalisation Act in 1961,and the National Park and Wildlife Act in
197318. These measures have contributed to Nepal being seen as "a leader among
developing nations in the promotion of enlightened conservation legislation and
practices" (Heinen & Yonzon 1994:61). This is in the main due to the fact that by 1992
10% of the land in Nepal was under designated status rising to 18.5%by 2000 (ACAP
2002,Pimbert & Pretty 1995). Sincethe National Parksand Wildlife ConservationAct was
established in 1973,8 National Parks, 4 Wildlife Reserves,1 Hunting Reserve, and 2
Conservation Areas have been designated (Map 2.1). Wells & Sharma (1998)provide a
bio-diversity
the
and
political
aspects
of
preservation
useful overview of
socio-economic
in Nepal and acknowledge the importance of tourism to the maintenance of protected
areas.
Map 2.1Nepal's protected areas
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17Although the term 'lower caste' is usedregularly in the
study areathe author feels uncomfortablewith this
term. Within the context of this study the Dalit group are referred to either by their full name or by the
collective term 'traditional occupationalcaste' as a result of feedbackfrom the fieldL
18A more detailed accountof conservationpolicies
and governmentacts is provided in Appendix 2.1 along
with an overview of key political eventssince 1951.
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However, these policies were not without their problems. The limitations of designating
becoming
of
increasingly
as
evidence
scale,
a
global
on
evident
status
are
area
protected
National
the
of
effectiveness
people-park conflicts are reported and questionsraised over
&
(Ghin-dre
development
bio-diversity
Parks to promote either
goals
or sustainable
Pimbert 1997, Furze et al.. 1996, IIED 1994, Pretty and Pimbert 1994 & 1995, WeRs &
Brandon 1992). It is generally acceptedthat under the PanchayatSystemresourceswere
depleted due to the pursuit of industrialisation (Hobley & Malla 1996)and due to conflict
between local villagers and forest guards (Sousaanet al.. 1991,Upreti 2004). Paralleling
Policy
Park
National
the
as a means of
of
effectiveness
global concerns surrounding
is
development
there
to
take
a growing
the
place
environment and enabling
preserving
body of literature concernedwith the limitations and problems of National Park policies
in Nepal (Brown 1994,Heinen & Kattel 1992,Heinen & Yonzon 1994,Hough & Sherpa
1989, Parker 1997, Pye Smith & Feyerbrand 1994, Sah 2002, Wells 1993). During
Panchayatperiod forest loss has undoubtedly occurred in Nepal. It has been argued that
has
been
direct
forest
the
loss
"long-term
primarily
result of
this
resources
of
the
causesof
densities"
(Ives
&
Messerli
1999:
212).
high
than
population
government polices rather
An examination of policies aimed at promoting sustainabledevelopment in Nepal reveals
from
1980s'9
the
from
policies
early
and
nationalisation
centralisation
a shift away
for
King
Mahendra2O
Nature
Trust
the
In
to
these
emerging criticisms,
response
onwards.
Conservation (KMTNC) was established in 1982 to "supplement and complement the
developmenr
(KMTNC
in
sustainable
nature conservation and
government's efforts
2003). The support provided by KMTNC, along with other international and national
Mountain
Development
for
Integrated
Centre
International
the
organisations such as
(ICIMOD), International Union for the Conservationof Nature (IUCN) and VAVF are seen
development
in
Nepal
initiatives
important
and
role within conservation
as playing an
(Adhikari 1999). The Government recognisesthe importance of this and encouragesthe
involvement of the NGO community in developing resourcemanagementregimes2l.

19This move away from the conventional approachto conservationand developmentcan be seenthrough an
Programme
Forestry
Community
Nepal
1992
Forest
Act
the
and emergenceof
overview of policies such as
in 1993. The aim of the NCFP is to hand over the managementof at least 61% of all Nepal's forests to
ForestUsers Groups,although by 1999thesecoveredonly 11.4% of Nepal's forests(Agarwal 200 1).
20It is important to note that Crown Prince Gyanendrawas Chairman of KMTNC from 1982until he became
King in 200 1. The implications of this associationwith the monarchy is consideredlater in the thesis(Section
6.6 and 6.7.2)
21The 8619th and I O'hFive-Year plans recognisedand supportedthe emergenceof NGO voices and social
lOh
Five
9h
The
1996).
in
Malla
&
(Hobley
and
and environmentalactivists resourcemanagementregimes
Year Plans (1997-2002,2002-2007) continue to stress the need for conservation and environmental
protection within Nepal.
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During the 1980sthe pro-democracy movement, led by the Nepali Congress (NC) and
United Left Front (ULF), gained popular support and towards the end of the 1980ssaw an
increase in violent street protests. This led to the return of democracy in 1990 and a
Despite
being
held
in
May
The
NC
1991.
majority.
achieved an absolute
general election
this the Communist Party of Nepal- Unified Marxist Leninists (CPN-UML) launched
violent street protests. This ultimately led to a vote of no confidencein 1994and mid term
democracy.
The
NepaYs
This
the
turbulent
start of
signified
experiencewith
elections.
elections in 1991 gave an added impetus to the decentralisation process. The five year
Village
Development
Committees
District
Development
1992
in
and
plan
promoted
Committees as a means of decentralising power to the grassrootsand development was
defined as "'a social and political process of mobilizing and organizing people to the
desired goals" and stated that "this will be possible only when the people themselvesare
importantly
benefit
in
decision
the;
process...
more
making
sharing"
associated with
(HMG Nepal 1991, cited in Hutt (ed) 1994: 45). Paralleling fl-ds is an increase in the
Nepal.
According
Whitehand
(2004)
Organisations
Non
Govdrnment
to
within
activity of
the number of NGOs registered with the Social Welfare Council rose from 249 in 1990to
'
12,388 in 2001. The recent insurgency in Nepal has created a challenging political
environment in which to pursue decentralisation policies. Democracy in Nepal is
characterised by change and instability.

The first vote of no confidence in the

Government came in 1994 and led to the Prime Minister. GP Koirala dissolving the
parliament for the mid-term elections. Between 1990 and 2001 there have been three
generalelectionswith over 9 different parties in power.
On February 4th 1996 a 40 point plan was presented to the government calling for,
amongst other things, good governance, quality education and social reform. The
Goven-iment dismissed these demands and on February 14tk just ten days later, a
'People's War' was launched by Maoist cadres. Despite a ceasefirebeing declared in July
2001 the break down of the peace talks in November of that year led to violent clashes
between the police and local people. A State of Emergencywas declared on November
26th2001. Since then there have been continuing reports of human rights abuseson both
sides with estimates of over 8000 casualties caught in the conflict to date (Amnesty
International 20OZBBC 2004). DFID (2003)note that between 1996and 2003over 7,000
killed
5,000
Of
these
the
them
were
as
a
result
people were
of
conflict, many of
civilians.
killed in 2002when Nepal had one of the highest rates of unlawful disappearancesin the
world.
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A number of explanations are emerging for Maoist insurgency with many citing the
Goven-unent'sinitial failure to enter into dialogue with the Maoists regarding their 40point demand as a key cause. However others feel that this merely provided the CPN
(Maoist) with an excusefor an uprising as in Januarya decision had already been taken to
begin the uprising on 13thFebruary 1996(Thapa2003). Somehave argued that Nepal was
due to the 'fatalistic' nature of society (seeBista 1991,Borre et
not ready for democracy22
al.. 1994),the dominance of an agrarian economy and the complexities of a castesystem
dominated by the Hindu population (Gellner 2002).- Others have suggested the elite
educationalist system has contributed to the unrest by furthering social divisions
(Mikesell 1999),whilst many feel the insurgency has gained popular support due to the
inherent social inequalities (Bishwarkarma 2003,DFID 2003,Gellner 2002,Petigrew 20OZ
Roy 2002). Regardlessof the causesof the insurgency the impact has been dearly evident
human
in
Nepal
terms
casualties
of
and
rights abuses but also
within
not only
(Bajracharya
&
Shreshtra 2004, Shreshtra 2003,
economically23and psychologically
Standing & Dhital 2004,Thapa 2003).

Although the roots of the People'sWar are complex24thereaction of the government and
subsequently the monarchy to the political unrest in Nepal has only served to fuel the
insurgency. The complex dynamics of democracyand lack of progressthat it has brought
for the ordinary people of Nepal is seento have fuelled the recent Maoist 'Peoples War.
This, coupled with the massacreof most of the Royal family in June2001,leavesone with
little optimism for future political stability and socio-economicdevelopment in Nepal
(Gellner 2002,Shreshtra 2003). The recent State of Emergencydeclared in Nepal leaves
democracy in a precarious position and the future of Nepal even more uncertain (Ffilton
2005,Human Rights Watcli 2005,Mishra 2005,Ramesh2005).

It is within this political context that the ACAP has been operating since 1986. Although a
project of an NGO, ACAP has received Government support. With the return of
democracy and despite the insurgency the Government has continued to support
initiatives such as ACAP and participatory natural resource management initiatives2s.

22Karki & Seddon(2003) highlight the role played by factionalism within the Community Party itselt
23Tourist arrivals fell by 28% in 2003 to 215,922 (Dhakal 2003).
24Theseinclude the historical legacy of the Panchayat
system,poverty and inequalitiesat the local level with
a lack of socio-economicand cultural opportunities among different groups, a lack of effective government
and an absenceof effective mechanismsfor non-violent conflict management(Shreshtra2003, Upreti 2004).
25This is demonstratedby the Forestry Act
and DecentralisationActs introduced in 1992, the launching of
the Community Forestry Programmein 1993 and developmentof Buffer Zone ManagementRegulations in
1996(seeAppendix 2.1 for details).
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This thesis now turns to explore the ACAP in more detail with particular attention being
paid to the role of non-formal education within the ACAP.

2.2

The Annapurna Conservation Area Project, Nepal

ZZ1 Context of the ACAP
In responseto the limitations of National Parks,more 'participatory' approacheshave
developedunder the bannerICDPs26.The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)first
launchedICDPsin 1985and by 1994the WWF was supportingover 50 projects,one of
A
(Larson
1998).
ICDPs
is
ACAP
the
et
al..
central
component
of
reinstating
which was
the rights of localpeopleto manageand controlthe resourceson which they depend. In
its broadestterms an ICDP can be viewed as "an approachthat aims to meet social
developmentalprioritiesandconservationgoals"(Worah(2000)citedin Hughes& Flintan
2001:4). Many ICDPshaveparticipationat the centreof their approachand aim to work
development.
in
The
the
Jbr
than
pursuit
of
sustainable
with rather
con-ununities
AnnapurnaConservationArea Projectwas the first ICDP to be establishedin Nepal. A
moredetailedoverviewof the ACAPcanbefound in Parker(1997& 2004b).
The Annapurna Conservation Area (ACA), located in the Western Himalayas (see Map
2.1 and 2.2), covers 7,629sq krn and accountsfor 5.8% of the land of Nepal representing
It
is geographically, biologically and
28%
the
areas
status.
over
of
areasunder protected
culturally diverse. The ACA is the catchment area for three major rivers, having the
deepest river valley (Kali Ghandaki) and two of the highest mountains in the world
(Annapurna 1 and Dhaualgiri) and over 1,200speciesof plants, 101mammals, 474 species
(KMTNC
1994). It has more
birds,
39
22
of
speciesof reptiles and speciesof amphibians
than 10 ethnic groups living within its boundaries. According to Wells & Sharma (1998)
the ACA representsone of the most ecologically diverse protected areasin the world. The
ACA has attracted an increasing number of tourists over the past two decadesfrom just
over 14,000in 1980to over 43,000in 1994to over 67,000in 1999accounting for 55% of all
trekking visits to Nepal (ACAP 2002,Gurung & DeCoursey1994.Lama & Lipp 1994).

26In some of the literature they are referred to as Conservation-with-DevelopmentProjects but today are
more often referred to by the acronym lCDPs and this is the term that will be usedhere. Hughes& Flintan
(2001) provide an excellent review and bibliography of the lCDP literature. Parker (2004a) available at
www. staff.livim. ac.uk/soespark/researchhome
provides further information.
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Mav 2.2 Amnavurna Conservation Area
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The ACA has 55 Village Development Committees within its region with a population of
about 120,000. The main livelihood for the population is agriculture, with livestock as a
fives
(ACAP
2002).
The
the
at subsistence
majority of
secondary occupation
population
level with a high level of dependence upon the natural resources and forests provide over
90% of local energy needs (Gurung & DeCoursey 1994).
growing awareness of the environmental

In the mid 1980s there was

impacts of tourism within

the Annapurna

Region and recognition that local people were deriving only limited benefits from tourism
(ACAP 1989, Eber 1992, Gurung and DeCoursey 1994, Shakley 1994, and Parker 1997,
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2004b). This, coupled with the loss of traditional managementsystemswithin the area,
due to the nationalisation of resources discussed above, led to the KMTNC
The
how
team
in
1985
into
these
to
problems.
a
pilot
study
commissioning
address
field
in
this
to
task27had
the
of conservation
a wealth of experience
employed undertake
and development and consulted local people in Ghandruk and the surrounding villages
in order to gain insight into how to tackle the problems at the local level.
One of the most positive features of the ACAP is that the participatory processpreceded
the establishment of the conservation area (Wells 1993). The study concluded that the
for
both
development
promoting
conservation
within the
and
most appropriate method
Annapurna region was to form an ICDP (Coburn'et al.. 1986). With this in mind the
KMTNC established the ACAP in 1986. A Government Act was passed in 1986 that
designated the ACA as a protected area and the KMINC was given a 20-year remit to
for
further
2002
(ACAP
in
10
2003pers com
This
the
a
years
was extended
manage
area.
ACAP,
the
Due
the
to
the
remit
of
under
a phased approach was
area
of
email).
size
taken (seeAppendix 2.2for details).
The long-term objectivesof the ACAP are stated as:to conserve the natural resourcesof the ACA for the benefit of present and future
generations
to bring sustainablesocial and economicdevelopment to the local people and
to develop tourism in such a way that it will have a minimum negative environmental
impact.
Source:KMMC 1994& ACAP 2002.

At the inception of the project it was recognised that for sustainable development to be
achieved in the area, a range of skills and expertise would need to be drawn upon.
Furthermore, local participation would be crucial to the entire process. Hence, the ACAP
'lami!
itself
as
or matchmaker in the process towards realising sustainable
recognises
development. "The ultimate aim of the ACAP is to achieve sustainability in the
conservation of the natural resourcesof the area through people's participationý(ACAP
1995a:4). The staff seethemselvesand the project as acting as a 'catalyst' in a processof

27The team was: Dr Chandra Prasad Gurung who was from the
in
had
the
Sikles
studied
and
village of
United Statesof America giving him insight into the limitations of existing national park policy from a range
National
of countries; Mingnia Norbu Sherpawho had extensiveexperienceworking within the Sagamartha,
Park and had first hand experienceof the impacts of excluding local people from the managementprocess
(Sherpa 1993); and Broughton Coborn had worked for many years as a PeaceCorps volunteer. This resulted
in all membersof the team bringing a unique mix of experiencewith them to the investigation.
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Area
Management
form
Conservation
ACA
to
the
mobilising communities within
Committeesto regain control over the decision making processat the local level.
A number of factors stand out as contributing to the originality of the ACAP approach to
promoting conservationfor development. Firstly, the managementof a conservationarea
has been handed over to an NGO in recognition of the problems associatedwith peoplelocal
inception
have
been
the
of the
secondly,
people
since
and
consulted
park conflicts
National
being
later
The
incorporated
in
implementation
the
than
phase.
project rather
Bio-diversity Unit (2003) in Nepal acknowledges that the ACA is a unique effort to
establish local institutions that promote econon-dcallyviable and ecologically sustainable
The
ACAP
two
the
in
use
area.
approach
multiple
main
pillars
of
a
around
activities and
(CAMCs)28
Area
Management
Committees
Conservation
formation
the
and the
of
are

Education
(CEEP)
Conservation
Extension
Programme
and
extensive
running of an
(Diagram 2.1). Technical support is provided by ACAP staff in the form of supporting
programmes such as micro-hydro electricity schemes,agro-forestry projects and income
generatingactivities.
Diagram 2.1 The Components of the ACAP Approach
I

ACA
ConservationEducation
ExtensionProgramme
CEEP

ConservationArea
ManagementCommittees
CAMCs

Programmes
Forest Conservation
Alternative Energy
Health & Sanitation
Community Development Projects
Income Generating Projects
Tourist Awareness Schemes

Source:adapted from WINC

(1994)and Lama & Lipp (1994)

28Initially referred to as ConservationDevelopment Committees(CDCs). With the introduction of Village
Development Committees (VDCs) following the elections in 1992 and in line with the ConservationArea
ManagementRegulation passedin 1996 the term ConservationArea ManagementCommittee (CAMC) was
introduced in 1996.
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ZZ2

Participation and the role of CAMCs

The emergenceof a critical 'participatorydevelopment'discoursein the mid 1990sand
literature citing ACAP as one of the most successfulICDPS29prompted
a field Visit to
Nepalin 1995. Theresearcher
undertookpreliminaryfieldwork that soughtto examine
the nature and meaningof 'participation' within the contextof the ACAP and to gain
insight into who was included and excludedfrom theseprocesses.It was particularly
focusedon exploringthe extentto which the ACAP was living up to the promisesit had
and challengesit faced. Field visits in 1995and 1996enabled
made and the successes
interviewsof staff from both the KN4TNCand the ACAP in Kathmanduand Pokhara,as
be
In
to
conducted.
addition to this interviewswerecarried
well asex-ACAPemployees
field
in
in Sikles,Yangjakot,Jomsonand Ghandruk. At
ACAP
the
staffworking
out with
interviewswere carriedout
the locallevel,especiallyin the Siklessector,sen-d-structured
werecarriedout suchas
with local peopleand a selectionof participatoryrural exercises
the constructionof seasonalcalendarsand time lineswith localchildrenand a numberof
participant observationactivities were undertaken including participating in CEEP
activitiesat the local level. In addition to this I was a participantobserverat a CEEP
EvaluationWorkshopheld by ACAPin Pokharain 199530.
2.2.2.1 CAMCs
ACAP aims to re-introduce and support indigenous forest and community development
management systems in order to empower the local people through organisational
development. Local participation is viewed by the ACAP as a processby which all people
within the Annapurna Area are given the opportunity to participate in a process of
decision making drawing heavily on traditional management systems that were
previously in place. A number of indigenous management systems have been
documented within Nepal that determine the environmental resource use at the village
level (Gilmour & Fisher 1992, Basnet 1992, Gurung 1999 & 2001). In the Annapurna
Conservation Area, an area dominated by Gurung villages, a system called 'tithi thithr
was in place (Gurung 1999,Pign6de 1966in Harrison & Macfarlane (eds) 1993). This is a
system of customary rules and regulations that are developed by a council of village
leaders. Respectedmembersof the community were chosento representthe ward on the
village council and after consulting the population within the ward they developed rules

29See Brown & Wyckoff Baird 1992, Eber 1992, Gurung
and De Coursey 1994, Heinen & Kattel 1992,
Hough & Sherpa 1989, Pye Smith & Feyerbrand 1994, Wells 1993, Wells & Brandon 1992, and more
recently Hughes& Flintan 2003.
30SeeChapter4.
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life
In
in
the
in
to
general.
and regulations
relation
natural resource use and village
ACAP region the pilot study found that the predominant traditional system of rithi thithi,
(Coburn
1986).
dying
in
in
et
al.
although still evident somevillages, was
away others
In order to reintroduce these traditional managementsystemsACAP staff motivate local
for
form
CAMCs
the
that
these
take
to
with
aim
responsibility
committees
people
formed
by
development
They
jurisdiction.
their
activities
are
within
conservation and
local communities within the ACA and are comprised of 15 elected members. The
Chairman of the VDC automatically becomesan ex-officio member. Each village has 9
is
from
person
one
elected. The Chairman and Vice Chairman then
ward
each
wards and
An
12.
totalling
additional 3 membersare nominated by ACAP in
elect one more person
an attempt to encourage participation and representation of women and socially
disadvantagedclasses. By 1994ACAP had established24 CAMCs and by 2000a total of
55 were in operation. In addition to this, since 1990,ACAP has actively promoted the
involvement of women through the formation of Mothers' Groups (Ama Toli / Ama
Samhu Groups). like CAMCs the Ama Toli institutions existed before the inception of
ACAP whereby women raised money by singing and dancing mainly for the maintenance
festivals.
of religious sitesand organisation of religious
The ACAP has drawn upon theselocal institutions in order to harnesstheir potential and
redirect the attention of the women to matters of community development and
conservation initiatives. Within the ACA the mothers' groups play an active role in
promotion of conservation activities for the development of the community environment
in which they live. A range of other committeeshave also formed from sub CAMCs to
Hotel Management Committees resulting in over 1300people participating in some form
for
details).
2.2
However, it is
by
(see
ACAP
Appendix
2000
institution
the
of
with
interesting to note that there has been a lack of 'political' institutions forming within the
ACAP whereas in other parts of Nepal movementssuch as the Dalit Movement have been
emerging to represent the voices of the excluded. This may in part reflect ACAPs focus
on issuesrelating to the environment and community development but may also relate to
a lack of political motivation within the ACA, or indeed, it could suggest a relative
harmony amongst the populations within the ACA.
The Conservation Area Management Regulation (CAMR) and Conservation Area
ManagementDirective (CAMD), passedin 1996,provide legal recognition to the CAMCS
and clearly spell out "the function and authority of the CAMC to plan, implement,
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boundaries"
VDC
their
the
monitor and control
resource conservation activities within
(ACAP 2002:5). Thesedirectives have enabled the ACAP to have autonomy over the use
direct
This
is
in
fees
from
ACAP31.
the
tourist
the
to
the
of
revenue
collected
visitors
fact
Despite
National
Parks
that
is
the
to
where revenue collected centrally32.
contrast
NEPAP (1993) cites ACAP as a potential new model for park management, Wells &
Sharma (1998)note that a key constraint to the spread of the ACAP approach is the
Government's reluctanceto delegatethe authority and financial control of protected areas
to NGOs within NepaI33.
The decisions CAMCs make reflect local priorities and are supported by numerous
ACAP.
Each
ACAP
has
different
focus
by
the
office
a
reflecting
programmes offered
these priorities (Appendix 2.2). A range of decisionstaken, from the banning of hunting,
to restrictions on the cutting down of trees and regulations aimed at improving the
ACAP's
industry,
the
tourism
support
claims that the CAMCs are able to
sustainability of
development
(Brown
Wyckoff
both
Baird
dual
the
and
and
conservation
of
promote
goals
1992,Gurung and DeCoursey1994,Parker 1997and Parker 2004b). A lack of detailed and
systematic evaluation of ICDPs is noted in the literature, including within the ACAP34.
The successof the ACAP in encouraging CAMCs to form and the subsequentdecisions
being
described
have
led
ACAP
from
to
that
this
as "one of the
and actions
process
result
further
51).
This
is
(Brown
&
Wyckoff
1992:
by
Baird
ICDPs"
supported
most progressive
Hughes & Flintan (2001)in their review of ICDPs. However, insight gained from my own
brief
for
improvement,
ACA
the
a
overview of which is
areas
suggests
researchwithin
provided below.

2.2.2.2CAMCsandparticipationinsightsfrom thefield
Discussionwith local stakeholders,including staff and local people from Sikles,
Ghandruk and Jomson35
in the ACAP revealedtwo recurrent themes:firstly, issues
surrounding the nature of participation and how less wealthy members of the
communitieswithin the ACAP were being includedor excludedfrom the 'participatory
31The entry fee collected by KMTNC has quadrupled from 7,282,000 Rps in 1989/90 to 28,165,000 in
1993/94(KMTNC, 1994)to over 67,000,000in 1999/00(ACAP 2002).
32It is interestingto note "the Buffer Zone ManagementRegulationsof 1996now require between30%-50%
of all national park revenueto be ploughedback into the communitiesof the buffer zone" (Haynes 1998: 57).
33As noted in table 2.1, in February 2004 the Governmentannouncedplans to hand over the managementof
all protectedareasto the NGO community, including the KMTNC.
34This is confoundedwithin the ACAP due to the fact that the data from the original base line data survey
was lost. The socio-economic survey carried out from 1996-1998 (IPRAD 1999) goes some way to
rectifying the situation yet does not fully compensatefor the lack of baseline data needed for effective
evaluation. ACAP's biannual reports provide a useful sourceof information into the successof the ACAP.
33Full details provided in Chapter4.
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barrier
local
key
lack
to
the
that
a
of education was a
process' and secondly,
perception
development. As, Hough and Sherpa (1989:441) note, ACAP has been comparatively
"recognises
it
local
level
in
and
as
a participatory process
successfulat engaging people at
local
determination,
local
builds
it
to
people's rights self
self reliance,strengthens
respects
institutions, provides lasting benefits and gives the local people incentives to co-operatein
highlighted
However,
field
discussions
my
observations and
achieving conservationý.
depth
the
of participation36.
over
someconcerns
In the caseof Sikles, discussionswith ACAP staff into the key challengesfaced by the
ACAP highlighted concernsover specific geographicalareaswithin the village that were
developMent37
The
in
and
activities.
perception of what
conservation
not engaging
development
by
influenced
ACAlys
activity
was
strongly
and
constitutes a conservation
to
the well-being and sustainability of the
that
in
that
these
contribute
e
actions
a;,
ethos
discussions
being
identified
through
transect
Localities
walks
and
as
were
whole village.
'dirty areas'and the ýeople who lived in them were viewed as 'unmotivated' and'lazy' as
the following reflections illustrate (Box 2.1).
2.1 'Dirty areas'- 'lazypeople reflectionsfrom myfield notes
I havejustreturnedfrommy transectwalk with (nmel whoworksasaforestryofficerforACAP.
He is notfrom Siklesyet seemsto reallyenjoyliving andworkinghereand hasa goodrapportwith
the peoplewe met along the way. I am glad I recordedthe conversations
we had as we chatted
detail
look
in
later.
the
77teone
issues
I
and
add
map
at
rough
my
aboutso many
and can now
thing that reallystrucknx thoughwashowhespokeabouttheareajust belowthemain shopalong
the path betweenDhaprang77zarand Gairithar after pointing out all the positivechangesand
his tonechangedwhenhebeganto talk aboutthis areaas it wasa "dirty areawhere
improvements
him
"lazy
they
to
their
to
were
according
own
environment"...
are
not
clean
up
people
motivated
(rhe
in
has
high
dirty"
in
area
question
a
activities.
conservation
and
and not very active
here
less
know
households
I
that
Gurung
people
are
wealthy
and
concentration of non
I
than the surrounding households). His commentssurprisednx asfrom otherconversations
havehad with him he is very awareof the problemsfacedby the lesswealthy membersof the
inequalities
between
divisions
is
that
the
and
exist
very
politically
aware
of
communityand
differentcastesin Nepal. Surprisingthen to seehim describeareasas dirty and peopleas being
bel
lazy ratherthanconnectto deeperexplanations
this
may
of why
FieldnotesApril 1995
.............
------------------...................................
........................................
-------------

36Issuesrelating to the depth of participation will be taken up in Chapter3.
37These were seen as activities such as building toilets, participating in clean up campaignsand planting
trees.
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Other transect walks and discussionssupported this view and in each Thar (ward) local
people would identify areasthat they felt were 'dirty' and the main reasonfor this was a
lack of awarenessor enthusiasm at the local level to rectify this problem. These areas
inevitably corresponded to the poorer neighbourhoods of the ward. This suggeststhat
the less wealthy and less dominant members of the community have not been effectively
incorporated into the ACAP approach, despite the fact that ACAP encouragesat least one
person from the traditional occupational groups to be included on the CAMC. This
exclusion was highlighted as an issuefor further research(Parker 1997). Thesecomments
about'dirty areas' and the residentsbeing 'lazy' and "uneducated'were a common theme
to my discussionswith staff from ACAP and also with local people from the community.
Comments from traditional leaders such as "peopleare lazy and needto bemotivated'people
is
laure
(butsideloverseas
to work) theyare not
they
think
money
and
going
about
are selfish,all
interestedin workingfor thevillage"peopledo not caretheyarelazy and want to spendtheir time
drinking and gambling,kegarne (what can you do)?" (various interviews pers comm.1995).
There was a general consensusthat people needed to be mobilised towards conservation
and development activities.
Clean up campaigns at the local level were initiated to solve this problem but the root
causes were not addressed and many people felt frustrated with the areas and
communities that were 'letting the ward down% Other initiatives were also instigated in
order to help solve the problem of "dirty areas' but from my observations the
communities in question were not effectively integrated into these solutions and hence
they were not effective as the following example illustrates (Box 2.2):
2.2

------------------------------------------------------------------------Building
the 'dirty

toiletsfor

people'- reflectionsftom myfleld notes
Sitting nearthe tap neartheopenareaneartheshopin Dhaprangtharwatchinga group of people
siteand is at the
constructa toilet. It seemsan oddplaceto build a toiletas it is ratheran exposed
takeplace.I havebeentold that
edgeof theareawherelots of communityactivitiesandcelebrations
for
it is thefirst communitytoilet that hasbeenbuilt and membersof the CAMC are responsible
buildingit. It is beingbuiltfor the 'dirty people'wholive in thehouses
just belowthepath (these
are the saine households as identified in the transect walk last year: see Box 2.1 above).
Noneof thepeopleinvolvedin building the toiletarefrom thesehousesthoughwhichis unusualas
ACAP programmes
geta widelevelof supportfromcommunitymembers.
most
,
FieldnotesApril 1996
11hefollowing year I note:
"the communitytoilet hasa big lockon it and I am told that thekeyis heldin the shopfor when
op wan useit - Ifind it quite strangethat peopleare surprisedthat it is hardly everused
below
Mat
do
has
that
the
improved
in
the
the
environment
and
year.
past
path
not really
much
,
theyexpectwhenthe peoplewho are supposedto useit don't seemto havebeenconsultedin the
building of thetoilet andcertainlyhaveno senseof ownershipoverit seemsmorelike a topdown
lapproachto toilet building thana communityprojectto mestill kegarne whatcanyou do
I
FieldnotesDec1997
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The above example suggestsa tension between the rhetoric of ACAP in the promotion of
participatory development based on the principle of consultation at the local level and
putting that process into practice. It is however only one selective example and is not
representative of all of ACAVs work, yet it serves to highlight that the principles of
inclusion and participation do not always translate down to the local level. In the caseof
the construction of a community toilet there is a lack of participation by the wider
community in a decision making process. This results in a project that clearly does not
reflect the priorities of the people living in the vicinity. The local people did not
'participate' in any shapeor form in building the toilet and oncebuilt showed no signs of
using AM By failing to include members of the wider community in the consultation
process more 'active' (wealthy) members of the community are left in a position of
It
to
the
the
act.
suggeststhat the principles of participation,
villagers
rest of
mobilising
by
inclusion
the ACAP did not translate fully to the local
promoted
consultation and
level, instead staff and local people felt the need to 'incorporate' 'motivate' and 'develop'
the poorer members of the community.

This highlights a mis-match between ACAP

rhetoric in the initial documentation and the views of ACAP staff in the field. This is
reflected in ACAP evaluation reports such as the CEEPannual report 1996which states
that "ACAP is really concernedabout improving the living standard of the low-castepoor
people. However, becauseof the existing social structure it is very difficult to mobilize
themý (Gurung, 1996:30). This statementin itself reinforces the claims made above that
ACAP believes that marginal communities need to be mobilised rather than empowered
or consulted.
The operational plan for ACAP (Coburn et al.. 1986)argues that the strong traditions of
community managementsystemswithin the ACA provide the ideal basisfor the ACAP to
engage with local people.

Further plans acknowledge the need to integrate the
disenfranchisedinto decision making processesat the village level (Gurung & DeCoursey
1988). However, through basing the participatory approach on the traditional system of
fithi thithi local hierarchical power structures are both reintroduced and reinforced.
These systemsreflect gendered, generational and social inequalities that are prevalent in
the societieswithin the ACAP. In interviews, a number of staff raised the need to tackle
social inequality as being of paramount importance to the ACAP in achieving its mission
objectives. One member of ACAP staff commented that in some ways ACAP had had an
3" This observation is only possible due to the ongoing
nature of my visits to Nepal enabling me to seethe
whole processfrom construction to the lack of use. The lack of community engagementin this project is a
sourceof frustration to the CAMC memberswho wish to seean improvementin the sanitationof the area.
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impact on poverty and inequality at the local level yet "in other waysit has reinforcedthe
don't
I
but
hasn't
it
it,
(ACAP)
than
to
people.
motivate
system
changed we
need empowerrather
think wehavesofar as thereisn't a specificprogrammejbrtheexcluded,scheduled
castesand now
it is important" (perscomm.1996). In addition to this, another commentedthat "thereis also
factor
they
is
the
the
than
and
generation
younger
older
generation
a generational
changing
more
needto play a moreprominentrolein their communities"(verscomm.1996).
At the same time another member of ACAP in Pokhara felt that "theseare complexissues
and not thecurrentpcus of theACAP. Our currentaim is to expandwithin theareaandcontinue
increase
level
to
the
to run successful
of participationin the CAMCs. We are more
programmes,
Pcusedright now on theprojectbeingaccepted
within communities.We can only do so muchat
by
This
level
Directorate
(pers
1996).
the
timer'
supported
was
other
staff
at
comm.
one
"such
"'we
that
social
an
agentfor
change",
goalsasreducinginequality
not
are
who commented
inequalities
but
I
ACAP
"yes
think
the
social
problems
and
exist
within
our
and
areoutside remit"
if we tried to tacklethesemoredirectly themwewouldlosethesupportof thelocalleadersand then
where would we be?"(pers comm. 1996). These reflections highlight the complexities
involved in looking at issuesof power and exclusion and suggest that they are not only
based on caste but also gender, age and other factors which may not be apparent to
between
highlighted
Interviews
tension
a
various stakeholders
also
external evaluators.
in relation to the significance and importance of tackling such issues such as inequality
Chapter
in
5.
issue
Further
this
are
on
reflections
made
and exclusion.
Overall based on the observationsdiscussedabove preliminary researchconcluded that
be
being
'mobilised'
to
they
than
needed
more effectively
marginalised
people
rather
incorporated into the participatory processpromoted by the ACAP. ACAP, through the
for
have
it
Groups,
Mother's
to
that
was
necessary
women
recognised
establishment of
their own separate groups and space. It was argued that this approach needed to be
applied to other groups of people such as the traditional occupational castes and the
young. Mechardsmsand forums need to be developed that recognise and respect the
multiple priorities that exist within communities, and education programmes that enable
critical reflection may have a potential role to play in meeting this need. This requires
ACAP to be more aware of social inequality and power imbalancesat the local level. It
was felt that the educational component of the ACAP had the most potential to address
theseissues.
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Many people interviewed, from both ACAP and the local communities,felt educationwas
the missing ingredient in promoting a more active community as one CAMC Chairman
notes: "My village faces many many problemsconvincing the peopleabout the aims of
conservationand development
schemes,
and often thereare hot talkswith the villagersand even
with thecommitteemembers.It hasbeenhappeningbecause
of theignoranceof thepeopleand to
of thepeople.My own work is difficult because
someextenttheselfishness
somanypeopledo not
understand" (perscomm..April 1996). It is to non-formal education and participation
within the ACAP that this chapter now tums.

2.3

Education and ACAP

Z3.1 CEEP
There are significant challengespresented to researchersaiming to evaluate educational
diverse
because
least
their
aims and objectives. Following on from
of
programmes not
research undertaken in 1995 the aim of the research visit in 1996, undertaken in
how
Sands,
insight
into
CEEPoperated and
Rose
to
was
gain
collaboration with colleague
faced.
it
Essentially, we went to watch, listen
that
the
explore
outcomes and challenges
and learn, with specific reference to the experiences of stakeholders of ACAP's
Conservation Education and ExtensionProgramme. The researchaimed to be relevant to
the ACAP and to the people we consulted within the Annapurna Region. Ideally, it
hoped to inform ACAP and feed into strategiesthat would be both viable and practical.
Gurung & DeCoursey (1988) outlined the theoretical underpinnings of, and need for,
Area
Conservation
in a Plan of Action
Annapurna
39
the
conservation education: within
that was submitted to the KMTNC in November 1988. The programme was devised to
educateboth local people and tourists in the ACA. In particular it was recognised that
"wid-tin the general public attention needs to be given to women and the poor" (Gurung
& DeCoursey 1988:15). According to the report conservation education win "not only
cement changesin behaviour and attitude, but will also act as a significant step towards
integrating the needs and opinions of the disenfranchisedinto village decision making"
(ibid.:15). At its inception the proposed programme fully recognisedthe inextricable links
between political and social dimensions of conservation. Conservation education was not
seen to just promote participatory processes but to widen and deepen thern.
39A decision was taken to use the term 'conservation
education' rather than environmentaleducationin order
to highlight the needto focus on people as well as the environment(Gurung & DeCoursey 1988).
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"Conservation education is consideredthe backbonefor the successand sustenanceof the
project" (Gurung & DeCoursey 1988:8). The CEEPhas been called the 'heare of ACAP
and is regarded as being as important as institutional building through the CAMCs (see
Diagram 2.1).

The Plan of Action clearly statesthat "the conservationeducation programme will only be
local
(Gurung
&
integrates
if
it
traditional
meaningful
culture and world views"
DeCoursey 1988:38) and states that local people need to be involved in the monitoring
and evaluation process. Dialogue was identified as being central to a processof two-way
local
between
felt
had
ACAP
it
that
people
and
project
staff
as
was
staff
communication
little experiencein identifying environmental problems and hence dialogue between the
two parties was vital to the successof the whole ACAP approach. They noted that it
"assume
lack
be
for
CEEP
to
that
the
villagers
environmental knowledge
would
wrong
(ibid.:24). Local people being involved in the monitoring and evaluation processwas also
initiatives
being
important
the
to
of
conservation
education
success
at the local
seen as
level. The philosophical approach of Paulo Freire was referred to as being fundamental.
However the Plan of Action was careful to make no promises to the stakeholders of the
ACAP. It aimed only to "provide the means for them to make well informed decisions
and help people to help themselves" (Gurung & DeCoursey 1988: 70). Continuous
monitoring and evaluation was seenasnecessaryto enablethe programme to adapt to the
changing processesand situations occurring within the communities yet no elaboration
how.
this
or
was made on who should carry out
evaluation
The ACAPs own revenue initially funded the Conservation Education Programme but
from 1993-1998 it received additional funding under the Overseas Development
AdministrationýsJoint Funding Scheme.The aims of the CEEPare: ACAP
dissen-dnate
information
the
to
the
of
ethosof
9
*

to facilitate community consensusbuilding
for
to
towards
and
encourage community mobilisation,
conservation
develoPment(ACAP 1995)
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Diagram 2.2 Components of CEEP

CEEP
FORMAL
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EDUCATION

ACTIVITIES

Conservation curriculum

Awareness activities

introduced into

Mobile- Camps

Classes 6,7 and 8

Video / Slide shows
NON-FORMAL

Clean-up campaign

EDUCATION

Adult literacy
Source:author's own
In order to achievetheseaims the CEEPhas three major componentsthat aim to promote
sustainable development: Formal Education:41ýExtension Programmes (informal) and a
Non-Formal Education element (see Diagram 2.2). The extension programme is
comprised of activities such as home visits, mobile awareness camps, study-tours,
audiovisual events and theatre performances. Theseevents are used to achievea number
of objectives but mainly aim to increase awareness and mobilise communities into
conservation activities such as clean-up campaigns or sanitation programmes. In the
initial stagesof contact,when the ACAP is new to an area,extensionactivities play a vital
role in disseminating the ethos of ACAP. Many local people initially view the ACAP as
being a top-down project and often fear the imposition of rules and regulations. Home
visits and village meetings are used to dispel these myths. Study tours are organised to
National Parks within Nepal so that the local residents can make a direct comparison of
the ACAP approach and National Park policy. Study tours have been important in
motivating villagers and increasingunderstanding of ACAPs aims and objectives. ACAP
feel that due to the high levels of illiteracy within the ACA, "the non-formal approach to
education and extension is the most appropriate strategy for villagers in the Annapurna
(ACAP
1995b:20). The Adult Literacy Project,designedby the ACAP, and aimed
regioný
mainly at women wifi-dn the Annapurna Conservation Area, is categorisedas the main
form of non-formal education within the ACAP.
40Whilst recognising the importance of the formal component the CEEP this thesis deals with the nonof
formal education component. For details of the formal component and extension activities see Parker &
Sands1997 & Parker 2004b available on line at www. st ff. livim. ac.uk/socspark/researchinterests
as well as
Parker 1997,Gurung and DeCoursey 1994, Gurung 1996 and ACAP 1995a,1995b.
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Z3.2 Non-formal education within ACAP: insights from the field
The broad aims of CEEP,as outlined in the operational plan and discussedabove, apply
to aH components including the adult literacy programme. With these in mind the
Educational NGO SPACE41was enlisted to provide the training for local people to run
adult literacy classes. SPACFs philosophical approach to education is rooted in the
traditions of Paulo Freire and the use of the primer. In addition to this the Learner
GeneratedMaterial (LGM) approach was utilised in order to draw upon local knowledge
and local realities in the leaming process. This was selectedby ACAP as the model which
it would adopt rather than the more commonly used Naya Goreto (A New Trail)
approach, which although based on Freire's concepts has more in common with
functional approachesto literacy rather than the 'empowerment' approach intended by
Freire42.

Adult literacy training sessionstook place throughout the ACA and in many villages were
in
ACAP
into
the
which
was working. Two levels of
communities
used as an entry point
Once
had
basic
developed,
participants
undergone a year of the
classwere
and advanced.
basic class they then progressedto the advanced class. Literacy classesare often one of
the first requestsmade by local women to the ACAP and from April 1994and March 1995
over 1300people participated in adult literacy classeswith a 75%completion rate (ACAP
1995b)and in the following year 42 classesran with over 760participants (seeTable 2.2).
Table 2.2 Non-formal Conservation Education Programme - July 1996

Sector

# basic
classes
6
7
5
6

# advanced
classes
6
5
7

# participants

#
participants
completed
121
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

217
Ghandruk
215
Lwang
220
Sikles
110
Bhujung
jonisoný
Manang*
Lon-mnthang*
TOTAL
24
18
762
Source:Gurung (1996:18) * literacy classeshad not yet been introduced into theseareas.

It is generally felt amongst ACAP staff that increasing the literacy levels of women in the
ACA stimulates the formation of Mothers' Groups, as women gain the skills required to

41Society for Participatory and Cultural Education.
42For a critique of the Naya Gareto see Robinson-Pants (2000) in-depth
Literacy
Women's
and
on
study
Developmentin Nepal.
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The
decisions
hold
they
will
undertake.
record
and
meetings regarding activities
local
by
book
literacy
includes
to
teach
written
stories
of
education packageused
a
skills
women through a LGM approach that addresses the problem of a lack of relevant
based
for
be
Women
Ghandruk
in
the
to
on their
course
stories
run.
material
produced
own experience of conservation and these were made into a text that is used in the
Advanced Literacy classes. This text is used throughout the project and provides a
focus
literacy
to
the
classes. The use of LGM methods to produce the text
conservation
demonstrates
by
ACAP
an innovative approach to literacy. However, this approach
used
was not replicated in other areas,which results in the new text becoming the standard
text, and the essenceand benefits of the processof creating learning material at the local
level is lost. For the true potential of the LGM approach to be captured it needsto be used
consistently otherwise it becomesa one-off event rather than a process.
Based on reflections from the visit in 1996, and reflecting our own areas of interest, a
central aim was to "generate dialogue amongst various stakeholderswithin the project
about the evaluation of the CEEP" (Parker and Sands 1997:9). Three main conclusions
for
ACAP
full
drawn
including
from
report
written
a review of
were
a
and
our visit
relevant and useful literature (Parker & Sands 199743). Here the focus is on those
conclusions that relate to the adult literacy programme of the ACAP. Firstly, it was
being
literacy
for
demand
that
the
met by the ACAP. Secondly,
was not
concluded
adult
issuesof exclusion and marginalisation,were raised, reconfirming the conclusions drawn
from a researchvisit in 1995. Thirdly, further evidencewas found indicating that ACAP
its
in
As
forms
including
approach.
such this was
of evaluation
was not
participatory
build
failing
by
barrier
ACAP
to
to
the
the
capacity at the local level
creating a
successof
and henceself-sufficiency.
2.3.2.1 Unmet demand
It was noted above that at the local level people place emphasis on education as being
by
both
ACAP
development.
Education
to
the
vital
pursuit of conservationand
was seen
staff and local leaders as being vital to solve the 'ignorance' and lack of motivation
towards the goals of community initiatives at the local level. Many people saw education
'missing
being
ingredient' and a key barrier to 'development.
a
as

Demand for

43The report written in 1997was used to feed back findings to ACAP during a field visit in December1997
and was written with the audienceof ACAP staff and KMTNC in mind. As suchthe criticisms were framed
constructively where we fully acknowledgedand praisedthe ACAP for its overall success.This is discussed
in more detail in Chapter5.
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issue
literacy
the
common
most
classes,
was
programmes,
education
especially evening
highlighted by local women when askedwhat help they needed to promote conservation
for development at the local leveI44. This demand for education was expressedat all
levels from the local elite who wished others to be 'educated' into the need for engaging
in community development activities, to women and children who had not had the
The
learning
interest
in
to
to
to
and
write.
read
go school who expressedan
opportunity
by
do
diverse
have
been
influenced
this
likely
for
to
to
were
and are
wanting
reasons
had
been
I
Sikles.
in
knowledge
in
that
the
teacher
once
a
voluntary
school
people's
Care was taken at all times to avoid suggestingthat I could respond to thesedemands as I
fed
be
into
ACAP.
likely
As
I
findings
to
the
than
seen
such
was
more
were
stressedmy
ACAP
local
influence
in
the
the
the
over
promoting
needs
of
as another way of gaining
Ama
Toli
for
the
The
the
who
were
consulted
of
all
stressed
need
represerptives
people.
further education, even in areaswhere the ACAP had run both the basic and advanced
literacy classes. The interest in education was also evident from younger children who
did not know of my connectionsor know me so well. Talking to children along the paths,
hang
I
fields
to
in
that
the
those
around
where
was staying highlighted
came
working
or
the desire to attend schoolor have 'belukakopaudne'(eveningclasses).
As noted above there are two types of literacy class, basic and advanced. There is a
basic
for
the
to
course one-year and the
undertake
natural progression
participants
have
Once
two
these
the
completed the cycle there are
programmes
advancedclass
next.
Two
literacy
is
follow
literacy
years
of
seen
programmes.
no
post
no
up programmes and
to be enough as ACAP focuseson spreading the accessto theseclassesto other groups of
participants in other areas.

The emphasis is therefore on the spread of the ACAP

inequality.
In
level
deepening
than
the
and
addressing
participation
of
approach rather
the village of Sikles the basic and advanced adult literacy classesran for a number of
literacy
From
1995
being
1996
12
local
to
trained
teachers.
adult
as
years, with
villagers
classeswere running in the Sikles sectorof the ACAP but none of thesewere in the village
felt
Sikles
Women
in
that
Sikles
the
most
of
primary
was
undertaken.
of
where
research
ACAP should also be providing classesfor them45. This demand was not being met by

" Young people leaving the village for work overseaswas seenas the next most important issue,especially
by the men who were interviewed, as they felt soon there would not be enoughpeople to work and maintain
the fields. Only women and children would live in SWes if the young boys continuedto go overseas.
45 In 1996 one class was being run.in Sikles on a voluntary basis in an attempt to meet local demand. The
teacherof this classwas consideredby many to be very socially active in the village in that shewas involved
in many community initiatives. One person informed me: "she gives her time freely to help the village and
the community progress. She is one of the active membersof our village and is a good exampleto others".
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either the Government, the ACAP or at the local level. It was evident that the ACAP staff
based in Sikles were aware of this demand as the requests were made to them on a
regular basis during their home visits and extension programmes and through their
general interaction in the village. One member of staff commented that "the womenare
to developcoursessowe can not meet
still hungryfor literacybut we only havelimited resources
this demand".another says "'yeswe areawareof this demandbut bothour programmehaverun
in Sikles,ke garne? (what can you do?)". One person informed us "peoplein Sikleshave
stageof literacy.Theyarephugyo(full up)" (various staff from ACAP 1996
reached
an adequate
perscomm.). The villagers were even described by an Officer in Charge (OIC) as being
"greedyfor literacy" (1996perscomm.). It was evident that ACAP staff felt concernedand
frustrated at not being able to meet this need. The people consulted at the local level
for
demand
the opportunity to attend evening classes. Whatever
expresseda genuine
their reason and motivations ACAP staff evidently felt unable to respond to this need
focus
CEEP.
The
focus
the
the
at that time was to spread the ACAP
of
given
structure and
gector
Sil-des
into
in order to
from
the
the
the
other
villages
within
of
approach out
village
increasethe areain which ACAP was operating.
By failing to meet the demand for education the ACAP was failing to meet its aim for
CEEP to "act as a significant step towards integrating the needs and opinions of the
disenfranchisedinto village decision-making" (Gurung & DeCoursey1988:15). It was felt
that this unmet demand might lead to frustration. Further, by neglecting this demand
ACAP was failing to maximise the creative potential of the stakeholdersunder its ren-dt
(Parker & Sands 1997). For the CEEP non-formal component to be sustained within a
community it was concluded that ACAP neededto addresstheseissues.

2.3.2.2Issuesoftarticipation andexclusionin relationto education
Examiningthe schoolrecordsof Sil-desmodem high schoolhighlights a relatively even
genderbalancewithin the pupils formally registeredat the school,althoughit needsto be
recognisedthat not all thoseregisteredactuallyattendschool.However,the samecannot
be said of the representation
of the variouscastegroupsthat five within the village. Only
a small numberof studentsfrom the traditional occupationalclassesattendschooluntil
drop
ten
and
many
out afteronly two or threeyearsof education46.
class

46Formaleducation in Nepal is free however hidden
costs such as uniform and buying stationary and books,
coupled with the pressure on children to contribute to the household income underlies this lack of
participation in formal schooling.
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Within the non-formal element of the CEEP these divisions are further exacerbatedby
social customs which mean that people from the "traditional occupational' castesare not
allowed to enter the homes of the Gurung populatiorL This means that when adult
literacy classes are held in Gurung property traditional occupational castes were
physically excluded from attending. As discussed in Box 1.1, observing this exclusion
first hand whilst living in Sikles in 1992played an important role in shaping my interest
in education. The fact that women were prepared to sit outside on the veranda of Gurung
housespeering through the windows in an attempt to learn to read was testamentto their
desire to learn. Thesewomen could hardly seeinside as the windows were wooden with
small holes in them and there was no electricity so they sat in relative darknesslistening
to the class that was taking place inside. This illustrates the desire thesewomen have to
learn to read and write yet ultimately due to the impracticalities of the situation
attendance soon dwindled. ACAP staff informed me that in other areas of the ACAP,
by
is
this
is
there
situation
mix,
resolved
running separateclasses
an
ethnic
where
more of
for 'scheduled' caste women. Despite Government legislation banning such exclusion,
social practices such as this are deeply rooted. However, the caste system in Nepal is
relatively recent and in some respectshas been imposed from outside (Bista 1991). This
may make it somewhat easierto break down, but only if there is a commitment to social
change by those leading the development opportunities - whether this be the State or
NGOs or social movements.
In addition to this the literacy text written by women from Ghandruk focused on
ACAPs
issues
the
than
central ethos. Whilst the
social, reflecting
environmental
rather
CEEPaims to merge environmental and social issuesit fails to tackle controversial topics
leaves
CEEP
issues
This
the
with more of an
such as
of equality and exclusion.
local
focus
integration
By
traditional culture
than
the
of
environmental
social.
stressing
and worldviews the programme avoids talking about the need to challengeor changethe
traditional customsthat lie at the heart of local inequalities. Questionsare raised over the
compatibility of the afin to both empower the disenfranchised whilst simultaneously
supporting traditional cultural practices.
It has been illustrated that children from poorer families are unable to participate in the
formal education system. This issue particularly affects females. Additionally no
programme exists to reachnon-school attending children and the literacy classesthat run
are limited in duration and scope. The need for such programmes is highlighted by the
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fact that so many children drop out of school after primary leve147.A more holistic model
of education that places'lifelong lean-dng'at its core is needed to ensurethat all residents
within the ACA can benefit from Conservation Education. Within Nepal organisations
Children,
Save
World Education Nepal and UNICEF are starting to address
the
as
such
the need for out of school programmes by developing programmes aimed at meeting the
needs of those citizens who have previously been excluded from the formal education
system.

2.3.2.3Missing thepotentialof non-formaleducation
Eventhoughthe adult literacyprogrammehasbeencategorisedasnon-formaleducation
the methodsemployedin teachingthe classesare very traditional and formal in nature,
Despite
LGM
key
learning
the
text
conservation
words
and
messages.
of
with rote
'locaY
learning
by
the
women,
method
of
used was still
containingreal storieswritten
factors
behind
high
drop
Table
the
didactic.
This
is
the
relatively
out
rates.
of
one
very
2.2showsthat only 50%of participantsin Ghandrukwerereportedto havecompletedthe
had
limited
for
interest
tired
In
the
seemed
and
women
classes.
classesobserved
landslide,
Words
key
such
as
erosionand water were
repetitionof
words and syllabus.
being taught formally using this key text Reflectionson a classI attendedwith a
colleaguein 1996surnmarisehow we both felt (seeBox2.3).
Overall it was felt that there was a need for the classes to be more interactive and
interesting in order to engage the women who were obviously tired after their work in the
day.

These classes represented a space where women could potentially

gather and

discuss local issues away from the family and household chores. Having ads opportunity
to create dialogue with other women in the absence of men and children is potentially
facilitating
literacy
in
itself,
this process, whether
and
classes are a means of
empowering
intended or not. However, the classes were not participatory or interactive in nature and
the focus tended to be on the teacher and didactic methods of rote learning. There was no
evidence of critical thinking or creative development within the classes. The classes were
limited to reading words in a predetermined text. Social aspects of literacy programmes
were not incorporated into the approach. The original plan of action proposed by Gurung
& DeCoursey (1988) refers to the need to develop critical thinking and makes reference to
Freirean approaches to literacy. As highlighted above the messages conveyed within the
47In Siklesrecordssuggestthat studentnumbersdrop from over250 in the primarylevel to lessthan80 in
the middleschoolwith only 15 or so attendinghigh schoolon an annualbasis. The childrenwho dropout
afterprimarylevelthereforereceiveno form of conservation
educationthroughthe CEEPasthe curriculum
only operatesin themiddleschool.
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text were don-dnatedby environmental messagesrather than social or political messages
associatedwith the work of Freire.
Box 2.3 Reflections on visiting the ACAP literacy class

"tonight we visitedtheliteracyclassin Siklesand satfor nearlyt7vohoursrepeatingthesyllables,
boring
It
Nepali
for
(p,
41,
the
and the
qPft(pani)
was
so
pi,
n,
na,
ni)
w,
-wT,
zft
pa,
word water.
1r,
qT,
Womenin theclasslookedtired and drawn as theyrepeatedtheseletterstime and time again. I
learn
how to write thenyordpani but it waspainfully dull and without any time
did
I
mustadmit
to practiceI am surethat I will forget. Childrenlay sleepingin their mother'sarmsand someof
theWomenwerebeginningto fqll asleep.NOwonderthedropout ratefor the classesis so high!
Fortunatelya yaWnfrommebegana discussion
aboutbeingtiredand theattentionof theclasswas
divertedto meandRoseandhow7ITwroteour names.7heuwmenat theclasslookedhappyat the
distractionand became
moreanimatedas theyall talkedabouthow tired theywereand how busy
in Nepaliand Gurung as thewomen
theyhadbeenin thefields that day. 7heconversationswere
talkedaboutwhy theyweresotired. Onewomanjokes"I evencameherewithout takinganyfood!
As my husbandand childrenate I had to rush away to get hereafterfinishing all my chores'.
After muchlaughterandjoking theclassendedandRoseand I returnedto thepeaceof our room.
[Speakingto theteacherabout this thenext &nj shealsocommen
tedon theneedfor newbooksfor
the class,as the womenwere boredlearning the samewordsover and over again. Shealso
have
English
to
that
the
classes
asur1l].
wanted
mentioned someof women

FieldNotesApril 1996

Despite ACAPs focus on participatory development it is surprising that the underlying
principles of participation were not being applied to the education programmes.

Adult

education programmes were limited to literacy classes. There was scope to increase the
type of non-formal programmes to meet the needs of both adult learners and children
unable to attend school. A more flexible education system was needed to meet the
diverse needs of local communities.

ACAP had developed the conservation classes

within the school to be participatory and informal in nature and it was surprising to see
that these lessons had not been applied into the non-formal education programme.

We

felt there was great potential to apply the experience gained in developing

the

conservation curriculum in the formal schooling system to the non-formal education
programme (Parker & Sands 1997).
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Before going to Nepal in April 1996 1 had attended the international launch of the
ActionAid non-formal education programme, REFLECT,in London. REFLECThad been
introduced into Nepal in 199548.Interviews with Actionaid staff Bimal Phunyal, and other
activists engaged in education, suggested REFLECT was particularly successful in
providing educational opportunities for the 'traditional occupational castes' within the
areas where it was operating (Far West and Far East Nepal). Although these findings
based
tentative
and
on a short period of time our conversationsleft us enthused and
were
interestedto find out more.
Fundamentally, I felt that a more participatory approach to adult literacy, based on a
similar approach to REFLECT, could provide people with the non-formal education
programme that they were demanding hence enabling ACAP to respond effectively to
these demands. Such an approach offered the potential to facilitate a processof critical
become
local
level,
the evaluators of their
the
participants
would
whereby
reflection at
baseline
data
in
initiatives.
By
their
own
a participatory manner
own
generating
stakeholderswould be empowered to becomeevaluators in the processas well as active
decision-makers. This could therefore both strengthen and deepen the participatory
nature of the ACAP approach. Basedon experienceelsewherein Nepal it was also hoped
that REFLECTwould offer a more open and inclusive form of education that had the
capability to address the casteissue within the field location. The importance of feeding
back information to the local level is discussedin the methodology chapter, Chapter 4.
Here it is important to note the results of feeding back the information presented in this
chapter to the local level in order to dearly set the context in which I becameinvolved in
introducing REFLECTinto the Sikles sectorof the ACAP.

48Full details of REFLECT at both at the international level
in
Nepal
arc provided Chapter3.
and within

2.4 Response from the field
Z4.1 The importance of feedback- closing the loop
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important changeshad taken placebetween 1996and 1998within the ACAP49,this section
in
key
from
issues
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the
focus
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a variety of actors
response
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will
field
from
CEEP.
Response
the
the
can
relation to the non-formal education component of
be divided into two categories- the Institutional response (i.e. ACAP Directorate and
ACAP staff at local level) and the grassrootsresponse (local level response from local
ACAP
(Diagram
2.3).
the
Sikles
in
the
of
sector
people especially
Diagram 2.3 Feedbackfrom the field.

INSTrTUTIONAL LEVEL
ACAP Local level
Sikles
Officer In Charge
Women Development Asslatants
Conservation Education Assistant
Forest Rangers
Agricultural helpers

ACAP Directorate
Pokhara
Project Director
Women Development Officer
Tourism Officer
Conservation Education
Officer

Local villagem
Sikles
Local leaders
Ama Toll
Localteachers
Key Informants
People from traditional occupational caste

Grassroots level
Source:author's own.

49Such as the spreadof CEEP into the northern sector of the ACAP Qomson, Manang and Lo-Mantang),
improvementsto the conservationcurriculum being made,training workshopshad beenheld for conservation
teachersand resourcesbeing developedto support the formal programme(KMTNC 1997). Thesewere in the
main as a result of the CEEP workshop held in 1996that I had participated in (seeGurung 1996for details).
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Generally the feedback from the field was very positive. To some extent this illustrates
the successin using a participatory approach and carrying out the researchover a two
year period, giving time for follow up and a high level of engagementat the local level. It
gave me confidence in the conclusions I had drawn from the visits in 1995 and 1996.
Detail of this feedbackwill now be discussedat the two levels identified above.

2.4.2 Institutional

response - ACAP

2.4.2.1 Directorate level - ACAP Staff in Pokhara
The researchfindings were generally well received. Informal interviews with a mixture of
project staff highlighted some interesting points and concernsregarding the research. As
for
ACAP in 1998was securing future funds for the
the
mentioned above
main concern
CEEP
be
is
It
that
only one component of the ACAPs portfolio
noted
programme. must
of projects, albeit a central one. In the main, staff within ACAP were pleasedto read the
had
fact
I
that
the
revisited Nepal to discussthe issueswith them.
report and appreciated
My observationsof researchbeing undertaken within Nepal, and specifically in the ACA,
was that all too often such researchfindings were not fed back into the fieldsoand ACAP
staff felt slightly resentful.
There was particular support from staff working in the fields of education and womees
development programmes. Other staff within the ACAP supported the findings and
agreed that in principle the introduction of a more empowering education programme
was needed. One member of the ACAP staff commented on the fact that exclusion and
Larnjung
in
important
issue
sector of the ACAP (east
was
a
particularly
non-participation
of Sikles). Here the traditional system of RhodiGhar,where young girls and boys meet to
socialiseat busy agricultural times, is strong- "thesegirls missout on education- lots of girls
miss out - and they neededucationon reproductivehealthas the illegitimatechildren is a big
problemhere" (Tourism Officer 1997perscomm.). It was felt that targeting Rhodi Gharfor
REFLECr classesmay be one way of reaching these girls. It was also felt that it could
have potential in the northern sector, which is more remote, and where the population
migrates on an annual basis, as well as in Jonison where there is less of a tradition of
women's groups and hence need for activity in this field. One respondent felt that "the

50Some reports are available in the ACAP offices in Pokhara
and within the ACA. However in one casea
foreign researcherhad physically taken the baselinedata collected in 1986when ACAP startedand this data
had becomelost creatingproblems for ACAP in future years.
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(WDO
further
but
it
ACAP
be
pers
to
research"
REFLECTapproachcould useful
would need
comm.Dec 1997).
The above comments illustrate an interest in the potential of REFLECr and its ability to
However,
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the
to
many staff were unclear
remit.
areas under
many of
contribute
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Education
that
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Conservation
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everything
area5l.
have a lot of monitoring and evaluation" (pers comm. Dec 1997). Others were cautious of
introducing a new programme in the whole of the ACA and felt it would be best to pilot it
in one area first, possibly the Sil-dessector. It was felt that it was more appropriate to pilot
basis.
Some
keen
to visit a
limited
in
staff
were
an
experimental
the project
on
area
a
had
if
the
REFLECr,
organisation
an environmental
especially
project with experience of
focus such as the School for Ecology, Agriculture and Community Works (SEACOW)52.

"After seeingwhatit is aboutwewill bemorewilling to takethefisk" (WDO Pokhara).
The responsefrom the Project Director, however, was less enthusiastic in part due to the
ICDPs. We are a modelexample
fact that ACAP was now seenas 'one of the mostsuccessfid
basis
in
learn
People
to
in
this
us
on
a
regular
visiting
now
order
about
are
area.
with our success
how we haveachievedsomuchsuccess"(perscomm.Dec 1997). Whilst he acknowledged the
issues raised he also expressedconcern over the extra burden that introducing a new
he
felt
Overall
"no
its
ACAP
that
there
the
staff.
need
and
was
programme would place on
CEEP
funding
for
it
ACAP
the
to spread
fir moreprogrammes
to
and
secure
stream-line
needed
as
into other regions" (perscomm.Dec 1997). On the whole, securing funds for the current
improving
CEEP
important
being
than
the
changing
or
more
approach was seen as
Conservation
Area
implementing
factors
the
External
new
as
such
approach.
ManagementAct (1996)also added to the workload of ACAP.
The report was well receivedby'key informants' who were ex-ACAP employees. Overall
the need to integrate more participatory approachesinto the ACAP approachwas seenas
being vital to its future success.One key informant stated in email correspondence"I like

51Theseconcernswere somewhatmisplaced. The central philosophy of REFLECT is to increaselocal level
capacity and opportunity for critical reflection and evaluation (see Chapter 3 for full detail) and hence in
theory could help to reduce to the evaluation pressureon ACAP staff. Ultimately REFLECT circles could
decreasethe level of dependencyof local people on the ACAP for evaluation.
52SEACOW was known to staff to be a
positive programmethat was being run by an ex-employeeof ACAP.
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theideaofgetting ACAP staff trainedin PRA and REFLECT.. that is onething Ifeel ofACAP is
that the staff must be equippedwith various new techniquesand methodologies
and encourage
them to do researchand write up their experiences.I encourageyou to recommendActionAid
carry out suchtraining if they havenot alreadydecidedaboutit yet and to askACAP staff to also
participate"'. The email ends with "the time hascomefor them(ACAP) to strengthenwhat they
haveachievedand moveftrward" (perscomm.Jan 1998).
Due to the lack of understanding about the ideology of REFLECr in December1997it was
suggested that ActionAid run an orientation workshop for ACAP. Initially staff at the
Directorate responded to this suggestion positively and suggested a date in April 1998.
This was based upon a number of factors such as the availability of ActionAid staff and
potential dates when ACAP staff were free and also coincided with my next visit. It also
fell after a crucial de;ý,ýlline date for the bid for the CEEP to be submitted to the Overseas
Development Agency (ODA) for further consideration53. After discussing this request
ACAP
for
ActionAid
Nepal
I
to
try
to
emailed
arrange
an
with
orientation workshop
April 1998. Despite putting ACAP in contact with ActionAid Nepal this orientation
workshop never took place due to the Project Director's view highlighted above.

2.4.2.2Locallevel- ACAP staff in Sikles
At the local level within ACAP ideaswere fed backto thosestaff who had participatedin
the previous researchand discussedwith thosenew to the Sikles area54.In December
1997,there was a new Office in Charge (OIC) in place, who took an interest in the
suggestionthat REFLECTcould meet the demandfor literacy classes.He noted that the
women in Sikleswere still askingfor morenon-formaleducationprogrammesand he felt
this demandcould not be met as the focuswas on spreadingCEEPto other VDCs within
the Siklessectorrather than expandingopportunitiesto thosewho had alreadycompeted
the basicand advancedcourse.Like previousinformantshe too felt that Sikleslackedany
he
in
Bhujung
programme
where had previouslybeenposted
post-literacy
and explained
had
been
demands
library
by
for readingmaterialwithin
ACAP
to
a
setup
meetwomen's
that sector. Overall therewas a positive responsefrom thoseconsultedand many of the
ideasraisedwithin the report were supported. Peopleexpresseda high level of interestin

53At that time ACAP were under pressureto securefurther funds from their main donor the ODA. The ODA
(now DFID) were asking ACAP to justify their bid for ftirther money for the CEEP due to the fact that the
ACAP had invested a lot of time and money in CEEP activities.
54ACAP staff are often
moved from one field office to another before being promoted to a position within
the Directorate in Pokhara.
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the local level ACAP staff felt that much of the demand for education camefrom women
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Z4.3 Grassroots response
As well as consulting ACAP staff working and living in Sikles, local teachers,CAMC
Ama
Toli
members
such
as
committee
memberswere also consulted
and
other
members
(Diagram 2.3). The findings were also discussedwith women and children from both the
Gurung and non-Gurung communities. Traditional leaders were also targeted for their
include
important
felt
it
to
it
that
such people as ultimately they play
was
opinions as was
decision
level
local
important
in
the
making process. The shorter English and
a
role
Nepali version of the report (Parker & Sands1997)were particularly useful in making the
findings more accessibleat the local level. These were used as a basis for informal
interviews at the grassrootslevel to gain insight into the responsein relation to the issues
raised. Spending time discussingtheseissueswas also important, in part due to the lack
of literacy skills of many of the stakeholders,and in part as it provided the opportunity
for further exploration of the key issues. Body language, gesturesand levels of interest
insight
into
be
the authenticity of
through
these
the
author
gauged
meetings
giving
could
interest from the participants. Many of the discussions supported the conclusions
for
demand
in
the
the
more educational programmes,
and
reinforced
presented
report
had
been
by
issues
It
that
the
raised in the previous
especially
women.
reconfirmed
researchvisits. Having a non-formal education programme was still highlighted to me as
a key priority. Participants were not bothered what programme was offered as long as it
provided an opportunity to develop their literacy skills, be it REFLECT or any other
programme.

55 It was seen as being particularly useful for the WDO
and CEA to attend such a study tour as the
programmewould inevitably fall under their remit. They also expressedan interest in going on a study tour
to a NGO suchas SEACOW, as suggestedabove.
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It is interesting to note that whilst many local staff supported the idea of further nonformal educational opportunities they felt scepticalthat there was actually the demand for
such classes. One teachercommented that "peopleare moreinterestedin makingmoneyand
not in education". Local teachers,from within and outside Sikles56,felt that the people of
Sikles,in particular the Gurung community, placed more value on their children securing
focus
formal
Despite
than
this
gaining
on migration
overseas
employment
qualifications.
for employment, there was still a high level of demand amongst local people for
educational opportunities to be provided with scholarship schemes,such as the Lah
Guras project, to enablethe poorer membersof the community to attend schooI57ý
Discussion with local leaders focused on their opinions about the need for a more
inclusive non-formal education progran-uneand the potential of REFLECr to meet this
demand. The meetings held with the elders were in the main conducted in their homes
discussions
For
I relied upon the translation
drinking
balconies
these
tea.
the
sitting on
skills of two people who had becomemy friends in Sikles a local teacherand Hitnian%. In
for
leaders
further
local
their
expressed
support
general village elders and
non-formal
education opportunities, especially if it would reach poorer people as it was felt that it
would help to motivate them towards conservation activities. "Our work in someplacesis
very difficult as peopledo not understandthe importanceof conservation.Theyare ignorant of
dirty.
We
do
keep
be
their
they
to
teach
things
them
to
very
paths
clean
are
need
many
and not
for
future
important
This
is
the
very
matters.
of our village. Many
cleanand aboutconservation
timesI haveto do thingsmyself commenteda member of the CAMC in Sikes in April 1998.
His interest in having any educational project must be seenin this light; as being aimed at
framed
lack
local
in terms of
then
the
rather
people
of motivation of
solving
empowerment. In my discussionsI was keen to explain that there was no 'teacher' as
book
lessons
learn.
facilitator,
that
there
to
no
or
set
was
such, rather a
and also
Regardlessof this another respectedelder felt the classessounded like a good idea and
stated that "I think all the chiefswill agreewith suchan opportunityand if all thechiefsagree
theneveryonewill agree"(local leader- Sil-desperscomm.April 1998).
This reflects the important role traditional leaders play widiin the communities in Sikles
as their opinions and views are respected. If theseleadershad rejectedthe idea that more

"' Many teachersin the local school are not from Sikles and
are often from a 'high caste' group.
57This schemehas been set up to help poorer members the
of
community attend school through providing
scholarships(seeLall Guras link on web page%-ww.staff.liv-im.ac.uk-/socspark/researchl)
58SeeSection4.2.1 & 4.2.3.2 for details.
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education was neededthen this could have createda significant barrier to REFLECTbeing
introduced into the Sikles sector of the ACAP. However within the study area education
is seen as vital for the betterment of the whole community and held in high regard,
whether it be formal or non-formal education. Through interviews with the parents and
children who were being supported by the Lali Guras fund it becameincreasingly evident
that there was a much greater demand for education than previous researchsuggested.
Talking to other children 'hanging aroun& the village and not attending school also
indicated a desire to go to school "we don't go because
our parentsdo not sendus" one young
Damai boy said. His sister added "we want to go to schoolbut wehaveno booksand we must
go to thefield" (Field notes April 1998).
A more flexible educational programme such as evening classes was seen to have
REFLECr
began
I
the
to
talk
about
approach as a potential programme
particular value.
that could meet this need for non-formal education. After raising this issue briefly with
some of the parents of Lali Guras fund children the news quickly spread through their
communities. When I returned to Sikles in April 19981noted one night in my diary "I was
walking honwtonight along the path near the VDC building and sontegirls ftom the Dalit were
calling out to nw shouting"ek chin Didi ek chin" (wait wait sister).It tooknw a while to realise
what they wereaskingfor as it wasdark and I was tired. I thoughtthey wereaskingnwfor the
usual requestto taketheir photosor for a penor rupiya (money). Theykeptshouting"Didi DO
bosnus,belukako,
phadnemanparche"(stopstop sisterwe want eveningclasses)" (Field notes
April 1998). Hearing this touched me as it further reinforced my conclusions that these
girls really did want to attend classes. It served to encourageme to explore the ways in
which this demand could be met and find out how REFLECr could be piloted in at least
the village of Sikles.
The above accounts are important in two ways, firstly it sheds light into how I made
contactswith the traditional occupational castesin Sikles (through the Lah Guras Fund)
and secondly demonstratesthe importance of revisiting an area and becoming known in a
local community. I discussthis further in my methodology chapter where I explore who I
came into contact with and why and how this has changed during the researchperiod
from 1995 to 2004. My observations and insights have been greatly influenced by the
relationsl-dpsthat I have developed at the local level and go some way to explaining my
interest in women and education. It is through these connectionsthat I have gained so
much insight into the importance given to education by the women in Sikles. Tbrough
discussingmy conclusionsat the local level it soon becamecommon knowledge that I was

interested in non-formal education. The speed at which news travelled along the
grapevine never ceasedto amaze me! Rather than seeking participants to talk to, people
would often stop and ask me if ACAP were launching a new education programme.
These requests further reinforced my previous conclusions that there was indeed a
demand for non-formal education within Sikles. This was encouraging, as it had been
made very explicit that such a programme would provide no books or pens, often a key
attraction in forming non-formal education classes! Whilst somewomen showed interest
in the REFLECT59
approach,others wanted to have another courselike the advancedclass
with a book about local issues. In Bhachowck one adult literacy teacher felt that she
needed to "repeattheadvancedclassagainasall theparticipantsweresobusy that almostall of
themdidn't completeit continuously"(perscomm.Apffl 1998). 1 was asked "what can you
learn without a book?
" and "what can you learnfrom just tal)dng?" by local women when I
explained the REFLECr approach. This was a general area of concern and confusion
regarding how an education project could run with no supporting text. There was much
discussion about the value of an evening classthat had no book and this was reflected in
my conversationswith the women and Ama Toli representatives. These conversations
were in Nepali and I was able to foHow them and add in explanations where needed.
Despite my best efforts the concept of no book was a difficult one for them to
comprehend, as all literacy classesin the past focused on a text, whether it be the Naya
Goreto or ACAPs Learner GeneratedMaterial text book. Whilst some people were not
convinced you could develop literacy skilIs without a book alI agreed that it sounded
good to have more education in the village and a genuine interest in REFLECT was
established.
There was also some concern that the participants of this new programme were
potentially going to be from the non-Gurung community. One woman felt that "if the
lowercastearealsoin thegroup thenit will bevery difficult asit will bedividedwith somepeople
sitting outside,maybea separateclasswould be better" (perscomm.April 1998Sikles). The
logistic of how REFLECr would operate at the local level and enable non-Gurung
participation was left for local people to resolve. One suggestion was to employ a local
teacher from the 'traditional occupational caste' to run a separatecentre for members of
that community. A note was taken of the potential teacherfor future reference.

59It was explainedthat the name the
of
programmecould be chosenby the participantsas often people asked
me what 'REFLECT' meant.
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Overall the local level response to the suggestion that REFLECT may offer a model
approach in order to address some of these local problems was well received. It
demonstratesthat the motivations behind having such a project is mixed and highlights
the concern that existed over an evening class with no textbook. My earlier conclusion
that there was demand for a non-fonnal education programme in the local area and that
this demand was not being met by ACAP, the Government or any other NGO at that time
felt
I
that the REFLECTapproach could also enableACAP to
were confirmed. personally
overcomesome of the weaknessesof the non-formal educational component of the CEEP
and also resolve some of the evaluation problems that the organisation faced (Parker
1997).

It needs to be stressedthat I explicitly stated that I personally had no funds for this and
that I was in discussion with ACAP regarding the possibility of them supporting this
project. People in Sikles were happy for me to report back to ACAP that they had a
interest in this approach,and like local ACAP staff were keen for training opportunities in
this new method of teaching. I took theseideasback to ACAP during my visit to Nepal in
both December1997 and April 1998with the hope that ACAP would take up the offer
from ActionAid to participate in an orientation workshop in the REFLEC17approach.
This could be arranged by ActionAid to take place in Pokhara,where the ACAP HQ was
based,and had no direct financial implications for ACAP.

2.4.4 My response to the feedback process - getting involved
Despitethe positiveresponseto my researchfindings and regardlessof the demandthat
had beenexpressedat the local level for morenon-formal educationthe ProjectDirector
of ACAP decidedthat ACAP was unableto takeup the offer of an orientationworkshop
in REFLECTofferedby ActionAid. It was decidedby the Directoratethat ACAP needed
to focus on securingfunding for the projectscurrently running and to not expandinto
new areas. I was also given the impressionat the Directoratelevel that therewas very
little support from staff within ACAP. Basedon my interviewsand discussionsin the
December19971 felt quite surprisedat this. I was initially very disappointedat this
decision,asI had faith in my researchprocessand in the real demandat the locallevel. I
could understandthat therewerereservationsaroundthe potentialevaluationburdenof
a new project and beganto questionthe authenticityof the exchangeof ideas in my
previousvisit. It was reassuringto discoverthat staff I had previouslyspokenwere also
disappointednot to havethe opportunity to find out more aboutREFLECT.The OIC in
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Sil-desfelt that REFLECr had the potential to address some of the problems he was
he
however,
local
level.
Without
Directorate,
too
the
the
the
experiencing at
support of
was relatively powerless. As my researchwas not linked to any funding agency it also
lacked financial backing and I was left in a precarious position. Ultimately, ACAP were
neither willing nor able to pilot REFLECr and this led to a number of important events.
Firstly, based on requestsfrom the local level, I becameactively involved in facilitating
the introduction of REFLECr into the Sikles sectorof the ACAP60. Secondly,in order to
gain insight into the consequencesof this decision and to createa framework in which to
explore the discoursesof participatory development and reflect upon the experienceof
being engagedin a processof action-oriented researchI registeredfor my doctorate.
Following the productive field visit in December 1997 1 had started to think about
develop
I
Sikles.
hoping
in
I
for
PhD
that
to
could
my
research
was
so
registering
my
examine the experience of ACAP with REFLECTand critically evaluate the extent to
which REFLECTcould addresssome of the limitations of the CEEP. The lack of support
from the Directorate left me at a junction in my researchjourney. The hypothetical focus
had
So
I
to
two choicesavailable to me:
me
now.
an
option
of my researchwas clearly not
I could either changemy researchfocus (and focus purely on ACAP and CEEP)or I could
respond to the demand that had been expressedin the Sikles sector and becomeengaged
in a process of action-oriented research. I chose the path less travelled and became
involved in facilitating the introduction of REFLECTinto the Sikles sector of the ACAP
in
focus
being
in
the
this
action-orientedresearch.
rooted
of my research
and
resulted
Although cautious about becoming involved in the processof introducing REFLECTinto
the Sikles sector of the ACAP the lack of support from ACAP left me with little option
than to try. Failing to respond to this request would have left me in a position of
failing
had
the
given
participants
who
undertaking research, raising expectations and
their time. I felt more uncomfortable with fl-dsprospect than I did about getting involved.
In the main 'getting involved' required me to put ACAP staff and local people in Sikles in
contact with ActionAid staff in Nepal. I was ultimately based in the UK at an academic
institution and neither held the position, knowledge nor skills to provide the training
Although
ACAP
become
keen
involved in REFLECTapproval was
to
required.
were not
be
from
both
for
KMTNC
ACAP
REFLECT
to
the
and
gained
approach
sought
and
piloted in the Sikles sector. This permission was not formally needed but their support
60ACAP provided somelogistical support for me to do this
and expressedan interest in the outcomesof the
experience(seeChapter5 for details).
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helped the smooth running of the project. It also enabled local staff based in Sikles to
provide some support and provided a means of communicating between Sikles and
myself'61.ActionAid Nepal securedplacesfor people from Sil-desto join a training event
in REFLECTthat was taking place in the neighbouring region in September1998.
My other main role was to secure the funding required for the training of REFLECT
facilitators hencethe number selectedin the first year was modest with only three people
being chosen. To this end I contacted UWCSEA, my former school and initial point of
contactin 1992with the schoolin Sil-des,for funding and received a one off grant to enable
this training opportunity to be taken up. The three target groups identified as potential
participants in the REFLECTprogramme were firstly, women who had undertaken the
literacy classesoffered by ACAP and who had expressed a demand for post-literacy
courses,secondly people in the community who had been excluded from, or marginalised
by, the participatory processto date (mainly villagers from schedule castes)and finally
(mainly
due
to their socio-econon-Lic
to
school
attend
children who were unable
status).
In order to critically reflect upon the processof engaging with the field and to justify my
researchwork in Nepal to colleaguesat Liverpool John Moores University, I registered as
a part time PhD student in the summer of 1998. As a full time member of staff in the
Geography Department I was financially supported in this endeavour although I
maintained my full time teaching, supervision and administrative commitments. This
gave me an eight-year window of opportunity in which to completethe thesis.
The main questions that I had were: to what extent could the REFLECTapproach resolve
someof the limitations that had beenidentified in relation to the ACAP in the preliminary
stagesof the research?In particular could it meet the on-going needsof people at the local
level to develop their literacy skills, whilst at the same time increasing the capacity of
local level evaluation? To what extent could it addressissuesof inclusion and exclusion
at the local level? If REFLECTdoeshave the potential to addresstheseissuesthen doesit
representa potential model for educational programmeswithin ICDPs in general? Finally
what lessonscould be drawn from my experienceof becoming involved in a processof
action-oriented researchand how do these contribute to the ethical debatessurrounding
engaging in development research? Before moving on to explore the lessonsfrom this
processit is important to explore the theoretical underpinnings of the thesis,in Chapter 3,
before moving on to provide a dear overview of the methods that have been employed,
Chapter 4.

61Sildes at that time had no email connection,
an unreliable phone system and relied upon radio messages
from Pokharaand an internal mail systemas the main forms of communication.
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3 CHAPTER THREE Participatory Development ard REFLECT
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter showed that ACAP is an innovative and successfulICDP. However
it also raised some concernsover the level of successACAP had in promoting inclusive
participatory development.This concernis reflected within the discoursesof participatory
development that are currently evident in a number of arenas. This chapter will examine
the rise of participatory development and in particular examine the contributions of Paulo
Freire and Robert Chambers. It will also highlight how participatory development has
become naively implemented by radical actors and co-opted by the 'development
led
"is
backlash
has
in
it
to
This
turn
the
a
against
and
question
establishment'.
being
"
(Cooke
& Kothari 2001). Consequently,calls
tyranny?
the
asked
new
participation
development
be
being
for
to
re-conceptualisedto prevent the term
participatory
are
made
from becoming rhetorical and devoid of meaning and value. Particular attention is paid
to the role of non-formal education62inthe promotion of participatory development and
the complexities facing people and institutions wishing to adopt 'participatory
development' in their work with marginalised communities. Consideration is given'to
the nuances of participatory research and the tensions between 'participatory' and
'participatory actionýresearch.
The Chapter moves on to explore the opportunity REFLECTprovides agents seeking to
Due
to the
transformative
the
non-formal
of
education.
nature
potential
radical
recapture
dynamic nature of REFLECT,it is suggestedthat REFLECTmay offer a model for nonformal education programmes that ahn to be both inclusive and participatory in nature.
The experienceof REFLECTpractitioners, globally and within Nepal, supports the calls
being made for participatory development to be redefined as a radical, political processof
transformation that is locally situated and contextualised.

' Non-formal educationis not to be confusedwith informal
interactions
through
that
social
occurs
education
(Jeffs & Smith 1990). Non-formal education programmeshave a provider, goals and objectives and are
plannedprogrammeswhereasinformal educationis not.
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3.2 Participatory development
3.2.1 The rise of alternative approaches to development - changing
paradigms?
The predominant view of 'development6y, as being synonymous with 'modem western
scientific progress' based on the spread of the capitalist mode of production and the
'd-dngs'
from
development,
Nepal
is
in
of
associated
with
accumulation
evident writings
on the concept of "bikas',the Nepali translation for 'development (Pigg 1992,RobinsonPant 2000, Shrestha 1995). Nanda Shrestha (1995)provides a useful insight into the
nature and meaning of bikasin the context of a self-reflexive narrative on the meaning of
development to him and the impact of the culture of imperialism on Nepalese society.
Growing up as a small boy in Pokhara,he becameaware of the fact that he and his family
(not
developed),
due
dependency
be
"abikase
to
their
to
on small-scale
were considered
for
livelihood.
farming
He notes how the word bikasgained
their
agricultural subsistence
currency following the overthrow of the Ranaregime in 1951. Those with some accessto
modem scientific knowledge therefore becamebikasi(developed/modem). Bikasmeant all
things modem and scientific. "The hospital was a sign of bikas...It was brought by white
people, the harbingers of bikas. To us they were obviously economically superior. They
spoke the languageof bikas... they embodied bikas"(Shrestha1995:271).
Bikas denied and uprooted the traditional labour use system traditional bonds and
knowledge base that existed in Nepal rather than building on them. Shresthareflects on
the spread of development within Nepal during the past few decadesand the lack of
improvements this has brought for the majority of the population. "Bikashad done little
to reduce our hunger" (ibid.: 274). At the same time the spread of bikasundermined the
demoralised
that
the
and
essentially
and
systems
existed
values
of self worth
previously
majority of the population. Shresthaconcludesthat the elite class (who by definition are
powerful), whether self-made (like himself) or born and bred, underpin the inequality
and socio-economicproblems that prevail in Nepal today. He calls for us to "unlearn the
Western values and development thinking which have infested our minds. However,
unlean-dngis not complete without relearning. So let us relearn" (ibid.: 277). Ultimately

63A full exploration of the multiple contested
meanings of the term 'development' is not necessaryhere.
Edited texts such as Desai & Potter (2002), Potter et aL eds (2000), Rahnema& Bawtree eds (1997), Sachs
eds (1992) and Simon & NArmaneds(1999) provide useful overviews of thesedebates.Introductory chapters
in Carmen(1996), Burkey (1996) and Wolfe (1996) also prove useful referencepoints.
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he is calling for people to decolonisetheir minds, transform society and set a new agenda
for'development' with a focus on human dignity and relative economicautonomy.
Shrestha's account reflects what Said (1978) termed the 'colonisation of the n-dn&,
become
have
knowledge
life
development
systems,
ways
of
whereby
and concepts of
dominated by the power of the notion of 'development' as a modem, western scientific
process based on rational scientific thought and underpinned by capitalist modes of
production.

This dominant paradigm was exported to the 'Third World6e and became

dependency
Freidmann
(Dodds
Esteva
1992,
2001,
cultural
of
one more manifestation
1992,Hall 1981,Hettne 1995,Mercer 1999,Rahnema1997). Scholarsfrom Latin America
Fals
Borda
Amin,
Paulo
Freire
in
Fran
important
Santos,
Don
and
played
an
role
such as
challenging this dominant paradigm and presenting more radical interpretations and
(Burkey
Carmen
1993,
1996,Etseva1996,Freire 1972,
development
means of researching
Hall 1981,Rahnema1992,Sachs1992).

Their work highlights the limitations and contradictions of the dominant view of
development, a view that focuseson the processesof integration of economiesinto the
capitalist world and the exploitation of the less powerful. New theories and methods of
researchresulted from this and are often referred to as representing a paradigm shift65
forms
"bottom
inclusive,
development
dowe
from'top
to
up',
more
of development
away
(Burkey 1993, Rahman 1993, Steffel & Wolfe 1994). Participatory development and
'Global
South'
the
these
spread
within
and
research
emerged
within
shifts
participatory
This,
(Hall
Europe
America
198166).
North
coupled with the rise in
and
and within
feminist critiques of research,played an important role in the creation and spread of an
1987,
Maguire
2001,
Moss
(Harding
1993).
development
alternative
paradigm
overarching
64The term 'Third World' has many advantagesand disadvantagesand is rejected by some who claim that it
is an imagined geographical entity that lacks meaning and is embedded with ideological assumptions.
Equally however it has also been reclaimed to denote an 'alternative' approach to the promotion of
developmentbasedon the principles that underpin the 'alternative development' movement. In an attempt to
reversethe biasesinherent within terms such as 'Third World' alternativeterms such as 'majority world' are
emergingto signify the fact that the majority of the world's population and natural resourcesare often found
within the 'Global South' or 'Third World'. However such terms mask the economic inequalities, power
imbalancesand exploitative forces that have contributed to the unequal world that we live in today. One
reasonto continue with the use of theseterms is that fact that it draws attention to global inequalitiesyet it is
equally important to acknowledgethat parts of the 'Third World' can be found in the 'First' and vice versa
(Dodds 2002). The terms 'Global South' and 'Third World' are used with reservationwithin this thesis to
signify countries who have been exploited in some shape or form by countries who have become
'economically developed' and powerful within the global context, either through colonial or neo-imperial
forces. It doesnot suggestthat thesecountries are homogenousand acknowledgestheir diversity. As Madge
(1997: 113) notesthe term third world "is the worst term, apart from all the resf'.
65It is important to note however that there is no clear-cut distinction betweenthese'paradigms' and they are
not mutually exclusive (Simon 1999).
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Despite the emergenceof 'other' forms of development however, the 1980salso witnessed
what has been referred to as an 'impasse' in development studieS67(Booth 1985). This
impassesaw a call for more grounded theories of development being made, and for both
(Schuurman
'development
to
the
researcY
academicsand practitioners rethink
purpose of
1993,2000). Reflecting on this impasse,Edwards (1989)concludesthat for development
from
has
be
be
it
the
to
to
to
those
value
excluded
of
relevant
people
research
development process,in particular the poor and marginalised membersof communities.
is to promote the development
He later statesthat the "purpose of intellectual inquiry
...
knowledge
for
hundreds
denied
to
of years.
resources
access
and
power
of people
Second,that the most effective way of doing this is to unite understanding and action, or
theory and practice, into a single process which puts people at the centre of bothý
(Edwards 1993:90)68.Pamwell (1999)arguesthat thesedebatessupport the need for more
area studies to be undertaken whereby researchersacknowledge the complexity and
contextual nature of development.
These debatesemphasisea need for a clear conceptualisation of development based on
by
Carmen
(1994:
69) who
humanistic,
holistic
the
such
as
one
offered
principles
more
by
"a
is
development
that
process which members of a society, starting from the
argues
most disenfranchised,increasetheir personal and common capacitiescritically to reflect,
decode and read their world and organise accordingly for a sustainableimprovement of
their own fives and those of their childrenýschildrený. Rahman (1992:178) supports this
"whereby
innate
human
development
is
is
that
suggests
a
process
potential
and
vision
both
by
individual
the
those
on
and
constructively
concerned,
and
realised
creatively
be
located
development
levele.
definitions
Such
to
as a process of
enable
collective
transformation that is based on learning, as well as justice, sustainability and inclusion
(Korten 1990). They highlight the importance of reintroducing an ethical or moral
dimension to the debate and also stress the need to focus on the local level and
conceptualisingdevelopment as a situated process. Further to this, Chambers(2004)calls
for the personal dimension to be included in the conceptualisation of development by
proposing a focus on responsiblewell-being.

66Hall's (1981) paper remains one of the most comprehensiveand inspirational accounts of the rise of
participatory research. The paper includeshis personalreflections on the emergenceof this movement.
7 Texts such as Shuurman's(1993) edited volume bring together writers critiquing developmentat the start
of the 1990's and Cooke & Kothari (eds) (2001) draw the debates within the field of participatory
developmenttogether at the end of this decade.
68Thesesentimentsare reflected in the ethical guidelinesdevelopedby DARG (2002).
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The emergenceof an 'alternative developmene movement or 'Third Systerný(Carmen
1996) is implicit within the discourse on participatory development. Self-reliance,
autonomy, citizenship and empowerment lie at the heart of these debates(Carmen 1990,
Craig & Mayo 1995, Desai 2002a,Friedmann 1992, Henkel & Stirrat 2001, Hickey &
Mohan 2003,Korten 1990,Nerfin 1986,Rahnema1992). This rethinking of development
researchand practice led to a call for 'bottom up' 'grassroots' 'participatory' approaches
be
This
development.
in
thesis
the
their
engaged
whereby people would
processof
own
turns to explore the rise of participatory development as an alternative to more traditional
forms of 'top downý development theory and practice.

3.Z2

The emergence of participatory approaches to development

A full detailed discussion of the complexities of the evolution of participatory
developmentis beyondthe scopeof this thesis. The following timeline (Diagram3.1)
key
following
The
highlight
time line is
to
worth
considering.
areas
of
serves
a number
not definitive but servesas a frameworkwithin which to examinethe complexitiesthat
surround the evolution of participatory developmentan din which to identify its
historicalroots.
The timeline illustrates that 'participatory development' is a dynamic concept that is
continuously evolving.

It has evolved from early work in the field of community

development and people 'participating iný other people's projects to participating in an
by,
has
development.
has
been
influenced
It
and
contributed to,
process
of
autonomous
the emerging discourse surrounding alternative development and has played a crucial
development
highlighting
human
in
in
the
the
process. A change
agency
centrality of
role
in language and theoretical stance can be traced within this movement reflecting what
some have termed to be a 'paradigm shift' away from the dominant scientific modernistic
humanistic
feminist
development
to
and
people-centricviews
view of
more post-modem,
of the world.
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Z-

Diagram 3.1 Timeline of 'participatory
theories, activities and issues

development' an overview of key
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It is important to note that Non Government Organisations (NGOs) have played an
important role in the evolution and spread of participatory approachesto development
(Carroll 1992,Desai 2002b,Lane 1995, Nelson & Wright 1995,Pieterse 1998,Van Rooy
2002). Whilst the broad term NGO may cover a multitude of organisations they are
"typically consideredto be a third sectorwith a distinct socio-economic-political.function7
(Whitehand 2004: 12).

They are, by definition, not commercial or governmental
organisationsand depending on the nature of the NGO can have varying types of relation
with the State depending upon their political stance (Clark 1991,1995)and varying
financing structures (Fowler 1997). -Participatory development has become associated
(Mohan
2002,Hickey & Mohan 2003). In addition to this
society
with notions of civil
NGOs are also seen to play a vital role in the spread of radical non-formal education
discussed
(Hall
&
Freirean
1986
1989,Kane 2001,
the
approach
above
programmessuch as
Marshall 1991)as well aswithin the field of ICDPs69.
The diversity of NGOs has led to a wealth of literature discussing the potential role of
NGOs in the promotion of alternative democratic and more humanistic approachesto
development (Clark, 1991, Edwards & Hulme 1992, Farrington & Lewis 1993, Korten
1987). The literature on the rise of NGOs within South Asia highlights the diversity of
organisations and furthers the call for clearer categorisation of these organisations in
order to deepen our understanding of these actors and assesstheir contribution towards
the promotion of alternative development (Bhattachan et al. 2001, Fernandez 1987,
Maskay 1998,Whitehand 2004). In the 1980s,many development NGOs began adopting
participatory models of various kinds, with the goals of respecting local knowledge,
placing marginalised people at the centre of the development processand avoiding the
problems of outsider-driven development (Guijt and Shah 1998). There was a
(Clark 1991,Edwards and Hulme 1992,
groundswell of popular movements in the 1990s7O
Korten 1987).

Whilst not all NGOs engage in the promotion of participatory development, many of
those that do see participation as the 'missing ingredient' that prevents development
programmes from being successful(Oakley 1987). Caution is needed in assuming that
"NGOs somehow embody the virtues of participation and empowerment" (Henkel &
Stirrat 2001:171). In many casesparticipatory approachesare adopted in order to cut or

69The KMTNC, as a national NGO, is a prime exampledue to its
pioneering work through the ACAP.
70It is outside the remit of this thesis to review this literature
later
in
included
the
are
although reflections
thesis on the advantagesand disadvantagesof REFLECT being associatedwith an NGO.
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share costsand motivate people to participate in predetermined activities (Craig & Mayo
1995,Rahman 1996). Chapter two highlighted the increasein NGO activity in Nepal that
reflects a similar trend within South Asia in general (Fernandez 1987, Shreshtra &
Farrington 1993). Whilst a full review of the emergenceof NGO activity within Nepal is
feasible
do
here
it
is
important
to
that
these
not
note
many of
organisations endeavour to
promote participatory development and a variety of networks and federations have
evolved to support NGOs working in this arena7l.
The diversity of experienceof NGOs with participatory development servesto highlight
that 'participationý is a permissive concept and there is a need for a clear definition as
there is little agreement on what it is or what its basic functions are (Cohen & Uphoff
1987). In the main participation is viewed as a process by which the poor become
empowered through participating in their own autonomous development programmes
(Burkey 1996,Mohan 2002,Rahman1996,Potter et al. 1999). The United Nations Research
Institute for Social Development (UNRISD) inquiry into participation proposed the
following working definition of participation as "the organized efforts to increasecontrol
over resourcesand regulative institutions in given social situations, on the part of groups
and movements hitherto excluded from such control" (Stiefel & Wolfe 1994: 5). This
definition suggestsindividuals and institutions need to be self-reliant and autonomous
and views 'participants' as the marginalised and excluded.
Burkey (1993), whilst acknowledging that the term 'self-reliant' has also become
jargonised, offers a few pointers as to what self-reliant participatory development should
be. He suggests that it should be a radical alternative to mainstream development;
development
in
it
the
the
centre
of
nature
at
process
political
as placespolitics and power
by explicitly focusing on the marginalised, disenfranchised and excluded; a processby
which people can become empowered and hence is a processwhich transformative in
nature; and finally, it should be based on a reversal of assumptionsrelating to the nature
and generation of knowledge and should challenge the dominant scientific assumptions
held in the development establishment.

71 The NGO Federation of Nepal (NFN)
established in 1991 and Nepal Participatory Action Network
(NEPAN) establishedin 1995 play an important role in supporting innovative work in Nepal. Mitchand
(2004), Chapter3, provides a conciseand informative review of NGOs in Nepal. Reflectionsby practitioners
from Nepal working in the field of participatory developmentare found in Pratt (2000).
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The origin of participatory development fies in the radical transformative left wing
development
belief
is
based
development
that
the
political arenaof alternative
activists
on
is
humane
development
Equitable,
therefore promoted
just
not
a
product.
a process
and
through engaging people in processesof reflection and action leading to a liberating
processof transformation. Participation is viewed as "an educational processbut one in
(Oakley
&
Marsden
dowd'
is
the
turned
nature
of
conventional
education
which
upside
1984:70). One of the most influential workers in the field of challenging the conventional
nature of education is Paulo Freire, the Brazilian educator. His work is central to
REFLECT.

3.2.3 Paulo Freire and conscientization
Freire (1972) criticises the formal education process for maintaining the poor as the
be
liberating
to
He
that
needs
a
education
processrather than one
underclass.
argues
Freirean
A
importance
knowledge
'banked'.
is
the
approach
emphasise
of
where
liberating programmes of non-formal education72.It higl-dights the need for the creation
dialogue
in
'spaces'
a
process
engage
of
and critically analyse
of
where people can meet,
their own situations before arriving at solutions to locally identified problemS73. Freire
literacy
the
adult
process,advocating instead a theory
of
rejects mechanisticconceptions
dialogue
between
based
teachers and learners. Such
upon authentic
and practice
dialogue, in Freire's approach, centresupon the learners' existential situations and leads
not only to the acquisition of literacy skills, but also, and more importantly, to an
The
his/her
human
being
is
to
transform
reality.
model
proposed
of
as
a
right
awareness
processof literacy that is directly linked into a processof critical analysis and reflection
with the aim of enabling the oppressed student to regard oppression, not as a given
dosed world with no exit, but rather, as a limiting situation which they can transform.
This critical reflection ultimately leads to praxis, actions which will transform the world
surrounding the learner.
Freire's pedagogy placesthe teacheror educator on a more even footing with the learner,
here the educator has the role of a facilitator or catalyst (Kane 2001). This tums the
72A number of key texts emergedin the 1970sregarding the limitations of formal education in meeting the
needsand aspirationsof people in 'developing countries'. Seework such as Coombs& Ahmed (1974), Dore
(1976), Faure et al. (1972), Illich (1971),Kindervatter (1979) and later Coombs (1985) Carmen(1990), Rao
(1986) and Rogers (1992). A key theme within this writing relates to the potential non-formal education
rogrammeshad to offer to addressthe limitations of the formal educationsystem.
3 As discussedin section 2.2.3 earlier, the work and philosophy Paulo Freire,was seenas being central to
of
the ConservationEducation and Extension Programmeof the ACAP in order to locate the learning processat
the local level (Gurung & DeCoursey 1988).
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traditional model of non-formal education upside down and centres on literacy
acquisition as a means of challenging oppression. The Freirean view of literacy as a
political phenomenon centred on critical reflection and intimately related to personal and
collective experience is considerably broader than the conventional view of literacy
(Roberts 1998). Group formation is central to this process. The process prescribed,
outlined in the following Diagram 3.2,is a dialogical processwhere the poor explore their
own social reality through group meetings and functional literacy programmes.
Discussionsheld at informal gatherings are used to identify key themesand thesethemes
are then codified into didactic sketches, photographs or stories. These visual
'primers'
known
as
and used to generated discussion within the
representations are
'culture (learning) circles' that form the basis of the programme. Functional literacy is
used to highlight the cultural value of everyday activities (Taylor 1993). Change agents,
employed to support the process,are essentially a "group of dedicated people who will
spark an interest in the oppressedpeople" (Zachariah1988:75). The role of the agent is to
support and accompanythe processof critical analysis and literacy acquisition.
The literacy component centres on the introduction of certain words into the group and
these words are then broken up into their syllables enabling students to use these
form
to
new words and move on to constructing their own sentences. The
components
74. Thesewords are then
primer is used to introduce key words as a basis of discussion,
used to createnew words basedon their phonetic components(Appendix 3.1). Blackburn
(2000)notes that this phonetic method is very efficient in terms of developing written
literacy skills in part due to the creative link between dialogue, critical analysis and the
broader processof conscientization. Literacy acquisition is given meaning by relating it to
the everyday experiencesof the participants. Functional literacy is used to highlight the
cultural value of everyday activities of the peasant (Taylor 1993). It is important to note
the value of using traditional means of communication when pursuing a participatory
approach to development7s. Through analysing coded material in their groups,
participants become 'critically aware' and this theoretically leads to action against the
forces of oppression. The focus is therefore on local level knowledge and local level
analysis. This should be central to any intervention (Mosse 2001). The focus of the
Freirean approach on the local level and local level knowledge is one of the key features
that led to its uptake wid-dn the participatory development movement.
74SeeAppendix 3.1 for an overview this
of
process.
"Carmen (1990) discussesthis and highlights the important
in
theatre
can
play
popular
role media such as
stimulating 'critical awareness'among the marginalized. Popular theatre refers to the "expression by the
population of their own - as opposedto thoseof the dominant classes'-interest" (Carmen 1990: 103).
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Diagram 3.2 Simplified model of key components of model proposed by Freire (1972)
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According to Burkey (1993:57) "the first step towards to achieving genuine participation
is a processin which the rural poor themselvesbecomeaware of their own situation of the
socio-economicreality around them, of their problems, the causesof theseproblems and
what measuresthey themselvescan take to begin changing their situation" (Burkey 1993:
57). Hence, the central goal is to change society; mainly to benefit the large group of
(initially
illiterate peasantsin Brazil). Freire's work is aimed at helping
poor
marginalised
the oppressedbecome'subjects' of changewho seethrough the myths of the oppressors76.

76Chapter2 in Kane (2001) provides an excellentbiography Freire's life
and worIL
of
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The book Pedagogyof the Oppressed(1972)articulated the need for oppressed people to
gain conscientizaciw,
a perception of social, political, and economic contradictions, and
then see fl-ds oppressive and contradictory reality as something they could transform.
Conscientizationimplies the "processby which the poor can becomeaware of their own
humanity and their innate power to reshapean oppressivesociety" (Srinivasan1989:213).
It involves those who were previously viewed as objectsof development being viewed as
active subjects. According to Carmen (1990:73) "it, is much more than an increase in
Praxis"
it
is
to
to
the
transformation
geared
essentially
radical
of
society,
social awareness,
(Carmen 1990: 73). Praxis "represents the transition from critical thought to reflexive
intervention in the world" (Giroux 1981:177).
Freire's view that "no pedagogy which is truly liberating can remain distant from the
by
for
by
their emulation models
treating
them
and
presenting
as unfortunates
oppressed
from among the oppressors" (1972:35) had an impact on shaping the ideology of future
for
It
development.
for
the
need
practitioners to embed their
stressed
calls
participatory
behaviour
in
the
and ethics of the participants they were seeking to work
work
views,
discourses
be
(Mosse
This
the
2001).
throughout
can
of participatory
seen
approach
with
development especially in the work of Rahman (1985,1995),Fals Borda (1985)Guijt &
Shah 1998 and Nelson and Wright (1995). These authors call for people to define their
for
development
the recognition of the empowering quality of grass-roots
and
own
development, thus reflecting Freirds liberation ideology. This approach enables local
(Mosse
2001).
It
knowledge
be
is
incorporated
into
to
planning
people's
programme
development
"peoples
implies
development
to
self
as
particularly relevant participatory
knowledge
knowledge,
to a status of equity
the
to
changing
relations of
restore popular
with professionalknowledge" (Rahman1993:179).
Paulo Freire's work "has been and remains a powerful influence among those eager to
'
develop theoretical and practical alternatives to mainstream development approaches!
(Blackburn 2000:3). Blackburn argues that "the genius of Freire's literacy method is that
the processof acquiring literacy (or any other skill) takes place within the context of the
participant's reality" (ibid.:9). It had great appeal in the 1980samong workers engagedin
the field of promoting alternative development. Freirean ideology has been applied by
many organisations, including development NGOs, seeking to reduce inequalities
(Carmen 1990, Kane 2001, Kindervatter 1979, Hall 1986, Travers 1997). According to
Francis (2001:75) "although the language of participatory development is widely current
in mainstream development, its roots lie in part in the radical philosophy of
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conscientization associatedwith Paulo Freire and the alternative vision of development
articulated by NGUs in the 1960s". It becamecommon for alternative approachesto be
described as Treirean' until the popular 'buzz word' participation emerged. However,
with the spread of Freirean approachescame a critique of his work from a variety of
arenas, including Freireýsown self-reflection on the process and its limitations (Freire
1985).

The limitations of the Freirean approach occur at two levels: firstly, there are technical
limitations and challenges; and secondly, at a deeper level there are flaws in the
philosophy underpinning the conscientizationapproach and the role of change agents in
the promotion of this process. On the technical side, Freire's approachhas been critiqued
for being a time consuming slow process and for becoming standardised and not
adhering to the whole processof engagementwith local people at the local level (Taylor
1993). This has resulted in standard primers being adopted regardlessof the context in
which the programme is taking place. The Freirean processis undoubtedly, when done
Change
lengthy
agents who utilise the approach are often
a
process.
properly,
(1972)
Freire
by
both
lack
time
resources.
recommends that if
of
and
a
constrained
decoding is not occurring, the fundamental themes can be introduced via the use of
primers (for examples of these see Taylor 1993). However by introducing predefined
devalued.
is
into
the
the
the
and
approach
participatory
nature
reduced
process
primers
For the full potential to be realised the processmust be followed in its totality and this
includes enabling participants to choosetheir own issuesfor analysis,however slow that
processmay be.
It is essentialthat "the oppressedparticipate in a revolutionary process" (Freire 1972:97).
However, attempts by local people to act against and challengethe oppressiveforces that
they identify through the processof conscientization are likely to be met with resistance
from the local elite. This is highlighted by Kindervatter's observation that "historically,
changing socio-economic conditions have placed specific limits on the connection
between emancipatory discourseand action consistentwith that discourse" (1979:128). It
is vital therefore that the analysis of the oppression and the identification of appropriate
action is truly located at the local level by local people so that any potential repercussions
can be fully understood and acceptedby the participants.
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In many casesliteracy programmes alone are not enough and other forms of support are
needed if the structures of oppression are to be adequately challenged. The extent to
which programmes that solely focus on raising the level of consciousnesscan lead to an
enhancedlivelihood, if the target groups remain dependent upon the richer households
for at least part of their subsistence,is questioned by Howes & Sattar (1992). They
for
for
holistic
be
highlight
the
to
the
taken
emphasise
need
a
need
approach
and
supporting programmes to accompany the Freirean approach. Freire has also been
critiqued for placing too much emphasis upon the cultural causesof oppression at the
expenseof other forms of oppression. According to Taylor (1993)the material used in the
primers often lacks analysis of the social causesof poverty. He goes on to argue that
Freire was "either unaware of the real dimensions of social poverty (as opposed to
debate
from
(ibid.:
he
109). Freire's
this
the
to
exclude
analysis"
chose
cultural poverty) or
failing
for
has
been
to pay enough attention to the diversity within the
work
also
critiqued
community, particularly for neglecting to explore the gendered dimension to oppression
(Ledwith, 2001,McLaren & Leonard 1993,Mayo 1999,de Koning 1995),a point which he
later
literacy
his
later
Freire's
in
criticised
work
primers where the
work77.
addressed
teachers set the text as this frames the learners as passive vessels into which this
knowledge should be poured (Freire 1985). He stressedthe need for lean-drigmaterial to
from
being
themselves
to
this
the
n-dsconception
communities
avoid
perpetuated.
emerge
It has been claimed that "the processof conscientization cannotbegin without an avantgarde, a group of dedicated people who will spark an interest in the oppressedpeople"
(Zachariah 1988:75). Conscientization gave an essentialrole to "'pedagogy from outside
the oppressed group (from dedicated intellectuals or activists) but attributed ultimate
responsibility and initiative to the oppressedthemselves" (Wolfe 1996:127).Whilst some
question the ability of the appearanceof a conscienceto be an induced event rather than a
spontaneous occurrence (Steffel & Wolfe 1994) others have focused on the abilities of
change agentsto induce this changeat the local level. Facilitating a processof dialogue,
through the use of open-ended questions and debate amongst a group of participants,
places a great demand on the dedication and ability of change agents. During the
investigative process,theoretically, extensivenotes are taken and are decodedin an open
forum. The decoding activity requires a lot of skill and training, as agents need to be
highly flexible in dealing with an open forum and have the ability to facilitate and
manage discussion (Taylor 1993). Kindervatter (1979:152) supports this stating that "an
77For details of this seeMcLamen & Leonard (1993).
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agent's ability to truly 'facilitate' enhancesthe active participation of the people ". Freire's
concept of dialogue requires a lot of the educator (Blackburn 2000). Freire himself
recognised this when he noted that the process of dialogue " must be 'authentic,
'creative', and can only take place with'sympathy and love' "(cited in Blackbum 2000:8).
Care must be taken to avoid the values of the external agents being imposed upon
'recipients'. This does not mean that change agents are value free, the most that can be
hoped for is that the recipients come to share these values and engagein the processof
critical reflection that they are encouraging at the grassrootslevel. Change agentsneed to
view themselvesas participants in the processand not just facilitators. T development
workers feel that they only need to bring the -people up to their own level of
consciousnessthen this will lead to an unequal relationship in which the development
workers attempt to dominate, to indoctrinate, the people" (Burkey 1993:55). Experience
from the grassrootshowever raises questions over the ability of change agents to truly
engage in the dialogical process without imposing their own ideologies upon the
intended participants. Midgley's (1986) analysis suggests that the conscientization
approach suffers from being paternalistic about peasantculture and assumesthat help is
needed in order to liberate the peasantsfrom their oppression. "Any predetermined
from
liberation
the outside is ultimately paternalistic, since it presupposesthat
of
vision
the oppressedare incapable of determining their own endogenously produced vision of
liberation7 (Blackburn 2000:12). Much of the literature raises questions over the level of
skills that trained staff have in facilitating this process. According to Marshall (1991),
teachers working on a voluntary basis often have a limited capacity to guide adult
learners to a critical understanding of their own situation.. This in the main is due to a
lack of ongoing training. Burkey (1993)feels that a high level of commitment and an
appropriate attitude towards the poor is required for change agents involved in the
conscientization process to be effective and avoid being over paternalistic. The
assumption that 'poor people' are ignorant poses a significant limitation to the Freirean
ideology.

Rahnema (1996: 125) feels that the lack of attention given to the complexities of the
`external change agent' is a limitation of Freire's work and can help to explain why
"'highly ideologized 'agent of change' or 'vanguards, have tried to use conscientizationor
participatory methods, simply as new and more subtle forms of manipulationý. It is
important that all people involved in the process engage fully in deconstructing and
critically analysing their own realities and this includes the change agents. "Freirean
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methods of dialogical action and conscientization are perceived by the [participatory]
movement as a crucial instrument of interaction, aimed not only at liberating the
oppressed,but eventually also the intervenor from his [or her] own conditioning as a
'bourgeois' d-dnker" (Rahnema1996:125).

As with participatory development, there are issues related to the labelling by external
agents of potential target groups associated with non-formal education programmes.
Marshall (1991)raises questions regarding who has the right to define what is functional
for whom. Burkey (1993)askshow does a changeagent actually recognisewhen a group
has reachedconscientization. For theselimitations to be addressedit is essentialthat due
'target'
is
the
to
that
complexities
and
and
of
participation
care
attention
paid
communities are fully included in the decision making process. To take on such an
approach the change agent needs to have an all-encompassingideology that focuses on
the causesof oppression within communities and includes a significant amount of selfreflection. Taylor (1993:10) describesFreire's pedagogy as "not just a method of teaching
or a way of lean-dng: it is a way of life". Education is neededfor both the oppressedand
the oppressors and requires radical change within society (McLaren & Leonard 1993).
Freire'sapproach was developed in the context of Latin America, as such the primers that
evolved from Latin America are situated in a particular time and place. Giroux (1981:
128) notes that when applying the model to other contexts agents need to "take into
consideration vastly different socio-political and cultural experiences". This supports the
limitations
for
developed
despite
"Freire's
be
locally.
However,
the
to
noted
primers
need
from
demonstrates
dynamic
in
that
the
stems,
part,
change
working
work
of progressive
with the people rather than on them!' (Giroux 1981:139). The methods proposed by Freire
were intended to create new forms of knowledge, power and understanding of reality
with the aim of challenging oppression and promoting a process of equitable
transformative development.

On a more ideological basis, Freire's work has been critiqued for its fundamental
assumptions about the nature of oppression and his level of understanding at the local
level. Street (1995),whilst recognising Paulo Freire as one of the most influential radical
literacy campaigners,highlights the limitation of the assumption that illiterate people are
unable to 'read the world'. The fundamental flaw in this assumption was the belief that
illiterate people were ignorant of the causesof their oppression and lacked both the selfawarenessand critical consciousnessto understand the world in which they live. The
focus on literacy as a key to development further exacerbatedthe myth that illiterate
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people were in need of help to become'developed'. Indeed, the whole focus on literacy as
a means of development and self improvement, however radical the transformation,
brought with it the extra baggagethat literacy and development were inextricably linked
and reinforced the'westernised' conceptualisationof development,whereby being literate
is seenas an indictor of development. This perception fails to acknowledge and respect
the multiple, dynamic and complex abilities and literacies that exist within 'peasant
cultures' and reinforces the image of peasants as being 'ignoranf and "backward.
Blackburn (2000)supports these concernsby arguing that argues that Freirean activists
have tended to devalue traditional and vernacular forms of power and Freire himself
oversianplifies the complexity of power relations by having a dichotomy between the
oppressed and oppressors. However, Freire was very aware of the complexities of
literacy, and discussedhow it could be used for different purposes,such as to domesticate
liberate.
He supports the argument that there is no monolithic 'thing' called
than
rather
literacy (Barton 1994).

Since the emergence of the conscientization approach Freirean methods have spread
beyond literacy programmes to other alternative approachesto development. Ledwith
(2001:178) warns that "if we adopt Freirean concepts as a form of liberal rather than
critical pedagogy, the vision of a truly mutual, reciprocal, non-hierarchical educative
process becomes illusionary" and stressesthe need to address issues of power and
complexity if the true potential of Freirean philosophy is to be realised. In essenceFreire's
work emphasisedthe need for new spaceswhereby people could come together, meet
and critically analyse,decodeand act upon the forcesof oppressionthat lie at the heart of
their exclusion and poverty. Hall (1981:9) notes the importance of the visit by Paulo
Freire to Tanzania in 1979,regarding it as "a stimulus to many social scientistswho might
not have been impressed by the existing experience of many adult educators or
community development workers". He goes on to note "one of the most useful roles of
Paulo Freire has been to bring some of the current ideas of Latin American social scientists
to the attention of personsin other parts of the world" (ibid.). Francis (2001:75) notes the
centrality of Freire's work to participatory development movement and goeson to say "in
the English speaking world, perhaps one of the most influential writers on participatory
methods has been Robert Chambers,and the method with which he is associatedwith,
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)". It is to the work of Chambersthat this chapter now
turns.
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3.2.4 Robert Chambers as a key actor
RobertChambersis often cited a key fore-founderof participatorydevelopmentand is
"widely recognizedasoneof the main driving forcesbehind the greatsurgeof interestin
the use of ParticipatoryRural Appraisal around the world" (Guijt & Shah 1998:
x).
Chambers'(1983)seminaltext, 'Rural DevelopmentPutting the Last Firsehighlights the
biases78and
limitationsof traditional developmentresearchand arguedthat the focusof
the externalinterventionsand developmentin generalneededto shift to localparticipants
and expertiserather than externalexperts. Particularattention is paid to the role of
outsidersand the waysoutsiderswork to promoterural development,asthey perceiveit
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Chambersmain contribution to the 'participatory development' movement is in exploring
the value and use of participatory tools for research and engaging in participatory
development,
level.
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spread and
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work
associated
activities
adoption of many of the visualisation tools that are so central to practitioners attempting
to engagein participatory activities at the local level. Specifically he is associatedwith the
Appraisal
(RRA
&
PRA).
both
In
Rapid
Rural
Appraisal
Participatory
of
emergence
and
his book he made practical suggestionsto support this reversal in learning and outlined
the principles of rapid rural appraisal. It is important to note that Chambershimself says
"I am not a creator or forefather of participatory development of PRA I have just told
have
I
in
in
interactions
the
countries
various
which
stories about my experiencesand
worked - of what I have experiencedin the field" (Chambers1998speaking at a Dialogue
Session in CERID Kathmandu). This reflects the sentiments of Hall (1981) who
acknowledges that a wide range of influential people are involved in the process of
organising and influencing participatory researchbut emphasisesthat "few, if any, of us

7' Theseare cited as rural, prqjectýdry season,professionaland
personalbiases. Within the personalbias he
discussesthe numerousbiases against poor people basedon issues such as status,wealth, gender, user and
adopterfocus as well as active, presentand living biases.
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can say we are the author or originator of ideas and issues,such is the collective nature of
our worV (7).
Chambers (1983)calls for three main changesin development research;firstly, long term
careful investigation and secondly, for more ad hoc inventive research.The third call,
more importantly, addressesa deeper issue that reflects the centrality of control and
ownership in the researchprocess. He stressesthe need for "sensitive research,which
shifts initiative to the rural people as partners in the learning, enabling them to use and
augment their own skills, knowledge and power," (ibid.:74). It is here that the real radical
changefies as it requires a reversal in the relationship between'uppe& and'lowers79 and
calls for indigenous knowledge systemsto be respectedand recognisedas equal to more
"scientific' western systems of knowledge. In line with this Chambers also stressesthe
importance of acknowledging the visual as a form of communication. It is for these
reasonsthat his work has been so influential in the field of indigenous knowledge and has
recently seen an increase in interest (Ellen 2002, Grillo 2002). Chambers' work (1983,
1994a,1994b,1995,1997)assertsthe importance of placing local realities at the heart of
development interventions, and the need to transform agentsof development from being
directive 'experts' to 'facilitators' of local knowledge and capabilities (Hickey & Mohan
2003). It representsa radical shift in mind set, from seeingthe external expert asbeing the
main source of information and knowledge to seeing others as equal and possessing
knowledge that is to be valued and respected. Chambers more recent writing explores
the importance of considering the personal dimension of development and he calls for a
'pedagogy or the non-oppressed' as a means of promoting responsible well-being as
noted above. Such an approach firmly placespersonalreflection, the development of selfawareness and responsibility being taken for one's own actions to be central to the
development process. It highlights the need for development to focus on those with
power as well as thosewithout if it is to be truly holistic.

3.Z5 Multiple meanings - typologies and continua
The work of Freire (1972)and Chambers (1983)amongst others, has played an important
role in the emergenceand spread of the participatory development movement. Despite
the wealth of experience and research within the field of participatory development a
review of the literature highlights the lack of a clear conceptual basis as to what exactly
participatory development is, what it means and what its end goals are. There are a
79The powerfid versusthe marginalised
or elite versusthe excluded.
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dynamic
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aim encapsulatewhat essentially
and complex movement.
Arnsteinýs (1969)ladder of citizen participation representsone of the first typologies of
literature
the
the
on
commonly
cited
within
participation and remains one of
most
models
community participation. It was based on the experience of participation widiin the
context of various programmes in the United Statesand has beenapplied to the context of
developing countries by activists and academics. In this ladder eight rungs are presented
divided into three sub-categorieswith the lowest rungs representing non-participation,
through to tokenistic participation and at the highest level participation representedby
citizen control (Diagram 3.3).
Diagram 3.3 Arnsteiý,
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The ladder highlights that relatively few strands are categorised as 'citizen power' and
that citizen empowerment is the ultimate goal (Watt et al. 2000). Power and control are
therefore crucial to the participatory process. Due to the centrality of power Chouguill
(1996)proposed an alternative ladder with 'empowerment' being placed on the top rung
as the ultimate goal. To move up the ladder and away from 'tokenism' people need to
take control of the process hence reinforcing the centrality of power in the
conceptualisation of participation. ArnsteWs ladder offers a useful representation and
imagery but does not fully capture the complexity and dynamic nature of participatory
development. Wid-Lin the conservation and development literature the typology
developed by Pretty (1994) is often cited as a means of classifying approaches to
participation (rable 3.1). This typology has beenparticularly prevalent in the literature on
Integrated Conservation and Development Programmesand is therefore a useful model
to apply to the Annapurna Conservation Area Project. According to the typology
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proposed by Pimbert & Pretty (1994) the model employed by ACAP falls into the
'interactive' participation typology whereby the interactive joint analysis takes place,new
local institutions are formed or existing structures are strengthened. On Arnsteinýsladder
the ACAP approachwould fall on the partnership or delegatedpower rung.
Table 3.1 Overview of terminology associated with "participation'

Typology
1

PassiveParticipation

2

Participation in information
gathering

3

Participation via
consultation
Participation due to
material incentives

4

5

Functional participation

6

Interactive participation

7

Self mobilisation

Components of eachtype
Peopletold what to do - information belongsto external
ionals
People participate by answering questions posed by
external agents - lack opportunity to influence
proceedings
People consulted external agents define problems and
solutions
People participate by providing resourcesin return for
incentives - people have no stake in prolonging
activities onceincentives end
People form groups to meet predetermined objectivesinvolvement not sought in early stagesof project cycle
People participate in joint analysis that leads to action
plans formation of new groups or strengthening existing
ones. Groups take control of local decisions and have
stakein maintaining structuresand practices
People participate by taking initiatives independent of
external institutions self initiated mobilisation. and
collective action may or may not challenge existing
distributions of wealth and power

Adapted from Pimbert & Pretty 1994 cited in IIED (1994: 19).

Typologies such as these prove useful in enabling organisations, or researchersand
activists, to identify the mode of participation with which they align themselvesand their
organisations. The complexity of participation begins to be uncovered through examining
the two alternative typologies presented above. This is evident in the variety of terms
used to try to define participatory development. The lack of clarity in the terminology has
led to a variety of attempts to redefine 'participationý more explicitly. It has led to several
authors claiming that some approachesto participation are more 'genuine' (Goulet 1989)
or 'authentic' (Wolfe 1996) than others. A diverse range of terms has emerged in an
attempt to clarify the aims and objectives of participatory development such as 'people
centred' (Oakley and Marsden 1984)'self-reliant' (Burkey 1993),'empowering' (Freidman
1992), 'active' (Rogers 1992, Pretty & Pimbert 1994) 'autonomous' (Carmen 1996) and
'transformative' (White 1996)80.

80SeeAppendix 3.2 for a review of theseand others.
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In proposing new typologies, continua or terminology

for participation

questions that are often asked relate to who is participating

the central

in what, how are people

participating and who controls the process as well as what is the ultimate purpose of
participation.

In particular the question is posed whether participation is a means or an

end? Implicit within 'participatory development' is a process of intervention or research
of one party (often external and powerful agents) in the lives of others (local, marginal
oppressed). Often staff working for NGOs carry out this work. The agents involved in
these support mechanisms need to internalise the underlying philosophy of participatory
development and be committed to radical transformative

change and development.

Fundamentally, this requires a shift in control, or to use Chambers (1983) phrase 'handing
over the stick'. It is essential that the process and control of the process is embedded at
the local level if these interactions are to be as meaningful as possible. For this to occur all
process, as depicted below in Diagram 3.4, must as far as

stages of the intervention

possible be controlled at the local level.

or research process and degrees of participation

Diagram 3.4 Intervention
Extemally controfled

LocaHy controHed

Minimum participation

Empowering

Setting the agenda
Defining problem/ s
Defining goals & objectives
Determining 'stakeholders''participants'
Investigation of issue / collection of data
Analysis of findings
Control of results
Presentation/ communication of findings
Source: adapted from Chambers 1994b, Pretty 1994, White, 1996.

Participatory development requires a change in the thinking and underlying ideologies
that dominate today's society. It requires 'activists' to disempower themselves in order to
empower the participants at the local level.

One of the hn-dtations of Freire's work,

discussed earlier, was the lack of incorporation of the 'change agents' or 'facilitators' into
the process of critical analysis and reflection which can lead to them dominating or
indoctrinating the target participants and reducing their ability to act as catalysts. For this
reason it is important that the participation process itself remains inclusive and is not
exclusively for the 'poor'. Often control remains in the hands of the'change agents' and
therefore limits the potential outcomes of the process. Terms such as 'manipulative,
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'tokenistic', 'technocratic' and 'partiaY all refer to participatory processesthat do not seek
to empower people to take control of the whole process. Ideally participation and control
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to
through
may
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actions
process,
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situation in which the participants find themselves. Equally important is that participants
critically reflect on the process and evaluate the outcomes as well as present these
findings to wider audiences. This does not mean that people have to be completely
independent and rely totally on their own resources. It does not exclude change agents
themselvesfrom also contributing their skills and knowledge to this process. It simply
local
level
knowledge
the
the
to
them
and
at
skills and
acknowledge and respect
requires
to ensurethat they, as external agents,do not dominate the intervention process.
Burkey (1994: 206-208) provides a useful reference point in defining self-reliant
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is about acknowledging development as a processin which changeagentshave a valuable
contribution to play if they are committed to the concept of conscientization, and it is
facilitate
in
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to
the
the
order
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promotion of
about
development.
process of self-reliant

Further, he notes that one of the greatest

contradictions within the self-reliant participatory movement is the reliance that often
develops between participants and the change agents. 'Participants' often come to rely
for
development
initiatives.
introduction
development
the
support
of
agencies
and
upon
All too often participation means local people have an opportunity to participate in
(Nfichener
1998).
However
it
is
and
someone
else's
project
else's
agenda
someone
important to note that outsiders can "rarely if ever bring into being significant
participatory efforts unless the groups in question are already in a movement and looking
for help" (Stiefel,&Wolfe 1994:137).

People's perception of participation is "not shaped by academic rhetoric but rather by
do
has
little
For
to
them
with self-reliance,empowerment
participation
past experiences.
or even efficiency. Instead,it is an opportunity to extract resourcesfrom willing agencies"
(Michener 1998: 2116). It is important therefore to consider the motivation and
development
both
involved
in
individuals
the
philosophy of
participatory
agenciesand
It is also important to recognise that the distinct categories of 'insider' and 'outsider'
rarely exist as coherent entities and that participants may play multiple roles in the
process(Dyck 1993,Moss 1993). No change agent is value free, hencethe important role
self-reflexivity plays within the participatory development movement.
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3.3 Participatory research - from RRA and PRA to PAR
' popular
Tliree key movements have profoundly shaped participatory research:
education,feminismand the internationalgrassrootsdevelopmentmovement(Finn1994).
Participatoryresearchis not just a 'third world issue'but hasrelevanceand value to any
contextwhereexclusionand inequalitiesprevail (Finn 1994,Hall 1981,Rogers1992,Sarri
& Sarri 1992). For examplesocialwork within Europeand North Americaalso draws
upon this emergingtradition. Hall (1981)providesan excellentoverviewof participatory
in
by
Network
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Research
the
the
established
research reflectingupon
work of
1977.TheInternationalCouncilfor Adult Educationsupportsthis work by noting that "it
'people
its
that
the
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emphasison
conceptof participatory research,with
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(Hall
1981:6).
adult
educAioný
experts',shareda commonpremisewith
Participatory research differs from traditional research in its commitment to "the
(ibid.:
for
learning
6).
Participatory
in
those
the
all
engaged
process"
of
empowerment
links
long
into
is
a
and growing
power
and
praxis
and
research essentially about people
tradition of alternative radical researcherswho have been involved in the evolution of
found
diverse
(Reason
A
1994).
terms
range of
are
within
qualitative research
(PR),
Action
Research
Participatory
Research
to
such
approaches
research
as
participatory
(AR), Participatory Action Research(PAR), Participatory Learning and Action (PLA) and
Collaborative Research(CR) to name a few. Participation is a central feature to them all
but as as Dudley (1993)reminds us, it has been at the top of the development agendafor
"it
far
is
from clear what community participation is, how it
least
twenty
still
years and
at
comes about, and what it is actually for" (Dudley 1993: 8). In order to address this
differences
between RRA, PRA and PAR.
the
this
section
will
explore
question
Rapid Rural Appraisal and Participatory Rural Appraisal (RRA & PRA) have emerged
from the grassrootsoffering alternative means of both 'working with' and 'researching
with' people. Chambers (1994b:957)believes that TRA began and continues as a better
way for outsiders to learn". Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) is proposed as a means of
'quick
the
overcoming some of
constraints of
and dirty' rural development tourism
research8l. RRA aims to overcome the time and cost factors associatedwith long term

a' Theseconstraintscan be seen
amongstresearchersengagingin developmentresearchwhere the researchis
often funded by external agencieswith acute time and financial constraintsleaving researchersfeeling as if
they are involved in 'safari research'whereby they go to a place for a short intenseperiod of time then leave
to remote destinationsto reflect upon the findings they have extracted from the field. It was disillusionment
with the value of such an approachthat initially inspired Chambersto write his text in 1983 and to make
pragmatic suggestionsas to how thesedilemmascould be addressed.
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researchinto rural societieswhilst attempting to engagewith people at the local level, in
an attempt to 'put the last first.

These participatory methods stress the importance of
visual representation of data rather than the written word and have played a significant
role in enabling people to record and discuss local issues. Techniques such as
participatory mapping activities, transect walks, constructing seasonal calendars and
creating community or resource maps have proved effective at gaining accessto local
knowledge. It has taken the emphasis away from the written word and highlighted the
importance and value of visual representation. This is one of the most fundamental
benefits of the RRA and PRA movement. DeKoning (1995:36) notes how these"methods
can createa feeling of achievementamongst participants, which in turn helps enhanceself
help
Visualisation
techniques
also
as they provide a constant
confidenceand self esteemý.
point of referencefor discussion and reflection and can enhancethe capacity at the local
level to evaluate changeand to demonstratethesechangesto external agentsinvolved in
the development process(Unney 1995). The plethora of material that results from these
visualisation methods is evident within the literature on participatory development. One
important benefit of employing visualisation techniquesis that is has the potential to raise
the confidence of people who have previously been labelled as lacking knowledge.
According to Chambers(1994)it was not until the mid-1980'sthat the term'participation'
and 'participatory' entered the RRA vocabulary representing a move towards research
that is more empowering than extractive, based on 'insiders' reflection and analysis and
for the use of participants rather than the investigator. All participatory researchmust
consider how the lives of those participating can be enhanced starting from within the
framework of their own beliefs and values (Swantz 1996).
Participatory researchstressesthe educational aspectof social investigation (Kane 1997).
There are strong links in particular to Adult Education, with the work of Paulo Freire
being particularly prominent.

However, it is increasingly recognised that these

approachesare equally relevant to work with children (Johnsonet al. 1996,Johnson &
Ivan-Smith 1996,Sapkota & Sharma 1996).The use of PRA in development researchand
planning has led practitioners to reflect upon what kind of participation actually occurs
(Guijt & Cornwall 1995, Chambers 1994). A key concern amongst participatory
practitioners, given the rise in popularity of participatory approaches,is that agendascan
often be driven from outside of the community. According to Guijt & Cornwall (1995:2)
it "has become clear that the use of participatory methods alone does not guarantee
participation in setting the development agenda".
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Both RRA and PRA are pragmatic attempts to ground the researchprocessat the local
level. PRA however represents a more comprehensive attempt to incorporate people
'genuinely' into the researchinvestigation process. Diagram 3.5 servesto illustrate the
key differencesbetween RRA and PRA. PRA is viewed as a more empowering mode of
researchwith a significant level of ownership embeddedat the local level.
Diagram 3.5 Continuum of research from RRA to PRA
Nature of process
Mode

Outsiders role
Information owned,
analysedand used
by participants
Methods used

RRA
Extractive

hivestigator

Elicitive

Sharing

PRA
Empowering
Fadfitator

Insiders

Outsiders

Mainly RRA
SometimesPRA

Mainly PRA
sometimesRRA

Source: Chambers (1994b: 59).

For PRA to live up to its promise of being empowering participation needsto be enlisted
be
intervention/
Local
included
the
to
research
of
process.
people
need
at all
all
stages
at
from
decision
the
research
process
agenda
setting,
making to the
stages of
implementation of any subsequent actions that may arise out of the process. It is
particularly important that participation is sought in the early stagesof the researchcycle
as the earlier in the cycle participation is gained, with participants requesting support and
setting the agenda,the more 'genuine' participation is deemed to be (Goulet 1989,Rogers
1992). For the researchprocessto be as participatory as possible it needsto fall to the far
right of the continuum in as many aspects as is feasible, with as much control being
devolved to the local level as possiblegiven any financial and time constraints.
In addition to this it also requires those who hold the power in the intervention or
researchprocessto give up their control of the processif they are to truly 'hand over the
stick' to the local people. As Holland & Blackburn (1998:1) note "sustainability in policy
making demands that those in power disempower themselves". It also requires the
intervention processto be viewed as an ongoing processrather than a one off event if it is
to ensure that participation does not become tokenistic. The other element highlighted
above, is that of using the information and acting upon the knowledge generated.
Through actions the participants can enhancetheir livelihoods. This emphasison acting
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brings us on to explore the more transformatory, radical and explicitly political area of
action researchand in particular Participatory Action Research(PAR)
Chambers (1997) makes the distinction between 'development practitioners' and
"academicsin development' whereby the practitioners are preoccupied with action and
the latter with theorising and understanding or deconstructing development. In the main
Chambers' work is aimed at development practitioners who are working under specific
conditions of engagement with disempowered communities, time and financial
constraints dominate the decisions they make and Chambers takes a pragmatic stancein
proposing tools to enhance the way in which they work with local communities and
minimise the constraints that they are faced with. However, participatory action research
offers the development academicthe chanceto crossover into the role traditionally taken
by the practitioners. It allows academics,through working collaboratively and getting
involved, to become active within the research or development process and allows
activists the opportunity to engagein critical research.
According to Dick (1999) action research can be described as a family of research
methodologiesthat pursue action (or change)and research(or understanding) at the same
time82.The researchprocessis seenas an ongoing cycle of critical analysis and reflection,
based upon Freirean ideology, and is therefore different from conventional researchthat
is more linear in nature and less dynamic (seeDiagram 3.6).
Diagram 3.6 Action researchcycle
question

fieldwork

question
Ir
fieldwork

ýý
analvsis::

reflect
ýý
::
analysis

reffect
new
actions

new
actions

Source:Wadsworth (1998)

82A multitude of
resourcesand sites can be found on the web; worth noting here is the site developedby Jack
WhiteheadAction Research.
net posted on the Bath University web site b2p: //www. bath.ac.uk/-edsaiw/ the
,
Action Research Resources web page h9p: //www. scu.edu.au/schools/gcmlar/arbome.
htm the Action
Research International hosted by Bob Dick (2000) and the Action Research site hosted by Coventry
University ht!p: //Iegacv-*v-svw.
htm In addition to this a
cov=. ac.uk/leizacy/ched/research/R-LTeaching.
new peer reviewed journal Action Research was launched in 2003 with the aim of furthering dialogue
amongstaction researchersand the wider researchcommunity.
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In most of its forms action researchdoes this by using a cyclical processthat alternates
critical reflection and action continuously refining methods, data and interpretation in the
light of the understanding developed in the earlier cycles.It is thus an emergent process
that takes shape as understanding increases;it is an iterative process that converges
towards a better understanding of what happens. In most of its forms, though not
always, it is also participative and qualitative (Dick 1999).
Laws et al. (2003)capture the essenceof action researchin the diagram depicting a 'wheel
of participationý (Diagram 3.7). The wheel evokesa more dynamic image of participatory
research being a journey or a process and suggests that it can turn both ways, thus
increasing levels of participation in the processdo not naturally follow from each other.
"The wheel suggeststhe idea of travel, and reminds us that researchis a meansto anend,
and not generally an end in itself" (ibid.: 61). It also reinforcesthe point raised earlier that
participation is required at all stagesin the cycle if the researchprocessis to realise its full
potential.
Diagram 3.7Wheel of community participation in research
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Source:Laws et al. (2003:62)
By placing local community membersat the heart of the processin this visualisation local
control by communities is highlighted as a key goal. Further it stressesthat the researchis
to be used by the participants through using the findings to argue their case. However,
the diagram does not include any detail on what role external researchersshould play in
this process. This issue is central to PAR. Whilst PAR sharesthe same goal as PRA, for
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people to produce knowledge, it aims to empower at a deeper level through a processof
constructing and using their own knowledge. As such "PAR values the processesof
genuine collaboration" (Reason 1994: 328). PAR therefore involves researchers and
community members in a coRaborative,co-lean-tingprocessthat integrates investigation
with education and coRectiveaction.
PAR is a researchprocesswhich is 'seen as part of a total educational experiencewhich
servesto establishcommunity needs and increaseawarenessand commitment within the
community" (Hall 1978:162)'. PAR is about " action researchwhich is participatory and
(Rahman
1985: 108). PAR according to
that
unites
with
action"
participatory research
Sarri & Sarri (1992) is characterised as; participatory, empowering, experiential, colearning, creative, collaborative and politically active. The two central components then
by
But
the
term
and
whom and in
action.
participation
sug,-,,ests, participation
are, as
what? And action by whom for what ?
Participation is by both the 'external' researcherand local community members. Rather
than being categorisedas 'informants', 'subjects'or 'objects'in the researchprocesspeople
by
This
in
is
invited
the
to
the
research process.
reflected
participate and share
are
by
(1996)
language
Swantz
the
of
used within
regarding
nature
expressed
concerns
her
She
unease in talking about people involved in the research
expresses
academia.
"my
friends
'informants'
less
I
informants
that
not
could
stating
were
as
process
-even
think of them as objects or 'targets... (Swantz 1996: 123). Collaborative participatory
research has the potential to transform the researched into active participants and
facilitates a processby which they becomeco-researchersif not the sole researchers. As
Kesby (2000:424) notes "the term participant (rather than 'informant' or 'respondent') is
significant then and signals a particular epistemology". It places the participants as
'knowers' and producers of knowledge. She criticises research that insists people be
studied by impartial outsiders in the searchfor 'scientific' knowledge. Swantz (1996:124)
feels "it was cultural arrogancefor anyone to study the people from another culture as a
kind of specimenwithout ever asking them what they themselveswanted to find out or
without discussingwith them the goals of the study".
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PAR avoids the dominance of scientific knowledge83as"an immediate objective of PAR is
to return to the people the legitimacy of the knowledge they are capable of producing
through their own collectives and verification systems"(Rahman1985:128). Additionally
PAR places research on the same level rather than above 'other' knowledge. It also
indicates a reciprocal relationship in the researchprocess. For some,particularly feminist,
post-structural and post-development writers the rise of participatory action research
reflects attempts to make the research process more open and transparent as well as
empowering and politically activating for those involved (Katz 1994, Kobayashi 1994,
McDowell 1997, Nast 1994). It can potentially redress some of the concerns expressed
earlier in relation to the potentially extractive nature of 'safari research! or 'rural
development touris& discussedabove. Furze et al. (1996)observesthat a central feature
legitin-dsing
local
both
knowledge
RRA
PRA
is
important
in
that
they
play
an
role
of
and
and acknowledge the importance of the located and situated nature of indigenous
knowledge.

The ultimate aim of PAR is not only to recogniseinequalities but also to take actions that
feels
Swantz
(1996:
124)
them.
that a "participatory researcher
to
aim confront and redress
acts as a catalyst for engendering a spirit of inquiry into areas in which the people
themselveshave an interest". People are therefore recognised as agents of their own
development

Cornwall & Jewkes (1995) reinforce the need for participation to be

be
"brought
into the
the
throughout
to
to
research
process
people
engaged
enable
research as owners of their own knowledge and empowered to take action" (1670).
Rahman (1985:128) notes that participants have the "right to use this knowledge as a
....
focus
Within
is on thoseincluded in the
PAR
to
their
the
the
guide
own actioný.
realms of
researchprocess to be involved in the production of knowledge for action 'in the field'
(Kesby2000). It is for fl-tisreasonthat it is sometimesreferred to as PLA.
Participatory researchis also differentiated from conventional researchin the alignment
of power within the researchprocess(Cornwall & jewkes 1995). It has been influenced by
a number of traditions, most notably feminism (Eyles 1993,Gatenby & Humphries 2000,
Harding 1987,Maguire 2001,Moss 1993,Skeggs2001). In particular feminism and action
research share the view that the "impetus to redefine power and its manifestations in
research came from lived experiences.... and from experiences with the poor and

83It is important to
note that scientific rationality and knowledge is not excluded. Participantsmay decideto
establishthemselvesas.fully scientific and draw upon scientific knowledge and expertisein order to resolve a
number of issues. The focus here is on indigenouslocal knowledge systemsgaining the respectthey deserve.
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development
development
in
and
marginalised adult or popular education, community
assistance" (Maguire 2001: 65). However, it is important to note "while participation
holds the potential to radically alter the politics of fieldwork it doesnot dissolve all power
relations between the researcherand researched,nor is it free from ethical dilemmas"
(Kesby2000: 432). Laws et al. (2003:62) in relation to the 'wheel of participatioe note that
"it should be remembered that participatory research is a partnership process. While
professionals need to be conscious of the power they have, and make every effort to
facilitate community members in having a say, it is not helpful if professionals feel
inl-dbited from contributing their own skills as well. Researchersshould not get too
agonized about the power they take, for example in undertaking analysis of the data".
Nevertheless,it is essentialthat the researcherengagesin an in-depth processof reflection
in order to explore these power imbalances and to achieve the transparency required
(Fuller 1999,McGee2002). It is important that researchersrecognisethat PAR takesboth
time and patienceto realiseits potential (Sarri & Sarri 1992). It is not a quick fix solution.
The focus of the participatory researchapproach is usually on changeagentsor 'catalysts'
working with the 'excluded', 'oppressed'and 'marginalised'. This agent may be from the
local 'community' but is often from outside. The process of investigation is usually
leads
key
This
in
therefore
to
the
nature
and
collective
action.
mirrors
elements
collective
of the Freirean approach,to education and conscientization, and hence is prone to the
samelimitations. This raisesimportant questions regarding the role of external agentsin
stimulating a process of critical reflection that is likely to lead to action, which may or
be
in
(1985:
107)
Rahman
notes that change agents are
nature.
not
confrontational
may
often from the 'well educate& classesand that the "tradition of intellectuals stimulating
and assisting popular struggles is an age-old one". Rahman (1985)presents us with a
local
have
been
initiatives
involved in
agents
of
case
studies
of
where
change
number
mobilising a processof self-relianceat the local level within the context of Asia. Someof
the characteristics of these successful interventions are noted as being, creating
for
people to meet periodically to review experiences,the dependenceon
opportunities
the initial catalyst ceasingthrough the development of skills at the local level and framing
the research process as subordinate to the people's collective interest as perceived by
them. These characteristicspresent researcherswith significant challengesand are fully
explored within the following chapters in relation to how thesewere addresseswith this
thesis.
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The many positive aspectsof PAR have been highlighted above in addition to someof the
however,
development
field
for
it
Within
the
the
challenges presents
of
researcher.
concern has been expressed over the spread and co-option of PAR (Chambers 1994,
Francis 1996,Gaventa & Cornwall. 2001,Guijt & Cornwall 1995,Rahman 1985,Rahnema
1992, White 1996). In its true sense PAR opposes empiricism, logical positivism and
structuralism and recognisesthat all.researchis value biased in terms of class,gender and
many other aspects. It has emancipatory objectives and opposes the predominant neoliberalist development paradigm which has prevailed for so long. "PAR, after all, is
threatening to becomea respectableintellectual movement, and participatory researchers
are gaining in social status" (Rahman1985:124). While the spread of PAR is seenas being
dangers
becoming
it
institutionalised,
the
warn
of
of
a positive move practitioners
watered down and de-politicised (Sarri & Sarri 1992).
However, despite the emergenceof PAR as a popular form of researchRahman (1985:
108) feels that "it cannotbe claimed that PAR has yet reached a convergent theoretical
position". When the terminology is adopted by organisations,such as the World Bank
then a measureof caution is needed (Francis2001,Rahman1985,Swantz 1996). This lack
be
by
less
basis
has
PAR
to
enabled
co-opted
radical organisationsas
of a clear conceptual
they adopt the methods without the underlying philosophy. This lack of conceptual
field
(Guijt
key
&
Cornwall
However
PAR
1995).
is
the
area
of
concern
within
a
of
clarity
they also note that by attempting to define it too tightly you risk the danger of destroying
the key characteristi6sand face the paradox of it becoming what it rose up in opposition
to! It is important to recognisethat "PAR is more of an attitude or approach rather than a
series of techniques" and that essentially "local people are empowered to take charge of
the researchprocessand to implement potential solutions or to take action on concerns.
Ideally, through this processthe initial agentsof changebecomeredundant" (Cornwall &
Jewkes 1995: 1670). The lack of conceptual clarity noted within the field of PAR is
development
being
discourses
is
in
the
of
participatory
and
seen
as
central to the
mirrored
current backlashagainstparticipatory development.

3.4 Participation as tyranny - the need to reconceptualise
Thecritiquesaimedat participatorydevelopment,like thoseaimedat Freire'swork, have
centredon a number of key themes. Firstly, that participationhas beenco-optedand
taken on in a mechanisticmannerwithout due regard to the underlying principlesand
philosophy. This critique raisesquestionsaboutthe agenciesinvolved in the promotion
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of participatory development and questions the role that change agents should and can
play in the promotion of participatory development. Secondly, that participatory
development practitioners and theorists do not pay enough attention to diversity, and
thus undermine participation as an apolitical and locally situated practice. Thesecritiques
of participatory development have led to calls for the underlying philosophy of
participatory development to be reviewed and more coherently articulated.

3.4.1 Co-option and loss of meaning
Thelink betweenNGOsand participatorydevelopmentwasnotedearlier,howeverin the
past two decadestherehasbeena rapid uptakeof 'participatoryapproaches'within the
developmentestablishmentas a whole including by Governmentsand multilateral
developed
by
The
World
Bank.
tools
the
of
and
approaches,
popularity
agenciessuchas
the likes of Chambers,hasplayeda pivotal role in this uptakeas they offereda practical
way of 'reaching' although not necessarily'empowering' the poor. Governmentand
multilateral agencieshave adoptedparticipatory approachesto overcomesomeof the
barriersand limitations that they facein the promotion of more traditional mainstream
developmentactivities. Accordingto Michener(1998:2105)"participation is no longer
limited to more progressiveorganisationssuch as non governmentalorganisations
(NGOs)it has an important place in the rhetoric of the developmentgiants". Some
questionthe ability of mainstreaminstitutions,suchas the Stateand the World Bank,to
development
due
in
to the inherent ideological
participatory
radical
engage
contradictionsthat exist (Francis2001,Stiefel& Wolfe 1994). By the end of the 1990s
become
development
had
institutionalised
that
participatory
and
were
arguing
many
depoliticised,loosing its radical transformativeroots (Cleaver1999,Cooke &, Kothari
2001,Hickey& Mohan2003,Michener1998,Whiteet al. 1994,White1996,Williams2003).
Chambers(1995)himself noted that there were many dangersfacing PRA as the approach
spread. In particular he warned against "faddism%doing it becauseit is popular and
fashionable,'formalismý, following the approach to the letter but not adopting the whole
spirit of participation, treating PRA as a one off event- rather than seeing it as a process
and a changein approach to all work, conducting PRA by command - becauseyou have
been told to do it yet have little belief in or understanding of the underlying principles;
and finally, routinization and rut - whereby the approach is applied time after time and
loses its meaning and life. These concerns lie at the heart of the critical discourse of
participatory development as a whole. The advantagesof the tools of participation such
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as speed,visibility of outputs and amenability to be used on a large scale"may also turn
out to be its greatestweakness" (Mosse1994:522). "From the World Bank to the United
Nations agenciesto a range of NGOs, increasingly, 'participationý has becomea required
component of evaluation, appraisal, assessment,training and researchprojects" (BrydonMiller et al. 2003: 24). The standardisation of approaches and technical, rather than
empowerment orientated, use of 'participatory' methods are highlighted as crucial
paradoxesby Gui# (1996).Many argue the 'spirie of participation is not being adopted
and it is being applied in a mechanistic,domesticatedand conformist manner with some
arguing that it has almost becometyrannical' (Cooke& Kothari eds 2001).
Ultimately the spread of participatory development representsthe de-politicisation of the
movement as participatory approaches are adopted without the internalisation of the
ideology they on wl-dchthey are based. The following quotes serve to highlight the level
of concern over the loss of value and meaning of the term participation as a meaningful
concept within the promotion of alternative development strategies. Rahnema (1992)
noted how the word participation had becomepart of the development jargon and since
then others have commentedthat participation "is fast becoming a catch all concept,even
a clichd" (Comwall & Jewkes1995:1667). Whilst it is recognisedas a powerful concept it
has been argued that it "suffers from many ambiguities that, for the most part, go
unrecognised" and "as a concept has taken on a characteristic as a panacea" (Nfichener
1998: 2105). This is supported by Cleavers (1999: 597) who states that participatory
development "has becomean act of faith in development, something we believe in and
rarely question7.
In support of theseclaims, it has been noted how the 'popuhsf approach to participatory
development "has been swallowed whole by development institutions such as the World
Bank that have remained otherwise unchanged" and thus "as this approach to
participation became mainstreamed then, its essentially atheoretical and apolitical
character meant that 'Participation! could therefore be easily detached from any radical
agenda" (Hickey and Mohan 2003:13). Whereasthirty years ago the work of Freire and
other activists was seenas revolutionary and threatening, by the 1990s"their analysis has
entered the mainstream and had been apparently accepted by the development
(PPAs)
establishment" (Hailey 2001:99). The use of participatory poverty assessments84
by the World Bank, for example, representshow participation has been 'scaled up' from
" To date, over 60
countries have carried out PPAs with the support of the Bank, with an equal number
implementedwith the support of other developmentagencies(Robb, 2002).
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the project to policy level (Blackburn & Holland 1998). This is supported by the work of
Francis (2001)who demonstrateshow Chambers' techniqueshave been incorporated into
the World Bank's Poverty Reduction Strategy with little attention to the radical dimension
of participatory development. Francis (2001: 85) argues that "although calling on the
tradition and vocabulary of empowerment PRA has paid little attention to the articulation
of the alternative vision of development that this abstractionimplies".
This inability of organisationsto changetheir underlying philosophy is one of the reasons
why Cooke (2003) proposes a rule of thumb, for those people who are genuinely
interested in promoting participatory development, to never work with the World Bank85.
Craig & Porter (2003)note how the World BarWs Poverty Reduction Strategy remain
consistently part of the neo-liberal agenda and are simply a new 'technical frameworV
that does not address uneven power relations within countries and between them and
donors. Consequently the techniques that aimed to empower and transform become
ritualised and disempowering in nature. Populist approaches fail to pay attention to
power dynamics at the local level or to acknowledge the politics of participation. By
neglecting to address the political dimension they contribute to the depoliticisation of
development (White 1996). Participatory development, within these institutions, uses a
"'languageof emancipation to incorporate the marginalised people of the 'Global South'
within the unreconstructedproject of capitalist modernisationý (Williams 2003:3). Hence,
whilst acknowledging the importance of the work of Chambersit needs to be noted that
his work has also contributed to the domestication of participatory development.

3.4.2 Reconceptualisation of participatory development
According to proponents of alternative development, "participation was always
...
radicallyconceivedasa struggleagainstpolitical and economicexclusionfrom exercising
control over public resources"(Fals Borda 1998:161).Participatorydevelopmentwas
alwaysintendedto be 'radical' in characterwith the aim of liberatingthe marginalised.It
was neverintendedto be a meansof undertakingor justifying specificprojectsor part of
the 'mainstreanY.In order to avoid participatorydevelopmentbecominga rhetoricaland
meaninglessconcept calls are being made for participatory development to be
reconceptualised. This is vital as the "conceptual blurring around the terms
85In the introductory
paper presentedat the IDPM conferencein February 2003, Cooke outlines his rule of
thumb advice. He arguedthat those who work for the World Bank with a belief that it can be changedfrom
within are naive. Othersrespondedto this by arguing that if you refuse to work with them then ultimately it
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'participatory' and 'participationý create a spacefor a range of applications, as weR as for
confusioný (Cornwall. & Jewkes 1995: 1668). Rahnema (1992: 126) argues that
participation "is too serious and ambivalent a matter to be taken lightly, or reduced to an
amoeba word lacking in any precise meaning, or a slogan, or fetish, or for that matter,
only as an instrument of a methodology". If this occurs it potentiaRy becomes a
dangeroustool for manipulation and an agentfor tyranny (Cooke& Kothari 2001).
Redefirdng participatory development however is no easy task, as the above discussion
has demonstratedparticipatory development is a highly contestedand complex term that
has multiple meanings in different spheres. It also raises questions concerning who has
the right to redefine participatory development, academicsin the 'West' or practitioners
and participants based in the Global South? It is evident that more clarity is required to
stem the tide of the critique and reassertparticipatory development as a real 'alternative
to development. From reviewing the literature three areasemerge as key to looking at
the reconceptualisationof participatory development; namely the centrality of power and
empowerment, the need for action and transformation (praxis) that is inherently political
in nature; and thirdly the need to acknowledge the contextual nature of participatory
development.

I would argue that it is essentialthat the work of people such as Freire be revisited and
developed in order to maintain the focus on action for social transformation. The most
inspiring examples of successfulparticipatory development, those that maintain their
radical edge,lead to transformations within societiesand those that promote 'alternative'
forms of development need to be critically examined in order to gain further insight into
the potential that participatory development holds. It is interesting to note that Pratt
(2000:34) in Nepal suggestedthat REFLEcr is an "excellentstarting point for exploringthe
alternativevie7vof PRA as a toolfor consciousness
raising,empowernwntand political action".
Examining REFLECr as an alternative approach to non-formal education, based on the
work of both Paulo Freire and Robert Chambers, provides a useful starting point for
reconceptualising participatory development. This thesis contributes to this dialogue
through reflecting on the experienceof REFLECr in the context of Sikles in Nepal. This
thesisnow turns to explore the emergenceof REFLECr and its application in Nepal.

is the poor marginalised societies who are then denied accessto funding. The paper has not yet been made
availablethrough the web.
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3.5 Regenerated

Freirian

Literacy

through

Empowering

Community

Techniques (REFLECT)
3.5.1 Origins and principles of REFLECT
REgenerated
FreireanLiteracythroughEmpoweringCommunityTechniques(REFLECI)
with
was developedby ActionAid UK and blendsthe Freireantheoryof conscientization
the practice of ParticipatoryRural Appraisal (PRA) (Archer and Cottingham,1996a,
1996b).It is fundamentallybasedupon the principlespropoundedby PauloFreire:each
freely
have
learn;
has
the
to
to
the
and expresstheir
people
right
participate
ability
person
liberating;
domesticating
be
is
and
or
views;educationcannot a neutralprocessand either
that if the end is liberation then the learning processshould be both participatoryand
democratic(Basnet1998). Essentiallythe role of educationis to provide a learning
find
to
that
and
conclusions. Through
enablespeople analysesituations
environment
mergingthe philosophicalapproachof PauloFreireand the techniquesdevelopedwithin
the field of PRA,REFLECTaddresses
someof the key concernsregardingthe cooptionof
participatorydevelopment. Firstly, it providesPRA with the conceptualphilosophical
on externalchange
groundingthat is oftenmissing. Secondlyit removesthe dependence
level
local
PRA
tools
transferred
to
the
and embeddedwithin the
are
as
agents
educationalprocess.
REFLECT was initially piloted in three project areas from 1994-1996,Uganda, El Salvador
and Bangladesh. An evaluation of this experience concluded that the REFLECT approach
(than
be
based
both
to
methods) at teaching people to read
more
effective
primer
proved
development.
Ihiking
literacy
The
to
pilot projects
wider
at
and write and more effective
first
in
the
through
six months of 1995 paying
a process of action research
were evaluated
attention to their ability to impart literacy and numeracy skills86and assessments of the
(see
development
literacy
impact
the
and
empowerment
of
process
on
community
wider
Appendix 3.3). Based on the success of the pilot stage a 'Mother Manuar was produced
that outlined the underlying philosophy and techniques and these formed the basis of
REFLECT. ActionAid UK launched this Manual and the REFLECT approach in London
in April 199687.

86For more on the importanceof numeracywithin REFLECT circles seeForoni & Neumann 1998.
87The influence of attendingthis launch
on my researchfocus will be discussedin detail in section4.2.3.1
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REFLECT'is an increasingly influential, worldwide approach to popular education that
attempts to make Freirean principles more practical by abandoning the idea of a "literacy
primer' or of educators choosing generative words. Instead it stimulates a process of
community development where, collectively, groups are encouragedto discuss, analyse
and produce a range of visual representationsof their communities. Thesetake the form
of maps, charts, calendars,graphs, and diagrams that visually representthe communities'
perception of their socio-political, cultural and economic environment. Kane (2001)feels
that REFLECTimaginatively uses PRA techniquestowards more radical ends and hence
overcomesthe lack of overt political analysisoften missing in much of the PRA discourse.
The language used to describe the REFLECTprocesshighlights the difference between
REFLECT'and other approachesto literacy. Teachersare known as facilitators, students
and learners are called participants; circles are formed rather than classes. The facilitator
also participates in ttv lean-tingprocessand is seenas an equal rather than a dominant
member of the class. High quality training, like in many other programmes,is essentialto
the processof REFLECT. Diagram 3.8 provides a simplified overview of the REFLECT'
processand demonstrateshow it differs from the Freireanmodel of conscientization.
Before REFLECTcircles establish,'facilitators' are chosenand trained in the principles of
REFLECTand introduced to the basic Freireanideology. The facilitators are usuaRyfrom
the local'communiti&

and hencepart of the 'community' in which the REFLECTprocess

is taking place and actively participate in the processof critical reflection that is integral to
the REFLECT approach.

They also explore the value of utilising participatory
visualisation, techniques in promoting dialogue and stimulating critical analysis within
the centres. Through discussing issuesof local importance keywords are then chosento

be the focus of the class. The word is written on the blackboard and broken down into the
separate letters and vowels in accordancewith the method developed by Freire. The
topics for discussionare contextualisedin the locality as the participants themselveschose
what to talk about, when, for how long and may return to the discussionsat a later date.
The fact that participants choosetheir own keywords and sub words removesthe need for
a set text or primer. This frees the classesfrom learning set words that they may not wish
to learn. Importantly it reducesthe ability of the facilitator or changeagent to introduce
predetermined issues;the words emergefrom within the REFLECTcircle hencereflecting
local concerns.
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Diagram 3.8 Overview of REFLECT process
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Participants decide the issues they wish to discuss and explore, thus reversing the
dependenceupon externally generatedprogrammes and material and this is, in essence,
an empowering experience (Fiedrich & Jellema 2003). In this way one of the major
limitations of Freire's approach is overcome. Utilising participatory visualisation
techniquesplays a central role in this process. The training programme emphasisesthe
for
facilitators
hand
to
over the stick within the circles and to empower the
need
levels
It
is
that
the
take
to
of skill are
certain
control
of
process.
recognised
participants
required in order for the facilitators to live up to the potential of REFLECr, reinforcing the
need for ongoing support and training (Popkins 1998).
Feedback from Nepal highlights how the nature of the process in itself can be
empowering as participatory methods begin with everyday, immediate experiencesof
inferiority
helps
that may often
this
overcome
a
sense
of
people
and
participants
It
(Sitikhu
2000).
formal
learning
et
al.
enablesparticipants to
situations
characterisemore
value and use their own indigenous forms of knowledge and communication. Mohan
(2001)provides us with evidence from the field that organisations using the REFLECr
facilitation
incorporating
indigenous
methods of
more
are
successfully
approach
dance,
into
their
work
such
as
song and story telling.
communication
Participatory techniquesare fundamental to locating the processat the local level in the
dialogue
lived
PRA
to
tools
the
are
used
encourage
participants.
experiencesof
real and
form
discussions,
important
such as social maps, resource maps,
records
of
often
and
for
the
timelines
that
points
of
reference
calendars
and
useful
serve as
seasonal
belong
key
These
images
to the participants and are
words, pictures and
participants.
often displayed on the walls. The participants control both the production of and use of
this material.
The potential outcomes from REFLEC17include improved verbal, written and visual
local
deepened
important
issues through the
of
communication skills,
understanding
creation of a spacewhereby ideas can be shared and identification of action in order to
remedy locally identified problems. Thus the conscientizationprocessis grounded in the
locality in which it is taking place. The adaptability of the approach is seen to be a key
feature of the process88.
88Although piloted mainly in rural areas REFLECT is currently being used in urban areas (Jellema &
Fiedrich 1998), with children (Cottingham 1998), with refugees in the UK (Norris 1998, Newman and
Metcalf 2002), and even within schools in the UK as part of the citizenship teachingpack' The Get Global!
Guide' (Price 2003).
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REFLECT offers an approach to literacy and empowerment that responds to the
uniqueness of place, recognisesthat 'place matters' and that development is an internal
demonstrated
in
be
from
introduced
The
the
that
as
aim,
process
cannot
outside.
ultimate
the previous diagram (Diagram 3.8), is for relevant actions to be determined at the local
level basedon a processof critical reflection and sharing of ideas and knowledge. These
by
REFLECT
by
be
individuals
the
the
or
as
a
whole,
group
actions may
undertaken
be
identified that require the support of other
In
to
this
actions
may
community.
addition
people from within the 'wider' community and can draw upon the multiple support
networks that exist at the local level. In some cases actions may be radical and in
draw
local
times
they
to
the
upon the more
structures
and
at
other
may
power
opposition
deemed
in
implement
that
to
the
actions
are
con-ununity an attempt
powerful membersof
by the group to be progressive. The actions may centre on local issuesand concernsor
may challengewider structures. There is no ideal end goal or action that takesplace.
The REFLECTapproach fully respectsthat all actions are situated in a particular locality
be
based
if
to
that
on
an
autonomous
process
actions
need
context
and
recognises
and
they are to be successful, relevant and meaningful. No action may result from the
REFLECTprocess,as participants may decide not to act upon their reflections. Evidence
from Latin America suggests that the "REFLECT-Action approach [offers] a way of
working which, among other things, emphasises the importance of power relations
embedded in structures, procedures, attitudes, roles and so on7 (Blanco 2001 in Kane
2001:169).

The REFLECTapproach aims to develop con-ununicationskills and facilitate a processby
which individuals and groups are more able to asserttheir rights and read the words and
the world in which they live. It is explicitly political in nature as the purpose of the
REFLECT movement has always been to promote participatory and empowering
education - "political commitment is a must in REFLECT" (Phnuyal 2002:30). REFLECT
is innovative in the fact that it "appears to offer a structured participatory approach"
(Archer & Cottingham 1996b:88). Paulo Freire commented that REFLECTwas "exactly
what I sought to do - but you give it more structure and stronger roots. The literacy
processwill be basedon people'sown experience,their language and their reality - so that
the transition from reading the world to reading the word will be more organic and
clearer. This is very exciting work" (cited in Archer & Cottingham 1996b:92). Elsewhere
it has been noted that the main strength or REFLECTis that it creates a space where
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lives.
feel
discuss
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their
to
them
to
people
and
comfortable
meet and
relevant
REFLECT aims to improve the meaningful participation of people in decisions that
affectedtheir lives, through strengthening their ability to communicate(Metcalf 1998).
Fundamental to REFLECTis that local participants are free to take the methodology and
apply it to their own ends. It is not prescribing a set path but encouragesparticipants to
adapt and develop their own strategiesbased on the principles on which REFLECTis
founded. Once ideals and methods have been imparted, with or without the manual,
learners and participants can progress at their own pace. Other methods can be
incorporated into the processto make it more meaningful to diverse localities. I.Dcality
matters, place and social context will determine the -progressionof the approach and if it
does not meet the needs of the participants then it can be adapted or dropped. It is,
according to Phunyal (1998),an organic process. Arguably, the REFLECToffers a holistic,
development.
Through
the
to
promotion
of
participatory
radical, embedded approach
critically analysing REFLECT in action insights can be gained into the nature of
participatory development and its possiblereconceptualisation.
Participantsnegotiate when and where the circles will meet and what they shall be called.
In doing so they take ownership of the programme. The REFLECTcircles will only exist
demand
long
is
local
level
the
there
at
as
and the closure of circles should not
as
failure
be
taken
as a
of the REFLECTapproach. Essentially,local participants
necessarily
are inextricably linked into a process of ongoing evaluation of the approach due to the
local
level
however does
Being
the
the
characteristics
of
programme.
at
central
grounded
not exclude external researchers,such as myself, or other agenciesfrom being involved in
a process of evaluation. It does however present the researcherswith a number of
challenges.
In order to assessthe successand challengesof the REFLECr approach, localised studies
are needed that draw upon the traditions of participatory action researchand include the
local participants in the evaluation process. The experienceand reflections arising wid-tin
the REFLECr circles need to form a central part of this process. The researchprocess
needsto be grounded at the local level, reflecting local issuesand concerns. In addition to
this the process ideally needs to be autonomous with local participants owning the
outcomesand process.
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3.5.2 Spread of REFLECT

,

The InternationalEducationUnit team at ActionAid was given the responsibilityof
had
being
launched
REFLECT
in
1996
REFLECT.
Within
2
spreadto
supporting
yearsof
25 countries,through 95 organisationsand was continuingto expand. By 2000,only 4
yearsafter being launchedREFLECTwas operatingin over 50 countrieswith over 250
differentorganisationsinvolved in promotingthe approach(Ridden2001)and by 2003it
wasbeingusedby over 350diverseorganisationsin morethan 60countries(Archeret al.
(CIRAC2001). On
2003). Thereare at least200,000participantsin REFLECTcircles89
launchingthe REFLECTapproachin 1996Archerand Cottingham.(1996b:87)highlighted
the importanceof ongoing evaluationof the original pilot programmesand of new
REFLECTexperiences.Evaluationhasbeena centralcomponentof the REFLECTprocess
from the local level to the national and equally important at the internationallevel.
FormingnetworksamongstREFLECTpractitionersand facilitatorshasbeenvital to this
processand a number of important lessonshave beenlearnedin the eight yearssince
REFLECTwaslaunched.
3.5.2.1 Importanceof supportnetworks
The International Education Unit at ActionAid was given responsibility for coforums
In
this,
to
coordinatinga processof ongoingreflectionand evaluation. addition
were establishedat a variety of levelsin order to dispersepower and responsibilityfor
this processto the regional,national and local level. The First Global Conferenceof
REFLECT,which I participatedin, was held in India in October1998in order to enable
and challengesof REFLECTat the international
practitionersto reflectupon the successes
level. This conferencedrew heavily on the regionalforumsthat had beenestablishedand
provided someusefulinsightsinto the experiences
of REFLECTaswen as demonstrated
the diversity of approachesand experiences.TheInternationalREFLECTCircle (CIRAC)
was establishedin 1998in order to createa forum for practitionersto shareexperiences
and internalisethe principleof critical reflection,centralto the REFLECTapproach,at the
institutional level. It is through this forum that informationand evaluationof REFLECT
is now disseminated9O.
In addition to d-dsthe ActionAid publicationEducationAction
playsan importantrole in enablingpractitionersto shareexperiencegainedin the process
of promotingREFLECT.

89For information
and material on REFLECT seeCIRAC web site available at h9p: //refelction-action.orp,
90FOR CIRAC
web site - -Aww.reflect.ActionAid. neVindex.htmI
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It is equally important that evaluation is undertaken at the local level and not dominated
by external agentsand REFLECT'practitioners (Ridden 2001). Pressuresexist from donors
and agenciesto provide successstories and thesepressuresblur the evaluation processat
the local level, as participants are often dependent upon the external agent for further
support. The problems of gaining 'true insight' into the outcomes of the REFLECr
process,when the participants often depend upon such institutions for the continuation of
the programme or for support of other programmes,have been explored by recent studies
(Betts2000,Fiedrich & JeRema2003). Particular attention has been paid to the processof,
and quality of, training and support given by organisations;to REFLECT'practitioners and
facilitators (Archer and Cottingharn 1996b, Bhattarai & Popkins 1997, Popkins 1998).
Through this training facilitators are expected to contemplate and internalise the
principles and ideologies on which the whole process is based. Training was seen as
being crucial to the running of successful circles in the recent global evaluation of
REFLECT(Riddell 2001). Internalising the principles of REFLECTby practitioners at an
levels has been seenas a central component of the REFLECTapproach.

3.5.2.2Limitationsof theMotherManual
Someinterestinglessonshave beenlearnt from reflectingon the processof scalingup
REFLECT. In particular the use of the 'Mother Manual' has come under particular
scrutiny. Cottingham,(1998)notesthat the REFLECTMother Manual,whilst seekingto
promote diversity, by its very existencemay promote standardisationand therefore
requiresradicalrevisionsto makea morebroad,flexibleandlessprescriptiveresource.In
supportof thesereflectionsGautam(1998)noteshow the MotherManualwas effectivein
disseminatingREFLECTbut was also potentiallya seedfor its distortion as it becamea
"sacredtexewhich led to the techniquesbecomingmechanicalandpreventedthe inherent
dynamismand flexibility of the REFLECTapproachfrom beingrealised. As a result the
manualbecamea guide on how to run REFLECTcirclesrather than a dynamicresource
pack. The overriding conclusionwas that the Mother Manualwas oftenbeing usedin a
mechanicalmannerand hencestifling the diversity and creativity of local practicesand
communication.It wasdecidedthat the'Mother Manual'neededto be abandoned.
In responseto this CIRAC have developed a resourcepack to replace the Mother Manual
that is more flexible and open ended in its presentation entitled 'Communication and
Power'. The abandonment of the 'Mother ManuaY represents an attempt to prevent
REFLECr from becoming subject to the 'tyranny of techx-dque'critique discussed
previously. Archer & Newman (2003)note in the preface it "is not intended as a manual,
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holy book or academictext". As such it is a pack of resourcesthat have beencolour coded
into sectionson the written word, the spokenword, number and images. It is designedto
give broad ideas and is framed so that practitioners can add their own material and ideas
to the pack. As such it has no one author but is a dynamic and practical solution to
addressingthe limitations and short falls of the Mother Manual. Its successin responding
to these criticisms will become evident in time. In September2003 UNESCO awarded
CIRAC the International Literacy Prize in recognition of its work as a democraticnetwork
that has 'revolutionised literacy' in recent years. In particular the award was given due to
the spacethat it has created for REFLECTpractitioners to engagein their own ongoing
processof reflection and action, constantly contributing to the evolution and enrichment
of the REFLECTapproach9l.

3.5.2.3Literacyandempowerment
tensions
emerging
The secondareaof concernthat emergedfrom the ongoingprocessof reflectionwas the
lack of clarity with regardto the relationshipbetweenliteracyand empowermentwithin
REFLECTand the framing of REFLECTas an approachto literacyprogrammeswhen it
holistic
literacy
Written
into
much
more
and
encompassing.
was
something
wasevolving
only one meansof engagingin the REFLECTprocess. It has beenacknowledgedthat
there are multiple literaciesand varying practicesof literacy in differing socialsettings
(Street1984). Indeed,Archer (2002)provides a succinctoverview of the 'baggageof
Action92
literacy'in his articlein Education
wherehe notesthe complexhistory of 'literacy'
and highlightsthe needto challengethe mythsof literacyand the perceptionthat literacy
brings'modern' developmentandhasan intrinsicvalue. He arguesthat thereneedsto be
a clear shift away from the 'teaching' of literacy as 'technicalskillsf. This draws on
has
been
it
work
noted that in the REFLECTapproach"literacy is not
previous
where
structuredaround introducing ABC or generativewords or syllabicfamiliesbut around
realusesin realcontexts"(Archer2000b:275).
Increasingly it is recognised that to become 'literate'93 in the widest possible sense
requires the literacy skills to be used in everyday life and often requires some form of
post-literacy support and the utilisation of everyday 'reaY documentswithin the setting in

91For more details seeCIRAC website, in both English and Spanish hqp: Hwwwxeflect-action.org
at
92 Education Action is published by ActionAid to disseminate information
regarding ActionAid's work
within the field of education. It focuseson the experienceof REFLECT and createsa spacefor dialogue
regardingpractionersexperienceof REFLECT at the international level.
93There is a needto take holistic
a
approachto 'literacy' and recognisemultiple literacies, oral, written and
visual (seefor exampleArcher 1998b,Carmen 1996,Street 1995).
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which literacy is being developed/ taught (Archer 1998b, Hodge 1997, Robinson-Pant
2000,Rogers1994). According to Hodge (1997a)one criticism of REFLECr is that whilst it
challenges the functional approach to literacy it still reduces literacy learning to a
specially set up group with materials being devised by the learners rather than engaging
materials in real situations. Hodge (1997a)contendsthat the Community Literacy Project
in Nepal, sponsoredby DFID UK, addressesthis issue by Liking material encounteredby
learners in their everyday environment. Experiencesfrom REFLEC`17
circles however
demonstratethat participants use everyday materials as well as locally generatedmaterial
(Foroni 1999,Riddell.2001).

Dyer & Choski (1998:76) argue "in linking literacy so closely with development REFLECT
tacitly endorsesthe 'autonomous' model of literacy". However, Archer & jellema (1998:
89) clearly state that the REFLECTapproach opposes "the notion that literacy itself can
bring about social change". As stated in the original documentation "Literacy itself does
not empower people" (Archer & Cottingham 1996b:87). However, they note that literacy
programmes can be very empowering if the literacy process is interwoven with other
processesthrough a well-structured participatory methodology". In recognition of the
need to problematise and re-conceive'literacy' a meeting of the International REFLECT
Circle in March 2000agreed that "the central concernsof all REFLECTprogrammes is to
enhance peoplds capacity to have their voices heard - by whatever communication
means necessary" (Archer 2000b:2). Due to the emphasis placed on literacy acquisition
debateshave emerged surrounding the relationship between literacy and empowerment
led
being
REFLECT
to
redefined as early as 1998.
which
3.5.2.4 Redefining REFLECT
Reflectionsfrom practitioners in the field in responseto some of the criticisms discussed
above note an increasing recognition that there is "a desperateneed to pull together all
the concernsthat have been raised and all the innovations that have developed in practice
since 1996" (Archer 1998a:31). Further studies of REFLECr highlight the importance of
such ongoing critical evaluation by ActionAid and agenciesinvolved in REFLECr in
order to ensure a constant process (Friedrich 1996). In order to accomplish this a
workshop was held bringing together fifteen leading practitioners from eleven
countries94.
94This article highlights how the bringing together
of practitioners representsthe creation of an International
REFLECT Circle and therefore recognisesthat REFLECT is not just an approachto work at the local level
but is equally valid for people working at the international level. This has helped increasethe recognition
that REFLECT is a processintegral to all spatial scales. SeeArcher 1998afor details.
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It was as a result of this gathering that a new agreed definition for REFLECr was
developed. It reads:
"'REFLECr is a structured participatory learning processwhich facilitates people's
heart
the
their
of
at
critical analysis of
environment, placing empowerment
sustainableand equitable development. Through the creation of democratic spaces
and the construction and interpretation of locally generatedtexts, people build their
own multi-dimensional analysis of local and global reality, challenging dominant
development paradigms and re-defh-dngpower relationships (in both public and
private spheres). Based on ongoing processesof reflection and action, people
empower themselvesto work for a more just and equitable society" (Phnuyal et al.
1998: 27).
P
A list of basic principles was also drawn up by the participants in the workshop that
identified issues such as gender equity, the importance of exploring and analysing the
causes of power inequalities and oppression and the evolving nature of the process. In
addition to this it was recognised that individual
collective transformation

therefore networking

transformation

is as important

of participants, facilitators,

as

staff and

organisations involved in REFLECT is essential and institutions need to internalise the
principles of REFLECT within their own work95.

Elsewherewithin CIRAC discussionshave taken place regarding the actual value of the
term REFLECT,as at the local level it has little if any meaning to potential participants.
One of the first steps in the processis often a discussionbased around what to term this
new approach to literacy and henceat the local level we find numerous terms and words
used to describe REFLECT. The naming of the approach is central to the local people
taking the approach and making it their own. It is therefore fundamental in ensuring
control and ownership is grounded at the local level, hence placing REFLECTat the far
right of the continua presented earlier in the chapter. The 5th CIRAC paper feels that
"formal speechesand lectures about 'REFLECT' should be avoided. Ideally the word
'REFLECT'will never be used" (Quintanilla et al. 2000:78). However, when attempting to
discussthe approach and its impacts the generativeterm REFLECThas obvious value.

95The whole edition of PL4 Notes No 32 June 1998 provides
a useful sourceof information and experience
on the theme of participation, literacy and empowermentand is a useful referencepoint for readersinterested
in thesediscourses.
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The new definition also reflects the debates within

the International REFLECT Circle

(CIRAC) and those with experience of REFLECT regarding the relationship between the
dual goals of empowerment and literacy. In the revised definition there is no reference to
literacy and the emphasis is placed upon empowerment. Communication is preferred
rather than literacy as highlighted in the above discussion.

Archer (1998b) reflects on the

emergence of a more sophisticated complex understanding of empowerment and literacy
in an attempt to provide a more visual representation of REFLECT, highlighting the wide
range of communication

practices which fall within

its remit (Appendix

3.4).

The

visualisation proposed as best capturing the essenceof REFLECT is that of a solar system
(Archer 1998b). In this visualisation REFLECT is placed at the conjunction of four forces,
none of which are static (Diagram 3.9).

Diagram 3.9 An Altemative visualisation for REFLECT
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Source: Archer 1998b: 104

3.5.2.5 Potentialfor co-option
It has been suggested that many initiatives that promote participatory approaches to
development are concerned with efficiency rather than empowerment (Cleaver 2001).
Through basing REFLECTon Freirean ideology it can be seen that ActionAid has firmly
placed empowerment at the centre of its educational activities. There is a recognition that
achieving empowering goals, such as gender equality, does not stop with the use of
analytical tools espoused by REFLECT but that the ideology needs to also be internalised
by the individuals

and organisations; involved in REFLECT (Cottingham et al. 1998).

Within the field of REFLECT there are some positive reports of organisations internalising
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the philosophical approach and applying the techniques to their own internal practices
(seefor example the caseof CIAZO in El Salvador Orrellana et al. 1998). However, other
studies demonstrate that we need to exercise caution over the motivation behind the
adoption of the REFLECTmethod as an approach to literacy rather than its adaptation
(Feidrich & jellema.2003). This was evident in the use of the Mother Manual discussed
previously. Robinson-Pant (2000: 37) found that some NGOs were using REFLECT
because"REFLECT is currently 'making a lot of noise' (publicity) and there would be
better funding prospectsand career opportunities by adopting the label". The NGO in
question had previously been using a Freirean approach yet had adopted REFLECTas a
means of securing funding. This anecdote serves as a warning when examining the
reasonsbehind the spread of this innovative approach to non-formal education and is a
local
level
further
importance
in
insight into the
the
to
of
of
studies
reminder
order gain
REFLECTprocess.
Whilst the REFLECTapproach is based on local level critical reflection and action, like
'genuine'
development,
for
it
is
to
other
approach
participatory
open
co-option and
any
domestication. This can occur when the philosophy of REFLECTis not internalised into
the organization promoting its use. Phnuyal (2002:31) notes that "we in Asia have also
noted another model of REFLECTpractice, which we call 'Distorted Reflect"'. This term
is used to describe circumstanceswhere practitioners are not interested in empowering
literacy or meaningful action and there is no political commitment for change. This
debates
development
here
in
to
the
mirrors
relation
co-option of participatory
without the
internalisation of the principle on which it is based. Phnuyal (2002:31) argues "the only
way to counteract such 'distorted' practice is to engagein promoting good practice". The
Asia Forum for Education and Society (AFES) is evolving to enable popular education
practitioners to document, learn from and strengthen best practice in popular education
in people's movements.
The above discussionservesto highlight how REFLECr is evolving in light of experience
at the local and international level. Further insight can be gained into REFLECr through
an exan-driationof the experienceof REFLECr in Nepal.
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3.5.3 REFLECT in Nepal
3.5.3.1 Non-fortual education in Nepa196
The broader historical context of non-formal education within Nepal is central to
understanding how REFLECT came to be introduced. A participatory exercise
undertaken with a group of non-formal education practitioners from Nepal at the First
Global Conferenceon REFLECTin India in 1998(Photo 3.1 and Diagram 3.10)provides a
useful way into exploring this historical context. Here a group of REFLECTpractitioners,
including myself, participated in a PRA activity of constructing a 'River of Literacy' in the
sand on the beach at Puri97. This activity highlighted the importance of the changing
political situation and changing Goverrunent policies upon the provision of non-formal
education.
Photo 3.1 River of literacy in Nepal

Diagram 3.10Sketch map of photo
fýooý
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Source: Available on line at www. action-reflect. my- Taken at First Global REFLECT
Conference, Orrissa 1998, Sketch........................................................................
- authors own.
The Government's

New Educational Plan in 1971, when non-formal

education was

classified into action oriented and adult literacy, was seen to be a progressive initiative.

96For a discussion of the broader
educational policies within Nepal see Bajracharya, HR et al. eds (1998 &
1999), Bhattarai el al. (1998) Maddox (2003) Robinson-Pant (1995).
97 For a detailed account of this event
and the information that was gained from being a participant in the
'NYNvNv
N'ei)al(',o2Oedticatioii,,nei)aledticatiý-)ii.litni & Appendix 3.4.
activity see http:,",,
trk,,,*,
-pcsr)-,
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To develop the quality of non-formal education provision the Government began the
ResearchCentre for Educational Innovation and Development (CERID) in 1971. Under
the PanchayatSystem,Government projects were establishedto promote literacy in rural
areas the most notable being the Basic Skills Education Project (SETI) an integrated
approach to literacy that placed emphasis on rural development (International Literacy
Explorer 1999, Robinson-Pant 2000). The key word approach was adopted by SETI,
though no attempt was made to maintain the radical ideology associatedwith Freirean
ideology. Additionally, a number of key people and international organisations were
identified as having played a significant role in the introduction of more radical
approachesto grassrootsliteracy programmes98.
Local NGOs are -particularly important providers of non-formal education. With the
introduction of the PanchayatSystemin the 1960smany of the educationalistsinvolved in
radical literacy programmes were driven 'underground. However NGOs continued to
work within the field of adult literacy and by 1992there were 136 NGOs providing over
50% of Nepals literacy classes(Shreshtra1993).' Today there is an estimated 300 NGOs
providing literacy classes(Nepal Literacy Polices2003). SPACEis widely acknowledged
to be one of the first NGOs to adopt the Freirean approach to fiteracy99. SPACE'swork
was seenas being particularly significant as it introduced conceptssuch as empowerment
into literacy programmes. Although literacy provision expanded throughout the 1980'sa
noticeable increase in radical approaches to literacy can be seen following the
reintroduction of democracyinto Nepal in 199(Ys.This led to community workers being
able to talk about conceptslike empowerment openly and contributed to words such as
"empowerment' and 'participatiorý becoming catch phrases and buzz words within the
NGO community in Nepal (Sumon Tuladhar pers comm. 2000). It was against this
backdrop that REFLECTwas introduced in Nepal, by ActionAid Nepal, in 1996.

98David Walker from World Education
was noted as being the first person to talk about Freire's work.
World Education played a prominent role in developing the Adult Literacy Programme based on the key
word approachentitled Naya Gareto meaninga New Path.
99It was noted in Chapter2 that SPACE
provided the training for ACAPs Adult Literacy Programmebut as
the chapter highlighted the Freirean ideology was not embeddedwithin the programme. This demonstrates
how easyit is to adaptradical literacy programmesaway from their political roots.
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3.5.3.2 REFLECT in Nepal
Diagram 3.11provides a useful summary of the key events and experienceof REFLECTin
Nepal'OO.It highlights that the first Facilitator Training workshop took place in 1995with
ActionAid Nepal (AAN) and SPACEpiloting REFLECTin 11 circles. REFLECTand the
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Diagram 3.11 River of REFLECT in Nepal
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Map 3.1 REFLECr in Nepal
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101Riddell (2001) provides a review of the strengthsand weaknessesof REFLECT in Nepal (Appendix 3.5.).
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Interestingly in Nepal the Mother Manual approach was rejected from the inception of
REFLECT'becauseit was felt that it would lead to people being told what to do and it
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be
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Instead
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would
the ideas and methods of REFLECT,"so that they can internalise the approach and make
it their own... there is no sacred text for them to follow" (Gautam 1998: 42). It was
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Mother Manual elsewhere, in favour of a more open learning pack entitled
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be
to
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with the more common forms of PRA tools, such as social and resourcemaps, preference
drama
telling
that
as
as
well
song writing, myth and story
ranking and seasonalcalendars
have all been utilised within the REFLECT'circles (Bhattarai & Popkins 1997, Popkins
1998,Sitikhu et al. 2000). Theseapproacheshighlight the diversity of communication used
with the centres.
In the Nepalese context a wide range of changes and actions al the local level can be
discerned within a relatively short period of time. During the field visit to Nepal in
October 1998102toobserveREFLECr circles in Sindhpalchok and Saptari (numbers 2 and
13 respectively on Map 3.1) it was noted that in the 4 months that the circles had been
Within
had
the groups observed women
impressive
taken
place.
running some
changes
talked about how before the circles had begun they used to sit separately and eat
After
due
to
the
caste
and
untouchability.
with
social
associated
separately
customs
discussing the reasonsbehind this in the circles the women decided that they should sit
together and not be restricted by such social norms. In addition to this within the wider
local
from
the
to
the
well
scheduledcastewomen were now able gather water
community
102Field visits were madeby practitioners from other parts of the world to REFLECT centresin Bangladesh,
India and Nepal as part of the activities of the First Global REFLECT Conferencethat was held in PurL India
Oct - Nov 1998.1 joined a group of Latin American practitioners in the visit to the SaptariDistrict of Nepal.
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rather than walking further afield to get water from a different source. The group where
thesechangestook place had named itself 'harmony' group. The predominanceof words
associatedwith socio-political issueswas also noted at the Conferencein 1998with words
such as poverty, exclusion, oppression and castebeing noted among the key words raised
within the REFLECr circles.
In addition to these local level changesREFLECTin Nepal has becomevery intimately
linked to issuesof social exclusion and transformatory development and has stimulated
new social movements at the grassrootslevel (Shrivastra & Gautarn 2001,Archer et al.
2003). In EasternNepal the women from the REFLECTcircles began analysing the caste
system and decided to counteract such discrimination through group formation and
group action. The REFLECTcentres "have been instrumental in evolving a processand
methodology or organising Dalits (untouchable' castes)to begin to confront huge social,
economicaland political discrimination that they face" (Shrivastav& Gautarn 2001:1). As
formed
(organisations)
Sanghams
in
REFLECT
the
a result of participating
circles
women
and social divisions started to break down. Theseorganisationshave begun to challenge
the injustices that Dalit groups face with the support of the NGO Saraswati Community
The turning point in the movement was when they took
Development Forum (SCDF)103.
the decision to abandon their traditional jobs as dictated by the castesystem (Archer et al.
2003). Although this resulted in local repercussionscontinual reflection and new actions
from
has
Dalit
in
time
the
strength to strength and
over
movement going
resulted
spreading through Nepal. Currently this movement is "continuing to put pressure on
issuesas varied as education,land reform and citizenship" (Archer et al. 2003:37).
The importance of the contribution of REFLECTto the promotion of radical changeand a
more just and equitable form of development is seenas being central to the programme in
Nepal. In April 2003 an Asia REFLECTWorkshop was held in Nepal with the theme
'Sharing Learning from Popular Education Practices in People's Rights Movements in
Asia'. REFLECTand other popular education practitioners as wen as Rights activists
participated in the day highlighting the link between critical popular education and social
justice movements. Evidencefrom Nepal would suggestthat in the main REFLECToffers
a model that enablesradical educationalists to further their work with the marginalised,
excluded members of society and facilitates a processthat is grounded at the local level
and draws upon the strengths,imagination and creative potential that is innate within the
103SCDF is a partner organisationof ActionAid Nepal.
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communities in which they work. It is for this reason that local level studies are required
into the complexities of REFLECTin order to gain further insight into its strengths and
weaknesses. It is suggested that this thesis makes an important contribution to these
debates.

3.6 Overview and summary of key issues
This chapterhasprovideda critical review of the discoursesof participatorydevelopment
and has paid particular attention to the contribution of the work of Paulo Freire and
RobertChambers.Thecomplexityand challengesin defft-Ling
sucha dynamicconceptas
participatorydevelopmentalong with the spreadof, co-optionand backlashagainstthe
participatorydevelopmentmovementhasalsobeendiscussed.Theimportanceof having
spaceswherepeoplefeel willing and ableto engagein a processof critical analysisthat is
truly embeddedat the local level has beenhighlighted. For this to occurparticipation
needsto be viewed as both a meansand an end. Control of the whole processmust be
groundedat the local level, from setting the agendaand determiningpriorities, to the
undertakingof actionsand taking responsibilityand ownershipfor the outcomes.This is
not to suggestthat thereis no role for externalagentsin the promotionof a morejust and
equitablesocietybut the work of suchagentsneedsto be basedon the centralprinciples
of participatoryactionresearchand their work needsto collaborative,empoweringand
basedon the ideologicalpremise of challengingoppressivestructures. The original
principles of the alternative developmentmovementare integral to this move and
critically revisiting the work of the original thinkers and activistsin this area,such as
Freire, provides a useful referencepoint from which to begin to reconceptualise
participatorydevelopment.
REFLECr has been detailed as a potential model that activists, often NGOs, may adapt in
order to work with local people and communities in the pursuit of a more just and
equitable society. REFLECr has moved away from focusing on being an approach to
literacy towards an emphasis on conununication and power in recognition of the
importance of respecting varied indigenous communication systems. It also highlights
the centrality of power to the participatory development movement. Through embedding
the REFLECr process in critical reflection and action at the local level it has been
establishedas a model that offers considerablepotential for practitioners working in the
field of participatory development. It has the capacity to enable many of the limitations
associatedwith the latter to be overcome.
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Preliminary researchundertaken by the author between 1992and 1998supports many of
the emergent criticisms of participatory development approaches. It suggested that
ACAP, although innovative in the field of conservation and development policies, had
only adopted a limited conceptualisation of participatory development. Radical
transformation was not a primary objective; in fact interviews suggestedsocial change
was not on the agenda of the organisation at all. It seemedthat maintaining the status
quo and working with the elite was seen to be crucial in the successof ACAP. In
particular it is suggestedthat the non-formal education component of the project was not
living up to its initial radical aims and objectives, as outlined in the operation plan
(Gurung & DeCoursey1988). It was found that there was a high level of demand for nonformal education classesthat was not being met and that certain membersof society were
being excluded from these programmes. Additionally it was concluded that the adult
literacy classeswere failing to engagethe learners in a meaningful processof reflection
level
lean-ting
local
develop
capacity to engage in a meaningful participatory
and
or
process.
REFLECr seemedto offer a solution to some of these challengesand limitations. It was
therefore presented as a potential approach to non-formal education in that it could offer
a genuine, holistic and potentially empowering model for organisations seeking to
development
local
level.
By
the
transformative
embedded
at
promote
participatory
avoiding a techniquesbased approach and through emphasising the ideological basis of
Freire's work REFLECr may offer a way of reintroducing the 'radical' back into
participatory development. As such it is potentially an ideal model for non-formal
education programmes running within ICDPs like ACAP.
REFLECTalso offered a meansto respond to demandsbeing made for me to facilitate the
introduction of a non-formal education programme into the Sikles sector of the ACAP.
Through responding to this request and helping to facilitate the introduction of REFLCT
into the study area I becamean 'active agent' in my own researchprocess. This thesis
explores the potential role that action-orientedresearchhas to play in both understanding
the processes of participatory development and supporting communities in their
endeavour to participate in their own autonomous development. It contributes to the
participatory development discourse by providing an in-depth examination of the
introduction and progressof REFLECTin the Sikles sectorof the ACAP. The next chapter
moves to explore the methods employed wid-dn the research process and explore the
challengesof engagingin action-oriented research.
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CHAPTER FOUR Methodology
4.1 Introduction
At the heart of this thesis is a complex and lengthy researchjourney that has enabled me
to engagewith people from Nepal in a processof learning and action. My motivation for
undertaking researchin Sikles aroseout of my previous experienceof living there in the
village of Sil-des(Box 1.1) and from the onset I was keen to explore issues that were of
local interest and value to the people involved in the researchprocess. The preceding
chapters have discussed the theoretical dimensions of this journey. Chapter two
concluded that ACAP was indeed a very positive example of an ICDP. However, areas
for improvement were identified, especially in relation to the potential of the education
programme to promote self-reliant inclusive development (Parker & Sands 1997).
Chapter 3 provided a critical analysis of the discourses inherent within participatory
development and non-formal education, as these are central to both the ACAP approach
and REFLECT.
This chapter provides an overview of what has ultimately been a messyresearchprocess
typical of action-oriented research (Brydon-Miller et al. 2003, Cook 1998, Kincheloe &
Berry 2004,Mellor 2001,Reason& Bradbury 2001,Robertson2000,Wadsworth 1998). It
considers the importance of the researcher's prior experience to the research that
underpins this thesis. Further, it explains how the researchmethods changedin response
to the changing circumstancesat the local level and reflects on who has 'participated' in
the research process and how this has changed over time. Denzin & Lincoln (2000)
suggest that such research is best described as 'bricolage' as the methods change
according to the circumstancesin an attempt to respond to the complexity of the research
process. The chapter starts by defining the research approach and explains how my
researchcan be best described as action-oriented research. It establishedthe importance
of reflexivity to action-oriented research and outlines some of the challenges AOR
presents the researcher. Two distinct researchphasesare identified, firstly, entering the
field and preliminary research(1995-1997);and secondly the main researchphase (19982004). This chapter discuss the changing methods that have been employed in both
researchphasesand explore who was consulted. Following this an overview of the wider
issuesthat effected the researchare consideredsuch as the impact of my changing role on
the researchprocess,the changing political situation and some of the ethical issues that
were faced by the researcher.
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4.1.1 Action-oriented

the research approach

research -defining

The researchprocessfor this thesis has been long, fluid and organic in nature that it is
difficult to define and categorise. It has evolved in relation to changing circumstances. I
subscribe to the view proposed by Edwards (1993:90) that the "purpose of intellectual
inquiry in this field of study (development) is to promote the development of people
denied accessto knowledge, resourcesand power for hundreds of years". In addition to
this "the most effective way of doing this is to unite understanding and action, or theory
lay
in
both".
My
interest
initial
the
the
centre
of
and practice, where people are put at
exploring the challenges ACAP faced in promoting participatory development and as
Chapter two highlighted my researchbegan to focus on non-formal education within the
ACAP. Although it was not envisaged that I would become personally involved in the
introduction of REFLECTI was conunitted to engaging in researchthat was of value to
those who participated in the process. By getting involved in introducing REFLECTinto
the Sikles sector of the ACAP my commitment to acting on the knowledge generatedby
my preliminary research is demonstrated. This resulted in a shift in my research
approach from participatory to action researchas depicted in Diagram 4.1 below. As a
result the term that best captures the essenceof my researchapproach is action-oriented
research.
Diagram 4.1 How my research fits into the participatory continuum
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The research falls also within the remit of area studies as I have undertaken "'a
considerabledegreeof hands-on, grassrootslevel fieldwork, conducted with and through
local individuals and institutions" (Parnwell 1999:88). 1have spent extensiveperiods in
Nepal sitting with, talking with and listening to a variety of people from local villagers in
the ACA, especiallyin Sikles, to staff working for the ACAP and KMTNC. In addition to
this I have interviewed and talked to a range of activists from Nepal who have worked in
the field of non-formal education over the past three decades. A variety of methods have
been employed wid-dn the research process many of which can be described as
ethnographic'04dueto the fact that I participated in the daily lives of the people in Sikles
over a lengthy, although not continuous, period of time.
According to Baxter-& Eyles (1999)the use of multiple methods taken from within the
field of qualitative researchgives the researchprocessrigour and validity. This sentiment
is reflected within the literature on qualitative research in general. However this can
leave the researchprocessdifficult to label due to its holistic nature. Researchin the field
of both education and development is renowned for being inherently complex and rigour
is gained through systematic note keeping and recording of information and through
feeding the information back into the field for triangulation (Gorard & Taylor 2004,
Kincheloe & Berry 2004,Mellor 2001,Zerd 1998). During eachvisit reflexive diaries were
kept on a regular basis noting down conversations,observationsand general feelings. In
addition to this, letters home provided useful insight and audio letters, including
recordings of songs, conversations and events, have proved a useful record of events.
Photographsalso proved useful records of events and people who were consulted in the
researchprocess. Thesewere also valuable in reconnecting.to people when returning to
the field as they proved to be a good icebreaker and reminder of the conversation from
the previous visit.
The multiple methods used of feeding back information to the local level is consideredin
detail in Section 4.2.4 including feeding back information in person, producing
newsletters in Nepali and English and a video with a narrative in English and Nepali.
Interviews were either taped or typed up and reflections on the issues emerging were
noted. At times thesehave been discussedwith other people visiting Nepal with me and
such conversationshave proved useful in forming opinions. My diaries note not only

104Although influenced by ethnography the
approach is not pure ethnography due to the fact that a
continuousperiod of extendedtime was not spentin the field. Rathermultiple field visits underpin this thesis
and are fundamentalto researchapproach.
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events and observationsbut also of equal importance record my changing feelings. My
joys, frustrations and changing emotions along with my concern over what I was doin&
and why am I involved in researchhave also beenwritten down in both letters and emails
home. Further a reflective dairy has been kept whilst in the UK during the writing up of
this thesis which notes on the first page "I've decided to keep this book as a PhD
reflection book which is quite appropriate really given the fact that I am studying
REFLECr, reflection should be central to my whole thesis" (14/07/1998).
Due to the flexible, responsive, multi-method approach employed and the reflexive
manner in which the researchhas been conducted by the researchercould be viewed as a
'bricoleur"05 (Denzin & Lincoln 1994). However, due to the associationof the term with
concepts such as trickery or cunning, framing the research in this way could have
negative connotations (Hammersley 1999). To some it may suggest a lack of rigour or
planning. The bricoleur does not reject empiricist research but does aim to produce
"richer, thicker, and more rigorous forms of empirical knowledge and more humble
claims for what it represents" (Kincheloe & Berry 2004:35). As such it calls for more
varied forms of output from the research process, for products that more accurately
representthe reality of the researchprocess. Equally it calls for researchfrom all areasto
be more reflective, less culturally biased, aware of alternative knowledges and less
dismissive of multiple ways of seeing society in general. Rather than view researchas a
monological process it is viewed as a dialogical process that is both complex and
contested (Tandon 19981). In recognition of this, detailed consideration is given within
fl-dschapter as to who has participated in the researchprocess. Reflectionsare also made
on how this both changed over time and the impact the author's own position has had
within the research. It is aligned with what Tandon (1981) refers to as a process of
dialogical inquiry. Dialogical inquiry assumesa mutual interest of parties in lean-dng
instead of there being a distinction between subjectsand researchers.
Systematically recording the dialogue between researcher,participants and stakeholders
is essential to this processwhether it be via reflective diaries, typed up manuscripts of
interviews or records of email exchanges. Utilising multiple methods and triangulation,
are seenas crucial to gaining a deep understanding of any phenomenonbeing researched
(Denzin & Lincoln 2000). Utilising and adapting a range of methods has been crucial in
attempting to secure a depth of knowledge into the issues being explored and as the
105This metaphoris taken from the French language
and means'tinkering'.
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was granted and equipment available, interviews were recorded and at others notes taken
during the interview'06. These were typed up and used as a basis for follow up
interviews and conversations giving the interviewee an opportunity to respond to my
interpretations. When interviews were in Nepali or Gurung07time was spent following
the interviews with the translator ensuring the details were recorded as accurately as
possible. Being able to follow basic Nepali helped to ensure the meaning of the
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conversation was captured as accurately as possible given
times this led to lengthy discussion between myself and the person translating as we
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in
in
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observation
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in
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The
to
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endeavoured
researchprocess
workers and my self over a5 year period.
becoming
in
led
the
to
the
an
active
agent
researcher
participatory as possible and
researchprocess.
Achieving 'genuine participation' in the research process, from the outset including
by
It
the
presenteda number of challenges
no
means
simple.
setting
researchagenda,was
for researchersengagedin action research. There are complex ethical issuesthat need to
be addressedby researchersengaged in action-oriented research. The first of these is
(Chapter
ACAPs
Because
to
to
preliminary
my
research
response
of
whether act or not.
2.4) 1 was left in a position where my help was being requested. I was mindful of the
false
By
for
by
(1992)
Sidaway
to
making
any
avoid
promises.
researchers
advice given
for
felt
I
interest
REFLECr,
field,
in
the
an
engaging with
and playing a role generating
facilitate
local
level
help
from
demands
the
to
the
to
to
the
and
morally obliged respond
introduction of REFLECTinto the Sikles sector of the ACAP. In so doing I took the risk
of dependent relations developing and was aware of the potential pitfalls of this
approach.

106Being a fast writer and developing my own unique shorthandhelped to record conversationsoften word
for word.
107Further reflection is provided on the issue of languagewhen exploring the use of researchassistantsand
supportworkers later in this chapter.
108Theseare discussedin detail for eachof the researchphasesin sections4.2.2 and 4.2.3 respectively.Table
4.1 and 4.3 provide an overview of thesemethodsand how they have changeover time.
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After taking this decision I was faced with a number of decisions and challengesand
becameeven more aware of the power imbalancesthat existed between myself and the
participants and stakeholders. Such power imbalancesare common between 'researcher'
but
'researched'
(or
between
these imbalancesof
and
and
rather
researcher
participants)
power are further exacerbatedwhen First World researchersenter the realms of the Third
World'09. Questionshave to be addressedsuch as "who are we - who am I- to intervene
in other peopWs lives when we know so little about any life, including our own?"
(Rahnema1997:395). My concerns are reflected in my diaries where I note "why am I
getting involvedin researchin NepalwhenI couldbedoing somethingin my own 'community'in
I feel moreat homeherethan I do in Liverpoolbut I haveonly
Liverpool....Maybeit's because
lived therefor 5 years,yet I havebeenherefor lesstimel" (April 1998). Later I note "after
tonight [regardingif I couldhelpaffiends brotherget a visa to the UK] I havereally
conversations
fi*ndship'is
based
So
know
I
to
muchsothat
why
and
what
our
upon.
started questionwho
and
you start to questionwhat you are doing and why and what is expectedof you but the moreI
thoughtaboutit the moreI realisedall relationshipsarefraught with complexityand sometimes
you can think aboutthis toomuch!" (April 1999). Theseconcernscan present psychological
barriers that prevent researchersactually getting involved in action-oriented research.
Whilst it is important to consider such issues it is important not to agonise too much
about thesedecisionsand relationships as such scrutiny can be debilitating.
Rahnema(1997)further notes that we are seldom allowed to enter the world of the 'target
populationý or 'stakeholders. Often practical barriers also exist to becoming actively
involved in the researchprocess,such as a lack of funding or support from employers. I
gained the support from my institution to 'enter the world of my participants' through
registering to undertake my doctorate based on my experienceof 'getting involved. I
securedfunding for RELECT from my old school in Singapore. These actions provided
me with the time and space to reflect upon my role in the research process and the
implications of this and to enter into my own journey of lean-dng,of critical reflection and
personal transformation that is far from over. As I have been studying on a part time
basis I have been able to engagein a dialogical processover a relatively long period of
time (sevenyears)with a diverse range of people"O.

"' This is equally applicableto any researchthat exploresissuesof marginalisation,exclusion and inequality
whether it is in the Global North or Global South. As noted in Chapter Two elementsof the Tbird World
exist in the First World and vice-versa.It also needsto be noted that at times I was relatively powerlessdue
to my position and lack of communication skills and hencethe power relations are not as one way or as static
as they may at first seem. Power is relational and changesdependingupon the circumstances. Reflection is
madeon this in the concluding chapter.
110Critical reflections will be provided on the successof this strategyin Chapter5 and 6.
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The ethical implications of engaging in the field, especially working within 'other'
'distant' communities are well established within the fields of Anthropology (Grillo
2002)111,
Education (BERA 1992)and Social Sciencein general (Reason& Bradbury 2001).
These dilemmas are particularly acute within the field of action research due to the
closenessof the researcherto their 'subjecf . This has led to the emergenceof protocols to
guide the researcherthrough some of thesedilemmas but as Lincoln (2001)notes theseare
facing
formalistic
do
far
deep
into
the
complexities
not go
enough or
enough
often
and
action researchers. The need for ethical guidelines is increasingly recognised amongst
Developing
development
RGS/IBG
The
the
community.
academicsand workers within
Areas Research Group's (DARG) recently established guidelineS112are a welcome
initiative and clearly acknowledge that "research in developing areas is typically
characterisedby sometimes extreme inequalities in the opportunity for and means of
undertaking researchý. It is suggestedthat "DARG members should thus endeavour to
use the researchprocessas a meansof reducing theseinequalities wherever possible and
practicable".
The DARG Monograph by Robson and Willis (1997) provides an invaluable point of
referencefor researchersentering the field of development research,as do the recently
(2003).
(2003)
Scheyvens
Storey
It
is
important
by
that
Laws
texts
and
and
et
al.
published
these guidelines are maintained as work in progress and can be developed with input
from a range of practioners, academic and activists engaged within the field of
development across disciplines and countries. During the researchperiod a variety of
guidelines have been consulted both at the time and retrospectively which have proved
useful points of reference. Rather than discuss these here retrospective reflection is
provided on the ethical challengesfaced within the researchprocessin Section43. They
are further explored in the findings chapter, Chapter 5. This researchcontributes to these
debatesand actively engagesin the considereduse of theseethical guidelines. It supports
calls for ethical guidelines to be seenas'work in progress' rather than given entities'13.

111Details of ethical guidelines for ASA can be found at hq: Hwww.asa.anthroRology.ac.uk/ethics2.htmI and
htmI
the AAA at hq: //www. aaanet.orp,/committees/ethics/ethcode.
112
htmI
DARG's ethical guidelines developed can be found at bt1p://personal.rhul.ac.uk-/unfa/001/dargethics.
where an invitation to contribute to them is also sought.
113Theseissueswill be explored further in the forthcoming DARG Postgraduateworkshop in June2005 that
is being organisedby the author for PhD studentsworking in 'developing areas'.
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4.1.2 The need for reflexivity
There is a growing body of literature advocatingresearchersbecomemore critically
reflexivein the researchprocessespeciallywhen the researchprocessis qualitative,or
Greenwood
England
1994,
(Baxter
&
Eyles
1999,
Davies
1999,
in
action-oriented, nature
2003,Olesen2000,Pain2003,PoRner& Emerson2001,Punch1994,Robertson2000,Rose
1997,Sapsford& Jupp1996)."Reflexivity can simply be definedasviewing the self and
data in a critical self detachedmanner" (Grbich2004:71). Sidaway(1992)provides a
has
how
traditional
separatedthe
geographicalresearch
comprehensivecritique of
knowledge'
'objective
to
the
scientific
researcherand
researchand attempted produce
between
being
'Others'
the
the
to
relationships
analysis
given
about
without sufficient
for
been
has
This
the
called
approach
morecritically reflexive
researcher
and
researched.
in order to position the researcherwithin the context of the research. It requires
knowledge
in
the
the
to
was generated,the positionality
which
way
researchers consi4.,r
(and thereforeimpact) of the researcherin this processas well as the potentialimpacts
this may have had iipon the information made availableto them and thereforeon any
knowledgewhich may result from this (Edwards1994,Grbich2004,Howard 1997,Katz
1994,Kobayashi1994,Madge1993,McDowell1997,Robson1997,Sidaway1992).
Denzin and Lincoln (1994:3) argue that "research is an interactive processshaped by his
or her personal history, biography, gender, social class,race and effinicity, and those of
the people in the setting". Fieldwork is a dialogical process that is structured by both
by
the researcher on these
researchersand participants and requires greater reflection
dynamics in order to promote more inclusive methods that are sensitive to the power
As
Hammersley
fieldwork
(England
1994).
and Atkinson
relations embedded within
(1995)state researchto some extent requires the researcherto provide 'an ethnography of
Critical reflexivity is essential to achieving rigour in qualitative
research and action-oriented research (Baxter & Eyles 1999). The researcherneeds to
examinenot only him/herself but also to reflect on the roles and consequencesof the 'gate
the ethnographer.

keepe&, 'key informants' 'participants' and 'friends' consulted along the way
(Hammersley & Atkinson 1995). One of the key qualities needed within researchthat is
immersed at the local level is 'self-awareness'(Atkinson & Hammersley 1994,Dyck 1993,
Moss 1993,Maguire 2001,Parnwell 1999). This can be gained through engaging fully in
reflexivity and analysing in particular the relational power that existswithin the research
process.
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With respect to research undertaken in the field of development, and in particular
"all
(1993:
90)
Edwards
to
that
advocates
research
ain-is merge understanding with action,
who are involved in this endeavour make our own values and objectivesexplicit, so that
they can be criticized and 'deconstructe&". It is equally important to reflect upon the
being
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tokenistic.
to
the
that
avoid
reflection
exist
stakeholders
power relations
Keeping reflexive fieldwork diaries played an important role in this procesS114.
Critical reflection is particularly relevant to academicsinvolved in 'real world' concerns
(Maxey
intimately
of
power
connected
with
questions
are
such as social exclusion which
2000). There is perhaps a danger that those who engagein participatory action research
for
believe
inclined
the
that
to
critical reflection.
need
such an approach negates
are
However "while participation holds the potential to radically alter the politics of
fieldwork it does not dissolve all power relations between the researcherand researched,
(1992)
Sarri
Sarri
free
(Kesby
432).
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dilemmas"
2000:
it
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and
ren-dndus
nor
ethical
that within any form of participatory research it is important to cbnsider who is
for
by
In
being
in
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and
what?
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are
participating what and what
the light of current literature this research paid particular attention to enlisting
ihe
in
participation
whole research including determining the design and research
how
has
in
by
This
done
is
and
each of the two
on
who
participated
reflecting
agenda.
researchphasesand how this has changedover time.
Reflexivity is also important in the writing up stagesnot only within the methodology
section but within the whole text. Academic work often removes the writer from the
written text (WGSG1984). The use of the first person is avoided, placing the author as a
distant other. Subjectiveexperiencesneed to be viewed as valid forms of experienceand
are increasing being used within post-modem research (Gubrium & Holstein 2003)and
are essentialin action-oriented researchwhere the researcherand researchedare closely
linked (Harding 1987, Maguire 2001, Moss 1993). Emerson et al. (2002:355) state that
"field notes are an expressionof the ethnographer's deepening knowledge". As a result,
they are often unruly and represent a processof selection by the researcher. Whilst in
Nepal I kept detailed field notes. Noting down selectiveissuesthat seemedimportant at
the time provided me with a record of insights into the complexities at the local level and

114It was only in completing the thesisthat the true value of theseself reflective diaries cameto fituition as is
often the casewithin action oriented research. Mellor (2001) provides useful insight into the value of diaries
in his work as an educational practioners. Chambers (2002) highlights the value of such dairies in his
reflections on engagingin the World Bank project that led to the publication Voices of the Poor (Narayan et
al. 2000) and influenced the World DevelopmentReport 2000/01.
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a later reading of thesenotes provided me with a deeper understanding of the impact the
researchprocesshas had upon me. My field notes varied depending upon the visits and
time available for reflection and often my reflections were sent in letters back home.
Where appropriate, I have included extracts from these field notes and reflections have
beenincluded asboxed text, in italics.

4.1.3 Challenges of PAR - overcoming the dilemmas ?
A number of challengesface researchersundertakingaction-orientedresearchsuch as
how do you representthe voicesof 'others' and what languagedo you use to describe
these'others, how do you avoid creatingdependencyupon the researcherin the PAR
have expressedconcerns
processand how do you retain objectivity. Many researchers
over describingpeopleas'informants','subjects'or 'objects'in the researchprocessassuch
terms are so mechanistic. Within this thesisthe term 'participant' or 'stakeholder'is
preferred as it acknowledgesthe important role people play in the constructionand
ownershipof knowledge.This basicrespectfor participantshasoftenbeenmissingfrom
developmentresearchand indeed developmentinterventions(Biker & Sillitoe 2002,
Chambers1984,1994,Dudley 1993,Reddift 1992). In the main the use of the term
'participant' has beenreservedfor thosepeopleactually participatingin the REFLECT
circlesthat havebeenestablishedin theSiklessectorof the ACAP.
Issues of representation and 'voice'15' are not just restricted to knowledge creation but are
also evident in the dissemination of findings from action research. Often the rich process,
by which the knowledge or 'findings'

are generated, is lost in the production of the

written text, in the main due to pressure from publishers for authors to get to the point
and discuss the outcomes (Greenwood 2004, Harvey 2002). Collaborative writing

is

fraught with difficulties and authors have expressed their discomfort at speaking for the
people rather than with them (Chambers 1997, Moller 1998, Swantz 1996). 1 also share
these feelings of discomfort and believe that ideally representatives from the local level
should be afforded the opportunity

to participate in conferences and workshops, to

produce their own and joint publications and in relation to overseas work to visit the
country from where the research has originated.
financial, prevent this depth of collaboration.

In reality many barriers, especially

As an academic, I have presented my

"s Within action researchthe term 'voice' is used to signify the views of the participants in the research
process(Hadfield & Haw 2001). Whilst these are often 'silenced' "excluded' or 'marginalised' voices this
doesnot necessarilyhave to be the case. Action researchmay equally enhancethe voice of the powerful and
certainly gives voice to the researcherengagedin the process(Doucet & Mauthner 1998).
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funding
lack
findings
however
research
at a number of conferencesand workshopS116,
of
opportunities and difficulties in gaining visas for my collaborative researchershave
proved to be significant barriers. These barriers are evident within all forms of
development research. The lack of participation from researchersfrom the Global South
was noted in a DARG sessionin 1997despite the desire by many academicsto include the
researchersthey collaborate with in these events. This exclusion reinforces the unequal
relations inherent between researchersand the researched. Indeed the DARG ethical
guidelines call for collaborative research that encompassesthe principles of genuine
findings.
This principle
joint
the
and
reciprocity and
ownersl-dp
publication of research
further
UK
the
to
underpins my work and utilising my position as an academicwithin
links with Nepal to provide opportunities wherever possible for collaborative research
and presentations,has played an important part in addressing the imbalancesof power
that inevitably exist betweenthe researcherand the researchedand/or co-researchers.

4.2

Its all part of a process - my research journey

4.2.1 Understanding and entering the rield-1992
Spending 6 months in Nepal as a voluntary teacherin the village of Sikles placed me in a
particularly strong position to engagein a processof PAR that included local people in
setting the researchagenda. Various insights into the complexities of Nepalesevillage life
from
derived
ACAP
the
and
work of
my time spent there. Time spent in the village,
were
in the school, shops, and homes of a variety of people led me to develop a range of 'key
informants' and friends within Sikles. The students I taught and the people who visited
the ACAP office where I often 'hung out' influenced the people I met and homes that I
visited.

As Sikles is a predominantly Gurung village it was inevitable that most of my

contacts were with Gurung families. Other caste groups were represented in the
community but economic and social mores often made it difficult or inappropriate for a
relationship to evolve. This was exacerbatedwithin the school environment due to the
low enrolment of membersfrom the traditional occupationalcastes.
I gained valuable insight into the complexities of the caste system and its ramifications
through my contact with a pupil from the Damai caste. For example,whilst he would be
the one who invited me to social gatherings his absencefrom those gatherings was

1161 have presented 'my' findings at the RGS January 1997, DSA Sept 1996 and Sept 2003, IDPM
Conference From Tyranny to Transformation Feb 2003, International Conference on Sustainable
DevelopmentMarch 2003, and the Educational Issuesin Nepal One Day Conferenceorganisedby myself as
part of British Council funded Higher Education Link in October 2003.
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from
barred
he
As
the
traditional
socially
notable.
a member of
occupational caste was
discussed
homes;
divisions
Gurung
interestingly,
were
openly
entering
such social
amongst the students and in many respects they regarded it as a generational issue, a
social practice that they believed would be gradually dismissed. These social barriers
were the same ones that prevented women from the traditional occupational castefrom
attending the ACAP non-formal education classesdiscussedChapter 2.
This period in Nepal also proved to be particularly pertinent to the future researchas I
'
also got to know various ACAP staff living in Sikles. I occupied a room in 'raato gha?
Cred house) directly above a room accommodating eight of the ACAP staff. We spent
time socialising in the ACAP office. I also assisted in the ACAP office and would
accompany staff in their household visits and participate in extension activities such as
planting trees and repairing the paths,17.Through spending time with the staff I came to
learn a lot about how ACAP functioned and the aspirations of the people who worked for
the project. I also formed friendships with someof the local women in Sikleswho worked
for ACAP in the forestry nursery.
Letters and audiotapes sent back home during this period, along with extensivenotes in
my diary, all served as useful referencepoints in later research. An example of this is the
"non-local'
feel
kept
in the school
I
how
the
teachers
some
of
made
me
records
of
alienated
compared to the local teachersand villagers. These teacherswere predominantly male
and belonged to the Brahmin caste. Despite my best efforts to speak to them in Nepali,
and regardlessof their excellentspoken English, they would speak to me at such a speed,
and with a formality not used at the village level, that I soon gave up trying to talk to
them. Within the local high school I got to know the headmaster,a local man from Sikles
who was keen to spend his time talking about the problems of Sikles with me, again
providing useful insights. At this time I was neither a lecturer nor an external researcher
but was to many, though not all, Sara Didi'18, a privileged position to be in when
beginning your research. I had good accessto a wide range of 'gatekeepers' and 'key
informants' when I entered the field in 1995.
Gaining entry into a setting or a group is a key aspectof action-oriented researchand it is
essential that the relationships that are established are positive and based on mutual
respectand equality (White et al. 2004). Being able to communicate in Nepali and having

117Although local villagers would often try to prevent me from doingjobs which required getting dirtyl
I is 'Didi', meaning older sister is a term used in Nepal to signify friendship and is used when people know
eachother well. Studentsin the village often referred to me as SaraMss.
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familiarity
This
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my research process.
an established network of contacts was
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listening
devote
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to
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with
research
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'community'
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the
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voices of women,
voices' within
Giiras funds, children

who did not go to school and members of the traditional

being
is
but
important
This
done
in
most
a variety of ways
was
occupational castes'19.
open and approachable at all times. Stopping to talk as well as take photographs of
people when requested proved an important point of contact. Whereas my relationship
home,
being
in
the
the
eating and
community centres on
with more wealthy members of
drinking, my interactions with those less wealthy were often on the paths in the village
that I walked along on a daily basis. Hanging around key meeting places, such as taps
and crossroads within the village, was a sure way of meeting people.

The following

sketch Map (Diagram 4.2) of the area surrounding the VDC Office in Sikles is one such
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Diagram 4.2 Feedback from the field
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It is important to recognise that my contacts will have been skewed towards the more
outspoken and influential

members of the community,

as they are more confident,

forthcoming and willing to share their opinions with me. They are also more able to offer

"" Taking photographsand returning with them proved to be a useful point of contact with people. This was
especially true near the VDC Hall, which I passed daily, where I had some useful conversationswith
membersof the traditional occupationalcastesthat lived there.
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me food and drink, a key means of interaction in Sikles. Less wealthy members of the
community cannot always offer the same hospitality and this creates barriers to
interactions. Yet at the same time, I managed to include 'quieter voices' in the research
process. It is interesting to note that apart from a few key men, such as local teachersand
a select number of men, most of my contacts and friendships have developed with
by
fact
highlights
in
This
interactions
the
the
that
not
only
women
are shaped
village.
my
genderbut also by social status. Researchwas undertaken at a variety of levels during the
two researchphasesthat underpin this thesis (rable 1.1 & Diagram 4.1) from Kathmandu
and Pokhara,to villages within the ACA more broadly particularly in the Sikles sector of
the ACAP. Diagram 4.3 provides an overview of the types of institutions and people
consulted during the researchprocess. It is important to note that the spheresto which
people have been designated are not fixed, people have moved between them to some
extent.
Diagram 4.3 Overview of 'stakeholders' and those consulted in the researchprocess

KMTNC

ActionAid
Ex-ACAP staff
Education Network
/

Educational activists
REFLECr practioners

\

Kathmandu
ACAP staff

Tourists

People within tourism industry
Pokhara

-------------------------------------------------Local ACAP staff
CAMC members
teachers
REFLECr facilitators

Traditional leaders
Political leaders
'key informants'
& friends

ACA & Sikles

Local people
Ama Toli members
(Mothers group)
REFLECICparticipants

4.Z2 Preliminary research phase
The aims of my visit in 1995were very broad and free from a number of constraints,apart
from time. My overall aim was to simply explore the extent to which ACAP was living
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up to its promise of promoting conservationfor development and to gain insight into the
successesand challenges that it faced. I had no external funding for this visit and
therefore no pressure to meet an external agent's agenda. This gave me the freedom to
follow any line of enquiry that arose out of my discussionswith the people I came into
contact with. Operating in a Gurung village presented obvious language barriers. From
living in Siklesin 19921had developed basic conversationalNepali skills'20. On returning
in 1995 1 undertook a course in Nepali to expand my vocabulary and develop a basic
understanding of written Nepali. I also took every opportunity to practice my Nepali
whilst in the UK through developing contactswith Nepalesestudents in IAverpool. I also
acquired some very basic Gurung words which enabled me to develop a greater rapport
with the people of Sikles than might otherwise have been possible'21.My increasedability
to both speak and write basic Nepali was invaluable to research process. Table 4.1
provides an overview of the visits during this time and the form of the field research.
Table 4.1 Methods employed in preliminary research
Date of visit

1995
April - May

1996
April - May
1997
Nov. - Dec
1998
April - May

Purpose of visit
duration
Focusof research
Preliminary research
8 weeks
ACAP
Research visit
8 weeks
CEEP& NFE
Field Visit
4 weeks
Feedbackfindings
Field visit
6 weeks
Further inquiry into
non-jonnal education &
REFLECT

MErHODSM

Stakeholder identification & Interviews with
'stakeholders' and key informants
Discussions at local level
Participant observation
PRA with school children eg calendars & maps
Participant observations
Interview with key stakeholders
Triangulation and confirmation of previous
research
Semi-structured interviews
Interviews ActionAid & ACAP
Discussion at local level regarding REFLECT

During the preliminary researchphase I visited Nepal four times (more than 6 months
altogether). My time away from Nepal provided useful time to reflect, analyse and

120The text by Karki & Shreshtha(1988) was particularly useful in learning to read and write.
121There is no written form of Gurung (Tamu) and very few people outside of the Gurung community speak
the language. Notable exceptionsare Alan MacFarlaneand Judith Petigrew, two anthropologistswho have
carried out ethnographicresearchin the Kaski District of Nepal. I therefore developedmy own system of
writing down the key words and phrases(such as "ini lee mu, tie tie" - it's delicious - enough enough!1).
Using simple phrasessuchwas much appreciatedaswell as a sourceof amusement.
122For a detailed list of who was interviewed in the preliminary researchvisits and a selection of transcripts
from this researchand details of researchundertakenin 1997seeAppendix 4.1 - 4.3.
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From living in Sikles in 1992,1was keen to expand my understanding of how the ACAP
promoted participatory development in the ACA and what barriers it was facing. It was
in
I
Sikles
in
interested
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to
that
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mind
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know
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that
the
to
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more about
particular wanted
Gurung community accessingeducation in the village of Sikles. I wished to gain more
insight into how the ACAP conceptualisedand promoted participatory development and
the role non-formal education played in this process. Through discussing theseissuesin
the Sikles area it was dear that these issueswere also of local concern and interest. The
by
in
driven
interest
questions of equality and
a
personal
research agenda was also
inequality in relation to the effectivenessof ACAP. It particularly focusedupon the Sikles
sector and employed multiple methods in order to gain a deeper insight into these
complex issues.

4.2.2.1Multiple methods
Informationin the preliminary stageswas gatheredfrom a numberof sourcesand from a
KMTNC
in
key
institutional
the
Visits
to
the
offices
of
of
made
variety methods.
were
Katlunandu, the ACAP Directoratein Pokharaand Head Office in Ghandruk, and
literature producedby ACAP and KMTNC were reviewed. Informal interviewswere
conducted with key officials and workers (past and present) from the two
in the ACA, mainly in Sikles.Theafin of these
organisations'23,,
andwith key stakeholders
discussionswas to gain further insight into the key areasof local concern.This coupled
with participantobservationand detailedfield noteshelpedto developan understanding
Due
faced
its
ACAP
in
issues
the
objectives.
achieving aimsand
of
pertinentand complex
to the openendednatureof my questionsin 1995a numberof diversethemeswereraised
suchas the needfor eco-tourismprojects,the importanceof paying attentionto gender
level
local
ACAP,
how
the
the
to
and concerns
conflict
at
resolve
within
concernsover
over the migration of the youth from the villages. All of thesewould have made

123Observationand interviewswere carried out in Pokhara,Sikles, Gallegurka,Yanjakot,Jomson,and
Ghandruk.The schoolactivitiesonly took placein Sikles.Ile researchers
also attendedthe annualCEEP
workshop(Pokhara)asparticipantobservers.
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interesting and viable topics for further research by myself or other interested parties.
However, overall conversations and interviews reinforced the emphasis placed on
education asbeing central to the successof the ACAP124.
Hence,when I returned in 1996,with my colleagueRoseSands,the researchfocus was on
the education and in particular the non-formal educational component. This was partly
influenced by attending the launch of ActionAid's new approach to literacy, REFLEcr, in
April 1996 and in part also reflected the interests of my colleague who had previously
visited an ActionAid project in Nepal. The researchevolved to focus on exploring the
challenges and successesof the Conservation Extension and Education Programme
(CEEP)of the ACAP and the role that it played in promoting sustainable development
within the ACAP. Although we were keen to engagein relevant researchour approach
could not be classifiVý as pure PAR (Parker & Sands 1997). However, emphasis was
placed on utilising participatory techniques,such as constructing mobility maps, seasonal
calendarsand transectwalks'25in order to widen the participation in the researchprocess
in order to accessquieter voices and partly to develop our own experienceof using these
techniques.

Equally important time was spent observing and 'hanging around '; in ACAP offices,
nurseries, canteens, sharing meals with local people, sitting around public spaces,
participating in literacy classesand a joining in a number of extension activities'26. Much
was learnt from this time spent'wandering abouf, or as it is known in Nepal Gumnalaani.
My colleagueaccompanyingme to Sikles provided a fresh perspective on key issuesand
provided invaluable opportunities for reflective discussions. Whilst previously these
activities were rarely acknowledged as valid research tools outside of Anthropology,
Chapter 3 highlighted the increasing use of such techniques within the field of
'altemative'. or "Participatory development. Chambers (1983)maintains that in fact the
most effective learrdng (from each other) takes place in everyday situations such as
124This was influenced by a variety of factors such as people knowing my interest and
experiencewithin
education, the fact that two female employees from ACAP were due to attend a course in Glasgow on
environmental education and the fact that many ACAP staff were involved in preparing the annual CEEP
report ODA Joint Funding Scheme. As a result educational issueswere on the minds of staff from ACAP.
At the local level in Sikles the new Modem High School (funded by UWCSEA) had just openedand was a
major topic of conversation.
125Conversationsduring these walks were recorded using a Dictaphone in
order to capture the wealth of
information that was gleanedfrom theseexercises.
126The most memorableof thesewas participating in an ConservationMobile Camp event in Yangjakot that
coincided with Buddha Jayanti (Buddha's birthday) where we were the only non Nepali people participating
in a village festival that centredaround the performing of the traditional Gurung GhAtudanceand culminat d
in half a dozen chickens loosing their heads! (for reflections on this see Sands& Parker 1996, Gurung &
Parker 1996).
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walking, talking, travelling and observing. Dudley (1993: 65) goes on to suggest that
"walking or wandering around is possibly the pre-eminent development research
technique. Its banality belies its value and explains its lack of prestige as a research
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methodology".
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people, a teacherand University educated Hitman, translated for me when conversations
were in Gurung in Sikles. The two people differed in their translation techniqueswith the
local teacher translating less and discussing more. Due to the conversations being in
Gurung it was impossible for me to follow the conversation fully. I relied upon trust and
assessingbody language when such issuesas what is REFLECr were being explained to
local people.
In December19971noted in my field diary after one such interview "it wasa bit odd today
had
leader
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time
talking
to
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requestedto meetto talk
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hour
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issuesI hadraisedand very little of his time (thelocalteacher)wasspenttranslatingtheresponse
to me". This was in the main due to the conversationbeing informal and interaction with
this person beingframed by his respectedposition and age. He was over 80 years old and
had recently suffered from ill health. He still had a bad cough and he was slow to respond
to the questions and gave thoughtful considered replies. It would have been
inappropriate for me to request thesewere translated to me as it would have broken the
flow of the conversation.I further note in my field diary that "... it wasa bit oddreallybut at
the sametime was nice not to be at the centreof attentionand he (my translator)seemedto be
he
leader)
(traditional
from
his
hand
him
the
to
overall
seems
quite
gestures
explaining process
.....
well at themomentwhereaslast timeI washerehehadbeenratherill. He seemsvery keenon the
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1997).
Later
that
some
reason,
maybe
quite
notes
noted
because
If I couldspeakGurung it would be so
I can't speakGurung?kegarne(what to do?)
....
with people
muchbetter-still I will struggleon in Nepaliand rely uponmy ability to communicate
like Grandmain what can only be describedas sign language,I am alwaysanwzedat how we
Gurung"
Nepali
long
her
talkfor
to
speaking
and me not
manage sit and
so
with
not speaking
(ibid.). The same is true for the conversation with the traditional leader noted above.
From merely being there when the discussion took place I gained a great deal of insight
into the feelings of the respondentfrom their gesturesand demeanour. My Nepali at that
time, though far from being perfect, was very much village Nepali, and enabled me to
follow conversationsand engagein discussionswith the help of translators. During the
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field trip in April 1998,employing Hitman to translate proved valuable in recording the
detail of thesediscussionsand we spent time reflecting on my notes and the interview to
ensurethe rich detail was captured.
Semi-structured interviews and discussions in Kathmandu and Pokhara were usually
conducted in English and recorded either via copious note taking'27,or occasionaRywith
the aid of a tape recorder. A system of recording information in sectionednoted books
was particularly useful in systematically recording the information.123.Before moving on
to explore the researchundertaken in the main phaseof the thesisit is important to briefly
consider who participated in this researchphaseand why.

in
4.2.2.2Multiple stakeholders
the
participation
preliminaryresearch.
A distinction is drawn betweenpeople who are 'locaY and thosewho are 'non-locaY.
Localis takenhereto meanthat the personwas eitherborn in Siklesor Yangjakotasthese
are the two villages where REFLECThas been established,or peoplewho have their
'home' in either Siklesor Yangjakot(including women who have moved there upon
marriage).A variety of contactsweremadein differentplacesasdepictedin Table4.2.

127There were notable benefits from having two researcherspresentduring interviews in 1996. On the one
hand it enabled more detailed notes to be taken and on the other interviews were more fluid. Questions
evolved from the conversationand what startedof as an interview soon flowed into open conversations.
1291 began using different coloured Filofax. paper (held together with treasury tags or string) as small pads
could be kept on my personsat all time. The larger textbooks were useful in more formal setting and each
sectionwas colour coded with both a coloured divider and pageswithin that section being edgedin the same
colour. As a result of this the red section becameKathmandu,blue sectionsPokhara,Green section Sikles
and 'local' level information and the yellow sectionwas for follow up issuesand other notes such as teaching
ideas. Though this may seemvery simple, due to the longitudinal nature of the researchit helped to track
issuesand follow up questionsbetweenvisits. The previous field noteswould be taken back into the field on
subsequentvisits. Also recording the information on paper proved important as often computer discs would
become infected with viruses and rendereduselessand pitfalls such as technical problems were avoided in
the main. Email accessduring the period of researchhas developedand becomewidely available in Nepal,
yet time spent in the evenings on email whilst in the field is time away from exchangeswith people and
immersingyourself in social opportunitieswhich are important dimensionsof the researchprocess.
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Table 4.2 Overview of people consulted in the researchprocess
Place
Place
Kathmandu

Pokhara

Others'29

Sikles
'local'Ievel

Non local to the Sikles sector of the ACAP
Other contacts
KMITNC Staff
Chaimian
People working for NGOs such as
SPACE, SEACOW, NEPAN and
Director
Key staff
ActionAid
those
especially
field
the
of
within
working
development
and
participatory
non-formal education
from
Director,
Ex
Ghurka
ACAP staff
Project
the
soldiers
Conservation Education Officer, Gurung community who now live
Officer, in Pokhara
Development
Women
Officer,
Southern
& Tourists and people involved in the
Tourism
Northern Area Co-ordinators
tourism industry in Pokhara.
ACAP employees in Ghandruk,
Jonison & Yangjakot
Ex-employees of ACAP
People who have volunteered for Colleagues and friends who have
ACAP
accompanied me on trips to Nepal
Students from UWCSEA who have
lived & taught in Sikles;
Working within Sikles sector
'non local'
Staff working for ACAP
Especially: Officer in Charge (multiple)
Conservation Education Officer
Women in Development Officers
Forest Rangers
Accountant

Local to Sikles sector
Local ACAP staff - agricultural
helper, nursery employees
School contacts - Headmaster &
teachers both local and non local
Local leaders - CDC Chairman,
VDC Chairman, traditional leaders,
Head of Mothers Group
Lali Guras recipients (non Gurung)
Friends & acquaintances from 1992

My interactions in Sikles;were generally less formal than elsewheredue to my previous
experienceand relationships there. Whilst I have noted my uneaseat labelling friends as
'informants', at times this is what they have been, whether knowingly or not. Almost all
conversations bear relevance to the research process. Tbrough sharing their time,
hospitality and opinions they have had a significant impact upon my understanding of
many complex issues. Some of these people have remained engaged in the research
process in a variety of ways further stressing the dynamic nature of action-oriented

129These contacts are less easy to pigeonhole as they cross over the boundaries or have changed their
position during the researchperiod and hence fit less well into the above categories. It needsto be noted
though that none of the categoriesare static or clear cut as over the period of the researchthesehave changed
a good exampleof this is with one personwho was initially the OIC in Sikles in 1992,then cameto study in
the UK in 1994 and returnedto a post within the KMTNC. Since leaving KMTNC he has beenemployedby
a larger American NGO and today is employed as one of the first Nepali advisors to DFID in Kathmandu.
This persondoesnot fit into a box unlessI createone for close friends.
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research. Key informants may at a later date become participants in the processwhilst
others may chose not to participate in any resulting actions. These insights serve to
demonstrate the fluidity of participation and the complexities of trying to define
participants, stakeholdersand co-researchersin action-oriented research,especiallywhen
it is longitudinal in nature.
Due to the mobility of the ACAP staff I have developed a wide range of contactswithin
the organisation. Meeting people on a continuous basis was important for confirming my
findings and for triangulation purposes as well as enabling me to follow up areas of
ambiguity. ACAP staff frequently move from one office to another meaning that each
time I visited Sikles some of the staff were familiar to me whilst others did not know me.
This effected the nature of the interviews with staff, with newer contacts being
interviewed more formally and those I knew well less so. If staff had been relocated
between my visits I endeavoured to meet them in Pokhara in the ACAP Headquarters.
Obviously, the longer I had known the person the lessformal and more open and friendly
my interactions were. My reflexive diary has provided me with invaluable insights into
my changing experiencesin the research process. These are included in the relevant
be
I
invited
boxed
As
to
these
text.
was
a participant
of
networks
placesoften as
a result
observerin the CEEPMonitoring and Evaluation Workshop in 1996. This was significant
in developing my understanding of the successesand challenges of the CEEP and the
donors.
NGOs'via
the
of
external
evaluation requirements
pressuresplaced upon
The number of visits during the preliminary researchphase has played a crucial role in
this processand enabled a genuine processof dialogue to be establishedbetween myself
and ACAP staff, both in person and through email correspondence. It also played an
important role in building up relationships and friendships as well an influencing
different
has
frequently
Nepal
Visiting
the
times
at
of
year
people's perceptions of me.
been crucial to establishing a dialogue with stakeholders and has enabled me to
participate in a variety of events organised by ACAP130.Although a somewhat transient
visitor many people view me as someonewith a real interest in ACAP and in Nepal. My
connection to and passion for Sikles is well known. Whilst my links to ACAP were also
well known I refrained from associatingmyself too tightly with them. As a result I was
have
ACAP.
This
no
will
neither seen as an employee, representative or supporter of
doubt impacted on the information sharedwith me; in some casespeople requestedthat I

130From conservationeducation activities, celebrating environment day, participating in mobile camps and
study tours to participating in monitoring and evaluation workshops.
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let ACAP know how they felt and specifically asked that I put things in my report whilst
other information was given to me in total confidence'31.The nature of my interaction at
the Directorate level of ACAP in Pokhara was more formal and constrainedby time. My
visits would sometime clash with busy report writing periods and my questions and
feedbackwere not always welcome.
Visiting Nepal on an annual basisbetween 1995and 1998played a crucial role in enabling
research findings to be fed back to the local level. These visits enabled a dialogical
process to develop between local people and myself and were pivotal to incorporating
local ideas into the researchfocus. As a result the researchprocessbecameincreasingly
participatory in nature. Researchundertaken in this period underpins the previous
discussions (Chapter 2, Parker 1997 and Parker & Sands 1997). It was through this
preliminary researchthat I was able to gain insight into the 'genuinelle concernsof the
stakeholders who were consulted in the dialogical process. My ability to listen to,
accuratelyrecord, analyseand feedbackinformation gathered during this period has been
crucial to the process of embedding local stakeholders in setting the research agenda.
Thesediscussionscontributed to the processof dialogue that underpins this thesis.

4.Z3 Engaging with the field - the main research phase
The field trip in April 1998proved to be a watershedin the researchjourney for two
reasons.Firstly, therewasa mixedresponseto my feedbackfrom the local and non-local
level'33.At the local level, and in particularin the villagesof Siklesand Parche,during
this trip my conclusionswerefurther reconfirmedby local stakeholdersand a demandto
pilot REFLECTwas clearly evident. As Chapter 2 highlighted, I becameinvolved in
helping to facilitate this into the Siklessectorof the ACAP. Secondly,following this
decision,I decidedto registerfor my PhD on a part-timebasiswhilst employedas a fun
time lecturer at Liverpool John Moores University. More importantly, the actual
introduction of REFLECTinto the Siklessectormarks a significantturning point in the
researchprocessasit changedmy role in the researchprocessfrom one of an 'interested
and concernedoutsider, or 'organicintellect, to a 'facilitator'in the introductionof a new
131Issuesof anonymity and confidentiality
are discussedlater in this chapter as a key ethical consideration
facing action-oriented research. It is worth noting here though that any information shared with me in
confidence has remained confidential. These insights however have served to develop my own
understandingsof concepts such as 'community' and reinforce the issues raised in the previous chapter
regardingthe contestednature of community and the needto explore thesecomplexities in more detail.
132This can only be claimed if the reader
acceptsthat my interactions in the field were basedon the 'genuine'
and honestopinions of thosewith whom I had establisheda dialogue.
133This was discussedin detail in Chapter2 Section2.4.
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programme into the Sikles area. I became the fink between the funding body'34of the
programme in Singaporeand the participants in the programme. As such the approach is
best classifiedasbeing action-oriented in nature.
All researchundertaken since 1998is classedas the main period of research. The field
visit in October 1998had two main purposes. Firstly, I visited Sikles to interview people
who had been trained as facilitators. Whilst this trip was informative, as the REFLECT
centres had not yet been established in Sikles only a short visit to the study area was
required.

More significantly, however, was the opportunity this provided me to

participate in the First Global Conferenceon REFLECT,in Puri, India'35. This included
participating in a pre-conferencefield visit to REFLECTcentres in the Saptari District of
Eastern Nepal with ActionAid staff from Nepal and a group of REFLECTpractitioners
from El Salvador and Peru. This provided me with my first experienceof REFLECTin
practice and equally valuable was the time spent discussing the experienceof RELECT
with other practitioners. Reflections of the impact of this upon the researchprocess are
considered further in Chapter 5.

This chapter will now examine some of the

methodological implications of being involved in a process of action-oriented research
and exploreswhat I actually did and who was involved in this process.
There are a number of areas that require reflection with respect to the introduction of
REFLECT in the Sildes sector. Firstly, detail is provided on who was involved in the
researchprocess,both in terms of key stakeholdersat the local level and also in relation to
the support workers. Finally, reflections are provided on the importance of feedback in
the researchprocess.

4.2.3.1Changingparticipation
The following diagramdepictsthe key stakeholdersinvolved in REFLECrand therefore
the researchprocessthat underpins this thesis (Diagram4.4). The same distinction
betweenlocalandnon-localthat wasestablishedabovehasbeenapplied.

134Funds were securedfrom UWCSEA for training and running of the REFLECT approachin the Sikles
sectorof the ACAP in August 1998as discussedin Chapter2.
133The event was launched with a dialogue
sessionat the researchCentre for Educational Innovation and
Development (CERID), Tribhuvan University and connections were made that have led to a BC Funded
Higher EducationLink being establishedbetweenmy Institution and CERID.
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Diagram 4.4 'Stakeholders' within the REFLEC17 process in Sikles sector of ACAP
according to 'locality' and involvement in process

UWCSEA
Global
Concerns*
*41,

SaraParker
'Action researcher'

Support Workers"
Laxmi DIdtal & Kiran Bohara
Hiftnan Gurung'

,"1.

Edu ation Network

- -, -0, --

Arna Toli
Mother's Group
REFLECT
CIRCLES
In Sikles

VDC Ch

ACAP Pokhara
(mixed)

-A

CAMCCh

ACAP Staff in
Sikles

Socialworkers
interested parties
Interested parties - local to Sikles
(ie born there) who now work outside of the
area (often for NGOs or Government agencies
in Kathmandu)

Local lea

LOCAL

NON -LOCAL
Flow of funds

tý
11.11,
-11,11-1111,
..........

Flow of information

*Global Concernsis an initiative developed within UWCSEA that seeksto integrate into the College's
education programme an awarenessof global development and environment issues.With a focus on
experiential learning, Global Concerns aims to increase students! awarenessof these issues and to
enable students to do something about their concerns. Part of its remit is to fund projects and
encouragean exchangeof students. For more detail seeht! p: //www. uwcsea.edu.sg/p-lobalconcems/
**11itmanGurung was bom in Sikles and has studied in both Kathmandu and Manchesterwhere he
completed his Masters Degree (2000). His thesis provides some useful insights into the nature of
REFLECT within the Sikles sector. Laxmi & Kiran as well as supporting REFLECT are currently
completing their Masters Thesis on their experienceof REFLECTin Sikles at Tribhuvan University in
Kathmandu.
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At the 'local' level there are the facilitators and participants in the REFLECTcircles that
were establishedas a result of my intervention. Theseare in the main local women from
the communities in the Sikles sector of the ACAP. In addition to this there are other
interested parties or 'stakeholders' who have maintained an interest in REFLECI7and
participated in some form in the researchprocess. In addition to this some ACAP staff
have been involved and consulted in the research process along with other 'external'
from
ACAP.
Equally
influential
the
some
people
parties such as ex-employees of
communities in which REFLECI7is operating have engagedin the REFLECTprocessand
hence need to be included in the researchprocess. Additionally a support network has
been put in place to both support REFLECTand also to maintain a processof dialogue
between the study area and myself.
It is important to acknowledge, "wid-dn communities not everyone will be able to
participate, nor will everyone be motivated to become involved" (Cornwall & Jewkes
91995:1673). No claim is made hereto reach all those who are, or feel, excluded. Detailed
reflections will be provided of who has participated in the REFLECT process in the
findings chapter, Chapter 5 and concluding chapter. Here, the importance of external
supporters in the REFLECT process needs to be noted.

The flow of funds and

information is indicated on the diagram to clarify the links between the local level and
external support network.

4.2.3.2 Supportingstaff
Interviewsconductedin October1998highlightedthe needfor someform of support to
be provided to link the REFLECTcircles. The provision of training and evaluation
opportunitieswas seenasfundamentalto the REFLECTprocessdue to discussionswith
ActionAid staffand practionersin Nepal(Bhattarai& Popkins1997,Popkins;1998,Sitikhu
et al. 2000). In order to addressthis need,and given that ACAPwerenot in a positionto
support the project, advice was sought from ActionAid Nepal. Through ActionAid,
Laxmi Dhital was identified in December1998asa potentialsupportworker. Laxmiwas
studying in Kathmanduand had gained experienceof REFLECTthrough attendinga
numberof training workshopsand waskeento gainfield experiencewhich relatedto her
studies. Laxnd visited Sikles with me for the first time in January1999 and was
subsequentlytakenon to supportthe circlesin Siklesthrough visiting them on a regular
basisand offeringher guidance,adviceand logisticalsupport. In addition to this, Laxmi
would often accompanyme in my visits to Sikleswhereher knowledgeand translation
skills provedto beinvaluable.
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In 1999,it was felt that due to the increasing political unrest, and therefore concernsover
the safety of Laxmi travelling to and from Sikles, an extra person was required to give
Laxmi peaceof mind and extra support. Kiran Bohara, a fellow student, was then taken
on to support her in the field. He also provided her with support in report writing and
organising workshops and becamea fully paid member of the team. Laxmi and Kiran'36
supported local facilitators and participants in creating an effective local evaluation
mechanism, in the form of Monitoring and Evaluation Workshops (M&E)137. These
workshops enabled facilitators and participants to share their experiences, review
for
future
identify
the
progress and
needs and priorities
of circles. The important role
Laxmi and Kiran have played in communicating information from Sikles to myself cannot
be underestimated. Creating and maintaining dialogue with Laxn:ii and Kiran through
email will be considered in the section below that explores the changing methods that
have been employed,wid-dn this thesis.
Robson (1997:56) notes that despite the fact that researchassistantsare often integral to
postgraduate research "'the relations between a researcher and research assistant are
rarely, if at all, discussedin the literature". Reflecting on the role of the support workers
is central to this thesis due to the important role that they played in both the functioning
of REFLECr at the local level and maintaining a link between myself and the field. The
funding
bids
has
been
into
input
the
their
cost of
embedded
made to UWCSEA and
justification provided, although it is important to note that their input is viewed as
reducing on an annual basis as the need for support declines and the local capacity to
manage the REFLECr processis enhanced. This support mechanismhas been central to
my attempts to reduce any potential dependencieson myself from arising whilst ensuring
local support is provided. Due to my personal circumstancesand lack of expertisein this
area I was neither in the position to nor qualified to support REFLECr. Although Laxmi
and Kiran are from Dang in Eastern Nepal, they possessedthe knowledge and skills to
take on this role. Whilst they are not native Gurung speakersthis has not hindered them
in supporting the project. Reflection is provided on the experience of this support
network in Chapter 5.

136Laxmi & Kiran have both given me their consent to use their names within this thesis, and other
publications and media and are fully aware of the context in which they are cited. They have both received
draft copies of my thesis and other publications and presentations,as discussedftuther in Chapter5.
137Full details listed in Appendix 4.4.
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Whilst not offidally employed as a 'support worker' Hitman Gurungý38,an ex KMITNC
has
Hitxnan
At
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insight.
from
Sikles,
invaluable
times
support and
provided
employee
his
Sikles
to
as
own studies, at times as my paid
on
my
visits
part
of
accompaniedme
translator and at other times as the request of the REFLECTparticipants. Being a Gurung
speakerfrom Sikles has obvious linguistic advantages,especially when interviewing the
older generationswithin the study area who are less at easespeaking Nepali. Through
ffitmarýs friendship valuable insight was gained from this friendship into the more subtle
He
Gurung
Sikles
in
culture.
of
and
nuances
complexities of social structures and systems
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4.2.3.3Changingmethods
The following two tables (rable 4.3 and 4A) provide an overview of the methodsI
field
Nepal.
The
importance
trips
to
the
in
the
of
employed
research process and
techniquesthat have mainly been used to inform this thesis and the subsýquentdata that
has been generatedcan be separatedinto two different categories(Table4.3): those that I
have actually employed myself and data I have collected during my visits to Nepal and
data that has been generated at the local level (mainly in the REFLECTcircles and in
Monitoring & Evaluation Workshops).

Table 4.3Techniques employed and sourcesof data
Information gathered in person
During field trips to Nepal: Detailed field notes through use of
reflexive diary
both
from
Interview
transcripts
structured
and
unstructured
interviews
Detailed notes on reflections of
general observations
Participant observation in REFLECT
circles
Group

discussions with REFLECT
participants
Observation of classes and activities
Participating and observing in M&E
workshops
Discussing key issues as presented in
newsletters and other media

Information generated locally
Process of discussion and reflection within
centres has resulted in variety of data :List of attendance according to age
gender and caste
Key words selected on an annual basis
by centres
Production of visual material such as
locally produced social and resource
maps, ranking exercises, preference
matrices.
Monitoring
& Evaluation
reports
basis
of
annual
produced
on
workshops
Field reports from Laxn-d & Kiran
following their visits to the study area
Email discussions with Laxmi & Kiran
regarding issues that arose out of
above process
I

138Likewise, Hitman has also given me his permissionto use his namewithin the thesis and a full draft copy
of my thesiswas provided to him in Jan 2004 for his critical commentsand feedback.
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Table 4.4 provides an overview of the field visits to Nepal and the different methods
first
different
demonstrates
in
It
the
times
that
the
employed at
within
researchperiod.
two years of the main researchperiod four trips were made to Nepal and a final trip was
first
(the
In
initial
two cycles) it
the
the
towards
the
made
end of
stages
researchperiod.
was important that I visited Nepal regularly in order to support the processand to gain
insight into the nature of the REFLECr centresfor my thesis. Thesetrips proved essential
in me being able to feedbackinformation to the funding body in Singapore.
Table 4.4 Overview of field visits in the main researchphase and methods used.
Date of

METHODS
employed
visit
REFLECTBEGINS
1998 Sept
Participate in the First Global REFLECT
Oct1998
3 weeks
conference in India
Observe REFLECT circles
Jan 1999
Interview facilitators
4 weeks
Informal discussions with participants & wider
Observe & monitor
'community'
REFLECTprocess
April 1999 6 weeks
Collect detail on issues key word actions arising

April 2000

Duration of visit
Focusof research

out of centres
Visit Sikles & Yangjakot
Observe centres & Produce video
Observe & participate in first M&E workshops in
Pokhara
Discuss issues with support workers
Laxmi
&
Ffitrnan
Kiran
Talk to other 'stakeholders'
Local level generation of information and process
of analysis continues in REFLECT centres
Information gathered by support workers
Monitoring & Evaluation workshops consolidate
experience on an annual basis
Material and information generated by local
facilitators
in Monitoring
and Evaluation
workshops
Email correspondence with support workers

4 weeks

Sept2000
April 2001
Sept 2001
April 2002
Sept2002
April 2003
Dec 2003

3 weeks

Aug - Oct
2004

Laxmi &
Visit UK

Kiran

U

C4

M
U
"t
U
LO
4
U
61

Field visit 3 weeks
Interviews
with
various
stakeholders and
interested partied, including ActionAid, ACAP,
Education Network,
World
Education and
Mountain Spirit
Unable to visit Sikles due to political unrest ence U
held a workshop in Pokhara for facilitators
Interviews discussions and paper presentations
plus joint papers
II

Dates in bold reflect field visit undertaken.
* Cyclesrefer to the years that the REFLECTcircles have beenrunning for.
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By exploring the data generatedand gathered through this processinsight is gained into
the extent to which REFLECTis an inclusive non-formal education programme that has
the potential to contribute to the promotion of radical transformatory participatory
development. This understanding is gained by reviewing a number of aspectssuch as:
examining literacy and communication improvements, including written, visual and
verbal skills, by exploring the key words and visual material generatedby the circles and
through exploring the participants' changing attitudes and feelings towards REFLECT;
exploring who has participated and why, with particular attention being paid to issuesof
gender, casteand age; examining the relationship between the key words generatedand
the actions undertaken by the REFLECT circles; and finally, by reflecting upon the
sustainability of the REFLECTprogramme in the Sikles sector and assessingthe extent to
which REFLECTis grounded at the local level.
I was aware of the issues raised in Chapter three, that genuine engagement in
participatory researchrequires the researcher,as well as policy makers and activists, to
actively disempower themselves in the research process (Burkey 1994, Holland &
Blackburn 1998,Moser 2001,Ruddick 2003). In order to do this I felt it was important to
reduce my visits to Nepal once REFLECThad been establishedin the study area. Whilst
financially the opportunity was available for me to travel to Nepal on an annual baSiS139
I
took the decision to reduce my visits to the field in order to encouragethe local capacity to
evaluate the outcomes, through the support mechanismsthat has been put in place, to
develop and hence reduce any potential dependency forn-ting upon myself. It was an
attempt to distance myself from the REFLECI7in order to reduce local expectationsthat I
was responsiblefor evaluating its outcomes.
In the main, my decision to not visit Nepal between April 2000and December2003was
basedupon the fact that I did not want to becomethat which I critiqued'40. I did not want
to dominate the evaluation processand felt my presenceat evaluation workshops may
influence their outcomes,as people would look to me for suggestionsfor future activities.
Saying this, I could have participated in these events as a participant observerand taken
steps to avoid this domination, but by visiting on an annual basis I risked the project
being seenas SaraParker's project rather than that of the people in the Sikles sectorwho

139The British Council funded Higher Education Link, established in 2000, and provided funds for an
exchange of staff between CERID and Liverpool John Moores. I felt it was important to provide
opportunitiesfor other people to visit Nepal as part of this exchange.
"" i. e. as my initial argument had been that ACAP dominated the evaluation processhence reducing the
capacity at the local level to engagein the evaluationprocess(Parker 1997).
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engagedin the REFLECr processon a daily and annual basis. Reflectionwill be made on
the consequencesof this decision later in the thesis. The support workers play an
important role in both supporting the process of REFLECr at the local level as well as
within my research process as they are required to transmit ideas, reports and issues
arising from M&E workshops.

Email played an important role in making this
communication possible. It was due to this support that I was able to make the decision
to not visit Nepal.
My decision, not to visit Nepal was further influenced by my changing personal
circumstances. In 1999 1 becamea mother for the first time when I gave birth to Jamie
Conan Doherty on August 16th. I travelled to Nepal twice whilst being pregnant with
Jamie. In April 2000 1 took Jamie, along with my husband Bob, to Nepal and SikleS141.
Engaging in the field whilst breastfeeding a small baby proved to be a rewarding, if at
times challenging, experience. According to my PhD proposal I had intended to return to
Nepal in April 2003 to carry out my final fieldwork research. However, as I had given
birth to my secondchild, my daughter Maya Louise Ellen Doherty, on August 28th2001,1
postponed this trip until the Decemberof that year. The thought of travelling to Nepal
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consider.
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coupled
until Maya was 2, and a little more responsiveto our requestsand commandSI42..
with work commitments of both my husband and myself, meant that we decided to
postpone this trip until December2003.
The impact of not visiting Nepal created a shift in information being gathered by myself
to information being sent to me via Laxmi & Kiran. It also increasedthe need for effective
Monitoring and Evaluation Workshops to take place in order to consolidate the
experienceof the facilitators on an annual basis. It also heightened the importance of the
support workers, not only in their ability to support the processof REFLECr at the 'local'
level but also as active agents in the researchprocessrequiring them to transmit ideas,
reports and issuesarising from M&E workshops and their field visits. Whilst recognising
there is limited internet accessin Nepal'43,this proved to be crucial in maintaining a

141The manual written by Wilson-Howarth & Ellis (1998) provided a useful source of ideas for travelling
abroadwith children especially in relation to health concerns.
142Like most children, both Jamie and Maya went through the phaseof doing the exact opposite of what you
askedthem to do, so 'don't touch that' would have the oppositeeffect!
143According to the World Bank (2003) data the number of personalcomputershas risen from 1.2 per 1,000
people in 1996 to 3.59 in 2001 with 60,000 Internet users. By 2004, according to Pudasaini(2004), there
were over 150,000Internet users. However, despitethesenumbersaccesscould be improved. The high cost
of phone calls, high concentration of population in rural areas (nearly 88%) having little accessto the
technology(Kandel 2003, Montgomery 2003, Shakya& Rauniar 2002).
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dialogue between the support workers and myself. Distancing myself from the field
would not have been possible without the ability to communicate quickly and effectively
via email. Laxmi & Kiran had accessto the Internet via a shop in Kathmandu as wen as
through other commercial outlets. The cost of this was taken into consideration when
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During the main researchperiod over 200 emails have been sent from Laxmi & Kiran'44.
These emails have provided a wealth of information that has been analysed and used
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overview of some of the key issuesthat need to be considered when conducting Internet
interviews. Within the context of this thesis, as noted above, the internet has provide a
useful means of maintaining connectionsand communications with the support workers
Laxmi & Kiran. Where information has been utilised care has been taken to ensure that
Laxmi & Kiran have been consulted and that the author has their informed consentto use
this information. Reflection will be made in the concluding chapter on the value of such
analysis. It is important to note that research via mechanism such as email and ICT,
though relatively new, is increasing,especiallywithin the post-modem genre of research,
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(Grbich 2004,Gubrium, & Holstein 2003).

Though I actively reduced my visits to Nepal, I continued to support the programme
through communicating findings sent to me from Nepal to Singaporeand have invested
time and energy in securing funding for REFLECTon an annual basis. Securingfunds for

144Most, although not all, of the emails Laxmi & Kiran have sent me have been filed in my email systemat
work, and as such provide a wealth of information into the researchprocess. They provide the researcher
with a record of the processof dialogue that can occur remotely during the researchprocess.Content analysis
of these emails has proved useful in cross checking issues and supporting certain issuesraised within the
findings Chapter, Chapter 5. Unfortunately, my replied to them were not saved hence only half of the
dialoguehas beenrecorded.
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the monitoring and evaluation workshops as well as the salariesfor the support workers,
Laxmi and Kiran, was vital in enabling me to withdraw this support and hence reduce
any potential dependencydeveloping between the project and myself. Reflectionson the
effectivenessand implications of these decisions are made in the concluding chapter.
Conclusions will be drawn on the extent to which I was able to meet the challenge of
using the researchprocessas a means of reducing inequalities (DARG 2002). Further it
will assessthe extent to which the researchaddressesissuesrelevant to those who have
been previously marginalised and its ability to unite understanding and action, or theory
and practice,where people are put at the centre of both (Edwards 1993).
In summary, the researchmethods utilised have changed over time. They evolved from
onesbasedon the principles associatedwith PRA, to onesbasedmore on the principles of
PAR. The researchto some extent is dependent on the REFLECTcircles functioning and
the willingness of the local participants to share their information with me. However, it
would have still been possible to complete my thesis without this process,although the
story that is told would be a different one. Whilst it did reduce my role in the evaluation
process,it also left me dependent upon my support workers and the participants in the
REFLECTprocess at the local level. Visiting Nepal in December2003 is an important
aspect of this thesis as it afforded the opportunity to take back my interpretations and
conclusionsof the processback into the field. It enabled me to reengagein the dialogical
processthat had initiated the researchprocessand reconfirmed the value of fieldtrips as
providing the opportunity for face-to-facediscussion. It enabled me to triangulate my
findings at the local level and proved fundamental to the researchprocess. In addition to
this funds were secured to enable Laxmi & Kiran to visit the UK in September2004 to
present a paper at the annual BAICE conferencein Brighton (Parker, Dhital & Bohara
2004). This opportunity also provided important time and space for reflection on the
researchprocessand henceis included in the time frame of this thesis.

4.Z4 The role of feedback
Researchersengaging in qualitative, collaborative action research often, though not
always, recognisethe importance of feeding back the findings from the researchprocess
to the participants engaged in that process. However, all too often information is
extracted and taken back to the 'home' country and institution and used for the
production of journal articles or the advancement of the researcher'scareer (Sidaway
1992, Hanlon 1991). This lack of feedback to the local level further highlights the
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imbalanceof power between the researchersand researched.Hanlon (1991)notes that
even in the caseof PhD students who have undertaken lengthy piecesof fieldwork their
findings are not communicated back into the field. This raisesethical issuesabout the
nature of fieldwork and the imbalancesof power that exist, especiallywhen researchers
are engagedin developmentresearch(asnoted in the DARG ethical guidelines). Whilst
researcherscannot deny their privileged position in the researchprocess,mechanismscan
be put in pace to ensurethat the processis responsible,sensitiveand accountableat the
local level and thereforeasethical aspossible.
Feedingback findings from the researchprocessis an integral part of the PAR process.
Without it participation is limited to being extractiveand externallyowned. Researchthat
does not feed back to the local level can only be classedas RRA becausetrue PAR is a
cyclical processof reflection and analysisby all thoseengagedin the researchin question.
The information also needsto be provided in appropriate forms as a number of authors
note that developmentresearchis often inaccessibleto the participants consulted either
through lack of feedbackor through the use of reports that are not written for their target
audiences.Unlessinformation gained through the PRA processis communicatedback to
the participants the researchwill suffer from thesesame criticisms. Without sufficient
feedback of findings into the field it cannot be claimed that there has been genuine
participation in the researchprocess. This will result in the PAR processnot realising its
full potential. If researchis to truly be a dialogical process,as authors such as England
(1994)and Tandon (1981)suggest,then appropriatefeedbackis neededin order to create
dialogue. In order to addresstheseproblems,findings need to be written up into short
reports, newsletters, presentations,video production or whatever medium is most
appropriatefor the community involved'45.
Verbal feedback is also important to enable people to share their ideas on the conclusions
drawn from the previous research,46. The importance of the frequency of visiting Nepal
cannot be underestimated in the feedback and research process discussed above.
However, even where the opportunity to return does not present itself it is important to
feedback reports and other material resulting from the research process back to the people

145Some communities
may find other forms of feedbackmore appropriatesuch as through video, radio,
dramaor songs.
146During
my visits within the Annapurna Area I have come across a number of 'researchers'from
undergraduatestudentsto established'academics'yet very seldomhave I seentheir findings fed back to the
local level and often not evento the staff within the projectwho havethe ability to makesuchwork avai-lable
to a wider audience.ACAP staff in particularhaveexpressedto me their frustrationat this lack of respect.
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who have participated in the researchprocess in the most appropriate forms possible.
Such work can also inform future researchers and prevent them asking the same
questions to the same people and hence creating a feeling of researchfatigue within the
communities in which it takes place. Equally, however, it may contribute to the 'project'
bias discussedby Chambers (1983)by focusing other researchers'attention on the project
under investigation.
Robertson (2000: 307) highlights the fact that "action researchersoften experience a
complicated research process,not only when conducting their research,but also when
trying to report their processesand findings". A variety of diverse feedbackmechanisms
have been employed to present thesefindings back to the stakeholders,both in Nepal and
Singapore. ff my methods can be classed as 'bricolage' then so can my outputs. -This
thesis does not stand along as a sole product but lies within a range of products, some
written conventional and others less so. From the very start I have made consciousefforts
to feedback my research finding to Nepal be it in the form of reports, newsletters or
sending papers I have either published or presentedto Nepal for feedback.
In the preliminary researchinitially this feedbackwas through verbal communication. In
December1997 the report written by Parker and Sands (1997)147wastaken to Nepal in
order to gain feedback on our findings (see Appendix 4.5 for examples). In the
preliminary research phase findings were personally disseminated and fed back to
stakeholdersin a variety of formats: comprehensivereport to the KMTNC/ACAP and key informants/ stakeholder
1997148).
at the village level (seeParker & Sands
"A
summary of this report in both English and Nepali to make it more widely
accessible.
" Short newsletters,in both English and Nepali, to a wider audience.
" Interviews and discussion were held in person with both ACAP staff and people
in Sikles.

"A

During the main researchphase the same strategy was employed and in addition draft
copies of papers to be presented at conferenceswere emailed to support workers and
interested parties (such as ACAP, ActionAid Nepal and Education Network), a paper was
presented at a Diaolgue sessionin CERID in January 2004and a draft copy of my thesis
was taken to Nepal in January 2004 and the key issues discussed with various
stakeholders. These were well received and appreciated by the participants and

147Including a summaryof this report in both English & Nepali in
order to make it more widely available.
14'This report is availableat hq: //Nv,
htm
%vw.
staff.liýdm.ac.uk/SOCSPARK/researebinterests.
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facilitated a processof feedback and validation that was fruitful to the evolution of the
researchfocus.
By including photographs in the newsletter it also enabled other people to be drawn into
the circle of participants, as they were keen to seewhat the newsletter covered'49.During
the field visit in April 2000 1 also made a short video of the REFLEcr processto try to
capture the essenceof the project (Appendix 4.5). The voices of Conan Leavey and
11itmanGurung provided the narrative resulting in it being available in both English and
Nepali. This was sent back to the people in Sikles, ACAP and Singapore. Ideally the
based
been
have
video would
on a more participatory approach'50. Unfortunately
also
time constraintsprevented this.
Also since start of PFFLECr reports from Laxmi & Kiran, Monitoring and Evaluation
Reportsand reports from training workshops have also been essentialin terms of feeding
back information to- me and to wider audiences'51.These media also proved useful in
securing funding from UWSCEA to support the introduction of REFLECT. There were
important feedback implications of this processand researchfindings not only had to be
communicatedback to the local level but also I becamethe 'key person' in communicating
outcomes from the REFLECTprogramme to the Global Concerns Project in Singapore.
Feeding back draft papers and my thesis to the local level resulted in some useful
commentsfrom the local level, including the note that the preferred term within Sikles for
the 'Daht community' was traditional occupational caste. Whilst recognising not many
people will actually read my whole thesis it has proved useful to provide Laxmi, Kiran
and Hitman with a copy and also to discuss some of the key issues arising from my
researchwith staff at ACAP during the field visit in December2003.

Wider issues - fluidity and action oriented research.
The detail provided here has demonstratedthat action-orientedresearchis indeed a
messyandcomplexprocess.Thereflectionsprovidedstressthe importanceof researchers

4.3

makingthe researchprocessastransparentaspossible.This is supportedby the dialogue
betweenGreenwood(2002)and others, such as Dick (2003),Gustavsen(2003,2004),

149Unfortunately the first newsletterwas not produced in Nepali. However, subsequentnewsletterswere.
150SeeKindon (2003) & White (2003) for insights into use of participatory video production and its potential
to destabilisehierarchicalpower relations in the researchprocess.
151Copies of thesereports are available from REFLECT centresin Sikles and also from EducationNetwork
in Kathmandu. Work is underwayto make them accessibleon line.
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Reason (2003), Shotter (2003) and Streck (2W3)152,into the unfulfilled promises and unmet
challenges of action research. Greenwood (2004) concludes that action researchers need to
details
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process as well as the outcome of the action research processim. Before concluding this
chapter and moving on to explore and assess the outcomes of the research process a
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considered and finally reflections are provided on a number of key ethical issues that
underpin this thesis.

4.3.1 My changing role
Action-orientedresearchtheoreticallyplacesthe researcherand researchedon a more
evenkeel. The researcherneedsto have the ability to engagein a collaborativeprocess
and the skills to listen,learnand reflectupon the processin order to clearlycommunicate
the contextin which the researchtook place. Accordingto Finn (1996)the researchmust
be ableto engagewith the communityor group and be an activelistener. Interpersonal
skills are thereforeessential.The researchalsoneedsto truly embracethe philosophical
(1996)
Cornwall
knowledge
is
that
notes the
valid.
position
all are equal and all
having the ability to promotedialoguenot only betweenthe
importanceof researchers
between
involved.
Being
but
the
willing to
participants
researchand participants
also
adopt participatorytechniquesto facilitatethis processis alsoimportant. It is important
that the researcheris willing and ableto learn the priorities of thosewho are engagedin
the processof dialogue(Dudley1993).It is difficult for the researcherto claim that they
havedevelopedtheseskills asthe questionis raisedaccordingto whom and how do you
know? Reflectionsareprovidedon this in Chapter5.
Whilst going back and forth from Sil-desI have been accompaniedby a variety of people'-54
and this has had a noticeable impact on the discussionsI have had. Thesevisits have all
enriched my experience of Nepal and helped to deepen my understanding through

152This debatehas taken place in the journal Conceptsand Transformationsand taken together form a useful
contribution to the action researchdiscourse.
153Though equally he acknowledgesthe barriers that are presentedto researchersattempting to publish such
rich and detailedtexts, including himself.
1541 have returned to Sikles with my father (1995), my brother (1999), my friends and colleagues(1996,
1998,1999), with a group of undergraduatestudents (1999) and with my husband and children (2000 &
2003).
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conversations we have had between ourselves and with people in Nepal. Being
accompaniedon a visit by my colleagueRoseSandsin 1996provided extremely helpful in
giving me a friend with whom I could talk through my ideas and gain a different
perspective both whilst in Nepal and back at home in Liverpool. Visiting with family
membershas also enriched my relationships with people in Sikles who have seenme in
the role of daughter, sister, single woman, pregnant wife and mother. The impact of these
changeswas clearly evident to me when I visited Nepal whilst pregnant and the change
in the womenýsconversation with me and opennessin sharing personal information was
noticeable. I too becameinterested in different aspectsof the womees life as my own life
circumstanceschanged. I look forward to sharing future experienceswith people I know
in the coming years.
It is clearly evident from the above account that my role in the researchhas changed over
the researchperiod. It has highlighted my changing role within the researchprocessand
the multiple methods that have been utilised along the way. In some ways my research
journey has gone full circle as in writing this thesis I am placing myself in the role of
11
external observer' andexpert' in passingmy judgements.

4.3.2 Changing political situation
During the researchperiod there has beenan increasinglevel of political instability in
Nepal,asdiscussedin Chapter2, section2.1. Followingthe reintroductionof democracy
in 1990,locallevel electionswereheld in 1992whilst I was living in Sikles. This gaveme
first hand experienceof the subtlecomplexitiesof democracyat the local level1%.The
People'sWar was launchedin February1996and has developedand spreadthroughout
Nepal over the past eight years. The situation did not impact upon my visits between
1996and 2000156as
the uprising wasconfinedin the main to FarWesternand FarEastern
partsof Nepal. It was not until the Stateof Emergencywas declaredin November2001
that the so-called'insurgency'becamea internationalissuebecamea causefor personal
concernand safety.

135The person electedto be the local VDC
representativewas not the samepersonelectedto be on ACAP's
CAMC and led to the pending resignation of the CAMC Chairman from the committee as he felt there was a
lack of support. ACAP had to hold a number of meetingsat the ward and village level to resolvethis conflict
which resulted in the Chairmanremaining in post due to the local support for him to remain in Us position.
156It did affect the areaswe visited as part of the REFLECT Global ConferenceProgrammefor some areas
were deemedunsafeto visit. It was also a noticeable area of concern in EasternNepal where some of the
battles were being fought out. The atmospherein the Saptari district was very different from that in the
Kaski district and ACA as a whole.
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By the time of my visit in 2003-2004the changein atmospherewas noticeable. ACAP had
withdrawn its operations from the Southern Sector of the ACA following attacks by
Maoists on ACAP offices (Basnyat 2003). Warnings were provided and no one was
injured but in both Ghandruk and Sikles the offices were ransackedand set on fire. As a
result ACAP employees,including those from Sikles, have relocated to Pokhara. Within
Nepal there is also a senseof uneasein travelling in areaswhere you are not from. This is
due to the fear of being either challengedor abducted by the Maoists or accusedof being a
Maoist by the Government security forces. This has led to a general feeling of distrust
amongst the population. As a result of this Laxmi & Kiran have not visited Sikles since
August 2003. Although fl-ds creates some problems and barriers in supporting the
Chalphal Kendra processtheseare not insurmountable. This forms the basis of the paper
co-presentedby Parker, Dhital & Bohara (2004).
My trip in December2003however was also affectedby the political situation, as I did not
visit Sikles at this time. I was strongly advised by friends and colleaguesnot to visit
Sikles until the political situation was more settled. Due to the fact that I was travelling
with my family and was constrainedby time I took this advice. My fear was not so much
being accusedof being a Maoist or supporter of ACAP but rather a fear of being caught in
between the two. If I had been travelling alone, without family responsibilities, I would
probably have gone to Sikles. However as a mother of two and given the consistencyof
the advice not to go it was a risk I was unable to take. In order to discuss issueswith
people from Sikles a local workshop was held in Pokhara for facilitators and other key
stakeholdersand I saw as many people as I could from Sikles whilst they were visiting
Pokhara (seeChapter 5 for details).

4.3.3 Ethkat Issues
As noted previously a range of ethical guidelines exist to inform researchersin their
deliberations in the field of research. In the main they centre around issues such as;
ensuring the researchaims are explicit and the researchis conducted in an ethical and
honest manner, gaining informed consent and ensuring participants are aware of the
research aims and objectives; ensuring informed consentis obtained in the research
process and considerations of confidentiality. Madge (1997)argues that research with
developing areas(and indeed all research)should aim to do no harm, have the potential
to do good, recognisethe positionality of research,ensureinformed consentis gained and
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157Detailed guidelinesregarding confidentiality and consentcan be found on this web site.
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being told. Using a variety of formats for feeding back information, as highlighted above,
was central to seekingpeople's permission to tell their story.
The DARG guidelines however further suggest "it is imperative that the identities of
respondents are protected... and "thus appropriate mechanismsshould be deployed to
guaranteeconfidentiality and anonymity.... no other consideration should be allowed to
supersedethis fundamental principle. Respondentshave the right to confidentiality and
privacy" (DARG 2002:2). This is supported by the ESDS(2003-2004)guidelines that state
"they [both researchersand participants] must feel confident that there win be no adverse
consequencesof the research, including, if they wish, the preservation of anonymity"
(ibid.:1). The subtle difference between the two however lies in the phrase 'if they wisY.
Wifl-dn the field of action-oriented researchthe principle of anonymity is not as clear-cut
as this. Participants may, for a variety of reasons,wish to be explicitly named. What does
the researcherdo when participants explicitly request to be named, not only in their work
but also in other media resulting from the researchprocess,in this casemonitoring and
evaluation reports, newsletters and videos'58. Acaden-dcconvention suggests that in
sensitive researchall participants should be given pseudonyms (Punch, 1998). Yet, even
in sensitiveresearch,participants may request to be named and it cannot be assumedthat
the participants are unaware of the outcomes of the use of this information. In such
circumstancesthe researchermust negotiate with the participant to reacha resolution that
all parties are happy with. All parties must be satisfied that there will be no adverse
impacts from the dissemination of the researchfindings. One pertinent area where this
has come in to play within this thesis has been over the use of information regarding the
increasingly unstable political situation. Also some information has been given in
confidence and requestshave been made not to include it in any written reports. These
requestshave always been honoured. In relation to the political situation discussing any
issue that may have unintended consequenceshas been avoided.
When jointly writing the paper for the BAICE conference that specifically focused on
Education in the 21stCentury: conflict, reconciliation and reconstruction,the authors were
presented with a series of decisions (Parker, Dhital and Bohara 2004). Whilst we
discussed the issues in general we avoided using detailed information gained through
interviews and personal experiences,as we were unsure of the unintended consequences
this may have. The importance of not telling stories and using information also became

138Video footage is one form of media where preserving anonymity is particularly difficult. Equally coauthoring reports removesthe possibility of anonymity (Moller 1998).
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Issues and ideas were kept very general in order to avoid any
misrepresentation. As a result the paper may have lacked the depth and quality it could

apparent.

have portrayed but we all felt comfortable with the final product. Texts containing such
reflections need to be written collaboratively with people from the local level if their
views are to be respectedand full permission sought. This may be an area for future
research.Wid-dn this thesis care has been taken to avoid using any information that could
endangerlocal people. The impact of the political situation in Nepal is consideredfurther
in Chapter S.

Two different approaches have been adopted within this thesis to resolve these
challenges. Firstly, participants and facilitators in the REFLECTcircles at the local level
have repeatedly requestedto be named in newsletters,reports and also within this thesis.
Annual reports have been written by Laxmi & Kiran based on the monitoring and
evaluation workshops. These have been written in Nepah and then translated into
English for the benefit of a wider audience and myself. The decision was taken by the
participants to use their real names in these reports as people are very proud to seetheir
names in print. As a result of this, and due to demand from the local level, real names
have been included in my thesis where appropriate. In the main this relates to
information from the facilitators and statementsfrom the participants that relate directly
to their experiencesof REFLECT. Feeding back information in a variety of formats and
giving people the opportunity to comment on draft copies of work has also ensured
consent was reconfirmed. In addition to this the issue of consent and anonymity was
discussed at a workshop held in Pokhara. in January 2004 with facilitators and key
stakeholders. Laxmi & Kiran have also discussedthe key issueswith participants to help
ensure that the information has been verbally fed back to the local level. Secondly,
information gleaned from interviews conducted with organisations,or key stakeholders
and friends at the local level have been made relatively anonymous'59through referring to
their position within the organisation or community. Where names appear the full
consentof the individual has been given. Extractionsfrom field diaries however are more
difficult to ensure consent has been gained. For this type of material other means of
identifying the participants have been employed, such as referring to their position in an

159Some investigative work would result in these
people being identified and this is a problem that faces all
researchersconducting researchwith a small organisationor community. There is usually only one Project
Director for example or one Village Development Chairman. This reinforces the need for researchersto
demonstrateintegrity, sensitivity and respectin using information gatheredin the filed.
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organisation or relationship to myself, unless of course I have acquired the participan&
full consent.
The participants in the research process wished to have their names included and
although they are unlikely to ever read the final product the other material such as
day
I am
At
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accountable to the people who have participated willingly and freely in my research
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information being misconstrued and attributed to another member of the community.
Sidaway (1992)calls for researchersto be more aware of unintentional outcomes of the
research process. Yet as Robson (1997)points out this can prevent us from acting or
does
So
be
this
the
our
work.
repercussions
of
where
researchingas we can never sure of
leave us? Dove (1999)urges researchersto worry less about the unintended consequences
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avoiding any claims to objectivity (Fuller 1999). The Golden Rule suggested by Zeni
(1998: 17) is that researchersask themselves questions such as "what are the likely
consequencesof this research? How well do they fit with my own values and priorities?
ff I were a participant, would I want this researchto be done? What changes might I
dilemmas
feel
(2000),
"
&
Leslie
in
Scheyvens;
the
to
exploring
ethical
make
comfortable?
of engaging in development fieldwork conclude that "genuine respect for local people
and customs, flexibility in the researchdesign, a senseof humour and a willingness to
shareone's own experiencewith researchparticipants, are all critical" (ibid.:129).
The literature notes that analysing and utilising data coRectedby emerging forms of
communication, such as the email and internet, presentsresearcherswith new chaRenges
and it is imperative that reflection is made on these and that guidelines are produced to
set ethical standards. It is important to note that care has always been taken to avoid
asking potentiaRy controversial or political questions in email during the research
process. Whilst in Nepal in January 20041 felt uncomfortable talking about the political
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situation and have avoided asking any questions in relation to the conflict over the
Internet. Having the time and spacein the privacy of my home during the visit of Laxmi
and Kiran to the UK, as well as writing the paper presented at BAICE in September2004,
provided an invaluable opportunity to explore the political situation in Nepal in more
detail. Someof the issue that emergedfrom thesediscussionswill form the basis of future
research.
Action researchand working closely with communities presents a number of challenges
in the writing up of the research (Robertson2000). Whilst the researchprocessmay be
collaborative in nature the writing of the researchprocesshowever often falls solely to the
person more traditionally associatedwith that of researcher,in this case myself. This
responsibility reinforces the inequality that exits within action-oriented research. This is
summed up by Reason(1994:325) when he states"the paradox of writing about research
with people is that I cannot do it alone". This thesis would not have been possible
without the participation of people in Nepal in an action researchprocess. The detailed
reflections above are my attempt to pay tribute to the people who have participated in
this action research. Total active participation, where participants are involved in the
whole process, means that they too should be involved in the analysis and
communication of the findings to a wider audience.
It cannot be avoided that regardless of the techniques 'employed during the research
process, "the researcher who writes up the account remains in the more powerful
position" (Olesen2000:231). There is no escapingthat this thesis is my own construct
and in completing it my own position becomeselevated. Equally at the local level, Laxmi
& Kiran have been responsible for writing reports based on the monitoring and
evaluation workshops. These have been fed back to the local level, in Nepali, and
translated into English for a wider audience. Yet the participants in the REFLECr centres
have limited literacy skills hence rendering this feedback practically inaccessible. Such
barriers reinforce the value of field visits by support workers and other forms of dialogue
such as group meetings at the local level. Gatenby & Humphries (2000) discuss the
difficulty in generating new and exciting means of disseminating researchand note the
tendency to conform to academic articles. They suggest other more imaginative means
such as storybooks, photographic studies or autobiographical accounts and stress the
importance of speaking to wider audiencesto share experiences. Overall, within actionoriented research it is important to produce multiple means of disseminating the
experienceto encouragedialogue with a wider audience. This thesis representsonly one
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form of feedbackbut is an important one as it provides the spaceto reflect in depth on
both the outcomesand the researchprocess.

4.4 Summary and conclusions
This chapterhasprovidedan overviewof the researchjourneythat hasculminatedin this
thesis. It has demonstratedhow the researchundertaken has moved from being
participatoryin natureto a moreaction-orientedprocess.Engagingin the action-oriented
researchhasgenerateda vast amountof information,both collectedfirst handand via the
mechanismsdiscussedabove. My role in this thesis is to make senseof all the
informationthat hasbeengatheredand to reflectupon the processby which it hasbeen
generated. In order to do this, I need to analyse,summariseand reflect upon the
outcomesand implicationsof the research.I havenoted abovethat this thesisis only one
mediumfor telling tliTsstoryand a variety of lesslengthyformshavealsobeenproduced.
This thesisis howevermy spaceto explorethe issuesand experiences
of this processin
detail. Theresearchpresentedherereflectsthe way theseissuesareseenthroughmy eyes
andis thereforeconstructedby my biases,opinionsand participation.
Along with participation records, material generated by the different centres has been
analysedto gain insight into the key areasof concern being raised at the local level. This
information provides us with a rich insight into the nature of the REFLECr centres and
the impacts that this is having at the local level. Additionally interviews, observationsand
field diaries have been explored in order to gain further insight into the outcomes of
REFLECr. A complex dialogue has taken placebetween myself and support workers that
has enriched the researchprocessand proved invaluable in gaining a clear picture of the
changestaking place at the local level and the complexities of being engagedin a process
AOR in a remote community. The next chapter now moves to provide insight into
experienceand outcomesof REFLECr in the Sikles sectorof the ACAP from 1998to 2004.
By analysing information generatedin the study area and through critically reflecting on
the researchprocess it will address the question to what extent does REFLECr offer a
model approach to non-formal education to organisations, communities and individuals
wishing to engagein a processof locally controlled participatory development. Basedon
this analysis, conclusions will also be made into the successesand challenges of both
REFLECr at the local level and the wider lessonsthat can be drawn from engaging in a
processof action-orientedresearch.
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s CHAPTER FIVE

REFLECT in the Sikles sector of the ACAP

5.1 Introduction
Chapter two discussed how I became involved in supporting the introduction of
REFLECTinto the Sikles sector of the Annapurna Conservation Area in 1998. This was a
direct result of my previous researchin the area and the demands that I had found for
non-formal education programmes. As previously noted ACAP decided that they were
unable to provide any further education programmes in the area at that time. This
chapter focuses on the outcomes of introducing REFLECTinto the Sikles sector of the
ACAP. It explores in detail some of the opportunities and changes that have resulted
from REFLECTat the local level. It also highlights some of the tensions associatedwith
the process. Critical reflection is also provided on the nature of the researchprocessand
consideration given to the lessons that can be drawn from my experience of actionoriented research. Before moving on to theseissuesit is important to oupine the support
framework that was establishedat the local level.

5.1.1 Supporting networks and logistical issues
As ACAP had not taken on any role in supporting the introduction of REFLECTinto the
study area it was imperative that a support system was created. To some extent this
already existed due to people expressing an interest in the approach in the preliminary
research. Local people, membersof the Ama Toli, local leaders and other membersof the
community had all expressedan interest in helping facilitate a new non-formal education
programme in the area. REFLECTrequired the skill and expertise,as well as contacts,of
both ActionAid Nepal and Education Network'60. Through emailing ActionAid Nepal
and with the help of the OIC in Sikles;a link was made between the people who wanted to
be trained in REFLECT and a training event in the Gorkha District in October, 1998.
Following this training and given changesin the way in which REFLECTwas supported
within Nepall6l, Education Network were also enlisted to provide support for monitoring
and evaluation workshops as well as for future training events. The introduction of
REFLECT into the Sikles Sector of the ACAP drew upon both formal and informal
support networks (Diagram 5.1).

160The role thesetwo organisations
play in relation to REFLECT in Nepal was outlined in Chapter3, Section
3.5.3.
161Education Network became the
main organisation responsible for the provision of training and
coordinationof support for REFLECT within Nepal (seep 106).
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Diagram 5.1 Support network of REFLECIr process in Sikles sector
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It was also vital that a source of funding was securedfor both the running of the project
and for the support of REFLECT (through the work of Laxmi & Kiran and also via
monitoring and evaluation workshops). Following the one off grant awarded by United
World College South East Asia (UWCSEA), a bid was made to the Global Concerns
Committee162
for further funding to support REFLECTin the study area. As previously
noted, Global Concerns provided the initial funds for training due to the long-standing
relationship that existed between UWCSEA and Sikles (Box 1.1). At the end of the first
for
further
funding.
bid
This bid was
UWCSEA
Global
Concerns
to
cycle'63a
was written
successfuland securedfunds for the running of the centres,the support-workers' salaries
and, equally important, for annual training and evaluation workshops. Funding
requirements rose as the centres spread but always remained below :E4,000a year and
have been reduced on an annual basis since 2002. My role was that of external facilitator
or interlocutor, as I provided the link between the local people in the Sikles sector,
Education Network and the funding body, UWCSEA, in Singapore. I wrote the initial
report requesting funding and have fed back information to the College on an annual
basisin order to maintain funding commitment. Gaining funds to support the REFLECT

162SeeDiagram 4.3 for details.
163In the first cycle I personally contributed to the ninning of the three centresuntil funds were secured.
Before funding could be secured from Global Concerns a bid had to be written and submitted for
considerationwith more detail being neededon the project and its potential outcomes.
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project was integral to the whole process. My role was to conununicate progress arising
from the local level to the donor agency in Singapore and to submit a bid on an annual
basisfor funds.

Whilst a number of people have supported REFLECT within the Sikles sector, it is
important to note the support provided in the initial stagesby Ram Chandra, the OIC of
ACAP posted in Sikles, Nepal. He played an important role in communicating between
the villagers in Sikles and myself and with the training providers. Communication with
Sikles is difficult at the best of times and in 1998 from the UK was practically
impossible'64.Ram Chandra's support was vital, as he would not only relay messagesI
sent via ACAP but also email during his visits to Pokhara. Also, in the first year he was
responsiblefor the distribution of salariesand the purchase of essentialmaterials such as
blackboardsand night lamps. Initially Ram Chandra gave this support in his free time, in
some casesusing up annual leave, but this work fell outside the official remit of his job
and therefore was not sustainable. As discussedin the previous chapter (Section4.2.3.2)
Laxmi and Kiran were taken on to support the project'65. Securing funding for training
and evaluation workshops ensured that evaluation was embedded in the processat the
local level. This is seen as vital to the REFLECT' approach (CIRAC 2003, Education
Network 2004,Friedrich & Jellema2003,Popkins;1998).

5.1.2 Introduction of REFLECT into the Sikles sector of the A CAP
5.1.2.1Selectionoffacilitatorsand training
In September1998,four peoplefrom the Siklessectorof the ACAP attendeda training
sessionorganisedby United Mission to Nepal (UMN) in Ghorkha. The participantsin
this training were chosenthrough discussionswith Ama Toli groups,local leadersand
socialactivists,and ACAP staff in Sikles. During my field visit in April 1998onewoman,
GangaMaya Gurungfrom Dhaprangtharin Sikles,had beenconsistentlymentionedasa
potential candidatedue to her skills in running the ACAPs Adult Literacy Classesin
Dhaprangtharand thereforehad experienceof teachingeveningclasses.Shewas also
known to be an activememberof the community. This wasbasedon her work previously

164The one phone in the village had never worked during my many visits and mail was both slow and
unreliable. Communicating via ACAP's radio system and email was the most effect means of
communicatingwith people in Sikles.
165This is discussedin detail in section 4.2.3.2 though it is worth noting here that Laxmi visited the field
more frequently in the initial stagesof the programme when more support was neededand in responseto
requestsfrom the local level. She also organisedand ran training and M&E workshops and provided a link
betweenthe local level and EducationNetwork.
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a Health Worker, a member of the lah GurasCommittee and an employeein ACAP's Day
Care Centres. I have known Ganga Maya since 1992.1 had observedGanga Mayas, class
in 1996(Box 2.3:40). Bhadra Bir Nepali (from the Sarki/cobbler caste)was also chosento
run a class for non-Gurungs in the neighbouring village of Parche. Two other women
were selected from two different villages to be trained as facilitators, Renuka Gurung
from Yangjakot and another female from Bhachowck'66. Local leaders and the wider
community were consulted in the selectionprocessthrough ward level meetings.
The training sessionprovided orientation into the underlying philosophy of REFLECT
and was very participatory in nature167. It covered issues such as active and passive
participation and group discussions about the difference between domesticating and
liberating educationi Participants kept a diary of events and ideas that they could refer
back to when they were in the field. The role of the 'teacher' versus the role of a facilitator
was covered and the REFLECTmethodology was presented. Key words were selectedby
the participants to demonstrate the process of linking literacy acquisition to the
participatory visualising process and discussion in the circles. When interviewed in
October 1998,Ganga Maya was very enthusiastic about the training and was keen to put
it into practice. At that time shefelt that "the peopleof Siklesdo not understandit (REFLEC7)
very well. I havetalkedto all thevillageleadersin Siklesbut IfOund themto benot very interested
in theREFLECTapproach.I knowmanywomenwho want to attenda literacyclassthough. The
trainerfrom UMN hasencouraged
mevery well and I am trying to developtheREFLECTclassin
Sikleswith a differentname" (perscomm.Oct 1998). As a result of this training, and her
obvious enthusiasm, Ganga.Maya was the first person to establish a REFLECTcircle in
November 1998. By January 1999 a circle had also been established in Yangjakot.
Unfortunately, Bhadra fell ill with jaundice soon after the training event, but despite this
setback he started his own circle in Parchein February 1999.

5.1.2.2ChalphalKendras- DiscussionCentres
The issue highlighted above by Ganga Maya regarding the lack of understanding of
REFLECr is understandable given that it is a new approach to literacy. The term
REFLECr has no meaning within the Sikles sectoras the people have had no contact with
Actionaid or other organisationswith experienceof REFLECr. It was therefore up to the

166This person married soon after the training
and therefore never establisheda REFLECT circle and hence
this area has been excluded from the study. It is worth noting the impact of marriage upon the work of
women as they move to new areasand are often unableto put their training to good use.
167This was in pan due to the fact that the Mother Manual
was not adopted as a training tool in Nepal, as
noted in Chapter3.
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three people who had received orientation training to spread the messageamongst their
own communities. When the circles were first establishedin Sikles the participants talked
at length about what to call this new approach to literacy. The term 'REFLECT' meant
very little to local people. This has been noted at the global level with nearly 60% of
organisationsinvolved in REFLECTusing local terms for REFLECT(CIRAC 2001). After
discussingthis in the circles,the participants chosethe phrase 'Chalphal Kendra' meaning
'Discussion Centre' in Nepali. This name emphasisesthe value placed upon discussing
issueswithin REFLECTcircles and therefore when talking about REFLECTcircles in the
Sikles sector the terms Discussion Centres (DCs) or Chalphal Kendras shall be used
interchangeably. REFLECTcircles shall be used to make generalisedcommentsabout the
processor refer to examplesfrom other localities. Each year that the discussion centres
have been running will be referred to as a 'cycle' and there have been 5 cycles in total.
Further insights into the complexities of participation can be gained from examining
levels,
in the
levels,
to
and
repeat
participation
participation
according age, gender, caste
subsequentcyclesof the DiscussionCentres.

5.2 Participating in Chalphal Kendras: insights from the field
5.Z1 Spread of Chalphal Kendras
The first cycle of the Chalphal,Kendra was crucial to the subsequentdevelopments.
Newsspreadof the experienceof the ChalphalKendrasand local peoplefrom the wider
community (i.e. outside the wards in which it was operating)showed an interest in
starting their own centres. Hence the following year, nine Chalphal Kendraswere
establishedand the year after that ten. The geographicalwards within the villages
determineparticipationin the ChalphalKendras. Participantsin eachcentrelive in the
ward in which it runs. Map 5.1 showsthat in Siklessomewards haveestablishedmore
than onecentre. In Yangjakotthreecentreswere establishedin threedifferentwardsbut
in the pasttwo yearstwo of thesehavecloseddue mainly to political unrest'68.However,
new centres;
establishedin Siklesresultedin an increasingnumberof peopleparticipating
in the Chalphal,Kendras.

168Reflections on the impact of political unrest on the Chalphal Kendra are provided later, Section5.6.
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Map 5.1 Map showing Chalphal Kendras and date established in Sikles & Parche
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5.2.2 Overafi participation
5.2.2.1 Overall levels
With the spread of the REFLECT approach to other wards within the villages of Sikles,
Parche and Yangjakot, the number of people participating in the programme increased
from 37 in cycle one to over 100 by the end of cycle 5 (See below Figure 5.1). It also
demonstrates that these increased participation levels have been sustained over the past 5
years. At the global level 76% of organisations report that REFLECT centres have a life
span of less than two years (CIRAC 2001). The centres in Sikles have now been running
for over 5 years and are continuing to do so, making them quite unusual.

Figure 5.1 Overview of participants in Chalphal Kendras
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DCs ran in the evening on a regular basis, six times a week except Saturdays, from about
7.00pm to 9.00pm.

Occasionally

other interested

centres were doing, and through

parties would

this process the wider

also visit to see what the

community

came to know about

the centres. In total, 12 centres have opened and 3 have closed. Of the 3 centres that have
closed, two were in Yangjakot
behind the closure.
fear of travelling

Within

and political

Sikles the Chalphal

unrest has been cited as the main reason
Kendra in Savathar has also closed due to

in the area at night169.

The data represents the regular participants attending towards the end of the cycle. Data
on participation levels only give a snap shot of information, they will change throughout
the year as people come and go. The literature suggests that at the global level the
average number of participants in each REFLECT circle hes between 10 and 20 (CIRAC
2001). In the second cycle a number of the centres had over 20 participants attending,
however this stabilised in the following years with each Chalphal Kendra having between
11 and 14 participants attending on a regular basis (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2 Overview of participants in Chalphal Kendras by Ward.
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assumptions about the success of the REFLECT

approach based on the participation rates alone. The opening of new centres can seem
like a positive indicator of the spread of the approach. On the other hand it may hide
conflict within the communities.

The case of Harpurthar serves to illustrate this point.

Harpurthar is geographically located on a particularly steep slope and the first Chalphal
Kendra centre established was located at the top of the ward. In this area there is a high

169Laxmi
confirmed this increasing level of fear in an email on 28/08/2002.
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concentrationof people from the Gurung 16 clan (lesswealthy as noted in Chapter 1: 10).
In 2001,women living at the lower end of the ward, mainly from the more prestigious 4
clan, requestedthat a separatecentre be establishedfor them at the bottom of the ward.
The main reasongiven was that they di(&t want to travel up to the top of the village late
at night. As a result of this a facilitator was selected and trained and a new centre
establishedin September2001. However in discussing this decision further with Laxn-d
and Kiran, it emergedthat the women at the lower end of the ward did not want to attend
the other centre as it is in a less prestigious part of the community and some tensions
existedbetween the different factions of Gurungs.
Such tensions are hard to discuss in the field as many people deny the existenceof, or
significance of, such internal divisions, although everyone knows who belongs to which
clan. A secondcentre could be seenas widening participation yet equally it could be seen
to be reinforcing internal divisions. Reasonsfor establishing centres are complex with
each centre having its own unique rationale. Most sources feel that the three centres
running in Dhaprangthar are due to the high level of demand from within the community
to become literate (although an overview of literacy levels in Sikles suggeststhere is a
relatively high level of literacy in Dhaprangthar). However, the fact that these centres
have continued to run indicates there is a sustaineddemand for the centresand they must
be meeting the demands of the participants at somelevel, be it in relation to literacy or the
opportunity to meet and discussissueswith other people. Each casemust be judged on
its own merit and less obvious forcesof exclusion and inclusion need to be acknowledged.
Someof the complexities of participation levels are explored here in order to examine the
motivation that underlies this participation to gain insight into the processof REFLECr.

5.2.2.2Motivationfor participatingin ChalphalKendras
It is importantto note that individual peoplehavetheir own reasonsfor participatingin
the Chalphal Kendras. Activities undertaken in the Chalphal Kendras along with
information generatedin evaluationworkshopsshed somelight on thesemotivational
factors.As shallbe seenit is not just seenasa meansto gain literacyskills but a new space
hasbeencreatedwherebyparticipants,and in particularwomen,canmeetand talk about
issuesof local concern. It seemsthat the creationof this time and spaceis equally as
important as the provision of an educationalopportunity, supportingthe argumentsof
FreidrichandJellema(2003).
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In April 1999 a survey was undertaken with the Chalphal Kendra participants in
Dhaprangthar, to explore in more detail the reasonsfor participating in the centres. The
responseswere noted, discussed and then ranked (Diagram 5.2). Gaining literacy skills
was a key motivating factor as participants wanted to be able to read a variety of written
media as Diagram 5.2 demonstrates. hnproving numeracy skills was also raised as a
motivating factor.
Diagram 5.2 Reasons for participating
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Whilst constructing the social literacy map, a debate took place between the participants
as they discussedtheir personal reasonsfor attending the centre. Extracts from the field
notes (Box 5.1) further highlight the wcmenýs desire to improve their literacy skills and
illustrates the nature of discussion that is the focus of each centre. The reflections
highlight that women are not only motivated by the demand to learn to read and write
but they feel that the discussionand increasedunderstanding they get from the centresis
also important to them. As the centrescontinue to run, a shift in motivation can be seen
from wanting to learn to read and write to being more motivated by having the
for
local
The
facilitators
issues.
to
talk
opportunity
abut
reflected upon reasons
continuing the Chalphal Kendras in the Monitoring and Evaluation workshop in April
2000. The reasonscited highlighted a demand for participants not only to learn more but
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equally the opportunity to implement some of the actions that had been discussedin the
centres. As the processhas continued thesemotivational factors have becomestronger as
we shall see in later discussions. A ranking exercise undertaken at an evaluation
workshop shows that speakin& discussing and carrying out social work were all ranked
as more important than learning to read or write (Appendix 5.3).

Box 5.1 Reflections from attending the Chalphal Kendras April 1999 & April 2000
There was a lot of interaction in the centres tonight. jAxmi asked the women why they
ýattended the centres and a big debate began.... One woman said "we want to learn to read
improve our lives and be better in our daily activities". Another participant adds
so
we
can
:
also we can now read our husbandsletters'70and we don't needto show the letter to others so we
keepsecretsand other personal matters Ootsof laughter and commentsin Gurung about this
can
,
issue)....since the Chalphal Kendra we can now read ourselves" (Yangjakot, Chalphal Kendra
April 1999). When Laxmi poses the same question in Sikles one participant says "There are
many boardsto read in the ACAP office and VDC and also in the Health Post and that is why we
needto read, now whatever is written there we can read it. " Another corrects her saying "' No
Lot all of us can read, someof us are better than the others. Someof us can only readsimple letters
and a few words".... "Yes I agree we are different in our ability". "Some of us have had nettle
fibre trainingfrom ACAP in the weaving methodsall of this was written in a*book Now I can
actually read someof itr Finally one participants comments "Yes but we all wear the watch
for a long time and now we can actually read it and tell the time" (lots of hysterical laughter
from the whole group) (Dhaprangthar Chalphal Kendra April 1999).

During the field visit in April 2000 facilitators were asked why people continued to
participate in the Chalphal Kendra and one facilitator felt that "In Yangfakotthey wereall
keenandexcitedto learnnewthingsandall of themhavestronglyvoicedup to comein thecentres.
Theywerea mixture of both new and old faces.... Theold group was interestedto learnfurther
lessonsbecause
they want to know morethings like writing morelettersand daily mathematical
problemsand also to know the reasonsand effectof the communityand socialproblemslike
gambling,drinking, cleanup campaignand "zany more things relatedto the community". In
Sikles the facilitators felt that "the newfacesalsoarekeento learnnewthingsin thecentresand
theoldfaces[previousparticipants]areaskingfor booksin thecentres.Theyarealsovery excited
to learn new things. Thesepeoplewant further classesbecausetheyfeel that what they learned
beforewasnot enoughtheywant to learn moreand moreand theywant to gain moreknowledge
like thegeneralstudentsgetfrom their education. Theyenjoy talking and discussingissuesand
havebecome
in speakingin thecentres.77wnewfaceswerenot talking very much
moreconfuLent
althoughtheyseemkeento do so "(April 2000perscomm.).
Examining only the rising participation levels in the Chalphal Kendras hides issuessuch
as continuation rates and drop out levels. The facilitators of the centres for their own
monitoring and evaluation procedures keep detailed records of participation.

An

examination of these shows that over 40% of the participants in any one-yearcontinue to
attend the following year. In some centres the participants have been attending the
centres throughout the period. This reflects the fact that the centres are meeting a real

170Many men from Sikles work overseasas Gurkhas in the army or are employed in 'Arab' and other
countriesas casuallabour returning to Sikles every two yearsto visit their wives and families.
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demand within the community and although literacy levels have improved new reasons
for attending emerge. There is no end point or target that the women reach and hence
'graduate' from the centres. Rather, the centres provide the participants with the
opportunity to continually participate in the discussion centre. This has implications for
the sustainability and spread of the approach that shall be discussedlater. On the other
hand, participants also leave the centresfor their own individual reasons. The facilitators
cited a number of reasonsin the evaluation workshop in April 2000such as the:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Unavailability of reading materials (books)
Feeling of lazinessor boredom in drawing pictures
More household activities (such ashousework and childcare)
Aged group of people think that they need no more education
Problem of poor eyesight for the elderly participants left them unable to seein
the evening
Source:Laxmi Dhital (2000)

In other casesyounger participants had married and moved to other villages meaning
they were unable to attend and the older participants felt they were unable to see the
letters clearly.

In Dhaprangthar the elderly people who had poor eyesight would
participate in the discussion part of the group and then leave early. There was also some

fear associatedwith travelling to and from the centresat night as the paths are poorly fit.
The fear of travelling outside of the home has been exacerbatedin recent years with an
increasein political unrest due to the insurgency (Bohara,Dhital & Parker 2005,Parker,
Dhital & Bohara 2004). Lack of support from the family was also cited as a reason for
people leaving. According to one participant from Dhaprangthar (perscomm.2000)"it is
difficult to get permissionftom their motheror father in law becausethey are told it is not
to readand write, what is theoutputftorn it and what areyou going to beafter you are
necessary
literate?".

Another reason cited for drop out was "it is taking a long time jbr sorne
participantsto read and write letters which is making themfeel more backwardness
and less
capable"(facilitator pers comm. 2000). Overall the younger women tend to continue
participating in the centres and thesewomen often grasp literacy skills more quickly and
hencetend to feel lessfrustrated.

5.2.2.3Gender&generationalcomposition
Only one of the facilitatorstrained is male,BhadraBir Neplai (asnoted abovefrom the
Sarki caste). In the first cycle of the Chalphal Kendra there was also only one male
participant,a young boy in Parcheattending BhadraBir's centre. Although this has
increasedslightly the Chalphal Kendrasremains dominatedby women Crable5.1 &
Appendix5.1). It is interestingto notethat althoughthe agerangevariesfrom 6 to 73the
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male age range is significantly lower with the youngest being 6 and the oldest being 28.
This suggeststhat either the older men did not feel the need for literacy classesor that
despite the fact that they may need such an opportunity they were not interested in, or
did not feel able to join, the DiscussionCentres.
Table 5.1 Summary of participation by age and gender
Cycle
%
Total
Female
Male
Participants
Cycle 1
9Z3
36
1
37

%

Min age

Max age

2.7

12

45

Cycle 2

130

122

93.8

8

6.2

6

61

Cycle 3

117

112

95.7

5

4.3

9

73

Cycle 4

128

121

94.5

7

5.5

12

66

Cycle 5

102

96

94.1

6

5.9

14

67

The majority of the participants have beenwomen (94.65%).The reasonoften cited for the
low level of male participants was "they feel shy to be in the female dominatedcircles"
(Facilitator, Sikles pers comm. April 2000). However the relatively low level of male
participation also reflects the lower levels of illiteracy noted between men and women
noted earlier with only 18.6% of males reported to be illiterate compared to 30.4% of
women in the VDC of Parche(EPRAD1999).

S.Z3 Reaching the marginalised - issues of inclusion
5.2.3.1Caste- reachingtheexcluded
In the first cycle of the ChalphalKendra there were 3 centreswith 37 participants,of
which only onewas male. The youngestparticipantwas only 12 yearsold the eldest45
yearsold. Moreimportantlywasthe notablyhigh level of participationfrom peoplefrom
the traditionaloccupationalcastewho accountedfor 54.1% of the participants. However,
in
the
the
three
that
on closerexan-tination
one
centres
established
of
can
see
out
we
Dhaprangthar,Siklesconsistedonly of Gurungparticipantsand the onein Parcheonly of
Nepali (Sarki/cobbler)participants. This left Yangjakotas the only mixed centrewith 4
Gurung,1 BishwaKarmaand 6 Pariyarparticipants.
It is important to note that divisions within the communities are not as dear-cut as caste
would suggest (Chapter 1, Section 1.4). There are also divisions within the Gurung
community between the dominant influential 4 clan and the less dominant 16 group.
Through discussing issuesof participation with the OIC of ACAP he noted that Gurungs,
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from the 16 clan dominated one discussion centre in Yangjakot.

People living in this area

had not taken the previous courses offered by ACAP. Whilst we were visiting the centre
one participant teased the OIC saying "at last now we have this precious chance we are
learning many new things". She continued "your ACAP is doing nothing for us; you work only
I.n wards 2 and 3 in our Village! Why do you not work here? Pawn we ask you for seedlingsand
plants you give us nothing and look here we are giving you food - eat, eat" [lots of laughter from
the rest of the group as they encourageRam Chandra to eat their food] (field notes Yangjakot
April

1999).

This brief exchange highlights

the fact that people within

this ward

previously felt excluded by ACAP. The REFLECT programme seems to have provided
some people with the opportunity
Figure 5.3 highlights

to be included in a non-formal education programme.

the relative

success of the Chalphal

Kendras in attracting

participants from a diverse range of castes.

Figure 5.3 Participation in Chalphal Kendras 1998- 2003
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Table 5.2 Overview of Caste groups and participation
Caste
Gurung
Bishwa Karma
Pariyar
Nepali
Brahmin
Other

in Chalphal Kendras

Also
Associated Participation
in DC
known as occupation
Tamu
Various
64
Kami
Blacksmith
Damai
36
Tailor
Sarki
Cobbler
Baun
Various

'YoPopulation
in Parche VDC171
65.79
13.16
7.2
7.04

'priests'
-

2.44
3.37

Source of data: Various Chalphal Kendra M&E workshop reports

"' Population data for Parche VDC is taken from IPRAD (1999)
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Since 1998 the Chalphal Kendra has increased from 3 to 9 centres and the number of
participants has risen from 37 participants to over 120 in 2002. Over 30% of the
participants are from the 'traditional occupational' castes of Bishwa Karma (Kami),
Pariyar (Damai) and Nepal! (Sarki) (Figure 5.3). This is a positive participation rate given
collectively they comprise 27% of the local population and are exactly the groups of
people who ACAP had found so hard to 'mobilise"72. There are a number of reasons
behind the successin gaining participation from a variety of groups. Firstly, one
facilitator, Bhadra Bir Nepali, was selectedin order to meet the demand expressedin the
village of Parchefor adult literacy classes,especially from participants from the Nepali
(Sarki) group who lived there at the top of the village'73. This Chalphal.Kendra has had
the most consistentparticipation levels in the past 5 years.
During the field visit in 1999,1 noted a marked difference in the nature of participation
both within and between the centres. In Yangjakot the group was mixed and participants
were relatively confident in sharing their opinions amongst each other and with Laxmi &
myself. Although some women were dearly more dominant then others in expressing
their opinions (with one Gurung lady being particularly vocal) there was a high level of
interaction and people sat together to talk about the key words that had been chosenthat
night. In Dhaprangthar in the first cycle,where the participants were all Gurung, similar
disparities in confidenceand ability to speak out were noted. Participants in both of these
centres were eager to speak and give their opinions on the centres and what
improvements they would like to see. The women were also keen to show off the
material they had generated and spoke freely in discussion about the topic they were
talking about in that session. However in Parche there was a marked difference in the
confidenceof the participants. Although I recognisethat my presencewill have affected
the level of shyness,observations from the field diary shed some light on this and the
reluctanceof the women to speak (Box 5.2).

172As discussedin Chapter2& Parker & Sands(1997).
173The researchundertakenby myself in 1995 and 1996 highlighted this demandand is in part responsible
for the establishmentof the centre in Parche. It is impossible to say if this need would have been identified
without this previous researchand my interest in this area.
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Box 5.2 Reflection from Parche - April 1999
"Tonight when I visited the centre in Parche I was accompanied by a WDO from ACAP (a
local woman from Parche ). Laxmi, my brother James and Conan were also with me.
Compared to the other centres that we had visited the participants were very quiet and
Although I am aware that my presence has an impact on the centres when I visit
ýshy.
I began to feel rather uncomfortable as Bhadra Bir struggled to get the participants
Ithern
to share their views on the keyword they had been discussing the previous night. There
was lots of evidence of activity from other sessions in the classroom such as a social map
and keywords displayed on the walls. The keyword they were talking about was society
(samaj). The lack of discussion prompted the WDO to ask the group in a loud
commanding voice "why are you not speaking?What is your keyword do you not know what it
means?" [silence - participants made no reply to the question] Bhadra Bir the facilitator
looked worried by their shyness and added "we havealready beendiscussing many words like
clean up and drinking water so please speak now [silence- participants hide away in the
[continued
do
but
lot
She
"you
have
silence].
you
not speakP'
shawls]
adds
a
of problems
Feeling uneasy and awkward I engineer a situation where the WDO has to leave as my
guests need to eat leaving Laxn-d'74and myself with the group. Her presence seemed to
be stifling the class.

Once she had left, the participants becomea little more talkative about the keyword and
how
had
key
by
'society.
They
they
the
to
they
chosen
explain
start
explain
what
mean
,
words and discussed its meaning and decide that it is not only your family but also
people outside of your family that may also help you in your daily life. Laxmi plays them
the tape of the women singing in Yangjakot that we recorded the previous night. They all
life
like
joirdng
it.
The
together
to
to
talks
change
society
and
making
seemed
about
song
better through the process of REFLECT. The participants in the group talk amongst
themselvesand then ask Laxmi "what canwe do to changesocietyas we area few in number".
Laxmi talks about how small steps can lead to big changesand takes this opportunity to
read them some news from the newsletter produced by Education Network. She tens
them about a group of women from the scheduled castes in Eastern Nepal who had
previously covered their faces with their shawls when in public. Since attending
REFLECTcentresand discussing this issuesthey have decided to remove the shawl from
their faces[Laxn-ddemonstratesthis by using her own shawl as a prop]. The participants
seem pleased and encouraged by ffds and the class draws to an end. We thank the
(Field notes April 1999- Parche)
participants and leave'
.........................
................
-------------I took these issues up with Bhadra Bir the following day. When I asked him why the
participants were so shy in sharing their views he explains "last night they did not talk
theyfelt shyand theyare not goodat talking in public. Theyare worried,as they
openlybecause
theyall speakequally
cannotspeakperfectly,correctlyandclearly. Whentheyareonly themselves
and debateissuesamongstthe menand thewomen"(perscomm.April 1999). This experience
serves to highlight the complexities of exploring issues of caste and participation as an
external. This experiencedemonstratesthe impact visitors, such as myself or ACAP staff,
can have upon a centre. It demonstratesthat my presence,as well. as others, changesthe
nature of the centre.
174Laxmi is neither Gurung nor Nepali but has been in regular contact with the group as she has been
supporting the centres since they started in January - having a support worker from outside of the local
vicinity has both disadvantagesand advantagesas will be discussedlater.
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Also it is important

level
the
to
of participation
not
overstate

from
the
of people

'traditional occupational caste' as on closer examination of the records we find that in the
first two cycles the ratio of Gurung to Non Gurung was roughly 1:1 yet in each
subsequent cycle this has dropped.
Gurung population.

In the latest cycle the ratio was 3:1 in favour of the

In addition to this the drop out rates have been greater amongst the

traditional occupational castes, with the exception of the only centre with no Gurung
participants in Parche. Further examination of the data demonstrates that participation in
Chalphal Kendra is not static, but a dynamic process.

In the first two cycles, all the

centres in Yangjakot had a n-dxture of Gurung and non-Gurung participants attending the
Chalphal Kendras. In the third cycle, the centre in Yangjakot ward number 1 lost all of its
non-Gurung participants (Appendix 5.2). Feedback from Laxmi suggests that this was a
result of a group of Gurung boys, who had been drinking, teasing the 'lower' caste girls.
The behaviour of these males created a problem for the girls as they teased them asking
them if they were going to be teachers. This made the girls feel uneasy about going to the
Discussion Centres at night so eventually they stopped going.

This shows that even

though the girls were willing to participate in the centres the reactions from within the
community have prevented them from attending.

Figure 5.4 Age range of participants by ethnic group - all Cycles
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There is also a variation in age range of the different caste groups (Figure 5.4). It is
interesting to note that the average age of participants from the traditional occupational
caste, at 18 years old, is significantly lower than that of the average of 35 years for Gurung
participants (Figure 5.4). Further, the youngest participant is 6 and eldest 50 within the
traditional occupational caste compared to 11 and 73 from within the Gurung population.
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Whilst not conclusive, this suggests that the younger sectors of the non-Gurung
population are n-dssingout on an education, as suggestedin Chapter One.
Further reflections on issuesof casteare made in Section 5.5. In particular, consideration
will be given to the importance of 'space' in facilitating the participation of Gurungs and
non-Gurungs. This had been cited as a barrier to the ACAP approach. Later sections
reflect upon differencesin relation to caste,such as the experienceof the participants, the
keywords and themes identified, as well as the problems highlighted by the different
groups and resulting actions. It is also important to explore issuesof exclusion within the
Chalphal Kendras and ask'who is not being reachedT

5.2.3.2Whois not beingreached?
Although participationlevelsare impressive,it cannotbe claimedthat all who wish to
participatein ChalphalKendrasare doing so. Whilst no one has beenactively refused
for
demand
been
into
have
Chalphal
Kendras
there
a centrebeing
entry
a
casesof a
expressedthat has not then beenmet. An exampleof this is in Parche,the only centre
with no Gurungwomen. This centrefies at the top of the village and was establishedin
direct responseto requestsfor a non-formaleducationprogramme. BhadraBir Nepali
was selectedspecificallyto run this centre. It is an opencentreand anyonecan attend.
However,a group of Gurung women who live below the DiscussionCentre made a
requestto Laxn-d& Kiran in early 2001for anothercentreto be establishedin their area.
WhenLaxmiand Kiran returnedto help selecta facilitatorfor training they found that the
ACAP had establisheda classin their part of the ward. However,the centreestablished
by ACAPlackedany training for the facilitatorandwasbasedon discussionalone. Kiran
localissues
but all theytalked
notedthat "weheardthatthecentrewasusedforwomento discuss
aboutwas conservation
words (laughs)...they had no training in the use of participatory
approaches
or thekeywordapproach.Thecentrecloseddownafterthreemonthsandno onehas
approached
ussincetoestablish
a REFLECT
circle"(interviewOctober2004).
During my field visit in April 2000 1 was approached by the leader of the local Youth
Group'75andhe expressedan interest in REFLECr and askedme about the possibility of a
centre being establishedto meet their needs. This request was handed over to Laxmi and
Kiran to take up with the local communities. Despite the attempts of Laxmi & Kiran to
facilitate this process this centre was never established. One of the problems here is
175Ihe youth group in Sikles had beenformed with the help
and support of ACAP and were often engagedin
extensionactivities such as mobile campsto other villages an din organising local celebrations.
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gauging the demand for such a centre. Also eachChalphal Kendra has a strong link to the
ward in which it is located, reflecting the nature of decision-making processeswithin the
village. It was felt it would be difficult to find a facilitator for such a centre as it would
cut across the ward boundaries. The general consensus in Sikles was that the youth
would not attend such a centre and therefore one was not established. This highlights the
complexity of community interaction and suggests that wards within the villages are
significant in identifying people's community and social interactions. Running a centre
that cuts acrosstheseboundaries posesmore problems than running them within a ward.
This issue has also been noted in relation to the need for a centre that focusesspecifically
on young children who have the need for a more flexible system of education. Although I
felt there was the potential for REFLECT to meet the needs of an 'Out of School'
programme, I was hesitant to pursue d-dsas initiatives such as this should evolve from the
grassroots.Again a number of children who do not attend school are not being 'reached'
tby the Chalphal Kendras and the demand for some form of educational programme
remains apparent. It is interesting to note the difference in opinions between the facilitators and other key
community membersregarding the question of who is being included and excluded from
the Chalphal Kendras'76. The facilitators felt that the centres were mainly attracting
Gurung, mostly married women and that the wider community (Gurung and Dalit, men
and women) were all supporting the centres when it was needed. However a key
political leader felt that the centres were mainly attracting the middle class families as
both the higher class and marginalised felt unable to attend. He felt the higher classes
were not attending due to a fear of losing social status,as they perceive the programme to
be for poor and illiterate people only. On the other hand, he felt that the poorer members
were unaware of the focus of the programme and di(&t fully understand its potential
value to them. Whilst the facilitators were trying to make them aware of the programme
*
he believed there was some way to go and that it "needsvery hard tabourto bring theminto
theprogrammealsoit is importantat thesametime wealsohaveto involvetheparticipationof the
youth" (interview with Laxmi & Kiran August 2004). This supports the observations
above and stressesthe importance of facilitators making efforts to spread the messageof
Chalphal Kendras and also the value of holding local workshops to expand participation
in the programme.

176This questionwas raised during interviews in January2004 and in a focus group discussionheld by Laxmi
& Kiran in August 2004 in preparationfor joint paper (Parker, Dhital.& Bohara2004).
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5.3 Communication and power - from literacy to life long learning
This section aims to analyse the experienceof REFLECr in the Sikles sector to determine
the extent to which it is meeting the life long learning needsof the participants. Further, it
aims to examine the key words selectedby the centres as a means of gaining insight into
local issuesand priorities.

5.3.1 Literacy and numeracy skills
Whilst it is difficult to quantify or measureliteracy changesof the participants,it is
important to explore if the participantsfeel that their ability to read and write has
improved as a result of participating in the Chalphal Kendras. This is particularly
relevantgiventhe emphasisplacedon acquiringtheseskills asa key motivatingfactorfor
attendingthe DiscussionGroups. Feedbackvia field visit, Monitoring and Evaluation
Workshopsand alsothrough supportvisits by Laxmi and Y-dran,
confirm a generalbelief
that the participants'ability in reading and writing and proficiencyin using numbers
haveall improvedasa direct resultof the ChalphalKendras.Feedbackfrom the field by
the end of 2001highlightsthe impactthe centresarehaving upon people'sability to read
andwrite: "
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Rather than use their finger print, participants were now able to sign their
happy
feel
they
about this
very
namesat meetings and
Many participants can also read their childrenýsname also
They can read namesof products in the shop
Someare able to make simple sentencesand others paragraphs
They are able to teach their children generalletters when they get home
Someare able to read letters for communication
Readsignboardswhen they go to the town or city centre
Able to seeif their names and those of their family are correct in the list and to
seeif there are any social celebrations
They are able to do simple addition and subtraction
Source:Dhital & Bohara2001

However, wid-dn the groups the participants' ability to read and write varies greatly.
Facilitators have observed that the younger members are often quicker at acquiring new
literacy skills. Education is still important to the elder members of the group who have
never had the chance to attend classes before, as illustrated by one of the older
Chalphal
feeling
"I
the
61,
with
excited
proudand
participants, aged
when she commented am
Kendrabecause
I can readand write now which I neverexpectedwhenI joined the centre"177.
177It has also been noted though that the more elderly participants with poor eyesight chooseto come to the
centresjust for the discussionand often leave the centrebefore the key words have beenwritten down.
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Another woman added proudly "now we know the importanceof educationand we shouldall
makeour children literate". One participant explains how initially she was not given
permission by her husband to attend the centres and says "'aftersomedayshe askedme to
write my nameand I wrote it clearlyand properly,my husbandwasdelightedwith my progress
and amazedso now he givesmepermissionto cometo the centre". By the end of 2002it was
noted that in somecasesthe husbands of the women are so proud of their wives progress
they have taken on some of the household duties in order to enable them to attend the
centres. One woman tells of her husband saying "why are you beinglate?You maygo now
(to theChalphalKendra)I will completetherestofyour work".
Ganga Gurung, a participant in Dhaprangthar in 2001, aged 22 felt that she "was
completelyilliterate beforejoining the centre.I did try my best to learn and know a lot. I have
learneda lot andgainedconfidentexperiences
has
REFLECT
given nx wider knowledge
and
now.
I think I canevenrun thecentremyselfnow soI am dreamingto be thefacilitator but as I am a
participantI do not know whetherit will begoodor not to be thefacilitator". Today, in 2004,
Ganga Gurung runs her own centre in a neighbouring locality. This shows that as the
participants becomemore literate through the Discussion Centres,members of the wider
community, who were initially scepticalof the centres,are starting to support them.
The need for numeracy skills was highlighted as a reasonfor participating in the centre as
highlighted in Diagram 5.2. Whilst constructing this diagram one group of women
started to talk about the problem of shopping in the village and other areas.One woman
commented "you needto takegreatcarewhenbuYingin theshopor you will becheated"(lots;of
agreementand laughter from all.participants). Another added "if we knowbasicmathsthen
we may not be cheatedby the shopkeepersherein Siklesand Pokharaand as well evenin the
Health Post". One person felt that before Chalphal Kendra "we did not have enough
knowledge
aboutcheatingbut nowfrom this DiscussionCentrewecando simplemaths. Oneyear
agowecouldnot knowif wewerebeingcheatedand nowwecan" (perscomm.2000).
Eachcentre introduces literacy as and when the participants request it. Laxmi and Kiran
provided training in how to develop literacy with the aid of participatory activities. They
used the sametechniquesto help facilitators gain insight into how to incorporate literacy
into the centres. By the end of the third year, participants in Dhaprangthar felt able to
recogniseand use numbers from 1 to 100. Others had mastered 1-10. Some centreshad
included addition and subtraction within the centres. The practice of numeracy is directly
related to their daily fives and is often introduced when discussingissuessuch as the cost
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of medicine or the cost of goods in the local shops. Additionally, participants now feel
more able to help their children in their studies. As with literacy, the ahn is not to test the
level of ability but to acknowledge the importance of developing these abilities. These
steps may seem small but they are important to those who acquire them (Feidrich &
jeflama 2003). These selective quotes provide some insights into the changes taking
place'78.
As the participants have been exposed to the REFLECTkey word approach they have
begun to understand how their literacy can develop without using a set textbook.
However, this does not mean that there is no demand for books - In response to
continuous demand each centre has establishedits own tin trunk library with a selection
of texts from organisations such as UMN. Laxmi and Kiran have provided the link
between the Chalphal Kendras and wider agenciesworking in the field of literacy within
Nepal. Written and visual material is also generatedwithin the centresand displayed on
the walls. In order to reproduce and share this material the facilitators requested that
litho machinesbe provided for the centres. By providing litho machinesin the village, the
participants are then free to make their own material and to copy material to distribute to
other centres. To date, 6 litho machines have been provided and stories and other
(see
Kendras
Appendix 5.4 for
Chalphal
have
been
the
material
shared amongst
examples). The newsletters produced in English and Nepali noted earlier (Chapter 4;
page 1)are highly valued by the participants who are proud to seetheir achievementsand
to seetheir photos in print.

5.3.2 Other forms of communication - oral and visual
Literacy is not just about the ability to read words, it is about being able to participate in
the world with confidence and capability, including all forms of communication.
Through discussion and the selection of key words, along with the utilisation of
participatory techniquesand visualisation, the capacity to communicate at the local level
has been developed. Chapter 2 highlighted the limitations of ACAPs non-formal
education programme (Section2.3) and provided reflections on the methods employed
within the classesbeing run'79. During a field visit in January 1999the sameteacherwho
had been observed in 1996, Ganga Maya, was now facilitating a Chalphal Kendra in

178Dhital (2005 forthcoming) provides further insight into thesechangesin her Master's thesis.
179Rote learning was the main technique employed and there was little interaction betweenthe students,thus
leaving them bored and tired (seeBox 2.3 for detail).
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Dhaprangthar. In her role as a facilitator Ganga Maya was a lot more animated and
involved participants in the group in both discussion and other activities. At one point
she physically 'handed over the stick' she was using to conduct the class, thereby
encouraging participants to take control of the session and to play games to test each
other. This made the class much more interactive, challenging and stimulating for the
participants. Participants were more active in discussion and in confirming the words
written on the board. In a past class students had merely repeated the words in unisim.
Ganga Maya reported that the women were reticent at first but after some time they
gained in confidenceand were now not shy to shout out and identify the keywords on the
board. In the centre, some Gurung words had also been formed despite Gurung having
no written form'80.
By the end of Cycleý GangaMaya felt that the REFLECr classwas "very goodaswediscuss
and developour own keywords. Eachpersonhas their own views and all coine togetherso
everybodygets to know eachother'sopinion. After the nuzinkeywordtherewill be niany sub
keywordsmadeand then theycan niakesentences
and can team thegramniaticalordering". She
goeson to say "they can thensplit into groupsand seewhichgroupcanmakethemostwordsand
thesetwo groupsget thecompetitionfeeling andfeel goodwhen theycan makea simplesentence
using their words". Ganga Maya further adds, "village problemsare discussedin the centres
and theycanusemanydifferenttypesof word but if theyreadbasedon bookslike theACAP ALC
bookthentheywill befurtherficusedonly on thebookand will not beftee to talk abouttheir own
thebookhasto go lessonby lessonfrom oneday to the next thenit is limited"
problems.Because
(verscomm.April 1999).
Facilitators reviewed the differences between REFLECT and other methods during a
monitoring and evaluation workshop in 2001. This comparison highlighted the
importance of discussion within the centres and the emphasis on accumulating
knowledge (Table 5.3). Further, it demonstrated how the facilitators feel that they are
given more responsibility in the REFLECTapproach and that actions often result from
deliberationswid-dn the centres. This will be explored further in Section5.4.

180The innovative nature of this approachhas enabledwomen to write down Gurang words using the Nepali
charactersand debateabout how Gurung words should be spelt.
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Table 5.3 Differences between traditional literacy approaches and REFLECT
Adult Literacy Class
We used to learn only books provided in the
class.
To some extent, the provided materials made
us able to read and write although we were
not able to know our problems due to lack of
discussion in the class.
We never tried to produce reading materials
ourselves due to the pre-packaged printed
materials.
We never realised any problems about our
village while we were (are) facing so many
problems.

REFLECT centres
It focuses more on discussion session,
which has encouraged us to speak without
any difficulties and shyness.
We have learned not only about reading
but
and
also
writing
accumulated
knowledge about the outside world.
We prepare our lessons ourselves, which
generally emphasises social, cultural and
economics issues.
We have identified many problems during
our discussion sessions and we have
initiated actions to overcome the prevailing
in
society.
problems
1

Source:M&E Report2001(Dhital & Bohara2001)

Interviews highlight the importance placed upon having the opportunity to discussissues
and the motivation among participants to attend the centreson a regular basis:discussion.
in
It
REFLECTencourages
the
to
givesus opportunities
participate
all participants
to expressour viewsin thegroup. We usedto havethesamegatheringsand discussionbefore
which is calledRodhi but we are now in REFLECTcentreand it hashelpedus generatethe
ideaof self-motivated
programmes.
solidaritysoas to initiate our villagedevelopment
Bishnu Kuniari Gurung Age 46
Partidpant, Dhaprangthar REFLECTCentre
in
We
have
dinner
late
before
REFLECT
in
thevillagebut now
to
the
canx
used
=>
our
evening
we do takeour dinner soonerand we corneeveryday in thecentre.It hasbeenlike a planned
programmefirus now.
Lausuba Gurung, Partidpant
Due to heavymanualjob everydayýI get exhausted
in theevening,whichmakesmedifficult to
go in thecentre.I alwaysworry aboutmy dailyjobs on theonehand,on theother,Ifeel very
happy when I join the group in the centre.We practicereadingand writing as well as
entertainment,which help us shareand reduceour panic, sorrowand problems.If I missa
sessionIfeel thatI am losingsomething.SoI do not want to missany sessions.
Yam Bahadur Gurung Age 49
Male Partidpant Dhaprangthar
built
hall
Due
REFLECT
to
centre,
we
clean
up
campaign,
we
community
and
areconducting
=>
wearelearninghow to readand write all at thesametimein thecentre.
Him Kuniari Gurung Age 53
Particpant Chapatole,Yangjakot

=> We sing,dance,and learnto readand write in thecentre. 77wcentrehasbeconwthepotential
placefor us wherewe practicenot only readingand writing but alsoconductdiscussionand
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initiate villagedevelopnwnt
programms.Moreoverit hasprovidedtnaterialsfree of costwhich
wedid notget bejbre.
Lal ShreeGurung Age 65
Dhaprangffiar REFLECr centre
I am 61 yearsold now.I nevertried to catchpenciland paperand I usedto think that theskill
of readingand writing is beyondmy abilitiesbut it was not as true as I thoughtand I have
learnedto catchpenciland paper. I canwrite MYnamenow whichhasmademefeel soproud
in my oldage.
and it is nnj biggestachievement
Bishnu Kumari Gurung Age 61
Partidpant Chapatole,Yangjakot REFLECr Centre
The above quotes highlight that although developing literacy skills may have been the
initial factor motivating people to participate in the Chalphal Kendras, once they become
involved they value having the spaceand time to discuss their own issuesand problems.
Central to this process of discussion is the utilisation of participatory techniques and
visualisation activities such as mapping, constructing timelines and other appropriate
activities. As discussedin Chapter three, "through the REFLECTprocessvisualisationtools
designed
for ParticipatoryRural Appraisalare handedoverdirectly to thepeople"
and techniques
(CIRAC 2003). The practical resource manual developed by CIRAC (2003)contains a
number of resourcesheetsto help sharesomepractical experiencesof thesetechniques.
Within the study area, Discussion Centreshave produced a wide variety of images, each
reflecting local issuesand concerns(Diagram 5.3). When looking at the images produced,
a general pattern can be seenwith social maps being the first image that is constructed'81.
The complexity of the tasksundertaken increasesas time goesby. Facilitators also request
training in different techniques in the training workshops as they seek to improve the
techniques that they use within the centre. Education Network, along with Laxmi and
Kiran, play a central role in developing the facilitators' capacitiesto use these techniques.
Imagesmay be remade at a later date if the centre feels the need and they both encourage
discussion and active participation within the centres as well as serving as a record of
information. They are displayed on the walls of the centresalong with the key words that
have been chosen. Somecentreshave also prepared an attendancesheeton cardboard so
that they can check their attendancethoroughly.

181SeeAppendix 5.5 for an overview of the imagesthat have beenproducedby different centres.
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Diagram 5.3 Overview of images displayed in centres

(Social

map

SeasonalCalendars

Chalphal Kendra

PreferenceRanking
ResourceMap

Keywords,

Songsare used in training sessionsand, like social maps, are amongst the first types of
material to be displayed on the walls of the centres. Each centre composestheir own
songs reflecting their local concerns and daily life. Songs are also used to stimulate
discussion and create a good atmosphere in the centres;as one of the male participants
happier
female
I
"I
like
to
to
the
with
much
other
points out,
mother
classregularly am
come
forget
dancing.
I
because
by
they
the
and
participants
my tiredness
make classpleasing singing
whenI cometo class". As the literacy skills of the participants have increased they have
started to write paragraphsand short stories. Again theseare displayed with pride on the
walls and circulated to other centresusing the fitho machine to reproduce them.
It is useful to look at some of the material generated to gain insight into the nature of
REFLECr at the local level. When comparing the different social maps from different
Chalphal Kendras, for example, insight can be gained into the local area and the local
problems that the centres feel are most prominent. A comparison of social maps of
Dhaprangthar and Yangjakot highlights the different perspectivesof the participants. In
Dhaprangthar the participants have chosen to map the whole ward whilst in Yangjakot
the immediate areasurrounding the centreshas been chosenas the focus (Photo 5.1)182.

182The photoshighlight that different groups use different colours and symbols. When we comparedifferent
maps, insight into the important features of each locality can be gained. Some centres include natural
resourceson their maps, others concentrateon the location of buildings. The participants in Dhaprangthar
have included areas of landslides and the rice grinding mills along the stream, whereas in Yangjakot
emphasishas been given to the school, day care centre, campsite and pond. The maps have been used in
generatingmany key words such as 'sanitation', 'water' and 'clean up campaign'.
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Photo 5.1 Social Maps of Dhaprangthar - April 1999 & Yangjakot April 2000

Al ,

material gives the centres a sense of identity, as no two centres will have the same
material displayed (Photo 5.2). Often it is the first time that the participants have been
found
Sikles
My
in
the
to
previous
experience
given
opportunity
create such materiaI183.
that even children within
visual potential.

the school have little opportunity

The process of constructing

to develop their creative

diagrams is based upon extensive

discussions and negotiations between the participants.

To this end, it is not the product

that matters but the process that ties behind constructing the images.

In many DCs

becoming
be
done
time
than
once,
each
more sophisticated.
mapping activities may
more
Laxmi and Kiran report that mapping activities have played an important role in raising

183Many of the participants did not attend school so they have not been given the opportunity to draw and
constructmaps in the past.
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the confidence levels in many of the Discussion Centres.

Regardless of any other

outcome, the process of producing such material can be both rewarding and empowering
in itself as the participants gain confidence in the ability to understand their own locality.
The maps are also used at later dates in discussions when decisions are taken about what
improvements need to be made where. They are not undertaken as one-off activities but
are an integral part of the whole REFLECT approach and provide a useful reference point
for participants.

Different visual activities are linked into different

processes of analysis.

Seasonal

calendars for example have been used to discuss agricultural duties and festivals and to
discuss local illnesses and their causes. Whilst visiting the centre in Dhaprangthar in
April 2000 the seasonal calendar was being used to discuss a particular illness and its
remedies. What struck me from the visit was the diversity of opinions within the centre
and the differing

knowledge

the participants

had in relation to natural remedies.

Discussion of this issue across the generations and different caste groups has provided an
opportunity to deepen participants' understandings and misunderstandings of the illness
in question. However, as no men were present, this activity remained gendered in its
health
discuss
It
forum
in
their
to
the
own
and a means of
analysis.
which
gave
women a
linking health issues to wider environmental and societal factors.

Photo 5.2 Material displayed on the walls being used in the Discussion Centres

An added value of participatory mapping techniques and the visualisation process is the
interaction it generates amongst participants.

Unlike previous classes, participants are

engaged and feel empowered by this increased capacity to discuss and analyse local
problems with the aid of visualisation techniques. It is central to the process of 'handing
over the stick' and developing active participation.

It also reinforces the belief that the

participants and facilitator are all equal within the centres. The outcomes of this process
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can be seen in more detail when we examine the actions undertaken by the Discussion
Centresin the Sikles sector. This thesis shall now examine some of the key words chosen
by the centresbefore moving on to explore actions that have been taken in the study area.

5.3.3 Keywords -more than just words
Through discussion and visualisation employing participatory rural appraisal techniques
each centre selected key words. These key words were then used as the basis for
developing literacy skills through applying the key word approach discussedin Chapter
3. Table 5.4 is an example of key words selected by one Chalphal Kendra and
demonstratesthe keyword approach.
Table 5.4 Examplesof key word generation in Dhaprangthar, Sikles

Dhaprangthar
(7)

Discussion

Key words

Letters

Vowels

a. how to manage
rubbish
b. forest resource

Clean up

Sa,ra, pha

Iia
Am

Forest

c. how to control
gambling
d. drinking water

Gambling

Ba, na, ja,
ga, La.
Ba, ta, ha
Ta, ka pa
PaNi

Water

U, ai

Action
identified

x
x

At the end of the first year it was reported that one of the main challengesto the process
was that the facilitators found it difficult to encourage the participants to select key
words. This issue was addressed at the next training workshop when the number of
facilitators rose from 3 to 9. At the end of the second year all facilitators felt more
confident in their facilitation skills.
Each centre choose its own key words and they range from environmental and
agricultural issues such as forest, fodder, plantation and sanitation to ones relating to
health such as diarrhoea, vomitin& cough and cold to words which were consideredto be
anti-social, due to the fact that there were excessively used by many men in the
conununities, such as gambling and alcohol. It is interesting to note that over the 5 years
in which the Chalphal Kendras have been running over 90 different key words have been
selected (Appendix 5.6). By categorising these words according to criteria such as
environmental, social and health related it can be seen that socially-related words
dominate foRowed by environmentally-related words.
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By the end of the 5thcycle 9 out of 11 centres had chosen the key words 'clean up' and
'forest' whilst 8 had chosenthe key word 'cigarette'. Sevenout of eleven had chosenthe
words sanitation and community house at some point within the programme and over
50% of the centreshas discussedand chosenthe key words dirt, path, rubbish and toilet.
The extent to which ACAPs previous CEEP activities have influenced the issues being
discussedis impossible to determine. What thesewords do highlight though is that when
given the time and spaceto select and discuss important issues these often relate to the
environment or social issues such as gambling and drinking.

It is important to

acknowledge the context in which these words are discussed and to reiterate that the
participants select these words themselves. They are not introduced through a
predetermined text. The fact that environmental issues dominate the centres shows the
local concern over environmental issues and suggeststhat the REFLECTapproach may
indeed be highly relevant to the ACAP approach. It is impossible to ascertainthe extent
to which ACAP has influenced this concern. If the fundamental aim of ACAP is to build
the capacity at the local level to identify local problems and implement solutions to these
problems in order to promote sustainabledevelopment, then the experienceof REFLECT
in the study area suggests it has the potential to complement ACAlys approach and
strengthenits CEEP.
It is difficult to gain insight into the different concernsof the various participants given
that there is only one centre that has no Gurung; participants (Parche). However an
examination of the key words chosenby the different centres reveals that this centre in
Parche was the qnly centre to select the words exploitation, anxiety, hate, oppression,
social status and unity. This suggeststhat different groups have different concernsand
reflects the impact of a participant' s caste upon their concerns. The words 'society,
'cooperatiore and 'untouchable' were also chosen by the group in Parche and by other
groups in Yangjakot In addition, this the facilitator reported that "the participantsftel it is
difficult to createkeywords.Theproblemstheyfacearehard to solveas theyhavea lot of problems
and no moneyto correctthem. Theyalsohavea feeling that if theycreate(present)a problemto
thecommunitythenhow will thecommunityfeelaboutthesekeywords.If theycreatea word like
'drinking alcohol'or gambling then theyfeel that the communitywill reject their ideas" (pers
comm.April 2000). The fact that some of these words were also chosenby other centres
serves to highlight the commonality of some of the issues faced by all centres and that
someissuescut acrosscaste. Members of the traditional occupationalcastedominated the
groups that raised issuesof social status, oppressionand anxiety.
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5.4 From communication to action It is important to note that developing communication capabilities is only one outcome of
the Chalphal Kendra experiencein the Sikles sector of the ACAP. The ultimate aim is for
autonomousactions to take place (Section3.4.2). It is therefore important to explore some
of theseactions in detail. The responseto theseactions from the community in which the
participants live is also important. The findings discussed here concentrate on those
actions that are evident within the communities in which the participants live. The
'achievement tree' produced at the Monitoring and Evaluation workshop in April 2001
(Diagram 5.4) highlights the diversity of actions reported by participants since 1998. It
highlights that although literacy improvements are noted they are only one of many
achievements. Increasedunderstanding, ability to expressproblems and sharing of ideas
are also seen as valuable outcomes. In addition to this a number of direct actions*have
also beenhighlighted resulting from the Chalphal Kendra experience.
Theseactions demonstratethe individual and collective nature of changeat the local level.
Some of these are very personal, such as stopping smoking or being more vocal in the
household or public meetings. Others undertaken by the Chalphal,Kendras indicate that
a new senseof identity has emerged. Other actions require the support of the wider
'community' and usually draw upon members from within the ward in which the
Chalphal Kendra is located. Inevitably actions that require people to work together and
cooperatewith the wider community often take longer, as some ideas need to be taken to
local community meetings in order to generatesupport (Diagram 5.5). The diversity of
outcomes recorded on the tree does not represent all the outcomes from the REFLECT
process,just the onesthat emergedat the workshop.
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Diagram 5.4 Actions arising out of REFLECT process

Centre
Achievement
Sikles sector

Ef"
I
2. Increased
ability to Save

1. Sharing our
ideas

3. Able to allocate
time for centre

4. Able to do simple
calculation

5. Able to teach
letters to children

7. Maintaining
drinking water taps

6. Identify
mistakes made

12. Reduceexpenditureon
traditional celebrations

9. Increase respect
and love tor Oder,;

It.

Able to
express problems
in the cornmunitý

10. Feeling less shy

13. DeNclopcd ahililý it) speak in
national languageNepali

16. Createmore
understanding
betweenparticipants

15. Stopping
smoking

14. Increase control
of gambling

19. Improved care of
children and health matters

18. Constructionof
toilets

17. Change in
personal behaviour clean up etc

8. Able to write
and read letters

21. Reclaim the
authority in societ)

22 Construction
.
of community hall

I

20. Cleanup
campaignin
community
-- -I

Source: Dhital (2001)

Further examination of these outcomes highlights the different scales and spaces in which
they take place.

They can be classed according to individual

actions, group actions

(undertaken by the Chalphal Kendra participants) and community actions (which require
the participation of people from outside of the Chalphal Kendra) as the following diagram
depicts (Diagram 5.5). These shall be examined turn by turn.
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Diagram 5.5 Actions arising out of REFLECT process
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5.4.1 Individual actions - changes in confidence and behaviour
An increasein confidenceis oneof the main benefitsnotedby localparticipants.Suchan
outcomeis difficult to 'evaluate'and 'prove' to any extentbut it is important to respect
thesefeelingsand give them credit and recognition. Participantsfeel more confidentin
sharingtheir ideasas they have spent time discussingimportant issuesin the centres.
This confidence'manifestsitself in a variety of ways:- being more confident in the
household,sharingopinionswith localwomen,family and friendsaswell asraisingideas
andopinionsat communitymeetings.
Increasedconfidence is a major outcome for the people participating in the Discussion
Centres. Participants generally feel more confident in expressing their views both in
private and in public though this of course will depend upon the participant. One
example of this is feeling more able to speak out at local ward meetings or village
meetings where important decisions are made. Their confidence is further increased
when the ideas they raise are taken seriously. Feedbackfrom the participants through the
monitoring and evaluation workshops highlights this increasedconfidence:"REFLECTcentrehasenabledus to speakconfidentlyin thegroup.I can not delivermy
but I canpresentmy viewsin thevillagegatheringnow"
viewslike a leader'sspeech
Men SubaGurung, Age 38, female participant Dhaprangthar DiscussionCentre.
"My friends usedto teaseine in thecommunitywhenI comein thecentre by saying' took
at you becomingthemaster,joining thecampusand laughingatme, and to someextentit
makesme not want go the centre.But now I do not care about their commentsand
preachingandI comein thecentreto learnmore"
Indra Kurnari Bishwa Kamma, Age 22,female participant SavatharDiscussion
Centre.
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Other actions taken by individuals are based around changes in behaviour. A prime
example of this is participants deciding to stop smoking or to stop making alcohol for
others and themselvesto consume.These decisions have been taken after discussing the
negative impacts of these actions on both the health and financial means available to the
household. Feedbackhas also shown that women are now more keen to send their
children and daughters to school in order for them to get an education, as they now want
their children to have the opportunity to learn that they themselvesnever had.
Smoking and gambling are topics that have been discussedby many of the centres.Some
of the participants have given up smoking and will also challenge others about the harm
it does to their health. The women have shared their concerns over the high level of
drinking and gambling by then men within their households and have discussedhow this
impacts upon the funds available to the whole family. As a result they are encouraging
men to stop gambling and drinking, apart from during festival periods and community
celebrations,so that the money saved can be used for the household rather than wasting
it. The women have found it very useful to talk about theseissuesin a group and to share
experiences.When talking about issuesthere is always a lot of laughing and joking at how
much money is wasted by such activities. Through discussion though they becomemore
aware of the impact this expense has on the household income. For some of the
participants, giving up smoking is considered to be a great achievement. However small,
it is important to note the value of these actions to the participants and their senseof self
worth and self-esteem.
However, there seems to be some disagreement amongst participants and facilitators
between balancing discussion and solving problems with learning to read. This tension
was highlighted during a workshop I attended in January 2004. One of the facilitators
commented that in her centre many of the participants, especially from the traditional
occupational castes,were continuously talking about problems with their husbands and
the key word 'divorce' had been chosen. However some of the participants began to
bring their personal problems on a daily basisafter this and someof the other participants
were complaining about the amount of time spent resolving conflicts. This emphasises
the importance of facilitators being able to use their skills to prevent certain people or
topics dominating the Chalphal Kendras. It also serves to highlight the diversity of
experiencesthat the participants bring to the sessionsand demonstratesthat divisions
occur within the centresand they are not always harmonious democraticspaces.
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5.4.2 Community level actions,
5.4.2.1ChalphalKendrasprojects
Table 5.5 provides an overview of some of the projects that have been initiated through
the Chalphal Kendra process. The link between the participatory techniquesand also key
words and the subsequent actions that are taken is also demonstrated. There are a
number of actions that have been taken either by the Chalphal Kendra group or by the
wider 'community' in which they operate. The 'wider communit,/ here refers to the
people living in the same ward, as most, if not all actions are undertaken at the ward
level. Most institutions are based around the unit of the ward, such as VDC and ACAPs
CAMC as well as other more traditional institutions such as 'rithi thithi. Chalphal
Kendras are very much organisedwithin the framework of the ward. They have createda
for
for
discussion
new space
and analysis as well as providing an educational opportunity
participants. EachChalphal Kendra has a strong affinity to its local ward members.
Table 5.5 PAR activities and the actions that they can lead to - examples from Sikles
PAR image

Actions taken
Issues discussed
Clean u campaign
Identify dirty areas
Construct public toilets
Areas poor sanitation
Trail repair
Poor path
Social Map
Repair of taps & build new tanks
Problems with water supply
Bridge construction
Problem to accessforest
Garbag pit construction
Rubbish disposal
Identify natural resources such Help identify future plantation
sites
as forests etc
Availability of vacant houses or Help to choose location of meeting
halls to be constructed
land
Many actions that relate to the social map are practical projects that are undertakenin the I
ward where the DC is running and therefore
needdiscussionat ward ineetings
Discussion of diseases and Identify preventative techniques &
herbal remedies
when they occur
Use to plan the Discussion Decided to close Discussion Centre
Centre activities when to start in busy summer months
Seasonal
etc
Calendar
Help to determine when is the Enabled time to be set aside for
best time to start activities building of community hall
such as construction
Discuss
on Decided to change custom of high
expenses
traditional celebrations
expenditure at certain ceremonies
This activity may be undertakenin thefirst cycleof the processand will be revisited infuture
sessionsi Fit is an appropriateactivityfor sub quent keywords being discussed
Preference
Helps them to determine Decide which projects should take
Ranking
priority and with seasonal calendar
priorities within the group
decide when and how these projects
can be implemented
7his activity is not usually undertakenuntil at least the secondcycle of the group and hence
niany actions havebeendiscussedby this stage.
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The actions undertaken further support the earlier observations of the centrality of
environmental concerns within the study area. AR centres report regular clean up
campaigns,path repairs and water and sanitation projects being implemented. In some
casesthe support of ACAP has been sought to undertake these projects, for example
through requesting funds and technical support in the construction of garbagepits. If we
take the example of 'clean up campaigns' the significance of the impact of the Chalphal
Kendras can be more fully seen. 'Clean Up Campaigns' were introduced into the Sikles
sector as part of the Annapurna Conservation Projects activities in 1992. Initially these
were very successful with a marked improvement in the cleanliness in the villages.
Mother's groups and school children were particularly active within this field. As
highlighted in Chapter 2, however,'not all people.were participating in these activities
and some areasremained 'dirty' and a source of tension within the community (Section
2.2.3.2). 1had been informed by one member of staff from ACAP that "thescheduled
caste
areasare moredirty as theydo not carefor their environmentor listen to us whenwe tell themto
areasarea problemfor thewholecommunityas oftentheypollute the
cleanup their areas. 77tese
localwaterways
'I (perscomm.1995.).
Since1995the dean up activities had becomeless regular and were not being undertaken
on a systematicbasis. It is therefore promising to note that all the Chalphal Kendras have
initiated their own cleanup campaigns,including the centre in Parche(an area previously
noted for being difficult to motivate). In Parche following the successof the clean up
initiative the facilitator reported that they were keen to do more to improve their local
environment. Bhadra Bir feels that "the REFLECTclasshas beena majorfirce which is
bringingout all things (suchascleanup campaign)from their heartsand theyhaveneverhadthis
before.Many peoplestill think that this changewill beslow though" (perscomm.Field
experience
Visit April 1999).

Chalphal Kendra participants have engagedin discussionabout issuessuch as sanitation,
health and the environment and have subsequently taken ownership of the clean up
campaign initiative. There is no need for ACAP, or any other agencyto 'tell them to dean
up their areas. Through reflection and analysis along with the creation of visual images
to identify problem areas,the participants are now motivated to undertake theseactivities
on a regular basis. Furthermore, through discussing the importance of these issues at
ward meetings the wider community is now also engaged in supporting the Chalphal
Kendras in these activities. Women, men and children now work together and this has
feelings' within the
created what many participants refer to as the "developtnent
of LtLe
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communities. In addition, in one centre a participant worked for ACAP as a helper and
suggested that they requested a rubbish pit to be built by ACAP so that they could
dispose of the non-biodegradable rubbish in a suitable and sustainablemanner. To date
two such rubbish pits have been constructed at the request of Chalphal Kendras. This
example also demonstrates the importance of engaging the wider community in the
actionsthat have beenidentified within the centres.

5.4.2.2Actionsfrom within thewider 'community'
Within the study area certain people are viewed as 'key community' workers such as the
VDC Chairman, CAMC Chairman, Mother's Group Chairwoman, local teachers and
traditional leaders. These people occasionally attend the Discussion Centres to see how
they are run and what they are discussing. The facilitators and participants have had an
open door policy whereby anyone can come and join in the discussion and this has
fostered a relationship of trust. Whilst mamtah-dngthis opennessthe support workers,
and facilitators have discussed the importance of the centres not becoming a political
arena so that any one political party does not hijack Chalphal Kendras. The open door
policy helps to prevent any distrust from being generatedwithin the wider community.
The facilitators motivate influential leaders from all political parties to visit the centres to
ensure that any misunderstandings are avoided. Table 5.6 demonstrates the range of
activities that the community has been involved in implementing with Chalphal Kendra
participants.
Table 5.6 Implemented actions and support received
Implemented Action
Clean up campaigns
Built a permanent cemented
garbage pit
Built a community toilet
Built a community hall

Su pport Agency
Mothers group and other people of that community
Cement and wages from ACAP
People's participation without having labour charge
Rs. 30,000 from mothers group
People contributed labour free of charge
ACAP, mothers group and the people of the
community
0 By the help of elected representative
personalities

'Dahts' participated actively
and other
in some centres and are
involved in social work
Maintained drinking water * People's participation free of charge
tank and tap
Constructed small wooden 0 Peoples participation free of charge
bridge
Bought community cooking 0 Got financial support by the fund
of mothers group
pots (worth Rs. 30,000)
1
1
bource: Uhital & l3ohara (2002: 9)
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The support gained from within the community comes as no surprise given the positive
initiatives emerging from the Discussion Centres. The actions identified serve to improve
the local community and there is a strong focus on community development projects. If
the actions were more 'political' in nature and posed a challenge to the more affluent
membersof society then less support would be gained. To date no such actionshave been
undertaken. It will be interesting to monitor this situation in the long term to gain a fuller
insight into the complexities faced by the Chalphal Kendra in the study area. Two
particular examples of actions undertaken serve to higl-dight their complexity, firstly
changesto local customs and expenditure at times of festivals, and secondly the building
of community halls. Through examining these two examples insight is gained into the
processand the nature of the REFLECTapproach in the Sikles sectorof the ACA.
Key words such as festival, uselessexpense,saving, future planning and neighbourhood
began to emerge in the second cycle of the Chalphal Kendras. It was reported in the
Monitoring and Evaluation Report (2001)that one of the main actions that year was the
decision to reduce the expenseof festivals and social customs by changing thesecustoms
ceremonies
at the local level. Instead of "wasting moneyon unnecessary
andfirmalities this
moneycouldthenbeusedto start a savingfundfor thecommunityto implementthemanyprojects
that neededto be startedin eachward" (email feedback from Laxmi, Aprid 2001). In the
following summary Laxrni and Kiran explain the detail behind this decision (Box 5.3).

Box 5.3 Reducing the 'useless expenses'- from Chalphal Kendra to community action
After discussing the different work that men and women do throughout the year using
the seasonalcalendar, participants talked about the many festivals and rituals within the
Gurung community. After discussing theseas a group they felt that there were too many
festivals and rituals and that these were expensive occasionsnot only for the poorer
membersbut also for everyone. They also realised that not all people in the community
are equally rich. Despite the economic difference between people they all have to
celebratethe festivals in the same way and most participants felt that the cost of these
eventswas too high, especiallyfor thosehouseholdswho were lesswealthy.
The problems of taking loans out was also discussedand the malpracticesof the so-called
'elite groups' was also discussed.They all realised,that poor people are unable to spend
unnecessarymoney like rich people. Finally, they suggested that these expenseswere
excessiveand there was no reason why the customs could not be changed so that they
were less of a burden. At first not everyone agreedbut the ideas were taken to the ward
level meeting to see what other members of the community felt. Eventually they were
able to convince people that this was an unnecessaryburden. A decisionwas taken by the
ward members to reduce the cost and a ward fund established for the more wealthy
members of the community to donate to as an alternative. Through this processmoney
for projectsis now being raised.
Summarv of email corresvondencebetween Laxmi & Kiran and mvself in Avril 2002
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The above highlights how the Chalphal Kendra participants, after discussing issues at
length, then felt able to discuss these issuesin a wider forum. It also demonstratesthat
key words need to be understood in relation to their context and it is difficult to separate
them from the process of discussion that underpins them. Participatory visualisation
processesoften facilitate the analytical processthat leads to a decision being taken. Issues
are discussed over a number of months and show that Chalphal Kendra is 'process
orientate& rather than a 'quick fix' approach. As a result these actions can take time to
emergefrom the centres. The fact that the wider community supports ideas such as these
representsa significant achievementfor the Chalphal Kendra participants. Gaining such
support has increased their confidence in taking other issues to public meetings
developing a stronger senseof community and 'we feelings.
The exclusion of members from the traditional occupational caste from Gurung
householdshas been highlighted as a barrier to widening participation in evening classes.
Within the study area this barrier was initially overcome by finding spaceswhere it was
socially acceptablefor people from different castes to gather, such as in rooms above
storageareasor cattle shedsthat were not physically attached to a Gurung household. In
Parchethe participants in the centre establishedby Bhadra Bir were all from the Nepali
caste hence overcoming the problem as the centre ran in a room above one of the
participant's houses. In the first year the Gurung participants in the Dhaprangthar
Chalphal Kendra discussedthis issue and selectedthe word 'samajdhiý (meeting hall) as
one of their first key words. The facilitator, Ganga Maya Gurung, felt that "by only
discussingwords in class ChalphalKendrawill not be a success. You needactionftom the
groups". She goeson to explain that "if thekeywordchosenis gamblingthenit wouldbegood
if theycan stopgamblingactivitiesbut only discussingthis word in classwill not bea success.
You needactionfrom thegroups. In our group thekeywordswe discussed
wasmeetinghall and
now one is beingbuilt" (perscomm.April 1999).The suggestion of building a community
hall was taken to the wider community in order to solve the problem of exclusion that
prevented non-Gurungs from attending the Chalphal Kendras
Utilising the social map created in the Chalphal Kendra a number of sites were proposed
for the construction of such a hall. Derelict houseswere identified as well as open spaces.
As the construction of a meeting hall would require substantial physical labour and
financial input the discussionwas taken to the ward meetingswhere it gained the support
of the wider community.

The idea was welcomed and members of the 'wider
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community'

contributed both their labour and finances to this project and the first

meeting hall was built by April 2000 in Dhaprangthar (Photo 5.3 ).

Ganga Maya reports that "ward people,leaders,the mothersgroup and ourselveswere involved
in this venture and ACAP also helped us. We finally completedit. The name of the newly built
house was given samajdhi in our language, which means community house or social house.
Untouchableparticipants were then freely allowed without any hesitation to come together with
Gurung participants in the new house.This houseis not only usedfor running the centre but also
for ward gatherings, meetings and other social events take place here" (pers comm. April 2000).
The participants felt that building a Community

Hall would unite the community and

would show others what the Discussion Centre could achieve.

Since then meeting halls have also been constructed in Lamathar and Yangjakot,
Chapatole. These meeting halls have enabled the wider participation of different groups
in the Chalphal Kendra through creating a new space where people can come and meet,
discuss ideas and develop their communication and literacy skills. They are also used for
other occasions but have a strong sense of identity with the Chalphal Kendras and are
used on a daily basis to run the centres. The construction of the meeting halls are largely
responsible for the diversity of castes participating in the Chalphal Kendras and represent
a very physical outcome of the whole process.

5.5

Reflections on exclusion

It was noted in chapter one that issues of caste and exclusion are not as clear cut as they
may seem due to the internal divisions within the Gurung community.

Compared to

other parts of Nepal the exclusion and social customs that relate to the traditional
occupational castes in Sikles are not as extreme, though it is interesting to note that some
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customs such as exclusion from the household and not sharing food or drink between
casteshas permeatedinto the Gurung culture. Many of the divisions and inequalities that
exist are purely economicand in today's society are undergoing rapid change. However,
equally important is the persistence of social customs, especially amongst the elder
membersof the Gurung community.
The construction of meeting halls has created a space whereby people from different
groups can come together to meet and discuss local issues whilst at the same time
developing their communication skills, be they verbal, written or visual. This can only be
seenas a positive step towards promoting increasedunderstanding and unity at the local
level. It is interesting to note that the main language used within the centres is Nepali.
Wid-dnthe villages Gurung is mainly used in conversationyet becausenot all participants
speak this fluently the centreshave decided to use Nepali to avoid excluding people from
the discussions. Participants have reported that as a result of this they have improved
their capacity to discussissuesin Nepali, rather than their own Gurung language. Some
women have cited this as one of the main benefits of the centres. It reinforces that
participants and facilitators all learn together and all have their own capacitiesthat they
bring to the centres.
When the Meeting Halls were first established the participants naturally segregated
themselves,Gurungs and non-Gurung sitting separately. This soon becamea focus for
discussionwith key word such as 'society' and 'social status' being selectedby different
centres. Through discussing these issues it was decided that there was no reason for
people to sit separately and the centres became more integrated. In the workshops
attended by the facilitators'84 the social custom of not drinking tea or eating in the
presenceof a member of the 'untouchable caste'was discussed. Through discussing this
issue the facilitators and other participants rejected this custom. As a result, in training
and Monitoring and Evaluation workshops, the facilitators all sit, eat and drink together
freely. These changesrepresent positive steps in behavioural change at the local level.
However, caution is needed in making claims that the society as a whole has transformed
as not all the changes noted above have transpired out of the space of the Chalphal
Kendras as the following example demonstrates (Box 5.4). The example serves to
highlight the difficulties in overcoming these social barriers and emphasisesthat it takes
time for practices to change within the wider community. Although facilitators have
184As noted earlier all but one of the facilitators
were both female and Gurungs.
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changedtheir individual behaviour it has not been as easy to changethe behaviour of the
wider society. In the main it is felt that the younger generationsare more open to change
and hold such practicesin less regard, yet there is uneaseat offending the elder members
of their family and community.

Box 5.4 Serving tea - tensions and insights
A training workshop was held in Sikles in 2002, attended by support workers (Laxmi &
Kiran), Chalphal Kendra facilitators and participants as well as member from the wider
community. Bhadra Bir Nepali, the facilitator from Parr-he, was the only person from the
traditional occupational caste at the meetings. This is quite typical and reflects a lack of
participation by the Daht community in public meetings. Despite this he was very
confident in sharing his opinions and his contributions were respected and valued by the
other people present.

However, when it cameto serving the refreshments,there was a senseof uneaseamongst
the participants. This causeda delay in the tea being brought and people began to discuss
what to do (ke game?) as it is not 'socially acceptable' to eat in the presenceof people
from the Dalit community. Bhadra Bir remained seated waiting for his tea. And he
waited, and waited ... until eventually one of the Chalphal Kendra facilitators, with some
obvious unease, politely requested that Bhadra Bir leave the meeting so tea could be
served. This causedan argument between the two people with Bhadra Bir commenting
that if the facilitators of the centrescould not change their attitudes then what hope was
there for the rest of the society changing? Whilst agreeing with Bhadra Bir, the facilitator
argued that it was a slow processand change would come step by step and eventually
Bhadra Bir left the room and tea was served.
Interview Laxmi & Kiran Oct 2004
However in other parts of Nepal greater steps have been made in reducing caste
discrimination through REFLECT (Shrivastav & Gautam 2001, CIRAC 2003, Phnuyal
2002, Education Network 2004). In October 1998,1 observed a REFLECTcircle in the
Sapatari District where a similar process to that experience in Sikles had taken place.
Initially women sat and ate separately on the verandas where the REFLECTcircles took
place. After participating in the circles and discussingthis issuewomen began to both sit
and more significantly eat and drink together. This occurred within a year of the circles
establishing. However, more significantly was the fact that community ended the social
custom of excluding people from the 'untouchable castes' from using water from the
community taps around the village, meaning they had to travel out to the rivers to collect
water and wash. This shows how the womees discussionshad permeatedinto the local
community and persuadedothers that such practiceswere oppressive.
It is important to note that comparatively, there are fewer restrictions in Sikles on the
traditional occupational castes. An example of this is that there is no restriction on Daht
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community members using the same water source'85. However, fl-ds aside within the
context of this study it must be noted that members of the traditional occupational castes
are still excluded from Gurung households and although participants will sit together in
the centres the invite is not extended into the household level. Changes in behaviour are
very much restricted to the 'space' of the Chalphal Kendra as the above example
demonstrates.

Wifl-dn the study area Bhadra Bir reports that the Chalphal Kendra has played an
important role in reducing the feeling of 'pidadyak"86(panic, sadnessand oppression)
within the community in which he lives. Other participants in the study areahave noted
this and generally the Chalphal Kendra has improved understanding within the
communities at the local level. As noted above the traditional occupational castes,gain
prestige from their ability to speak in Nepali and the Gurung participants have
commented on how they have benefited from this interaction. Overall, there are some
changes noted in relation to caste discrimination especially within the spaces of the
Chalphal Kendra but social barriers have not been fully overcome.The fact that a separate
space is needed for the centres to run demonstrates that the Dalit community are still
excluded from Gurung households. Time is needed for such customs to be challenged
and overcomewithin the wider society. This is an area worthy of further investigation in
the future and will form part of the study by Dhital (2005).

5.6 Reflections on autonomy and sustainability
5.6.1 Formation of a CBO
When the DiscussionCentreswere first formed within the Sikles sectorthe facilitators and
participants devised a set of rules and regulations. However within Sikles during the
training workshop at the start of the 3rdcycle facilitators felt that these were not being
adhered to. They also felt that for the centres to be sustainable and more successfulin
implementing actions they neededto both formalise the processand draw upon the wider
support within the community. As a result of these deliberations three management
committees were established in Parche, Savathar and Gairithar in the village of Sikles.
The facilitators of these centres fed back this information to other facilitators in the
185In someplaces in Sil-desthe use of taps may seemto be segregatedaccording to castebut this is mainly
due to the clustering of householdsfrom a particular group in a particular location. Gurung people will take
water from thesesourcesif they are passingby and non-Gurungsare not deniedaccessto water in any area.
186There is no direct translation of this word and it was the sourceof much discussionbetweenLaxmL Kiran
and myself as we tried to decideon the exact meaning.
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Monitoring & Evaluation Workshop in May 2001. They felt the main benefit of these
conunitteeswas engaging other membersof their wards in supporting their initiatives. In
the light of this other centres expressedan interest in forniing such committees in their
own wards and by November 2001 most centres had established a management
committee (Diagram 5.6).
Diagram 5.6 Overview of formation of Chalphal Kendra managementcommittees
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Every management committee was responsible for providing the salaries for their
facilitators and organising logistical issues such as provision of material for the centres.
The aims and objectivesof the ManagementCommitteeswere defined at the start of Cycle
4 in the training workshop in September2001.The participants in the workshop drew up
a list of responsibilities for the Management Committees that included supervising the
centres,providing logistical support such as arranging rooms and providing salariesfor
the centres, reviewing and checking attendanceof the facilitators and participants, and
helping to initiate and support decisions that emergedfrom the Chalpal Kendras (Dhital
& Bohara2001a).

The establishment of these committees demonstrates that local people, facilitators
participants and the wider society were beginning to take control and ownership of the
Chalphal Kendra and were keen to increaseautonomy at the local level. It is interesting
to note how the processdraws upon the wider community and in particular draws upon
the male membersof the community187.This decision was a strategic one and as a result

187SeeAppendix 5.7 for an exampleof a managementcommittee.
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there was an increasing level of involvement from the wider community in Chalphal
Kendra initiatives.

The successof the new management committees led to the formation of a Community
Based Organisation which was seen as vital to increasing the financial and logistical
sustainability of the Chalphal Kendra process. A Committee was formed in 2001in order
to start this procedure. The participants in the workshop requestedthe support of Laxmi
felt
Organisation.
In
Based
Kiran
formation
Community
in
they
the
the
particular
and
of
they needed,support in registering such an organisation with the appropriate government
offices and providing technical support in the formation and initial cycles of the
Community Based Organisation. Laxmi and Kiran were both interested in supporting
this initiative ag.they had been involved in the Discussion Centres for three years and
were keen to seean increasein the local level managementof the project and ultitnately
saw the formation of a CBO, as enabling the project to become sustainable and less
dependentupon their input.
Laxn:ii herself felt that after three years there was an urgent need to increasethe capacity
feedback
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7his year (Cycle4), in my opinion our efjbrts shouldbe on empoweringmanagement
committee through providing technical knowledgeto run centres;by themselves,
establishingtheir linkagewith other institutions like District DevelopmentCommittee,
VillageDevelopmentCommittee,ACAP and others.Likewise,it is alsonecessary
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Laxmi and Kiran began to hand over many of the logistical roles that they had previously
focus
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began
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They
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to
to
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more on
undertaken
facilitating the formation of a Community BasedOrganisation. They worked with local
committees to ensure they had the technical knowledge to run the centressmoothly and
stressedthe importance of linking into local level structures and organizations to generate
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wider support from within the community for the Discussion Centresand their activities.
This transferenceof power and control to the local level is vital for the successof the CBO
to operatein the long term
To progress this idea further the VDC chairperson, OIC of ACAP Sikles, social workers
and representativesfrom the mothers group were invited to the Monitoring & Evaluation
Workshop held in May 2002. The main reasonsfor forming a CBO were recorded as:
firstly, wanting to institutionalise the processof REFLECT,secondly, a desire to enhance
the sustainability of the programme; thirdly, to foster linkages between Chalphal Kendra
and other institutions (such asVDC, DDC, ACAP and potential donors) to enablefunds to
be raised at the local level through fund raising activities and finally, to enable the
Chalphal Kendra to start to launch other progranunes like income generation, further
literacy programmes and other relevant activities (Dhital &Bohara 2002). Further, by
registering as a CBO they could have an official bank accountin which to deposit funds.
Thesereasonshighlight the importance of engaging the wider community in the Chalphal
Kendra and stress the need for linkages to be developed if the programme is to become
sustainable. This is important not only from a financial point of view'88 but also with
respectto developing autonomy at the local level. By forming the CBO local ownership is
taken and a sense of identity is created beyond each individual Chalphal Kendra. A
membership fee system was devised to raise funds for the CBO with a general
membership fee at a nominal 10 rupees and life membership at Rps 500. More
importantly the registration of a CBO would enable a bank account to be opened, formal
recognition to the work of the Chalphal Kendra and also legitimacy as a fund raising
body. Further money raised at the local level could be deposited in the accountand hence
widen the work of the Chalphal Kendra beyond the ward boundaries they currently work
in.

Expanding the programme is also seen to be an important aspect of the CBO. The
working area for the CBO was defined as the Kaski District including the districts of
Parche,Thumako Danda, Namarjung, and Sindujure Village Development Committees.
This representsan expansion of the activities of the Chalphal Kendra from two VDCS to
five out of the sevenVDCs in the Sikles sector of the ACAP (Map 1.1 Chapter 1: 8). The
focus of the organisation. would be to work with Womenýs Groups, Dalit Groups
188This is an important considerationas the funds from UWCSEA are being phasedout in line with criteria
that all projects demonstratethe ability to sustainthemselves.
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(especially farmers who are dependent on traditional agriculture) and Farmers Group
(dependentonly on agriculture). It was also decided that an office should be established
in ParcheVDC in Sikles. In order to register the CBO with the district administration
office in Kaski an ad hoc committee was formed. Laxmi Dhital was also invited to be on
the committee and asked to help prepare the constitution for the CBO. Political instability
in Nepal and a lengthy bureaucratic processmeant that it took a year to actually register
the CBO officially with the District Development Office in Pokhara. The efforts of LaxmL
Kiran and the VDC Chairman from Sikles; played a vital role in this process. The
'Madikhola Women Development Organisationý (MWDO)189was formally registered at
the District Administration Office in Pokhara on May 30th2003. Headed paper, receipts
and identity cards have been produced (Diagram 5.7).
Diagram 5.7 Headed paper of MVMO showing logo and registration number
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A SWOT analysis,completed by Laxmi and Kiran in September2004,identified the main
barrier to the Chalphal Kendra as being the lack of funding'90. To date the processhas
depended upon funding from UWCSEA Global Concerns Committee.

Producing

newsletters and a video has been vital in communicating the outcomes of Chalphal
Kendra to the funding body. Unlike other Global Concerns projects, no students from
UWCSEA have visited the Chalphal Kendra, in the main due to political unrest. The
conditions under which the funds were securedstated that the funding stream would be
phased out, over a3 to 5 year period, in order to ensure the project becamesustainableat
the local level. The exact time period was never fully qualified and on an annual basis
reports have been sent and a bid made to the committee. Students at UWCSEA

189A variety of names were proposed for the organisation including, the Annapurna
welfare organisation,
Sikles human welfare organisation,Madi Khola associationof women development,Madi active social union
and Annapurna creative society. Initially the name "Madikhola Creative Women's Association (MaCWA)"
was chosen but this was changed in January 2003 to Madhikhola Women Development Organisation
(MWDO). The acronym MWDO gives the meaning of pilgrimage to the sacredtemple in Sikles where a
three-day celebration takes place every year and the participants wanted to reflect this local celebration in
their title.
190SeeAppendix 5.8 SWOT by Laxmi & Kiran Sept2004.
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essentially run the project and each year a different student has been responsible for
presenting the bid to the committee. My only contact with these students has been
through email. I have had to build up a rapport and explain who I am, the aims of the
project and report back on the outcomesof the Chalphal Kendra on an annual basis. This
has taken time on my part yet has to date been a worthwhile investment.
In the summer of 2002 however, the communication between myself and the
representativebroke down, delays in emailing and confusion about who to email led to a
key deadline for bidding for funds being missed. The repercussionsof this were quite
severeas in attempting to send all the information to the correct person it was felt that I
was sending too much information'91.The students were almost alienated by this process
and a flurry of email correspondencein January 2003eventually resolved the situation,92.
A proposal was approved for funding to be sent and for this to be phased out over a 3year period, reducing the funding by 50% each time. This scenario demonstrateshow
dependent the process is on the funding agency. It also stressesthe importance of
maintaining effective lines of communication. Failing to do so createduneaseat the local
level as the centreswere running with no funds and the facilitators were concernedas to
whether they would be paid.
The problem of ongoing funding was further heightenedby the lack of resourcesavailable
from the VDC and also by the withdrawal of ACAP from the area due to political unrest.
In January2003,a ceasefirewas announced and the CBO was almost registered yet there
were few opportunities for alternative sourcesof income. The pressurefrom UWCSEA to
demonstrate sustainability came at a very challenging time for the project (see email
correspondencein Appendix 4.6). It is important to note that the projects initiated by
Chalphal Kendras have been implemented with funds raised at the local level. This
demonstratesthe ability of the Chalphal Kendra, and now CBO, to raise funds and to
engagethe wider community in their initiatives. In 2003the CBO organised an event to
celebrateWomen's Day (previously organised by ACAP). Participation levels of women
in this event were higher than in previous years and the event was seen to be a great
achievement'93.

191As the new person was unaware of the project I sent past information and background detail as well as
reporting on progressmade in the past year.
19"This involved emails between two teachers at UWCSEA, my key contact on the Global Concerns
committee, Laxmi & Kiran and myself. Laxmi and Kiran in Kathmandu had to visit Sikles to gather some
information about funding provided for projects undertaken.
193SeeAppendix 5.9 for photos of this event.
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S.6.2 Participation in the CBO
The previousreflectionson the toilet-building project in Sikles(Box 2.1: 28) provided
insightinto the dominationof certainmembersof the communityin initiating community
developmentprojects.Questionswereraisedoverthe level of participationin someof the
activitiesat the locallevel. Due to the numberof visits madeto Sikles,including my time
few
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it
there
to
that
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spent
are a
active
evident me
within eachward
people. Thesepeoplewould seekme out to sharetheir ideasand concernswith me and
were generallyregardedwithin the wider community as 'active' or 'socially motivated'
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organisedin December1997serveto illuminate this point- "77wdayhasbeencelebrated
in
thefteldsurrounding
theACAPofficeandit seems
asif thewholevillagehascometoparticipate
theactivities.In themaintheyareall sitting alongtheembankments
watchingthegame's
and
byACAP. Duringa gameof musicalchairsI notedit was
thathavebeenorganised
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I lookedat thefacesof
thesamewomenwhohadjust takenpart in thepreviousactivity. VWwn
facesthat 'participate'in manyof theothereventsI
thesewomenI realised
thattheyarethesame
havewitnessed
games
whilstothers
playingthesame
overthepastfewyears.It is thesamepeople
but it is
is enjoyingthedayandmaybetheydon't wantto participate
sit andlookon. Everyone
in thesecommunity
interestingto notehowcertainpeople,
bothmenandwomenseemto dominate
gatherings"(Field notes Dec 1997). Someof these samewomen were selectedto be
facilitatorsin the ChalphalKendras.The selection process at the local level is inevitably affected by the social context and
although criteria such as education, awarenessand a genuine interest in running a centre
are all part of this processother factors such as kinship and socialnetworks will come into
play. This ties in with debatessurrounding the 'myth of the community. Far from being
a homogenous democratic entity communities are embedded within complex
relationships basedon gender, caste,clan, age and kinship. Wifl-dn the CBO a number of
people on the committee could be referred to as 'the usual suspects. In the initial ad hoc
committees only two out of the ten members were women and only one member was
from the traditional occupational caste. The person from the traditional occupational
caste had previously been a representative on the ACAPs CAMC demonstrating how
dominant actors permeate all caste groups. Minutes from Ad Hoc Committee meetings
presented at the evaluation workshops highlight a tendency towards political leaders,
local teachersand social workers being key members of these organisations. The initial
two people trained in REFLECr were also included on this committee. Due to the
political situation, and subsequent migration of key males from the village, the CBO
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committee has had to be reformed. This has resulted in more women being on the
committee and lessof the 'usual suspects. It will be interesting to review the situation at
a future date when the political situation is hopefully lessfragile.

5.6.3 Changing political context
Although the People'sWar was declared in 1996it was not until 2001,following the State
of Emergency, that the impacts really began to be felt within the study area'94. The
insurgency in Nepal has had a number of impacts upon the experience of Chalphal
Kendra (Parker,Dhital & Bohara2004)and the researchprocessthat underpins d-dsthesis.
Whilst the current situation has not prevented the centresfrom running it has changedthe
atmospheresurrounding them. Centresfind it is less easy to run on a daily basis due to
the fear of being caught between the government and Maoists'95. Many people say they
feel like they are sandwiched between the security forces and the Maoists and have no
senseof trust and pýrsonal security. There is a generalfear of travelling within the village
late at night. Centres have continued to run up to the present date but this cannot be
guaranteedif the situation stays the sameor worsens.
Political unrest has also posed challengesto the functioning of the CBO. According to one
member "since we establishedthe CBO, we haven't doneany rnajoractivities.It is due to the
situationof conflict in the country" (participant interview August 2004). Many of the CBO
members (male) have relocated to Pokhara until the conflict is resolved. The CBO has
needed to reform so that it can continue to function effectively without these key
members. Another CBO member points out that "the CBO hasjust established
and we are
just in a learningperiodto run the CBO.However,theREFLECTcentresarerunning on behalfof
our CBO. We are also tnakingcoordinationwith other organizationsin a organizationallevel"
(interview August 2004).

Instability has been cited by many people as being the main barrier to the successof the
CBO. The CBO membersare even afraid to put up the sign of the CBO in the local village
in case it attracts undue attention or even attack. Although such an event has not
occurred the fear of thesereprisals is impacting at the local level. One of the community
leaders feels that "nonnally the Maoists attack thoseorganizationsthat are running without

194SeeSection2.1.1.2 and Appendix 2.1 for details (Chapter2: 19).
195Although no-one to my knowledge has been abducted in the Sikles area to date, the fear due to media
coverageof Maoists activities is very real in the minds of the people.
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transparency.REFLECT centresare running their programmesthrough the local peoplein
transparentway. If the programmelosesthe transparencythen they will be morevulnerableto
beingattackedfrom eitherside" (interview Aug 2004). Hence everyone is very aware of the
need to be open and honest about the aims and objectives as well as the activities of the
centres.
Political unrest is also impacting on the ability of the CBO to meet one of its core
objectives,that of establishing links with other institu#ons; and raising funds. Firstly the
Government has suspended the VDC funds that are normally available'96. Secondly the
ACAP has withdrawn from the Sikles sector,and in fact the whole southern sector,as due
to its links to the Monarchy, it was targeted by Maoist activity and staff were requestedto
leave. Finally, tourists and other visitors to Sikles have significantly dropped leaving the
Ama Toli and Chalphal Kendra with no opportunity to raise funds by performing'97.
However, despite thesebarriers, in the past year the CBO has managed to function albeit
it under constrainedcircumstances(Parker,DI-dtal& Bohara2004).

5.7 Lessons from the process
The afin here is to reflect upon the experienceof engaging in action-oriented researchin
order to draw out the wider lessonsand issues. This includes reflecting upon my initial
decision to get involved, examining the impact of the decision to reduce my visits to
Nepal and the impact of the changing political situation on the researchprocess,assessing
the importance of and implications of utilising support workers in the researchprocess,
lack
funding
factors
implications,
and considering other
of support from ACAP
such as
and the wider ethical considerations. This critical reflection is essentialin order to draw
out the wider issuesfrom my experienceof action-orientedresearch.

5.7.1 The first challenge - getting involved with REFLECT
My reservationsat 'getting involved' have been outlined previously. In 1998,1 was
neitherin the positionto, nor had the inclinationto become,a benefactorand wasunsure
if I could actuallyhelp to facilitatethe introductionof REFLECrinto the study area. My
concernswere dispelled to someextent through reading texts such as Burkey (1993),

196Sincethe Stateof Emergencywas declaredin 2002 funds being channelledto the local level via the VDC
system have dwindled, especially in the more remote areas of Nepal. Usually there is 500,000 Rupees
(a
L5,000) distributed to the local VDC Chairmanfor village developmentinitiatives.
19
qpýýox.
Singing and dancing for visitors is a major source of income for the Ama Toli and this is a significant
blow to the programme.
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Rahman (1993)and Carmen (1996). As discussedin Chapter 4,1 envisageda role acting as
an interlocutor despite the potential pitfalls of engaging in such a complex process
(Rahman1992). My desire to succeedin this role and concern over the potential pitfalls'98
has provided an immense source of motivation in engaging in the processof introducing
and supporting REFLECT in the Sikles; sector. The unconventional nature of my
relationship with the field and the longitudinal nature of the study lends itself to being
action-oriented.
My knowledge of REFLECT,as I understood it in 1998,influenced my original researchas
it seemedto offer an ideal model for resolving some of the concernsthat emerged from
my preliminary research(Chapter 2). It provided me with a solution that was not only
logistically feasible but was also ideologically compatible with my beliefs. Ultimately I
was employed as a full time lecturer at Liverpool John Moores University and had neither
the knowledge nor the skills to personally introduce REFLECT into the study area.
However, my position and previous research enabled me to develop the contacts that
made this a reality.
My strong links to the stakeholders at the local level, especially in Sikles and Parche,
played a vital role in the successof this process. This was underpinned by my experience
friends
living
The
Sikles
between
1995
1998.
in
time
spent
with
of
and
and key
and visits
informants proved to be invaluable in developing my understanding of both the
communities in the area and the issuesthat they felt were important. My connection to
the village of Sikles gave me accessto a wider spectrum of people and my frequent visits
enabled the people to respond to my interpretations of events and issues. It was through
thesevisits that a dialogue began. However, whilst I am not viewed as being an external
expert or an outsider neither can I claim that I am seenas an insider or a local. My unique
relationship with Nepal has beenboth rewarding and also challenging.

198Ranging from not being able to secureany funding to support the processthrough to avoiding dependent
relations developing, as well as the impact it has inevitably had on how I am viewed in Sikles. I am no
longer Sarathe ex-volunteerteacherbut Sarathe personwho 'brought' REFLECT to Sikles.
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5.7.2 To visit or not to visit
5.Z2.1 Distancingmyselfftomthefield
My reluctanceand concernsover becoming'involved in the field' were notedin Chapter
4.1

was extremely uncomfortablewith the prospect of a dependentrelationship
developingbetweenthe project and myself. I did not wish to becomethat which I
critiqued (Chapter4:, 138). This led to the decisionto reducemy visits to Nepal and
ensurethat a local systemof monitoring and evaluationwas establishedand includedin
funding proposals. This decisionhas had both negativeand positive impacts. On the
positive side facilitators have been engagedin an annual processof training. and
evaluationworkshopsthat has ensuredlocal level evaluationhas taken place. Laxn-d,
Kiran and staff from EducationNetwork havesupportedthis process.Reportshavebeen
producedwhich belongto the ChalphalKendraand plans havebeendevelopedon this
basis. I haveengagedin correspondence
via emailin order to obtainthis informationand
haveenteredinto dialoguewith Laxmi and Kiran to clarify issuesas and when needed.
Throughdigestingthis information,writing a researchbid and sendingit backto the field
for confirmationI have then enteredinto email dialogue with the funding agencyin
Singapore.
In the initial stagesREFLECr was inevitably seen as 'Sara Parker's Project' as I was the
one who securedfunding and helped develop contactsbetween the local people, funding
agent, training providers and the support workers. I hoped that over time, by not visiting
Nepal, this association would dwindle. During my four visits to Nepal in the initial
stagesof the Chalphal Kendra (betweenOctober 1998and April 2000)it was evident that
people thought that the project was linked to me and that I was funding it. This was
despite my explanations that the funding came from Singapore. My name always
appeared on the reports produced by the Chalphal Kendra as either the organiser or the
benefactorof REFLECD99.I constantly had to ask Laxmi and Kiran to remove my name
or at least refer to me as a supporter. During the workshop I attended in January 20041
thanked everyonefor their support and asked then to keep up the good work. I explained
my role to them again and asked them to pleasenot put my name in such big letters on
their reports, as I am not a 'thulo nianche'(big/important person). I concluded by saying
this is your programme and you should be proud of it and that I had only played a small

199Often in large bold font!
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part it in the process. I also stressed that where possible I was happy to continue to
provide any support that was requested.
My unease in being framed in this role however needs to be deconstructed and the
question asked why was I so uncomfortable with this label? I had tried to physically
distancemyself from the project by not visiting Nepal so often (ibid.: 142). Despite this in
the imaginations of the people in Sikles in particular, where I am well known, I am linked
to the project although everyone is fully aware that the funds come from Singapore.
However, due to a number of factors, most recently being the insurgency, no students
from Singaporehave visited Sikles of the Chalphal Kendra. This has meant that, unlike
I am the main point of contact with Singapore
other projects supported by UWCSEA20ý,
and naturally this leavesme as the 'face of REFLECT. Being the person that most people
associatewith REFLECTemphasisesthe significant role that I play in linking the funding
agencyto the local level.
My concern over how I am viewed was heightened after reading an article in a local
Sikles.
The
'Women
Kendra
in
Nepali newspaper201
Chalphal
the
article
was
called
about
(mothers)are becoming judges themselves(Appendix 5.10). This article was basedon the
journalisf s visits and conversationswith people in Sikles at the WomenýsDay Celebration
organisedby the Madikhola Women Development Organization (MWDO) in March 2004.
It gave the impression that the CBO`s main role, and also the Chalphal Kendra, was to
enable women to solve local disputes and that the REFLECTcentre is everything as a
"court bench and witness box' (Appendix 5.10). It went on to state that the REFLECT
centre had been establishedwith the help of Ms Sara Parker, and later stated that I had
"encouraged the women about the task which they had to performý and that I had "also
taught them about the health and sanitation7. I felt very misrepresentedin the article and
was concernedthat Laxn:d and Kiran, as well as the facilitators, were so happy to seethe
project gaining coverage in the national press. Through interviewing Laxmi & Kiran in
September2004 it became evident that they too were confused at the manner in which
both the REFLECT aims and objectives, and also my role in the process, had been

200When UWCSEA funded the building of the new modem high school in the village staff and students
would visit on an annual basis and ex-studentswould volunteer to teach in the school after completing the
International Baccalaureate.Indeed I was one of these ex students! It was through reading about the
experienceof an ex-student that I came to hear about Sikles in the first places (as discussedin Box 1.1).
When official visitors came from UWCSEA the whole village would join in to show their gratitude and
elaborateceremonieswould take place to mark the occasion.
201This article appearedin the Janadharana Vernacular Weekly Newspaper on July 22"d 2004. Kiran
translatedit for me and sent it to me via email.
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portrayed. They felt this was more due to the journalistic skills of the author rather than a
view that was held at the local level. A further article has appeared which is more
balancedand representative(Bhadgaule2004). The author has contactedme in relation to
my input to the project. It is important that I engagein these dialogues in order to ensure
that my actionsare not misrepresentedin any way.
In discussing these issues with Laxn-dand Kiran during their stay in the UK in 2004,it
was interesting to note that they seemedalmost bemused that I was so 'hung up' about
being associatedwith the Chalphal Kendram2.They explained how they were proud and
excited to be working in the project and felt that'I should feel the sameway. I explained
how I too am personally very proud of my links to Sikles and as they know I am
passionate about my research. I encouraged them to critically reflect on my role and
explained how such insights would be useful to my thesis. The main criticism they had
was that I did not go to all the evaluation workshops as they felt that my presence,rather
then negatively impacting on the proceedings, enthused the facilitators and made them
happyl To some extent this helped reinforce my decision not to go as I felt it was
important that the focus of the workshops was on local people and local needsrather than
providing an opportunity for facilitators to share their experienceswith me. This thesis
now turns to explore the impact of the political unrest in Nepal on my researchprocess.

5.7.3 Changing political and personal circumstances
Whilst the decisionnot to visit was primarily basedon concernsover potentialdependent
relationsdevelopingmy changingpersonalcircumstanceswere also significant (ibid.:
131). Becominga mother whilst working full time and completingmy thesison a part
time basispresentedchallenges.In relationto visiting Nepal the decisionto visit became
a family ratherthanpersonaldecisionM3.
During a field visit in December2003,political unrest,coupled with the fact that my
family accompanied
Sikles
from
in person.Whilst I recognised
me,preventedme
visiting
the value of such a visit, and personally was very keen to visit, I was advised by friends
from Kathmandu, Pokhara and Sikles not to go. The main fear was that we might get

202This was in responseto me trying to elicit from them some of the negative impacts of me being involved
in the project such as issuesof dependencyand questionsI have been contemplating such as who am I and
why am I involved in supporting REFLECT in Nepal.
203My changingcircumstancesresulted in me delaying a plannedvisit to Nepal in April 2003 until December
of that year.
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caught between the security forces and potential Maoists. It was common knowledge that
if stopped by Maoists we would be under no physical threat but it was more than likely
that we would be askedto make a donation to the cause. The risk was more related to the
fact that we could get caught in the crossfirebetween the Army and Maoists. If I had been
"young free and single' this was a risk I would have been willing to take. As a mother
travelling with my children it was not. I addressed this constraint by organising a
Pokhara.
I
in
Pokhara.
in
to
as
many
could
meet
people
as
workshop
and endeavoured
Despite the inconvenience,the facilitators travelled down to meet me to participate in a
one-day workshop. The exchangeof ideas during this workshop was useful and helped
forum
for
feedback
further.
It
develop
to
the
to
a
me
provided
me
my understanding
conclusionsI had started to draw and enabled me to reconfirm the consent given to use
nameswithin my thesis and other publications. They were all very confident in speaking
in the meeting, even the ones who had not met me, and Laxmi and Kiran demonstrated
their skill in facilitating workshops.
I met other people in Pokhara yet these encounterswere both short and uncomfortable I
her
her
itfelt
diary
to
in
"I
(namel
today
see
outside
of
usualsetting.
so
weird
and
noted my
saw
Shedid not lookhappyas sheis now living in Pokharaand is missingliving in the village. The
lookingjbr
help
like
in
Ifelt
felt
time
thefirst
was
she
some
some
usualconversations stiltedandjbr
way.... It just didn't seemright" (Diary, January 2004). Similarly after meeting another
friend in the hotel I was staying at I noted "seeing(name)todaywassobizarreIfelt as though
we couldnot speakopenlyas we weresitting overlookingthe lakedrinking tea. It is unusual to
drawnand tired. I hadsomanyquestions
meetpeopleout of their everydaysettingand he seemed
I'd haveliked to askbut just didn't feel like I could. We talkedaboutthe political situation but
againI did not want to presshimfor details. It wasnot thesameas sitting round hisfire sharing
Jbodand storieslike we usually do. At onepoint he cominentedrather sceptically"you seeSara
nowadayssomanypeopleare living abroad,workingfor money. Moneycan buy you everything,
yeseverything..."". [This exchangeof words may not seem that strange but the sadness
and tone of his voice highlighted his concernover the situation]. I noted in my diary that
"I neededto haveaskedhim morekey questionsreally but it didn't seemappropriateas we were
sitting in a very public placeand time was relativelyshort. I guessoverallI seehim moreas a
ftiend than a 'key infomwnt'and itjust didn'tfeel right to presshimfor any moreinformation."
(Extractsfrom field diary January 2004).

These reflections serve to highlight the change in atmosphere that I noted between my
visits in April 2000and January 2004,in the main due to the insurgency. If I had visited
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Nepal during this period maybe these changes would have been less stark. My
feel
being
highlights
importance
in
the
of
all
participants
spaces
where
experiencealso
felt
belonging.
have
In
more at easeand at
sense
of
general,
we
all
comfortable and
a
home in the village that we did in Pokhara. The political situation served to heighten this
issue. I have acknowledged the importance of just 'hanging out' in my previous research
in Chapter 4, but had not fully considered how these exchangeswould have differed if
they had not been in the home or local surroundings of the person with whom I was
I had noted a difference in interactions in spacewith relation to the issue of
castebut had not consideredthe public-private dimension of my interactions with people
talkine.

from within a casteand also the significance of the political situation on the easeof these
interactions.

Although I reduced my visits to Nepal in the secondhalf of the main researchperiod they
remained integral to the research process. Whilst visiting Nepal the value of directly
'external
Chalphal
Kendras,
the
observer, was extremely
as
an
albeit
experiencing
face
face
facilitators
being
During
in
2004,
to
to
the
the
speak
with
able
evident.
visit
provided an opportunity to both present my conclusions and reflections on my
interpretation of the Chalphal Kendra experience and also to discuss issues in more
This visit helped me to clarify the information that I had been receiving from
Laxmi and Kiran. It also enabled me to talk about the formation of the CBO and explore
depth.

the impact of the changing political situation. According to Laxmi and Kiran the visit also
served to motivate the facilitators, as they were all enthusiastic and excited after the
due
Maoist
insurgency
Being
Sikles
in
2004
to
the
to
was a missed
meeting.
unable visit
for
level.
local
I
insight
to
the
example, have liked to
would,
opportunity
at
gain more
visit the centre in Parche to see if the participants were more confident in speaking in
front of me, to visit the centres and see the material on the walls for myself instead of
relying upon photos and to talk to the wider community to explore their opinions in
person. If my thesiswere focusing purely on critically examining levels of empowerment,
exclusion and inclusion these visits would have been essential. Overall, on reflection I
stand by my decision to visit the field less frequently once the Chalphal Kendras were
established. Whilst I acknowledge the importance of personal interaction and the

2041 had noted during a trip in April 1996 how an ex-studentand friend had seemedso confident and big in
his own community, despitethe fact he was only 20, yet when accompanyingme to Pokharaafter my visit to
Sikles he seemeddifferentý quieter, less confident and smaller even. I was aware of the importanceof place
on a person's position, as in Sikles he was a 'thulo manche' and a key contact and point of entry into many
placeswhereasin PokharaI took on this role. The impact of place on interactionshowever was more stark in
2004 due to the changedpolitical atmosphere.
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importance of the visit in December20031feel I have gained a comprehensiveinsight into
the processthrough the methods employed.

An inevitable consequenceof not visiting Nepal was that it left me highly dependent
upon Laxmi and Kiran. I was totally dependent upon their ability and commitment to
send me information that was generated, reporting on progress following their visits to
Sikles and answering any questions. They were also responsible for sending me reports
generated by the workshops. This had financial implications for the funding of the
project but also was a high-risk strategy. Due to the skills and reliability of Laxmi and
Kiran it is one that has paid off (seediscussionbelow). The exchangeof information and
ideas has only been possible due to the efficiency and speed of email. It has been totally
reliant on the ability of the facilitators to both keep records of participation, key words
and visual material generatedas well as their capacity to evaluate their experiencesin the
Monitoring and Evaluation workshops. It is to the experienceof working with others that
this thesisnow turns.

5.7.4 Working with others- support network
The support provided by Laxmi an4 Kiran has proved to be invaluableat two levels.
Firstly, they have provided crucial logisticaland moral support to the ChalphalKendra
facilitators,participantsand otherinterestedpartiessuchasthe CBOmembers.Secondly,
they havealwaysbeenreliableand professionalin correspondingwith me on a regular
basis. Finally they have proved to be committedand enthusiastic'educationalactivists'
and have used their knowledgeand skills to support the ChalphalKendraprocess. In
doing so they havedevelopednew links, takenopportunitiesto participatein workshops
and training coursesand have also applied their new knowledgeto their own graduate
studies. In addition to this the supportprovideby Hitman in the initial stagesplayedan
importantrole in feedingbackthe informationand startingthe processof REFLECr.
In the initial stagesof REFLECT(1998- 2000)Laxmi regularly accompaniedme to Sikles.
This enabled me to develop my ideas and deepenmy knowledge as my experienceswere
enriched by her translation and facilitation skills. I learnt from just observing Laxmi and
the manner in which she interacts with the local people. Shetreats all people with respect
and as equals. Whilst neither my Nepali nor Laxmi's English is perfect we have
established a good rapport between us over the years. Although I can follow many
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conversationsin Nepali it is difficult to engagefully in these conversationsas they often
involve many people, especially when they are participatory in nature, and the
interchange is very rapid2O5. Following the banter and joking amongst a group of
Chalphal Kendra participants can be challenging to Nepalesepeople, such as Laxmi and
Kiran, as often elementsof Gurung are brought into the conversations.At times we have
recorded conversationsbut due to the nature and length of them this has not always been
practical. Time has been spent cross checking my notes with the recollectionsof Laxmi in
order to iron out any confusion. Kiranýs support has also been appreciated and his
translation skifls2O6have
proved invaluable. It has also added an extra dimension to the
support team. Like Laxmi, Kiran has becomecommitted and enthused by the work they
have done in Sikles. Although they are both the sameage,Laxmi is actually Kiraids aunty
and this relationship, has enabled them to work effectively in Sikles as an unmarried
couple. Whilst they were initially teasedin Sikles;for being 'baunM' (high caste)through
their interactions in the study area they have becomean important source of support for
the Chalphal Kendra. Laxmi at one time was requestedto be a member of the CBO.
Neither Laxmi, Kiran nor I speak Gurung, apart from to exchangebrief greetings and
However Laxmi & Kiran feel that not
gratitude for any refreshments provided".
speaking Gurung has played a part in encouraging participants and facilitators to speak
in Nepali. This has also been noted as important for the traditional occupational caste,
who have limited use of the Gurung language. Initially when Kiran entered the field the
women would speak in Gurung, obviously questioning who he was and what relation he
was to Laxmi. This was good natured banter however, and Kiran notes how through him
using a few simple Gurung words this soon stopped. Laxmi and KiraWs interactions in
the study area have also been influenced by their gender with Kiran noting that he feels
closer to Bhadra Bir, the only male facilitator, than the other women as he has spent more

205My Nepali is basedvery much on conversationalNepali at the village level being informal in
mannerand
that most commonly used within rural Nepal. I am a 'gaunko keti' (village girl) and struggleto keep up with
the more formal use of Nepali used for exampleby the teachersin the school in Sikles as a sign of authority.
I can hold conversationswith Laxmi speakingNepali and me English to the extent that I often don't realise
she is not speakingEnglish to me. I can read letters and write words, though slowly, and this has proved
invaluable in making connectionsto people I don't know and in clarifying words where I am unclear of the
meaning. Through writing it down in Nepali I can then check the exact meaning in a dictionary or with other
people, as somewords do not translateeasily betweenthe languages.
206Kiran has excellent written and spoken English in part due to his
education in an English speaking
boarding school.
207Kiran and Laxmi recall how people teasethem saying they were too high casteto
sleep and eat in their
homes. The fact they actednaturally and with respectin the village soon led them to becoming acceptedand
valued by the ChalphalKendra participants and wider community.
208Most importantly we know how to say that the food is delicious
yet we are full and have had enough in
Gurung as the women in the Sikles sector are renowned for being very hospitable to their guests. Refusing
food is almost impossibleregardlessof the time of day or even stateof your own personalhealth.
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time discussingissueswith him (interview Sept 2004). Thesereflections serve to highlight
the multi-layered and complex nature of interaction in the field.
Despitemy best efforts to get Laxmi and Kiran to critically assessmy role in the REFLECT
process,one of the few limitations they can come up with is that I didnýt visit the centres
on a regular (i.e. annual) basis. They felt that my visits to Nepal served as an inspiration
to the women and motivated them to be active in their work. To some extent their lack of
relationship
be
is
to
willingness
critical of me understandable as.our
and friendship is
framed within the context where I have played a crucial role in their securing the job
supporting REFLECTand also played an important part in securing their trip to the UK
Through encouraging their participation in the CERID exchangevisit and by stressingthe
value of us presenting a joint paper in Brighton, funds, and more importantly a visa, were
acquired to facilitate the visit in 2004. This visit went someway to addressingthe fact that
I am in a position where visiting Nepal is relatively easy,whereas they are not easily able
to visit the UK. More importantly it also provided valuable time and spacefor us to share
our ideas and begin to work on joint publications (Bohara,Dhital & Parker 2005,Parker,
Dhital & Bohara2004).

The support provided by Laxmi and Kiran has resulted in other benefits such as
providing a link between the Chalphal Kendra and REFLECTpractioners at the National
level. Through the involvement of Education Network in the Monitoring and Evaluation
workshops an important link has been established that will be vital to the future
experienceof the Chalphal Kendra. Through this link Laxn-dand Kiran have shared the
experiencesand lessons they have learnt from REFLECTin the Sikles sector with the
wider community of REFLECTpractioners in Nepal. As a result of this in March 2003two
facilitators from Sikles attended the National REFLECT workshop to share their
experiencesin person. Laxmi reports "this time wejust supportedthemand theycameto the
frontline and presentedthe matters. IT WAS AMAZINGW All participantswereinterestedto
listen and knowfrom them. Thesetwofacilitators tookplaceas the chiefguestsof the workshop!
They madeeveryonespellboundsharing their efjbrts in the programmeand changesthrough
REFLECT. They sharedhow they started, how they involved the local community in the
programmeand how they havefirmed their own networkinggroup as an NGO and the support
mechanism.Theparticipantsof theworkshopwereall very interestedtoovisit Siklesto and learn
from the localpeople"(perscomm.Laxn-demail March 2003). This example highlights two
important issues,the development of support networks at the national level which may
prove useful to the CBO in future years and also the importance of forums where local
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facilitators and participants can tell their own story. Further it demonstratesthe value of
email in maintaining a dialogue between Laxmi, Kiran and myself.
The emails sent over the researchperiod generateda wealth of information. Someof the
issuesraised that were personal or sensitive were removed from the analysisby the use of
bracketedtext. In an attempt to widen the participation in this email dialogue a Chalphal
Kendra email account has been set up to which we all have access. It is hoped through
developing a web page in the near future that this can be a forum in which facilitators and
participants from the Chalphal Kendra can become engaged. These issues will be
explored further in a forthcoming workshop that will focus on operationalising the CBO.
Issues to be covered are how to raise funds and the development of media to inform
potential donors of the project and its aims thereby making the CBO sustainable.

5.7.5 Anonymity revisited
Detailed considerationwas given to the issue of anonymity and the importance of
ensuringinformedconsentwas viewed as a processrather than a one-offevent(Chapter
4). Within the researchprocessconsenthasbeenreconfirmedboth during visits to Nepal
andvia emailaswell asthrough requestingthe supportworkersto discussthe issuewith
the facilitatorsand participantsat various monitoring and evaluationworkshops. The
decisionto usepeople'srealnamesis maintainedasthe participantsat the locallevelhave
specificallyrequestedthis. The decisionto use real nameswithin the reportsproduced
within Nepal lies with those who produced the reports i.e. support workers and
facilitators.
Within this thesis care has been taken to avoid any sensitive issuesfrom being discussed
where this may have repercussions for the participants. Any information given in
confidence has remained so. One area that has been excluded from discussion is the
impact of the political situation within the study area,as I was unable to travel to Sikles in
January 2004and therefore it would be imperative for the issue to be discussedin detail.
Reflections on this issue can be found in Parker, Dhital and Bohara (2004). Culturally
anonymity is treated with suspicion in Nepal (Petigrew et al. 2004). Given the political
climate in Nepal it is viewed by many people at the local level, including the CBO
committee members,facilitators and support workers, that the aims and objectivesof the
programme are transparent. On reconfirming that consent had indeed been granted
during an interview with Kiran he reported "yes it's OK because
we haveaskedwith themso
manytimesand in theselast timestheyare very happyand oneof theparticipantshesaidit is my
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proudyou seeif Saragivesmy namein her thesis,it is my proud because
sheis not ourfamily not
relation,so if sheuseour nameit makesus proud and they are very happy" (perscomm.Sept
2004). Laxmi adds "yes we are telling peopleabout everything that has beencreatedby the
REFLECTcentres,we are not telling any liesand is our pride as well as theparticipantswhenwe
seeour namewritten in sucha way" (perscomm.2004).
It is important to make dear that there is no connection between ACAP and the Chalphal
Kendra, as it is an autonomous organisation, run by and for the local people in the Sikles
area. The CBO has been hesitant to display the new sign they have constructed but they
feel it is important to do so to advertise their achievementsand vital for the long term
sustainability of the project. Receivingpresscoverageis seenas important to the viability
of the project and along with the article noted above a recent article has appeared in the
national press (Bhadgaunle 2004). The author of this article has contacted me with the
view to write an article about my input and role into the project and it is important that I
engagein this dialogue. Though the focus is relatively personal to me I ensured that my
responseswere first sent back to the support workers to include them in the dialogical
process. As the first article demonstratesopen dialogue is crucial to ensure myself or
other participants are not misrepresented.
Ethical guidelines regarding anonymity should also be treated as such, a process of
dialogue. It is important for forums to be createdfor theseideas to be shared amongst the
being
day
is
DARG
To
this
workshop
wider researchcommunity.
one
organised in
end a
July 2005in order to discuss these and other methodological issues. A further point is
highlighted here in relation to the importance of co-publishing with participants in the
action-oriented researchprocess. Whilst collaborative writing has its challengesand is
less valued under the researchassessmentsystem that Universities within the UK find
themselveswithin it is an important aspectto action-oriented research. No one can claim
total ownership of the researchprocessif collaboration has been central to the approach.
Efforts have been noted in producing joint publications with the support workers above.
Further efforts will be made to provide a means of disseminating the story contained
within this thesis with the participants themselves, be it through writing or other
It is also important that I make the spaceto tell
mediums such as developing a web site2D9.
my own story, both within this thesis but also to a wider audience through publication
and conferencepresentations.

209Over the past year starting to develop a web site has proved to be a useful forum of creating a dialogue
with a wider audience.
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5.7.6 Ke bhayota - so what?
I had the opportunity to discussmy findings with peoplein Nepal during my recentvisit
to Nepal in December2003. Presentationsat CERID,meetingswith ACAP, ActionAid,
World EducationNepaland EducationNetwork alongwith a ChalphalKendrafacilitator
workshopin Pokharaall enabledme to reflectupon my thesisand the findings. Whilst
findings
in
the
thesediscussions
confirmedmy confidence
presentwithin my thesisit also
left me more questionsto answer. After leaving a meetingheld at EducationNetwork,
wherewe discussedthe experienceof Siklesin relation to other areasof Nepal I was left
' 'so whatT. To what extentis the experiencein Sikles
with the questionof 'ke bhayota?
How does Sikles differ from other areas within Nepal? How can
be made on such researchfocusedon the micro level? All of these
recommendations

unique?

questionsprovide areasfor future research. Of particular interest to myself is the
potential for REFLECTto meet the educationalneedsof people in other mountainous
communities.
The British Council funded Higher Education Link between Liverpool John Moores
University and Tribhuvan University in Kathmandu provides a means of taking these
research questions forward although further funding will need to be sought. This
from
for
both
the UK and Nepal to
to
students
programme aims provide opportunities
become engagedin a processof collaborative researchon areas of key concern and will
hopefully enable further research to be undertaken into experience of non formal
education programmes, including REFLECT, in Nepal. The importance of sources of
small supporting funds can not be underestimated as it is such support and funding that
has enabled me to engage in such a rewarding research process. Efforts to date have
demonstrated a lack of funding opportunities for students from Nepal, and other
marginalised nations, to study in the UK This is a shame as it is at such a time, when
calls are being made for a critical analysis and reconceptualisation of participatory
development, that such local level studies are needed to enable this process of
reconceptualisation to be embedded at the local level. Future research is likely to be
undertaken by people such as Hitman, Laxmi and Kiran who have all used the REFLECT
experiencewithin their studies so far, Hitman in his MSc in Community Organisation and
Rural Development at Manchester University and Laxmi and Kiran in their studies in
Nepal.
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5.8 Overview of findings
Overall this chapter has provided an overview of the experienceof REFLECTwithin the
Sikles sectorof the Annapurna Conservation Area in Nepal from 1998- 2003. The rise in
participation levels has been detailed and issuesrelating to the ethnic composition of the
DCs have been discussed.Through examining the key words selectedby the participants
a detailed insight into the concerns and priorities of local participants in the study area
has been gained. It can be seenthat literacy skins are only one of the many outcomesof
the REFLECT process. Equally important is the opportunity the DCs provide for
participants to have a forum where they can talk about issues that concern them, an
opportunity they may not have had before. Through discussing local issuesthey deepen
their understanding and share their knowledge within the groups. As a result of
discussions and participatory activities participants identify problems and where
appropriate propose alternatives to theseproblems.
Although some initial scepticism was noted it has been demonstrated that the wider
community have become involved in the REFLECT approach and have given their
support for initiatives won. This has led to a number of community development projects
being implemented within the study area as highlighted in Section5.4. In addition to d-ds
somechangeshave occurred to the traditional practicesthat were deemedto be expensive
and unfair, especially on the less wealthy members of society. These positive outcomes
have resulted in a high level of support from the wider community, especially within the
village of Sikles, from villagers and also from ACAP staff. As a result of this support a
Community BasedOrganisation is in the processof being established. The findings here
are by no meansconclusive as the processis still ongoing and many challengeshe ahead
in making the project totally owned by the local community, which is crucial to its
sustainability. What has been provided is a snapshot of events and some of the
complexities of introducing an alternative form of non-formal education programme into
an establishedICDP, namely the Annapurna Conservation Area Project. This thesis shall
now draw together the issues raised in this chapter to the experience and literature
reviewed in Chapters 2&3 and will seek to answer the question "To what extentdoesthe
REFLECT approachoffer a model of non formal educationthat can facilitate a processof
transformatoryparticipatorydevelopment
at thelocallevel?". Reflectionsand conclusionswill
also be drawn upon the value and challenges of being involved in a process of
participatory action researchand what lessonshave been learnt from my experience.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

6.1 Overview of thesis
The central aim of this these was to critically examine the capacity of non-formal
education programmes to meet the demands of local people within the context of the
Sikles Sector of the ACA, Nepal. Insights have been gained into both ACAPs Adult
Literacy Classesand REFLECT. The second aim of the thesis was to draw out the key
lessonslearnt from engaging in action-oriented research. As such it has drawn on a wide
body of literature and brings together the experience of non-formal education in the
ACAP with the theory of participatory development. It has relied upon the author's
experienceof engaging with action-oriented researchin the Sikles sector of the ACAP. In
particular it examines the effectivenessof the non-formal education component of the
ACAP in meeting its objectives (Chapter 2). Specifically it notes concern with issues of
exclusion and a failure to embed evaluation at the local level henceraising questionsover
the depth of participatory development within the ACAP. Further, Chapter 2 explained
how due to a lack of support from ACAP I became involved in facilitating the
introduction of REFLECT into the study area. Chapter 3 reviewed the participatory
development discourse and presented REFLECTas a potential model to address some of
the limitations of ACAPs Adult Literacy Programme. The details of the research
undertaken were provided in Chapter 4 with the approach being clearly framed as actionoriented research. The impacts of REFLECT in the study area and reflection on the
researchprocessformed the basis of Chapter 5.
This chapter moves on to draw conclusions and suggest recommendations for those
seeking to engage in action-oriented research. Firstly, it will assessthe extent to which
REFLECThas addressed the limitations of ACAPs non-formal education programme.
Further it will consider the extent to which REFLECT offers a model for non-formal
based
insights
Secondly,
ACAP
ICDPs
in
are
on
education within
provided
and
general.
the authors' personal experienceof action-oriented research. Thirdly, it will draw out the
key lessons regarding the need for participatory development to be reconceptualised.
Finally, concluding reflections are made and areasfor further researchproposed.
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6.2 Reflecting on REFLECT in Sikles
6.Z I Lessons from the field
Securingfunds from UWCSEA Global Concernswas vital to the introduction of REFLECT
into the study area. Thesefunds have been provided on a regular basis over the research
less
Concerns
Global
Of
importance,
to
the
committee
open
was
period.
equal
conventional forms of feedback,such asnewsletters and summaries of M&E Reports. The
newslettersproduced for Nepal have enabled the students in Singaporeto gain a flavour
level
local
being
the
the
and convinced them of the value of the
of
outcomes
achieved at
REFLECTapproach in the Sikles sector. A wider point can be made here regarding the
need for small amounts of funding to be available for innovative projects such as this one.
Funds are needed that actually enablelocal participants to determine the agenda,process
being
Global
UWCSEA
is
implemented.
that
the
and means of evaluating
programme
Concernsproject is a model project that could be adopted in any school wishing to engage
initiatives.
become
in
involved
in'global
community
actively
citizensl-dp'and
REFLECT, or rather Chalphal Kendra, in the Sikles sector of the ACAP has shown
different
In
from
ethnic
groups.
particular it
various
evidence of attracting people
appealed to participants from the traditional occupational groups that ACAP found hard
to include in their activities. Further, through the construction of new meeting halls new
areas have been specifically created providing a new arena in which people can
congregate210.This has enabled the process of critical reflection, lean-dngand action to
due
lacked
to
social
customs,
a
operate amongst groups of people who previously,
separatemore private spacein which to engagein a dialogical process. It is not claimed
however that this 'new space'is all encompassingand inclusive as not all the people who
have a desire to attend will be able to do so, for a variety of reasons.
Women have been noted to dominate the Chalphal Kendra in the Sikles sector, although
men are not actively excluded, and therefore insight is gained into the genderednature of
(Argawal
literature2l'
Flintan
2000,
lacking
2001,
ICPD
is
in
that
participation
so often
Furze et al. 1996, Hughes & Flintan 2001). The changing dynamics of the Discussion

210Thus supporting calls for new spacesto be createdfor participatory developmentprocessesto take place
in to enable the challengesand barriers of participating in public spacesto be addressed(Cornwall 2002,
Guijt & Shah 1998,Mosse 1994).
211ACAP was noted as being an exception with regardsto attention being paid to the gendereddimension of
developmentdue to the importancegiven to the formation of Ama,Toli (Mothers Groups) in its approach,see
Chapter2 Section2.5.2.1 for full discussion.
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Centreshighlights the value of local level studies such as this, in order to gain insight into
the complexities of participatory development and unravel some of the myths of the
community. Many 'communities' have been shown to exist within the Sikles sector and
participants in the DiscussionCentres draw on a wide range of networks. It is not argued
that there is a 'community of womený or even a 'community of Chalphal Kendra
participants'. Individuals in these centres participate in many other forums within the
community. However, Chalphal Kendra has undoubtedly provided an extra arena in
which people are free to participate if they so choose.
Whilst acknowledging the complexities of 'communities', both real and imagined, the
(thar)
in
demonstrates
the
association
ward
research
with
a strong senseof geographical
the Sikles sector. All the centresfall within distinct ward boundaries. No centre has been
establishedthat cuts acrosstheseboundaries. Chapter 5 highlighted how during a field
for
help
April
in
1
the youth that cut acrossthe
2000
to
visit
establish a centre
was asked
ward boundaries (Chapter 5: 170). Whilst some interest was expressed it never
materialised. As an external observer this representeda missed opportunity to provide a
keen
for
had
to participate in the
who
were
centre children who
missed out on school and
Chalphal Kendra. The younger children attending the Chalphal Kendra would also have
benefited from a spacewhere they could learn with their own age group. It was not my
place to intervene however, as the premise of REFLECTand action-oriented researchis
that decisionsand actions such as these need to emergefrom the local participants. It is
important however to recognisethat researchersshould not feel inhibited from discussing
the observations and making suggestions, as they too are participants in the research
imposing
discussing
fine
balance
between
ideas
There
is
and
one's own view.
process.
a
It is essential that such researchersengage in a process of critical self-reflection. Based
upon my experiencewith Sikles and position as a British academicconducting researchin
the area, it is inevitable that I will be seen as embodying the characteristics of bikas
highlighted in Chapter 2. This reinforces the importance of researchersbeing sensitive,
reflexive and honest as suggestedby DARG (2002).
Monitoring and Evaluation Workshops have createda valuable spacefor dialogue to take
place between the Chalphal Kendras. Thesehave played a crucial role in raising the local
capacity to evaluate the outcomesof the REFLECTprocessand make plans for the future.
Support for these events,through Laxmi & Kiran, as well as Education Network, has also
been fundamental to the successof the REFLECT approach in the study area. This
be
by
for
Nepal
REFLECT
in
to
the
evidencesupports
calls
attention
paid too
practitioners
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supporting mechanisms(Popkins 1998). The workshops have been more participatory in
nature when they have taken place at the local level, in Sikles, as they are open not only to
facilitators but also participants in the wider community. The workshop held in Sikles in
2002was fundamental to the emergenceof the community-based organisation. Through
this workshop a wide range of participants were actively engaged in the evaluation
from
the wider community are now
people
process and as a result a number of
represented on the CBO that has been formed. Unfortunately, the increasing political
unrest in Nepal has meant that the workshops have had to run in Pokhara,for safety
reasonsas often public gatherings are treated with suspicion (Bajracharya& Shreshtra
2004). Given the recent Stateof Emergencyit is uncertain when they will be able to run at
the local level. Further, uncertainty about potential sourcesof funding also posesa threat
to theseevents.
P
Whilst a number of significant changes have been noted at the individual and community
level it is evident that the outcomes evolve as the centres become more established. Those
that require the participation of the wider community, such as the formation of the CBO
longer
inevitably
individual
being
take
than
to
actions.
customs,
and changes
social
made
The experience in Sikles demonstrates the value of the REFLECT centres running over a
diversity
date.
The
long
to
time,
of outcomes also
over six years
relatively
period of
highlights the difficulty

for
key
indicators
REFLECT.
the
success
of
establishing
of

If

REFLECT is to live up to the promise of participatory development it is imperative that
local people define their own indicators of success in order to reflect the local priorities
and issues that REFLECT aims to address. This makes it very difficult to form generalised
conclusions from the experience as the process is so embedded at the local level. This
challenge is generic to action-oriented research.

Further complicating

the evaluation

process, these indicators of success need to change over time and evolve from local level
analysis. It is for this reason that attention needs to be paid to exploring the process that
'
underpins action-oriented research, or equally participatory development, as well as the
outcomes.

Embedding the evaluation processat the local level is central to action-oriented research
and is vital if it is to live up to the challenge of being participatory. Within this research
this has beenachievedin the main through ensuring that funds have beenallocated to run
monitoring and evaluation workshops on an annual basis. M&E reports provide a wealth
of information on the changes that have taken place. These are available through
Education Network in Nepal to enableother practitioners in Nepal to gain insight into the
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experienceof REFLECTin the Sikles sector of the ACAP. Thesereports provide a record
of changesthat have taken place according to the facilitators and participants. Through
recording the outputs from participatory exercises undertaken during the workshops
insight can also be gained into other, less tangible, outcomes of the Chalphal Kendras
within the study area.
Field researchby the author shedslight into changesoccurring as a result of the Chalphal
Kendra such as people noting an increase in confidqnce or sense of well-being.

It is

important to acknowledge "not everythingthat countscan becountedand not everythingthat
canbecountedcounts" (Einstein cited in Lane 2001:171). Changessuch as increasedlevels
of confidence and feelings of self-worth and happiness are difficult to quantify and
discussyet are dearly evident upon meeting people and revisiting Sikles. Action-oriented
research,such as this, offers researchersa means of exploring these changes. Chapter 5
highlighted some of these changes in the words of the participants of the Chalphal
Kendra. In order to do justice to the processand outcomesof engaging in researchin the
Sikles area it is important to provide a rich descriptive narrative along with critical
reflection on the research process. An example of Us is the notable impact Chalphal
Kendra has had upon power relations within the village. The impacts are complex, as
feel
disempowered. The current
become
new people
empowered equally others may
political situation in Nepal made it difficult to gain insight into those who remain
excluded from the project. Exploring the complexities of thesechangesis an interesting
areafor further ethnographic study.
One of the major achievementsof REFLECTin the study area is the degree to which the
local participants have taken ownership of the programme and sustained it over the past
The establishment of the autonomous CB0, the Madhikhola Women's
Development Organisation, is testament to this ownership. Though in its infancy, and

six years.

faced by a challenging political environment, the CBO has engaged in a number of
activities and continued to support the Chalphal Kendras in the study area. It is
interesting to note that both facilitator and CBO members have continued to ask for
support from the support workers and external funding agencies. This could be seenas
sign of dependencyor equally as a sign of maxin-dsingthe use of the social networks that
are available to them. The need for on-going support and training is emerging from the
International Reflect Circle (CIRAC) as being integral to the successof the approach.
'Self-reliant' and 'empowered' are not synonymous with being 'independent' and 'cut off
from support.

Sustainability need not mean isolated. In addition to this, financial
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support may be neededfrom either external sourcesor the local level depending upon the
circumstances.
Based on evidence emerging from the field these networks of support are starting to
diversify (Chapter 5: 212), despite the difficult political situation in Nepal. REFLECTin
the Sikles sector has shown that by having limited support from external agents (in this
case UWCSEA, support workers and myself) communities can engage in a process of
praxis and develop their own autonomous organisations.The experienceof the author in
engaging in action-oriented researchis central to this thesis as a means of exploring the
experienceof REFLECTin the study area.

6.Z2 Is REFLECT a model for lCDPs?
Preliminary researchalong with the literature reviewed suggeststhat ACAP (and ICDPs
in general) does not pay enough attention to issues of inequality and complexity at the
local level and fails to maximise on the potential of non-formal education programmes to
deepen and embed the participatory process at the local level (Flintan 2000,Hughes &
Flintan 2001, Ghin-dre & Pimbert 1997, Parker 1997). Ultimately, REFLECT has been
indication
it
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by
local
for
that
the
some
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provides
years
sustained
past
people
by
It
therefore
the
the
a
means
which ACAP
provides
meeting
needs of
participants.
could satisfy 'wornenýs greed' for literacy. Evidence to date indicates that REFLECTin
Sikles sector is a relatively inclusive model of non-formal education that has potential to
support autonomous development. The creation of a new community basedorganisation,
the Madikhola Creative Women's Association (MaCWA), in May 2003is evidence of this
autonomy. Further, the actions taken at the local level seem to complement the work of
ACAP suggesting that REFLECTis a potential model on which to base its non-formal
further
be
for
An
interesting
to explore the
research
would
education programme.
area
extent to which ACAPs previous activities have influenced the discussions that have
taken place within the Chalphal Kendra.
When I registered to undertake my doctorate in April 1998,1still hoped the ACAP would
becomeinterested in REFLECT. This is demonstratedby the fact that I tried to facilitate a
REFLECTorientation workshop for ACAP staff by ActionAid Nepal. However, ACAPs
has
initially
actually
perceived
as
a
potential
weakness,
non-involvement, although
turned out to be one of the main strengths. Whilst ACAP had to withdraw from the Sikles
MaCWA
ACAP
because
in
2003
the
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they
associated
and
sector
were not
with
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Chalphal Kendras have been able to continue. This situation could not have been
from
date
To
has
journey.
it
the
the
received no objections
predicted at
start of
research
the Maoist movement though general apprehensionhas been noted within the centres. If
Chalphal Kendra had been linked to ACAP then no doubt its activities would have had to
cease. Being open and transparent about the aims and objectives of MaCWA and the
Chalphal Kendras' role is seenasbeing vital to the future successof project.
Through embedding the process of critical reflection at the local level, REFLECTdraws
heavily on local knowledge systemsand createsa new forum where local knowledge can
be shared. Whilst it is important to recogniseand value local indigenous knowledge this
does not mean that local people should be denied accessto other knowledge which can
inform their processof critical reflection and action. Information disseminatedvia other
conservation education programmes is important and can be discussed at length in the
Chalphal Kendras and incorporated into the process of critical reflection. Through
discussing these issuesin the centres they become contextualised at the local level. Any
likely
be
dialogical
from
to
that
this
more
supported, as
process
are
actions
may result
Whilst
issues.
have
had
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time
to
acknowledging that equally
people will
reflect upon
here
be
it
is
that REFLECThas the
suggested
some conservation messagemay
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than
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substitute
educational
rather
potential
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activities.
Some caution is needed in recommending REFLECT to the ICDP community. It has
'innovative'
'radicaY
'alternative'
been
how
and
approaches can
already
noted
easily
becomeco-opted, standardised and taken away from their original aims and objectives.
REFLECT,like any other participatory development approach is vulnerable to such cooption and careneedsto be taken when adopting the REFLECTapproach. If ICDPs are to
hand
do
in
its
REFLECT
the
they
entirety
and
over the processto
adopt
so
approach
must
the local level and seek the expertise of trainers who are wen versed in the REFLECT
ideology to impart this training. Whilst acknowledging the importance of adapting
REFLECT,rather than adopting it (as discussed in Chapter 3 Section 3.5), ideally the
principles on which REFLECTis basedshould be internalised into the organisation that is
proposing use that approach. Therefore if ACAP, or another NGO, was to promote
REFLECTthey need to fully intemalise the basic principles of REFLECTand be prepared
to truly 'hand over the stick' and therefore disempower themselves (Fiedrich & Jellema
2003,Holland & Blackburn 1998). ICDP staff need to acknowledge that local people are
responsiblefor determining their own agenda and actions and acceptthat these may not
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complement the ICDP aims and objectives. ICDPs are likely to need to continue to
support other forms of conservation education programmes to complement the REFLECT
approach if they are to be effective in promoting the dual goals of conservation and
developmentfor local people.

6.3 Reflecting on action-oriented research
AOR can offer a great deal to researchers concerned with inequality, participatory
development and who wish to work with commurdties to make a difference. Completing
a thesis on this experience has stressed the importance of reflexivity.

This involves

examining the implications of the researcher's personal worldview, explaining the
changing nature.of participation in the researchprocessand reflecting on the interactions
of those people engagedin the process. The multi-layered nature of the researchand the
intrinsic complexities involved, including my position within the research,were discussed
at length in Chapter 4. A number of key lessonscan be drawn from this experience.
Preliminary researchwas vital to engaging people at the local level in determining the
focus of the research. The experienceof REFLECr demonstratesthe this successof this
approach in identifying a project that was of genuine interest and value to local people.
M&E workshops have been valuable in embedding local participation in the whole
processas depicted by Laws et al. (2003).
One of the main challenges in becoming involved in this process of participatory action
research in the first instance was to actually become involved.

Researchers face the

challenge of avoiding making promises they cannot keep *(Sidaway 1992). At no time
during the research was anything actually promised but unavoidably expectations and
excitement about the potential of REFLECT was generated through my conversations
with people, especially in the villages of Sil-desand Parche. At all times it was stressed
that funding was not secured and training not guaranteed.

Fortunately funds were

secured so that the enthusiasm and expectation generated in REFLECT in the preliminary
research was honoured.

I was asked by a participant at the One Day Conference on

Educational Issues in Nepa1212if REFLECT would have been introduced into the Sikles
sector of the ACAP without my involvement.
'probably not'.

The honest answer to this question is

As well as ACAPs reluctance to pilot the project no other NGO was

212As notedearlierthis wasorganisedby myselfasLink Co-ordinatorfor theBritish CouncilFundedHigher
EducationExchangelink betweenLiverpoolJohnMooresUniversityandCERID,Kathmandu.
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(Map
Although
dynamic
3.1).
in
REFLECT
the
networks and
area
many
running
interaction occurs between local people in Sikles and the wider world, none existed
within ActionAid or Education Network at that time.

I was therefore very much the

'catalysf in the processof introducing REFLECTinto the Sil-dessector although my initial
reservationsabout becoming involved almost prevented this from happening. Whilst it is
be
helpful
it
is
to
that
of
power
not
recognised
aware
professionalsand researchersneed
"if theyfeelinhibitedfromcontributing their own skills.... researchers
shouldnot get tooagonised
aboutthepowerthat they take,jbr examplein undertakingthe analysisof the data" (Laws et al.
2003:62). This goes some way to quell my uneaseat gaining a formal qualification and
thereforepersonally benefiting from the researchprocessI have becomeinvolved in213.
Chapter 5 (Section 5.7.2) higbilighted my reasons for reducing my visits to Nepal after
April 2000. Milst disempowering oneself is seen to be a key feature of genuine and
sustainable participatory approaches, as discussed in Chapter 3, it requires substantial
effort on behalf of the researcher. Whilst it is difficult to predict the impact my visiting
Nepal during this period, not visiting seemedto be successfulin creating some distance
between myself and REFLECT. As a result new relations were developed with the
decision
An
inevitable
this
of
consequence
was that
support workers and external agents.
in effect it made me reliant on others, in particular upon the support workers. Their skills
have
ACAP
important
for
Sikles
REFLECT
in
the
the
played
an
sector
of
role
and support
in its successand their endeavours and commitment to the project are commendable. In
addition to this through their links with Education Network, ActionAid Nepal and
Sikles
&
Kiran
CERID
Laxmi
telling
the
story
of
within Nepal and
are
subsequently
helping the participants gain a voice in wider forunIS214.On the one hand their support
could be seenas creating new dependenciesand on the other it could be seenas creating
new opportunities and synergies.
Email has been used to maintain a dialogue and visiting Nepal in 2003 have proved
fundamental to the researchprocess. In essence,we all make decisions every day and
then have to live with the consequences.It is worth noting here that I am content to live
with the consequencesof this particular decision. Overall my experiencehas confirmed
my commitment to research in Nepal, both with and for local people, and has
strengthenedmy commitment to working with the local people of Sikles.
213There is an unavoidable inherent contradiction between pursuing a formal qualification for my own
benefit whilst singing the praisesof non-formal educationas an important tool for community empowerment.
214As highlighted earlier in 5.7.3.1.
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Action-oriented researchpresents further challengesto the researchwhen it comesto the
writing up stage. Being honest and open entails subjecting oneself to a processof critical
self-reflection that is central to action-oriented research. Such public expression of this
loyalty
by
fear,
is
inhibited
to those
constraints
associated
with
personal
reflection often
you have worked with and also by a lack of time and space (Chambers2004). It could
further be argued that such reflection is discouraged by those who make decisions about
(Greenwood
PhD
2004).
is,
is
theses therefore remain
what
not, published
and what
important spacesfor researchersto engagein such detailed reflection and this thesis calls
for more attention to be paid to the processof researchthat underpins them. It stresses
the need for researchersto share their thoughts and feeling and lessons,however small,
that they have learnt along the way.
Although AOR is participatory in nature it is not about selfless giving rather it is about
interacting with people and being an active agent. Reflecting on the researchconducted
has at times been a challenging processbut overwhelmingly it has been a rewarding one.
I plan to build on this experience in my future postdoctoral research in Nepal. It has
Reflecting
in
to
on the processalso
research.
strengthenedmy ability engage collaborative
gives me the grounding on which to talk about the experienceof REFLECr in Sikles and
disseminate the findings through publications and presentations and share the story of
Sikles to a wider audience. Whilst acknowledging this thesis would not be possible
without the input from a number of people in the study area it represents a personal
faced
by
the
to
tell
the
complexities
action-oriented
space
research story and explore
research.
REFLECr provided me with a meaningful way of engaging with the field. My experience
suggeststhat it could offer others a means of becoming involved in a locally embedded
non-formal education programme whilst avoid the trappings associated with the
traditional Freirean approach. To avoid the pitfalls of PAR, the researcherhas to actively
withdraw from the researchprocess and make a conscious effort to embed monitoring
facilitators
level.
local
This
the
the
can potentially empower
and evaluation processesat
and participants to take full control of the processand enablesautonomous learning and
development to be established. Of equal importance, this processreduces dependencies
from developing upon the external researcheror catalyst.
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6.4 Reflecting on participatory development
Throughengagingin researchin the Sikles;sectorof the ACAP, a number of areaswere
identified whereACAP could improve its approachand further build the capacityat the
local level to engagein the evaluationprocessin a meaningfuland more participatory
manner. This was identified as a common concern amongst agencies215
promoting
participatorydevelopmentin Chapter3. It was suggestedthat REFLECT,as opposedto
the literacyclassesbeingpromotedby ACAP,could offer a meansof embeddinga more
genuinelyparticipatoryapproachwithin the non-formal componentof the CEEP,thus
strengtheningtheACAPs participatoryapproach.
From introducing REFLECT into the study area wider lessons can also be learnt and
contributions made to current participatory development discourse. Experiencefrom this
researchsuggeststhat through firmly embedding the Freirean ideology into the REFLECT
approach and through enhancing the local capacity to utilise participatory techniques a
processof critical reflection and action has been establishedat the local level. Engaging in
action-oriented research,and taking measure to ensure that new dependenciesare not
createdon the catalyst (i.e. myself) has been crucial to ensuring local control of the process
is maintained and that the project truly belong to the participants engaged within it.
Whilst the continua presented in Chapter 3 proved useful in defining the research
approach taken here they lack the dynamism and fluidity that characterisesboth AOR
and REFLECT. This is best captured by the model proposed by Archer (1998b)who
proposesa new visualisation of REFLECT.This diagram has the potential to contribute to
the reconceptualisation of participatory development (as discussed in section 3.4.2).
Rather than a two dimensional image, by using the imagery of a solar system this model
portrays the idea that participatory development is something that has multiple
dimensionsbut has a core to it that we should work towards.
It has been suggestedthat a new term may be required due to the level of cooption that
has already been established (Section3.4.1). Languagesother than English may offer a
solution as in the past essential characteristics of key concepts have been lost in
translation. If we take the Spanishtermeducaci6npopulaethe termpopular' meansof the
people' and 'the people' are the working class,the unemployed peasantsand the poor.
When it is translated into the term'popular education' "important connotations are lost in
translationý (Kane 2001: 8). If we apply this logic to 'participatory development' then

215Including thoseengagedin promoting Freirean
approachesto literacy (see Section3.2.3).
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terms such as 'participaci6npopuW may offer a way forward. If action is a core feature
then 'participaction'may be more accurate. Ralmema (1996:129) provides useful insight
when he suggests"if the participatory ideal could, in simple terms, be redefined by such
qualities as attention, sensitivity, goodness or compassion, and supported by such
regenerativeacts as learning, relating and listening, are these qualities and gifts precisely
impossible to co-opt?" It is fundamental that the process of redefining participatory
development arises out of a process of participation if the term is to truly be reclaimed.
Providing opportunities and forums whereby the excluded can participate in this
dialogue are essential to this process. It is neither possible, nor desirable, to suggest a
term here.

Chapter three highlighted how REFLECr was reconceptualised in a relatively -short
period of time to move it away from being framed as an approach to literacy to a
"structured participatory learning process which facilitates people's critical analysis of
their environment, placing empowerment at the heart of sustainable and equitable
developmene (Phnuyal et al. 1998: 27).
development processis essential.

For this to happen local control of the

I have begun to visualise participatory development more as phenomena made up of a
central core of concepts that we should ultimately move towards, rather like a ball of
energy that we are drawn too. Diagram 6.1 suggestsa web of participation may prove
useful in this endeavour. By taking the core features of participatory development, as
discussed in Chapter 3216,and by placing local control at the centre of the web, the
diagram captures the multiple dimensions of participation and suggestsas local people
take control of the different dimensions the we move nearer to the idealised concept of
participatory development.
Diagram 6.2 representsan attempt to compare ACAPs Adult Literacy Classescompared
to the Chalphal Kendra approach. Whilst Chapter 2 highlighted ACAPs relative success
in engaging people in the formation of CAMCs and conservation activities it also
suggested that ACAP staff remained in control of such activities as evaluation and
disseminating the findings to a wider audience. ACAP therefore maintained relative
control over someof the aspectof the intervention processdepicted in Diagram 6.2.

216And presentedin the diagramsby Arnstein 1969,Chambers1994 and Laws aL 2003.
et
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Diagram 6.1Web of participation
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This thesis suggeststhat in the study area, the REFLECTapproach has given those who
have participated in the Chalphal Kendras more control over the evaluation processand
more input into how this information is disseminated and used. Whilst the writing of
M&E reports has remained in the hands of the support workers thesehave been basedon
the deliberations of the facilitators in annual workshops and hence their participation in
their production has been gained. With some further support this responsibility will be
transferred to the local level in the near future. Monitoring fl-dsprogressprovides an area
for ongoing research. I too have played a central role.in disseminating the findings from
the processto a wider audience through participating in conferencesand workshops and
in writing this thesis.

Notable exceptions to this external dissemination is the

participation of two local facilitators in a national REFLECTworkshop in 2004. If the
political climate is conducive such networking is likely to increasein the future. Through
the formation of a CBO local control over both finance and ownership of the Chalphal
Kendra process has been transferred to the local level. This process is not totally
controlled by the local level as external funds and support are still seen a vital to the
project. Developing a systematic means of measuring the level of local control would
enhance the comparison of participatory projects. Challenges exist to quantifying
conceptssuch as local control and this remains an areafor further research.
Networks, such as the participatory development group at IDS and CIRAC and other
forums within the Global South, need to engage in these discourses collaboratively.
Forums for practitioners, academics and policy makers committed to transformatory
development need to be strengthened. This has obvious funding implications that policy
makers and practioners need to take into account. Further, it is suggested that
participatory techniquesshould ideally be used in Us process. Employing participatory
approacheson such a large scale, acrossmulti-layered communities, is by no means an
easytask. CIRACs web site (discussedin Chapter 3: 97) is a positive example of sharing
debateswithin a global community via the medium of the World-Wide-Web, however
issuesrelating to the accessto the ICT remain pertinent.
Essentially participatory development means different things to different people in
different contexts and is ultimately locally situated and constructed. The lessonsfrom
emerging reconceptualisation need to be shared within the wider community of
practitioners, policy makers and academics if the depoliticisation and co-option of
participation is to be prevented from going any further.
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6.5 Final reflections
Rahnema (1997)challengesthose engaged in pursuing alternative development to seek
new ways of working with 'others' and stressesthe importance of critical reflection on
work conducted wid-dn this area:
"for over half a century 'target populations' have "suffered the intrusion in their
fives of an army of development teachersand experts,including well-intentioned
field workers and activists, who spoke big words - from conscientization to
learning from and with the people. Often they had studied Marx, Gramsci,Freire
and the latest researchabout empowerment and participation. However, their
lives (and often careers)seldom allowed them to enter into the intimate world of
their 'target populations. They were good about giving people passionate
lectures about their rights, their entitlements, the class struggle and land reform.
Yet few asked themselvesabout the deeper motivation prompting them to do
what they were doing. Often they knew neither the people they were working
with, nor themselves. And they were so busy achieving what theythought they
had to do for the people, that they could not learn enoughfrom them about how
to actually 'care' for them as they would for their closest relatives and friends
whom they knew and loved" (395).
This thesis has enabled me to engage in a process of action-oriented research and
provided me with the spaceto critically reflect upon this experience. On reflection my
closeinvolvement in the processis one of the strengths of this research. It has forced me
to immerse myself in the researchand critically reflect on complex issues,such as power
relations and the underlying assumptions and limitation of participatory development
and how theseare lived out and experiencedin the communities I have engagedwith. It
has required me to articulate my own ideological stand point and reduced my
apprehension at engaging in a processof action-oriented researchand the discoursesof
participatory development. Engaging with REFLECr has offered the means to enter the
world of a particular area, to engagein the lives of others and enabled me to learn from
and with them.
The overriding conclusion that I would draw from the experienceof this thesis is that,
engaging in action-oriented researchhas provided me with an extremely positive, though
at times challenging, experience and enabled me to engage in a meaningful way with
people in the Sikles sectorof the ACAP. The experiencehas been a rewarding one for me
as a researcher,a Geographer and as a friend to the people I know in Sikles. I can only
hope the experience of Chalphal Kendra at the local level matches my own personal
satisfaction and has contributed as much to the development of the people of Sikles as it
has to my own personal development. I have endeavoured to maintain respect for local
custom, a flexible research design and provide open channels of communication
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throughout the research process. As Wilson (1992: 189) notes "locals remember
[or
from
'Iearriý
rather with] them through their personal relationships researchersand
(cited
&
Leslie
Sheyvens
2000:129).
in
their
not
monographs"
Overall, the researchprocessin the main has hved up to the advice of Burkey (1993)(cited
in Chapter 1: 12). 1went to the people, lived and learnt from and with them and ended up
done
for
for
Though
is
this
thesis
them.
the
not
now is and
working with and
work
although I take full responsibility for it, it would have not been possible without the
participants at the local level, we have done it together.
Finally, it is important to acknowledge that this is only one 'product' from the research
process. This thesis stressesthe value of providing rich and detailed accounts of the
final
(2002)
Harvey
Further,
lead
the
that
to
these
reminds
us,
as
processes
outputs.
dialogue,
be
dead
is
is
it
thing,
as
part
of
a
a
viewed
alive, and should
product not a
processby which ideas are exchanged. I plan to return to Nepal in 2005to continue my
dialogue and share my findings and ideas in person with the participants of the Chalphal
Kendra and the wider communities in which they are taking place. I am particular
interestedin exploring ways in which to facilitate a processthrough which the stories and
forum,
be
be
it through
in
those
the
a
with
can
provided
voices of
process
engaged
producing a video or photographic exhibition utilising participatory techniques.
Overall I remain committed to my approach and passionateabout my research. I have
immersed myself in a researchprocess that has been rewarding on many levels: to the
facilitators
Chalphal
Kendra
in
the
the
of those centres, to the support
participants
and
workers, Laxmi and Kiran who have gained experience of REFLECT and provided
invaluable support, to my own journey of self discovery that is central to this thesis.
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Appendix 2.1 Overview of political events and key envirorumental policies in Nepal
1950 - present day
1951
1957
1959
1960
1961
1973
1975
1977
1980
1982
1985
1986
1989
1990

1991

1992

1993
1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

End of Rana Regime (Monarchical Rule) which had been in place for 104 years
Nationalisation Act - forests brought under control of government
Multi-party elections saw Nepali Congress Party elected
Government dismissed by King Mahendra
Partyless Panchayat System established
Forest Nationalisation Act - forest regulation brought under Panchayat system
National Park and Wildlife Conservation Act introduced
Social Service National Co-ordination Council (SSNCC) to co-ordinate their
activities
Nationalisation Act amended attempt to decentralise
Department for National Parks and Wildlife Conservation established
King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation established
Pilot study in Ghandruk region of Annapurna area
Annapurna Conservation Area Project established
First National Conservation Strategy (NCS) in collaboration with IUCN
People's Movement: Pro-democracy movement/ agitation led by Nepali
Congress (NC) & the United Left Front (ULF) resulting in violent demonstrations
Democracy returns to Nepal -General elections and decentralisation
May 12th 1991 General Election with Nepali Congress (NC) achieving absolute
majority
Violent street protests launched by Community Party of Nepal-Unified Marxist
Leninist (CPN-UML)
Forestry Act & Decentralisation Act
SSNCC replaced by Social Welfare Council (SWC)
Government decree relating to ACAP
Nepal Community Forestry Programme launched
Forest Regulation Act
15thNov no confidence motion issued against NC
CPN-UML won mid term election
Main political parties forced dissolution of CPN-UML
Three party coalition formed - NC, Rastriya Prajatantra Party (RRP) & Nepal
Sabhavana Party (NSP) led by PM Sher Bahadur Deuba
Nepali Communist Party (NCP) (a radical left wing Maoist group) begins
insurgency in Far East and far West Nepal
Buffer Zone Management Regulation
Conservation Area Management Regulation (CAMR)
Conservation Area Management Directives (CAMD)
Feb 13th 'Peoples War' launched by Maoist cadres
Environmental Protection Act &9 th Five Year Plan 1997 2002
Vote no confidence in PM Deuba CPN-UML & RPP formed a new coalition
government led by PM Lokendra. Bahadur Chand (RPP)
Oct 1997 vote co confidence PM Chand. New coalition government formed by
RPP & NC under PM Surya Bahadur Thapa (RPP)
March Split in CPN-UML with former PM Bam Dev Gautam forming CPN-ML
April Minority Government formed under NC
December Coalition Government formed NC, CPN-UML & NSP under PM
Girija Prasad Koirala

1999

2000
2001

2002

2003
2004
2005

May General Election NC wins absolute majority - new Government formed
Prasad
Krishna
Bhattarai
PM
under
Throughout 1999 internal conflict over party leadership within NC
Buffer Zone Management Guidelines
March resignation PM Bhattarai replaced by PM Koirala
Revised Forestry Sector Policy
Royal massacre June Vt Prince Gyanendra crowned as King of Nepal June 4th
Increased campaign of violence by Maoists. PM Koirala resigns Sher Bahadur
Deuba becomes PM - begins peace talks with Maoists
Ceasefire declared July 25 th (two rounds of peace talks between Government &
Maoists)
November - Peace talks end in deadlock. End of ceasefire. Attacks against Army
& Police. State of Emergency Nov 26th, Royal Nepalese Army enter conflict
Ne al Bio-diversity Strategy
I OT Five year Plan
Unprecedented levels of violence (Human Rights report by Amnesty
International)
Second cease-fire announced Jan 29th
Three rounds of peace talks - Cease-fire ends August 2003
February - Government announced management of all protected areas to be
handed over to the NGO community
February - State of Emergency Declared - parliament dismissed, communication
lines cut for one week

Source: Various including; Agarwal 2001, Basnet 1992, Bista 1994, Burghart 1994, Devkota
1999, DFID 2003, Edmonds 2002, Gellner 2002, Hobley & Malla 1996, Ives & Messerli 1989,
Metz 1991, Mishra 2005, Ramesh 2005, Whitehand 2004

Appendix 2.2 Overview ACA-P structure & institutions

in ACA.

Diagram 1. PhasedApproach and
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Table 1 Institutions f ormed in ACA 1986 - 2002.
Forest Mgt Sub
Sector
CAMC
2
Committee
1986-94

Ghandruk
Lwang
Sikles
_Bhujung
Manang
Jomson
Lo-Mantang
Total

Members

4
3
3
6
4
3
1
24

1 360

By 2002

1986-94

5
7
7
8
12
9
7
55

18
15
6
2
0
5
8
19

Na

T& Lipp

Source: p7.1986-1994 data Lama

540

Mother Groups
Ama Toli

2002 1986-94 By 2002
40
52
21
45
30
35
25
31
7
64
18
13
26
0
3
39
0
14
11
33
0
=290
124:
93
F-540
1 1488 1 na
By

Other*
1996-94

14
4
8
7
2
6
12

By 2002

18
9
14
12
23
13
12
101

1994 Bold data From ACAP (2003)

Other committees range from Electricity Management, Health Post Management
Committees, Day Care Centre Committees, and Campsite Management Sub Corrunittees
to Snow Leopard and Musk Deer Sub Committees in the Manang region.

1 **Me Sikles sectoris where most of the field researchhas beenundertakenfor this thesis.
2 Sub CAMCs were renamedForest ManagementCommittees in 1999 to
that
the
work
the
of
nature
reflect
they do.

Appendix 3.1 Key word formation using Freirean (phonetic) approach

Primers used to generate key words. Eg Favela

Kane (2001) takes the example of the Portuguese word for slum FAVELA, to demonstrate
the process: FAVELA

,

=Z:

-ý

Then broken into phonemic family: Fa
Fe
Va
Ve
Va
Ve

FA

Fi
vi
vi

VE

LA

Fo
Vo
Vo

Fu
Vu
Vu

The participants are then asked to make their key own words from the phonemic family
presented above and to use these to form more key words and sentences. From the above
for example the words Falo or Fala (meaning I Talk / he she talks), and Le (he/she reads)
can be made. Blackburn (2000) notes that the method is very efficient in terms of
developing written literacy skills due in the main to its creativity and the broader process
of conscientization that takes place.

Appendix 3.2 Overview of terminology associated with 'participation'

Least participatory
Tokenistic / decorative
Reliant / dependant
Planner centered
Inauthentic
Technocratic
Dis-empowering
Passive
Not Holistic
Shallow
Exclusive
Transient
Forced
Mainstream
Nominal
Formulaic
Instrumental

Most participatory
Participant control
Genuine
Self reliant
People centered
Autonomous
Authentic
Participationist
Empowering
Active
Holistic
Deep
Inclusive
Intransient
Free
Radical altemative
Transformative
Dynamic and personal
Transformative
Real / true

By / source
Amstein 1969
Goulet 1989
Burkey
Oakley & Marsden 1984
Carmen 1996
Wolfe 1996
Wolfe 1996
Freidman 1992
Pretty & Pimbert 1994,
Rogers 1992

Freidmann 1992
Rahnema 1992
Burkey 1993
White 1996
Hailey 2001
McGee 2002
Carroll 1992

Appendix

3.3 Overview

of the evaluation

of REFLECr

taken from

Archer

&

Cottingham 1996b
Table Literacy achievement in first year of pilot scheme of REFLECT

% achievedbasic lit
REFLECT programme
El Salvador
65
Bangladesh
60
Uganda
68
Taken from Archer and Cottingharn 1996bp86
Project Area

after one year
Other
43
26
22

Additionally Archer & Cottingham (1996b) note further changesin the local levels that
indicate a processof empowermentis also stimulatedvia the REFLECT approachsuch as:
Participantsin all three areasspoke of self -realisationas one of the benefits. Selfhas
had
increased
both
to
and
solve
problems
and ability
articulate
esteem
improved. An increasein the knowledge of the local environmentwas also noted
which was reflected in improved relations within the community.
Increasedcommunity participation in decision making bodieswas also noted in
Ugandaand El Salvadorwith participantstaking up positions of formal
responsibility.
Community led actions often resulted from discussionsheld in the circles in both
in
key
factor
The
this processwas the fact
economic and environmentalspheres.
that learnershad independentlyarrived at decisionsand actedbasedon their own
analysisand hencefelt local ownership of problems and solutions.
The REFLECT circles had a positive influence of people'sresourcemanagementat
an individual and householdlevel.
Genderroles were also analysedand in somecasespositive changeswere noted for
example men were reportedto be taking on domesticwork that had previously been
in
Bangladesh.
Uganda
by
and
carried out
women especially
Health awarenessand initiatives had beennoted ashaving as positive impact upon
communities.
Children of participantswere increasingly being enrolled for school with the most
dramatic results being noted in Uganda.

Appendix

3A Alternative visual diagrams of literacy and REFLECT
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Figure 2. An attempt to visualise a more complex view of literacy - Involving a wide
range of communicationpractices.
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Appendix 3.5 Overview of REFLECr in NeRal from Riddell (2001)

Programme
Context

First piloted in 1995in II circles; end,of 1999had encompassed
700 circles, 200 then
operatingthrough 30 organisationsin 28 districts; ActionAid Nepal supersededby
Education Network in training

7
ý eflect
pproach
Evaluation
Purpose/
Timing

ffýý

ality with expansion

December1999; 2 weeks; 6-personteam of external and internal consultants;to assessthe
concept,process,practice and impact of Reflect vis a vis other existing approachesand
practicesof literacy and empowering activities in the developmentcontext of Nepal

Evaluation
Methodology

20 circles in 7 districts operatedby 7 organisationsselectedby external consultantsbearing
in mind geographicaland ethnic diversity-,circles observedand discussionsheld of draft
report with participants, facilitators, trainers and progammemanagers

Literacy/
Numeracy

Mostci

les did not cover letters and literacy achievement was unsatisfactory

Empowerment Peoplehave becomevocal and in somecaseshave actedto addresslocal issues;follow up
activities almost solely involving saving and credit
Other
Outcomes

More e ctive when run with the most marginalisedpeoples;reaching deprived and remotel
communities; school-ageattendanceseento, including of girls

Self-assessmentof the training of trainers seemsto have beenwaylaid.
The programmehas becomecompartmentalised,covering particular issues,rather
than being adaptedto different localities.
facilitators,
been
had
in
Insufficient
taken
the
selection
of
choosing relatively
care
"
bridge
to empowerment,were
than
a
as
serving
persons
who,
rather
well-to-do
seenas part of the oppressors.
" 1he needto link local with national issueshas beenlost without the crossfertilisation that would take place in exchangesamongstfacilitators.
There have beeninsufficient refreshercourses.
has
been
has
that
taken place -a lack of
the
training
aura
placed
0A
secret
around
transparency.
0 There are insufficient materials for neo-literates.
0 Emotionally detached(from Reflect) peoplehave begunrunning the programmes,
without sufficient personalcommitment.
PRA has beenused as an easyway out of hard statisticalwork
The practice of giving an orientation on Reflect before an institution takes it up
has beenabandoned.
Objectives have not beenclarified concerningliteracy and community
empowerment.
Follow-on activities have not always been conceivedas part of the programme,
nor future courses.
Environmental issueshave been addressedin very limited and fragmentedways.
The roles and responsibilities of circle managementcommitteeshave beenunclear
There is no clear assessmentof the output of Reflect.

"
"

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0

That an orientation to Reflect be compulsory for organisationswishing to
utilise it, as had previously been the case
That systematicand continuous follow-up is required in order to assessthe
impact of Reflect
I
That there be regular Reflection and soul searchinginvolving critiques of
all sorts of Reflect practice and processesat all levels and that an analytical
workshop of the trainers together with key players is urgent
That training be overhauledwith an agreedminimum content and possible
methodsof delivery and tools and that professionaltrainers should have a
particular length of practice and demonstratedability
That re-orientation be compulsory for all trainersonce every two years in
order for them to continue to be trainers
That the main businessof Reflect needsto be clarified, the place of literacy
precisely defined and what is central to Reflect in terms of conceptsand
methods
That annualdocumentationof the changesin conceptsand practices of
Reflect be donenationally and globally (Reflect is rather weak in obtaining
and processingfactual data,..and achievementsare not properly recorded.)
That Reflect be appropriately named in different contexts and languages
That the Reflect support mechanismsbe upgraded,possibly catered for
regionally and with somediversification of skills.

From Review of 13 Reflect Evaluations Abbey Riddel 2001
htm accessed Feb
Available at htip://reflect.actionaid.net/resources/Tublications/abbydddell.
2003

Appendix 4.1 Full details of research visits 1995-2004
Table I Preliminary Research
Date of visit

1986
1992
May - Oct
1995
April - May
8 weeks
1996
April - May
8 weeks
1997
Nov. - Dec.
4 weeks
1998
April - May
6 weeks
1998 June

Focus of research

of visit

First trip to Nepal
Tourist / holiday
Volunteer teacherin school in Sikles for 6
months
" As a lecturer at LJMU returnedto undertake
preliminary research- overview of ACAP and
problems it faces
" Visit with co-researcherRose Sands
" Review of ConservationEducation & Extension
Programme
41 Feedbackfindings from 1996to ACAP and
Sikles. Develop contactswith Actionaid -

"
"
"

"
"
"

Pre PhD
research

Further focus on Education and REFLECT
approach
Local people in Sikles requestedtraining in nonformal educationprogramme- REFLECT.
Registeredto do Ph.D. part time

Table Overview of field visits in the preliminary researchphase & places visited

0

Date trip
1995
April - May

52

1996
April - May
1997
Dec

Other info
Reason
Field visit -8 weeks
to explore successes& challenges of the ACAP
Visited Sikles twice, ACAP offices in Yangjakot, Pokhara and
Ghandruk
Field visit -8 weeks
Field visit -4 weeks
To feedback findings & gain response from ACAP & local
stakeholders. Visit to Sikles to discuss key findings in person
Furthered links with Actionaid Nepal

0
C

Table 2 Main Research

1998 Sept

1998
Oct -Nov.
3 weeks
Jan 1999
4 weeks

April 1999
6 weeks
Sept 1999
April 2000
4 weeks
Sept 2000

May 2001
Sept 2001

May 2002
Sept 2002

May 2003
Dee 2003 Jan 2004
4 weeks

0 Training of 4 people from Sikles sectorin
REFLECT,
I
in
Circles
start Sikles, Parche,Yangakot &
0
Bhacwock
0 Visit REFLECT circles in Sikles & Eastern
Nepal
in
First
Reflect
Global
Conference
Purt India
0
0 Visit ACAP and Sikles to observeREFLECT
classes
in
issues
far
information
key
Collect
raised
so
on
0
the different REFLECT circles
0 ObserveREFLECT classesSikles & Yangjakot
issues
Discuss
with people
0
0 Newslettersfeed back - securemore funding
0 Visit Silles REFLECT centres
0 Monitoring & Evaluation Workshop - Pokhara
UWCSEA
Feedback
to
0
Funds
secured
0
facilitators
Training
of
0
in
field
for
10
be
based
Dittal
Laxmi
to
months
0
0 NO FIELD VISIT
e Monitoring & Evaluation Worksho
Funding secured
0
facilitators
Sikles
Training
of
0
Workshop
&
Evaluation
Monitoring
0
Pokhara
facilitators
Training
of
0
formation
&
CBO
Workshop
evaluation
0
-

CBP registered
Field visit to Nepal to meet with facilitators
and supporters
Workshop held
0
Nepal
Actionaid
Meetings
ACAP,
and
with
0
EducationNetwork
Dates in bold reflect field visit undertaken.
0
0

CYCLE
I

cu

(U
m

X
CYCLE
2

CYCLE
3

CYCLE
4

CYCLE
5

po

4)
wý

Appendix 42 Researchundertaken in 1995& 1996- interview schedule
Interview schedule1995: Main focus of interviews- Strengthsandweaknessesof ACAP
and how to overcomethem
2 separatevisits to Sikles( one with my father and one on own)
Visit to Main Regional Office of ACAP in Ghandruk
Also KMTNC Office in Kathmandu& ACAP Office in
Pokhara
Notes
Interviews KMTNC Personinterviewed
I'D
All contactswere itnerviewd twice to
Interviews ACAP
follow
issues
be
CEO
to
up and
enable
staff
WDOclarified
Notes taken ratherthan taped (technical
ith recorder)
In Ghadruk- original HQ of ACAP
Oic
ACAP staff in
CEO
regional offices
WDO
Notes taken on all interviews
01C
ACAP staff Local
FR - also took me on transectwalk of
Level - Sikles sector WDO
WDO
I
FR
on
accompanied
village and
home visits
Agricultural Helpers
Interviewed in English & Nepali
Teachers- local,
Local people
Political leaders,CAMC dependingupon languagewith the help
headmaster
local
Ex
leaders
who speaks
of
Nepali Gurung and English
Traditional leaders
Chair of Ama Toli
Ex studentswhom I had
taught
Focusgroup in classes
Children
Seasonalcalander
line,
Time
structure,
Hopes & dreams
excercise
Two membersACAP
Transcct walk
Two different local
people- one adult one
I youth
Interview Ex ACAP Now at KMTNC HQ
Staff
April 1995

Interview schedule 1996: Focus of discussions: - Isssues Surrounding
CEEP - successes & challenees and hoDes for future

April 1996

Attended the CEEP
Evaluation
Workshop - May
1996
Interviews ACAP
staff

2 separate visits to Sikles
one with R Sands,
one on own
Accompanied staff on CEEP programme in Yangjakot
Visited Jomson and revisited Ghandruk
All CE Stafffrom ACAP
I was invited to this event as a
in Pokhara
assembled
participant observerfollwing an
interview with the CEO in Pokhara
I'D
CEO
WDO
TO
WDO

Again notestaken apart from joint
Joint interview with WDO & TO
taped and transcribed in full

ACAP staff in
regional offices
01C
ACAP staff Local
Level - Sikles sector CEO
WDO
FR
Agricultural Helpers
Local people
Headmasterlocal school
Teachers- local, Political
leaders.CAMC Chair &
members,Traditional
leaders,Traditional
healers,Active members
Ama Toli Toli
Ex studentswhom I had
taught
Children

effectiveness of

Lali Gurasrecipients
(traditional occupational
caste)
Non school at tenders

Interview Ex ACAP
Staff

Now
Now
Now
Now

at Mountain Institute
at UNDP
at WWF
SEACOW

Actionaid Nepal

Project Director

In Ghadruk- original HQ of ACAP
Interviewed formally plus numerous
opportunityoesto follow up issuesas
accompaniesstaff on a study tour to
Yangjakot aspart of CEEP activites
surroundingBhudha Jayanti
Local translator and Masters student
(and friend) Hitman Gurung helped
,
with interviews especially with the
traditional leadersand healerswho all
spoke Gurung in the main.
Ex studentsdiscussedissuesin
English with me and Forest Ranger
from ACAP provided translation
support for the interview with the
CAMC Chairman
Contact was madewith recipients
through two of the memberson the
Lali GurasCommittee
Basic interviews in Nepal around the
issueof schooling and education&
hopesfor future
Mix ture of interviews and follow up
'
discussions
on key issuesdepending
upon my previous contact with the
personin question
Full notes kept in field diary
Formal meeting with RameshSingh
with Rose & myself - detailed notes
taken of key issues

Interview schedule 1997 & April 1998
FEEDBACK RESEARCH - researchundertaken in Dec 1997 & April 1998
Focusof discussions:- feeding back findings from previous two visits for confirmation
interest
in
by
/
Aim
REFLECT
to
triangulation
assess
stakeholder
validation
Dec 1997
x Visit to Sikles
(Participatedin conservation
day)
education
m Visit to ACAP in Pokhara &
KMTNC
FOCUS Pokhara & Sikles
Discussedkey issuesand gainedfeedback
Interviews ACAP
I'D
followed
email
plus
up
with
staff
CEOfeedback
introduction
&
New
OIC
ACAP staff Local
OIC - new appointment
so
Level - Sikles sector CEO
was required
in
&
Nepali
Summary
Local people
used
version
Local teachers
for
feedback
tool
explaining
useful
Political leaders
'
key points
the
clearly
CAMC Chair &
Also Hitman supportedinterviews with
members
local leadersin Gurung
Traditional leaders
Active members Ama,
Whom I had becometo know through
discussions
Toli
visits
mainly
on
previous
path ways
Non-Gurungs
Interview Ex ACAP
Full report provided to
Staff
all thosewhom had
previously been
consulted
m Visit to Sikles,accompanied by
Rose
* ACAP in Pokhara
KMTNC
*&

April 1998

FO CUS MORE ON LOCAL
Interviews ACAP
PI)
staff
ACAP staff Local
OIC & VVID
Level - Sikles sector
Local people
Active members Ama
Toli
Local 'community'
workers / socially active
people
Non-Gurung
community
Ex Student from Sarki
Actionaid Nepal &
Education Network

LEVEL IN SIKLES
PD only short meeting
Numerousdiscussionsin relation to
ities of introducing REFLECT
Focuson assessingactual level of
demandfor REFLECT
Discussedpracticalities and potential
for
opportunities training in REFLECT
Discussedpotential barriers to the
process
Hitman again accompaniedus on the
visit to Sikles
To gain insight into demand in Parche

caste
Staff
involved
in Focus on how to meet the demand in
REFLECrsuch as Manvi Sikles and how to supportthe Process
Shrivasta & Education
NetworkStaff

Appendix 4.3 Example of interview transcript 1996
Unstructured Interview with Officer In Charge (01C) Forest Ranger (FR) & Women and Development
Officer (WDO) Sildes & other ACAP staff In April 1996
2ndday in Sikles - sitting in canteenofthe ACAP building
Q What do you think are the priorities for ACAP in Sikles?
We have to build the Community Development Committees[now known as CAMCs] so that they can stand
on their own two feet that is why we are paying so much attention to training them and giving them different
meetingsand activities .... It is along process.
Q How long?
Well we have to gathertogetherthe peopleand first for the CDC. All the peoplewho are interestedin
joining come. Before we call them, that is, before the announcementis madewe have to motivate peopleinform them - so we have a video programmeand extensionslide shows. There is lots of dancing and then
we can call on them to form the CDC, but we only have small power, we (ACAP) have the right to pick a
candidatefrom the women or from the castessuch as Kami and Damai but we can not appoint one if there is
no volunteer.

Doesthis causeanyconflict ?
not really mainly there is comeconflict about things like forest use especiallywhere the boundariesof
ACAP are. Somepeoplewant to be in ACAP but they are outsidethe geographicalboundary- someof the
people who are in ACAP don't want to let others in and there is a big problem - we cannot solve it from our
side or from our capacity.
Q Is the geographicalboundaryused in forming the CDC?
Yes we form the CDCs on the basisof the resourceuse pattern and if someforest is outside the ACAP area
and the settlementis in it then this can createproblems as we then have to bring the resourcesinto the ACAP
area or we have to form a new CDC in that area
Q Is it easyto motivate peopleto form a CDC?
yes there are only 15 peoplewho are nominatedand so far we have not had a problem. In the future we may
have to use ballot being on the CDC is a prestigiousposition to hold in society- like being a mayor or
something- it is difficult to changethe membersonce they have formed as it is prestigious position. If they
break the law though then they will be kicked out, we have the right to kick that personout but they will feel
bad and loose prestige - one personin Sikles was kicked out [he doesnot mention the name and I do not
ask]. Peopletend to be electedif they are good speakersand are known for doing good work in the
community if they have lots of leisure time, good knowledge and contactwith higher officials, like that... yes
people are selectedwho have good relations in society.
Q How do you include women and other castesthen if they are not selected?
The VDC is by election and the VDC can be on the CDC but he cannot be the Chairman of the CDC in most
casesthe VDC and CDC is different. This is useful as the VDC coordinatesthe government funds for local
developmentand this preventsreplication of projects and programmesbetweenthe VDC and CDC. Also if
the VDC is in the CDC then this is a good sourceof information. We usually find that in this valley the local
leadersare from the Gurung peopleand they suggestwho should be on the committeewe try to encourage
them to selectthemselvesa personfrom different casteand also to chooseone active women to be on the
CDC. This personthey usually choosefrom the Ama Toli as there are many loud women and active women
in the villages here (laughs) yes the women are quite strong in their voices.
INTERVIEW INTERUPTED - Forest Rangerentersto report on the Germanswe had seenthe previous day
on out trek to Sikles who were collecting beetlesat the campsite. The IOC and FR go off to talk to them
about their activities and seeif they have a permit.
Whilst they are gone the WDO joins me and we begin to discusswhat has changed:-

How are the programmesfor women doing nowadays?
Many of the programmesare going well and lots of women are involved in conservationactivities, they are
very active in planting tressin Sikles did you seehow big they have grown when you came into the village?
[I note that I had - the treesshe is referring to were planted when I was therein 1992on the steepslope as
you enter the village where many landslideshad beenoccurring - the treeshad grown into a small wood and
the landslide problem seemedto be averted for the meantime] There are many more sites like this I can take
you to seethem tomorrow or day after - especially on the Dhaprangtharside of the village yes there are
many sites there soon the women will not have to walk so far to collect their wood and fodder for the cattle.
Q I'd like that. Are there any programmesthat the women would like to seeintroduced ?
Nowadays in Sikles there is no adult literacy classeswe have run the two classeshere both basic and
advancesand now there is none. There are classesrunning in Bhachowck and Chahcowk from 7 till 9 at
night and oh yes there is one in Narmajung for advancedlearners. [OIC returnsandjoins us atthe table]
Peopleask for classesagain in Sildes but now they have done them everyonecan read and write. WDO is
called away to the radio leaving me to talk to OIC.
Q WDO wasjust telling me that many women still ask for literacy classes- do you feel that women in Siklcs
need them 7
literacy classesare a focus mainly in the beginning but there are many programmesand many focuses- the
women are greedy for literacy they like it too much ! The classeshave taught them to read and write and
they have also had the advancedclassand also they have conservationeducationbut still they are hungry for
educationbut we only have limited resourcesand we need to developcourses- we are so busy in our
extensionwork though ke game (what can you do ?) actually I think there may be one classrunning privately
in Dhaprangtharyou should go and seeif it is I am sure there is - near the top of the ward in the houseof one
of our staff - yes I am sure of it. You must also speakto the CEO he will know or the WDO - [FR returns he
thanks us for bringing the activities of the Germansto his attention -returns and conversationturns to
preparationsfor the extensionprogrammethat is to run later in the week and then to somepeoplewho have
come to the office to seekadvice over where to best plan treesin a landslide area. FR invites me to join him
on a site visit to the areathe following day]
Staff go their separateway and I go off in searchof Agricultural helperswho may know where the literacy
class is running.

Appendix 4.4 List of Monitoring

YEAR
1998
1999

2000
2000
2001

2001
2002
2003
2004
2004

and Evaluation workshops held 1998 - 2004

Training / Workshop
Five days basic REFLECT facilitators training facilitated by Kishor
Bhandari in Gorkha to run centres
Ten days basic REFLECT facilitators training facilitated by Basanta
Kunwar and Laxmi Dhital in Pokhara for ten facilitators from Sikles,
Parche and Yangjakot
Five days group formation and management training facilitated by Nirala
Tiwari and Laxmi Dhital in Sikles
Three days REFLECT facilitator Refresher training facilitated by Ganesh
Bhakata Sitikhu and Laxini Dhital in Pokhara.
Five days Monitoring and Evaluation Workshop in Sikles (3 days) and
Yang,jakot (2days) facilitated by Ganesh Bhakta Sitikhu, Laxmi Dhital
and Kiran Bohara
Six days REFLECT facilitator Refresher in Sikles facilitated by Laxmi
Dhital and Kiran Bohara
Three days REFLECT Review Workshop in Pokhara facilitated by
Ganesh Bhakta Sitikhu, Laxmi Dhital and Kiran Bohara
Four days REFLECT Review Workshop in Pokhara.facilitated by
Ganesh Bhakta Sitikhu, Laxmi Dhital and Kiran Bohara
Workshop with REFLECT facilitators and CBO members in Pokhara
facilitated by Laxrni Dhital, Kiran Bohara and Sara Parker
Two facilitators along with Laxmi and Kiran attend the Regional
Workshop if REFLECT practioners in Dharan in February on behalf of
Madikhola Women Development Organisation, Sikles

Photos: Monitoring

and evaluation workshop in Pokhara May 2003

Iýacilitators gather in
'okhara for a Monitoring
ti id evaluation workshop
integral
component to
in
FLECT in the Sikles
'.\'E,,
.,L,(,tol- ()I 111cACAP.

Sharing ideas and making
future
for
the
plans

Information and ideas
generated is recorded for
all to see then used as a
basis for the report
compiled by Laxmi &
Kiran the support
workers.

Members from the'wider'
community also are invited
to participate in the
workshops by the
facilitators.
Here from left to right we
see the CAMC Chairman,
the VDC Chairman and
Suraj Kumar Gur-ung a local
teacher with facilitators

Appendix 4.5 Detail on media at diff ere. it stages of the research to f eedback
information into the 'field'
Overview of media used 1996-2004
Date of
visit
1995

Focus of research / purpose
of visit
Preliminary research
Overview ACAP

Feedback to field
What - to who

1996 April

Focus CEEP

Draft Chapter for Parker 1997
paper taken into field - to
KMTNC ACAP staff as well as
to some key informants
Newsletter to ACAP & Sikles
Report (Parker & Sands 1997) to
ACAP
Summary of report in English &
Nepali
Discussion with local people
summarising key points for their
comments
Report/ Proposal
to UWCSEA - with aim of
securing funding for REFLECT

ý2
1997 Dec.

Feedback Report to variety
of stakeholders

Cd
0
0
Lh

cl

E
1998 April

Request for training

1998 June

Registered to do Ph.D. part
time
REFLECT initiated
REFLECT Cycle I

Sept 1998
April 1999
Sept 1999

REFLECT Cycle 2

May 2000
Sept 2000

REFLECT Cycle 3

April 2001
Sept 2001

REFLECT Cycle 4

May 2002
Spet 2002

REFLECT Cycle 5

May 2003

On an annual basis in each
Cycle: 1) Report to UWCSEA +
funding request
2) Newsletter to Nepal in
English & Nepali
3) Field reports from Laxmi &
Kiran fed back to REFLECT
circles
4) Monitoring & Evaluation
Reports produced - available
through Education Network or
REFLECT centres in Sikles
April 2000 Video for UWC &
REFLECT participants / ACAP
Conference papers sent to ACAP
& REFLECT sup. arters
Web site being developed

Appendix 4.5 continued
1. A selection of newsletters produced for feeding back into the field
First newsletter produced in 1997 (2 of 4 pages shown)
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Kendra
Chalphal
Sikles
Yangjakot
&
&
Gurung
(2000)
Parker
2 Video cover
Sikles
Group
Kendra
Pokhara,
Chalphal
from
ACAP,
(REFLECT) video available
and Sara Parker
Video Cover & supporting text 2000

(REFLECT)video

by Sara Parker & Hitman Gurung August 2000
NEPALI
(Duration 40min)

"atin) jv-jil kf4,
ý ýT';ý4ý,
Sikiles A Yangjakot Cholphal Kendra (REFLECT)video
by Hitman Gurung Sara,ParkerAtigust2000 (OurgtLqn
Reflect is a new approach to non formal education pioneered by Actionaid.
This video shows how the people in Sikles & Yangjakot (Kaski District,
Nepal) have participate in this non formal education proqramnlýý, The
programme has been running since 1998 and is now in its third year.
It has been supported financially by the Global Concerns Project of
UWCSEA, Singapore & logistically by Education Network in Kathmandu.
The Reflect centres in the Sikles sector are called Chalphal Kendra which
means - discussion groups -a name chosen by the local people to
emphasise the importance of discussion and dialoque in the learning
process. We hope this video gives you a feel for where these centrcýs
are running and the impact that they are having.
Thank you to the people of Sikles
(Nepal),
Yon9jkoot,
Actionaid
-&
Education Network (Nepal)1, L)WCSEA(Singapore), ACAP (Nepal), Laxmi
Dittal & Conan Leavey, Rose Sands and Hitman Gurung for their support
and participation in this exciting project- Sara Porker November 2000

3. Feeding back in person
-a selection of photos

Discussing findings in
Dec 1997 with traditional
leader

Laxmi in a Discussion
Centre feeding back
information about Sikles
to Yangjakot

In Discussion centre in
Yangjakot

L....
-i

At the first monitoring
and evaluaLion workshop
2000
Pokhara
April
in
in

Appendix 4.6 Sample of annotated emails from Laxmi & Kiran
Overview:

210 emails saved in work email account (over 50 sent this year).

Many emails are logistical and relate to running of eentres, sending of money, arranging of
workshops and general emails to update me on the situation in Nepal. Cut and pasted over
40 emails into word. These were selected due to the informative nature of their content in
order to examine the key issues in more detail. Annotated them to highlight key points.
NOTE: Names of people taken out Iname) as permission to use not gained
2003/03/18

2003/04/08

Dear Sara, Namaste!
We are fine here and hope same with you. We got your previous email with the
attachments of photographs. We succeed to open the website and got chance to
see Jamie and Maya. Really they are cute. We became exited to see them. There
are many photos and we could manage to see some of them and will be seeing
others too!
By the way, we got phone call from Ifacilitator), Sildes. They have celebrated
Women's day with various programmes. She was very happy at the time of
conversation as they became able to organize the programme through REFLECT
circles for the first time. She was very exited because they became able to make
the huge participation of women for the competitive games. According to her the
participants were from Sikles and Parche. They have built up the confidence that
they can do something there themselves. We would like to inform you that the
ACAP had been celebrating the Women's day in the past but there was not
involvement of ACAP this year. Rests of the things are fine, We will be writing to
you, Thanking You, Sincerely Yours, Laxmi / Kiran Nepal
P.S- Please extend our Namaste to Bob, love to Jamie and Maya.
Dear Sara, Namaste !! It's really nice to hear from you that you have got the
money from Singapore. We can't forget that it became possible to get money due
to your hard effort and will extend your regards to the people of Sikles. Hope they
will be very happy to know about this wonderful news. They can't forget you and
your support forever. We will spend the money according to their suggestions.
We are thinking to go Pokhara/Sikles to register CBO as soon as we get money
from you. {Friendl can bring money at her convenience. You can send rest of the
money through Bank. In this connection please make contact with (friend doing
research in Nepal) because we got money in a faster way which she sent to us.
Certainly, we will open the bank account of CBO to deposit the money.
It will be our pleasure to get Newsletter with photos so that we can distribute to the
facilitators and some people of Sikles. CBO has not registered yet so that they
can't produce Newsletter now but we hope they will produce after the CBO get
registered. It's a very good idea that you are going to update the summary of Key
Words and the information regarding the formation of CBO. We will be very happy
to get it too!!!! We are pleased to know that you are looking for other sources in
UK to support the programme. You are absolutely right that it needs registered as
soon as possible and that it have own bank account. We are also trying to look
other sources [of funds] like ACAP, VDC and Ama tolies of Sikles and other
organization too. Therefore we are in rush to register CBO and we will sort out the
things in this trip to Pokhara/Sikles. Hitman Dai is in Pokhara and has invited us to
provide help to register the CBO. Hope it will be registered soon and we can make
approach to other organizations onbehalf of "Madi Khola Women Development
Organization". We are also thinking to set up centres for the childrens and will
raise this issue in our M&E workshop and let you know about it. We were dreaming
to see you here in April but you have changed your mind. We know you are much
busy these days because Jamie and Maya are very small. However, we are very
much happy that we are getting chance to see you here in December with
Bob, Jamie and Maya. Please do not change your mind again to come here in
Nepal on december. We can't wait to see you here. Yes, of course we will be very
happy to do research with you and (other person) next year. We are always free to
assist you as we have been working for you since few years. It will be our pleasure
to go with you anywhere and visit people to collect information with you.

2004/03/06

We have already completed 1st stage survey of {other PhD student) and sent all
the information for her in English. And now we are still doing 2nd stage survey for
her with sample households. It is nearly completed and will send it to her asap. We
are trying our best to make her satisfied and hope she is happy with our work. It
was interested for us to get new experience in a Squatter community. It is all
because of you and would like to offer our hearty thanks to you again. As you
know we have done some kind of research for you first, then for others. In this
connection we have built up our confidence to do research indifferent fields and
would like to request you to suggest us if someone needs such kind of works to
be done here in Nepal. Again, it will be our pleasure to get this kind of work by the
help of you and we are always ready to do once you tell us. Rests of the things
are fine, We will be writing to you. Thanking you, Sincerely Yours, Laxmi
Kiran Nepal
Dear Sara Namaste
We are fine and hoping that you and your family are fine. Sorry, I am late to sent
email to you but hope you got email that Kiran sent you regarding the workshop in
Dharan. The sharing workshop was so interesting where we shared our
experiences and at the same time got information that how others are working in
the same theme in different parts of the country. Two of our facilitators (Ganga
Maya and Nandashir) shared their experiences. This time, we just support them
how to share their experiences but they came to the front line and presented the
matters. IT WAS AMAZINGM All participants were interested to listen and to know
from them. These two facilitators took place as the chief guest of the workshop!
They made others spellbound sharing their efforts in programme and changes
through the REFLECT. They shared how they started, how they involved the local
community in programme and how they have formed their own networking group
as an NGO and the support mechanism
Participants of the workshop shown their interest to visit Sikles and learn from the
local people. This time, we could get opportunity to see how our program people
are encouraged and how they can articulate their experiences if they get chance!
We are so happy because our facilitators are able to express their views if they get
chance and guidance.
The people of Sildes invited us to take part in Women's day (March h) but due to
"Bandh" and Holi Festival, we could not attend the program. After completing
{students) work, we have planned to go to Sikles for 7-10 days that I will inform you
earlier.
If you are interested to see the documents that the facilitators presented in the
workshop, I can send you. Please write me if you like.
Sara, please forward my regards to Bob, Jamie and Maya.
Thank you Yours: Laxmi

Appendix 5.1 Participation in Chalphal Kendra 1998- 2004
PHASE 1
Ward name

1998-1999
Ward Number
7
4
I

Dhaprangthar
Parche
Vangjakot
TOTAL

PHASE 2
Ward name
Dhaprangthar
Savathar
C airitahr
Lamathar
Harpurthar
Parche
Yangjakot
Yangjakot
Yangjakot
TOTAL

1999-2000
Ward Number
7
5
6
9
8
4
I
3
5

PHASE 3
Ward name
Dhaprangthar
Dhaprangthar
Savathar
Gairitahr
Lamathar
flarpurthar
Parche
Yangjakot
Vang, jakot
Yangjakot
TOTAL

2000-2001
Ward Number
7
7
5
6
9
8
4
I
3
5

TOTAL

Facilitator
Goma
Nun Suba
Hitmaya
Nandashree
Kuldavi
Bhadra Bir
Renuka
Omkumari
Renu

Participants
13
13
II
37

Female
13
12
I1
36

Male
0
1
0

Participants
17
7
9
26
12
11
12
12
24

Female
16
7
9
26
11
10
10
9
24

Male
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
3
0
8

130

1
2

Facilitator
Ganga Maya
Goma
Nun Suba
Hitmaya
Nandashree
Kuldevi
Bhadra Bir
Renuka
Keshuba
Ashmaya

Participants
13
12
13
9
14
8
11
8
12
17
117

PIIASE 4
Ward name
Dhaprangthar 1
Dhaprangthar 2
Dhaprangthar 3
Savathar
Gairitahr
Lamathar
Harpurthar
1
Harpurthar
Parche
Yangjakot

Facilitator
Ganga Maya
Bhadra Bir
Renuka

2

2001-2002
Ward Number
7
7
7
5
6
9
8
8
4
3

Facilitator
Ganga Maya
Goma
Taula Shree
Nun Suba
Hitmaya
Nandashree
Tika Devi
Nau Maya
Bhadra Bir
Keshuba

Participants
10
13
14
13
8

122

Female
10
12
12
9
14
8
10
8
12
17
112

Female
9
13
13
12
8

16

14

14
13

14
13

15
12

13
12

128

121

1

Male
3
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
5

Male
1
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
2
0
7

PHASE5
Ward name
Dhaprangthar 1
Dhaprangthar 2

2002-2003
Ward Number
7
7

Dhaprangthar 3
Savathar
Gairitahr
Lamathar
Harpurthar 1
Harpurthar 2
Parche
Yangjakot
TOTAL

7
5
6
9
8
8
4
3

Facilitator
GangaMaya
Goma
Ganga(new
facilitator)
Nun Suba
Pushpa
Nandashree
Tika Devi
Nau Maya
Bhadra Bir
Keshuba

Table Summarv of varticivation

Cycle
Cycle 1
Cycle 2
Cycle 3
Cycle 4
Cycle 5
Table

Cycle 1
Cycle 2
Cycle 3
Cycle 4
Cycle 5

Total
Participants
37
130
117
128
102

Participants
7
12
10
x
9
14
14
II
13
12
102

Female
6
12

Male
1

9
x
9
12
14
II
11
12

1

2

2

bv age and gender.

Female

Male

Min age

Max age

36
122
112
121
96

1
8
5
7
6

12
6
9
12
14

45
61
73
66
67

Overview of repeat participants
Number of
Participants
37
130
117
128
102

Repeats

% repeat

20
56
59
na

54%
43%
50%
Na

Appendix 5.2 Participation in all cycles by caste

Cyclel
Ward name
Dhaprangthar
Parche
Yanglakot
total

Cycle2
Ward name
Dhaprangthar
Savathar
Galrltahr
Lamathar
Harpurthar
Parche
Yangjakot 1
Yang] akot 3
Yanglakot 5
TOTAL

Cycle3
Ward name
Dhaprangthar -1
Dhaprangthar -2
Savathar
Gairltahr
Lamathar
Ilarpurthar
Parche
Yanglakot 1
Yangjakot 3
Yanglakot 5
TOTAL

Cycle 4
Ward name
Dhaprangthar -1
Dhaprangthar -2
Dhaprangthar -3
Savathar
Galrltahr
Lamathar
Harpurthar -1
Harpurthar -2
Parche
Yanglakot 3
TOTAL
Cycle 5
Ward name

1998-1999
Gurung
13
0
4
17

1999-2000
Gurung
14
5
6
18
7
0
0
12
0
62

2000-2001
Gurung
10
9
11
6
13
8
0
8
3
10
78

2001-2002
Gurung
7
13
14
11
7
11
14
13

Bishwa Karma
0
0
1
1

BK
0
2
3
3
5
0
5
11
0
29

Parlyar
0
0
6
6

P
4
0
0
5
0
0
7
0
12
28

BK
0
0
2
3
1
0
0
0
7
0
13

P
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
14

BK

P
3

Nepali
0
13
0
13

Nepali
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
11

Nepali
0
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
11

Nepali

2
1
5

15
6
96

6
9

8

15

2002-2003
Gurung

BK

P

Nepali

Dhaprangthar 1
Dhaprangthar 2
Dhaprangthar 3
Savathar
Gairitahr
Lamathar
Harpurthar
1
Ilarpurthar
2
Parche
Yangjakot
TOTAL

7
12
10
x
72
95
14
11
13
66
76

13

85

Figure Overview of participants

in Chalphal Kendra by Caste.
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Number of participants
Cycle 3
78
13
14
I1

% Change
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-55.2
-50.0
0.0
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Appendix 53 Ranking exercise - value of REFLECr to local participants (April 2000)

Ranking exercise by facilitators into the main motivational factors behind
participating In Chalphal Kendra
Reading

Writing

Meeting

Entertainment

Discuss

Speak

Reading

+

Reading

Reading

Reading

Discuss

Speak

Social
Work
Work

Writing

+

+

Writing

Writing

Meeting friends

+

+

+

Meeting

Discuss
Discuss

Speak
Speak

Work
Work

Entertainment

+

+

+

+

Discuss

Speak

Work

Discussion
Improve
spea g
Social Work

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

Speak
+

Discuss
Speak

+
3

+
2

+
1

+
0

+
5

+
6

+
4

bescription

th

7

2

Rd

ist

Demonstratesthat the key benefit is being bale to speakand discusslocal issues
followed by providing the opportunity to undertakesocial work.
Learning to read and write are ranked at e and S'hin the priority list although these
in
initial
benefits
the
the
stages.
main
were seenas

Appendix 5.4 Examples of material producet. 1by litho machine

LEFT
Pictures produced by
participants in to facilitate
discussion about key
issues such as health,
literacy, gendered
workloads and water.
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LEFT:Story written by participants in
Discussion Centres and then
distributed by using litho
machine bought by the centres.
BELOW
Number sheet produced by
centres for participants to take
home with them
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Appendix 5.5 Summary of visual material produced by each centres3Ward Name Ward Cycle I
1998-1999

Cycle 2C
1999-2000

ycle 3
2000-2001

Cycle 4
20012002

Preference
Ranking
Seasonal
Calendar

Dhaprangthar 7
'A'
Sikles

Social/Resource
Social Map
Seasonal calendar map
Seasonal calendar
Preference
Preference Ranking
Ranking

Dhaprangthar 7
'B'
Sikles
Dhaprangthar 7
C1
Sikles
5
Savathar
Sikles

x

Gairitahr
Sikles
Lamathar
Sikles

6

x

9

x

Harpurthar
'A'
Sikles
Harpurthar
'B'
Sikles
Parche
Sikles

8

x

8

x

x

x

4

Social Map

Chapatole
Yangjakot

3

x

Social/Resource
Map
Preference Ranking
Seasonal calendar
Social/Resource
Map

Seasonal
Calendar
* Preference
Ranking
* Preference
Ranking
* Seasonal
Calendar

Pokhari
Yangjakot
Danda Gaow
Yangjakot

I

Social Map
Song on wall
x

Social
Map
x

x

x

x

Seasonal
Social Map
Seasonal Calendar calendar
Preference Ranking Preference
Ranking
Preference
Social Map
Seasonal Calendar Ranking
Preference
Social Map
Preference Ranking Ranking
Seasonal Calendar Seasonal
Calendar
* Resource Map
Preference
Ranking
Social Map

' Information is for
cycles I-4

Social
Map

Social
Map

x
Social Map

as it was not collected for cycle 5.

x

Appendix - Gender analvsis of work loads
S.No. Work particular
Wake up early in the morning
I
2
To fetch fresh water and to smooth mud over walls/Floor
3
Light fire to make food
Washing up the pans and other cooking pots
Washing clothes
4
Taking care of the cattle
5
Agriculture work in field
6
Plugging and working with spade
7
To collect fire wood and fodder from jungle

8
9
10

11

Taking care of children
Cleaning up the house
Making local wine (Rokshi)
A.
B.
Weaving the local carpets
C.
Making the threads for carpet
Bamboo work

Example of seasonal Calendar from Chalphal Kendra Sikles

Note: Months from I to 12 shows from April to March
Key
Female
Male work
People suffer from diseases
People face problem of food deficit

Female
I/
V/

Male
x
x -x
x

V/
V/
x

V/

V/
(Little
Bit)
x
x
x
x
x
V/

Appendix 5.6 Overview of key words produced by Chalphal Kendra 1998-2004
Overview of keywords by category - all cycles
Cycle 4

Cycle 5

10

Cycle 3
25

9

4

12

7

27

24

12

4

4

6

3

3

Cycle I

Cycle 2

Environment

9

Social
Health

Figure Overview of the words chosen by centres in Cyles 14

health
environment
38%

social
49%

Overview of keyword by category discussed by the majority of the groups- all phases

0
m
U
E
E
H
E
S
S
E
E
E
E
S
E
H
E_
E
S_

KEY WORDS
Clean up
Forest
Cigarette
Sanitation
Community house
Gambling
Dirt
goreto - path, trail
Rubbish
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All Keywords by category generated by the Discussion Centres
ENVIRONMENTAL

Agricultural
Potatoefarm
Grain
Fodder
Crops/cereal
Compost/fertiliser
Farmers
Fruits
Herdsman
LandslideConservation
Plantation
Landslide
Road construction
Improved fire stove
Forest
Forest fire
Trail/path
Petromax
Health
Environment
Agriculture
Water
Toilet
Sanitation
Rubbish
Dirt
Clean up
Water tank
Drinking water

SOCIAL

Behavioural
Roksi / atcohol
Playing cards
Gambling
Incident
Community
Discussion
Development
Family
Friendship
Happiness/ grief
Hate / Fear
Anxiety
Neighbours
Neighbourhood
District / Town / Village
Society
Meeting hall / community house
Future planning
Letter
Help
Amount / Money
Watch
Saving/ loan / debt
Uselessexpenses
Idea
Unity / Co-operation
Festivals
Water festival / holi
Arghu / fimeral
Tihar / Dashain
Chhewar/haircutting
Festival
Priest/pojuklebri
Gender
Women scholarship
School support
Girls /female / men
Family planning
Backward women
Inequality
Social status
Exploitation
Un & touchable
Oppression
Poverty
Darknesslife
Anxiety

HEALTH
General
Cigarette

Clean house
Cough cold
Diarrhoea
Diseases
Smoking
Vomiting
Pneumonia
Doctor
Hospital
Health post
Vaccine
Snake-

Appendix 5.7 Example of members of a Chalphal Kendra Management Committee,
CBO Members and Photos
Table Ad Hoc Committee of REFLECT in Sikles. formed in Phase 3
Name
"
"
"
"
"

Dambar Bahadur Gurung
Suraj Bahadur Gurung
Kuman Singh Gurung
Bal Bahadur Gurung
Indra Kumari Gurung
Kar na Bahadur Gurung
I-,oni_Bahadur Nepali
it Bahadur Gurung
_j Mon Bahadur Gurung
Bel Kumari Gurung

Position
Chair person (Lamathar)
Secretary ( haprangthar)
Member (Lamathar)
Member (Harputhar)
Member (Gairithar)
Member (Sabhathar)
Member (Parche)
Member (Dhaprangthar)
Member (Sabhathar)
Member (Harputhar)

Table CBO-Committee of REFLECT in Sikles. formed in Phase 4
Name
Ms. Bel Kumari Gurung
Mrs. Ganga Maya Gurung
Mr. Bliadra Bir Nepali
Mr. Dambar Bahadur Gurung
Mr. Ilit Man Gurung
Mr. Man Bahadur Gurung
Mr. Shyam Gurung
Mr. Suraj Kumar Gurung
Ms. Laxmi Dhital

Position in Society
Local TeacherSikles
Facilitator, REFLECT Centre, Sikles
Facilitator, REFLECT Centre, Parche
Social worker, Dhaprangthar Sikles
Intellectual, Sikles
Chairperson of Parche VDC, Sikles
Social Worker, Sikles
Local Teacher, Sikles
REFLECT Programme coordinator)

Photo from left to right
I litman, Ganga, Bel Kumari, Dambar, Suraj Kumar, Bhadra Bir & Man Bahadur separate photo)

Reformed Committee - May 2004
MEMBER
Bahadur Gurung
L
-Kuiii
2. Suraj Kumar Gurung
3. Yam l3dr. Gurung
4. Buddhi Maya Gurung
5. Khusi Maya Gurung
6. l3him Bahadur Gurung
7. Ganga Gurung

Position within society
Elected Ward Chair Person
Teacher of Annapurna School Sikles
Participant (Male)
Member of Mothers gi oup & also elected
member in VDC.
Participant.
Member of Annapurna Conservation
Management Committee.
Participant (Mafu)

Appendix 5.8 SWOT analysis produced by Laxmi & Kiran September 2004

STRENGTHS
REFLECTcenter as a platform to solve the
social problems.

WEAKNESS
Lack of economic resourcesto meet the
demand of REFLECTcenters accordingto their
discussion.

Center as a communityinformationcenter.

Not able to make know (publicity) about the
activities of REFLECTcenters.
Program is limited in a specific geographical
region.

Acceptanceof women's leadershipin the
community.
Communityis able to monitor and evaluate the
programslaunched by different organizations.
The gathering and interactionbetweenthe
peoplefrom different age, sex and different
ethnic backgroundin the center is supposedto
be the strength of the REFLECTcenter.

Oppor tunities
1.There is a chance to launch the developmentprogramsthrough REFLECTcenters.
2. Sikles can be developedas a model village.

kppendix

5.9 Photos of Women's

Day Celebration

2004

Appendix 5.10 Women are judge themselves newspaper article
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